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ABSTRACT 
Caitlin G. Watt: Authorship and the Discovery of Character in Medieval Romance 
(Under the direction of Shayne Legassie) 
 
This dissertation argues that by pioneering new ways of constructing and reading literary 
character, writers of twelfth- to fourteenth-century romance also claimed a new authority for 
vernacular fiction. Through readings of several key medieval texts, the dissertation not only 
illuminates character as an underestimated critical tool used by medieval writers in but also 
intervenes in the ongoing scholarly discussion of medieval authorship. It begins with Le Roman 
d’Enéas, a twelfth-century adaptation of Virgil’s Aeneid that, by revising tensions in the 
characters of the Latin royal court, familiarizes the epic for a courtly audience and posits its 
writer as an authoritative interpreter of the Aeneid. Next, medieval concepts of memory and 
contemporary serial narrative theory are used to argue that Chrétien de Troyes, inventor of 
French Arthurian romance, creates a model of character that requires audiences to read his 
romances as a corpus and thus establishes himself as the author of a new literary tradition. 
Chapter 3 narrows its focus to a single character, Merlin, in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Vita 
Merlini, Laȝamon’s Brut, and Of Arthour and of Merlin, arguing that Merlin proves a useful site 
for examining tensions of gender and national identity inherent in the act of transforming legend 
into written historical narrative. The dissertation concludes with Geoffrey Chaucer’s Troilus and 
Criseyde. It demonstrates that in his portrayals of Antigone and Cassandra as literary creators, 
Chaucer examines the problem of affective identification with literary characters, questioning the 
association of compassion and femininity and offering alternative models of authorship. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 This dissertation argues that, as writers of medieval romance began to develop distinctly 
vernacular and medieval models of narrative authorship in the twelfth through fourteenth 
centuries, literary character allowed them both to refine conceptions of their own roles as writers 
and devise new methods of presenting narrative. To demonstrate this, I consider a range of 
medieval fictional narratives that might be termed “romances,” beginning in the twelfth century 
with an early French redaction of classical epic, Le Roman d’Enéas; moving to Arthurian 
material in the French romances of Chrétien de Troyes and on to treatments of Merlin in Latin by 
Geoffrey of Monmouth and in English by Laȝamon and the writer of Of Arthour and of Merlin; 
and finally Geoffrey Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. Although these texts vary in language, 
genre, and positioning of the writer with respect to his material, all of them represent innovative 
transformations of their source material—be it oral narrative, classical history and epic, or 
previous romances—and illustrate the ways in which adapting long narrative works allowed 
medieval writers the opportunity to examine and revise their predecessors through the portrayal 
and arrangement of characters. By applying a variety of theoretical lenses and methods of 
reading to the characters of these narratives, I hope to contribute to current scholarly discussions 
of medieval authorship. While explicit interventions by narrators or in prologues and explicits 
have received much scholarly attention, implicit statements of purpose accomplished through 
narrative have been less frequently explored. This dissertation argues that close study of 
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particular characters, their portrayals, and their narrative functions can bring new insights to the 
theoretical discussion of authorship. 
 Although the depiction of protagonists is certainly relevant to this project, many of the 
characters whom I discuss in the following chapters are not “main characters” but marginal 
figures whose relationships to the narratives’ central plots are indicative of larger patterns in 
these writers’ revisions of their source material. These often neglected characters illuminate the 
connection between authorial self-representation and character portrayal in fruitful ways that 
would otherwise be invisible. Another goal of this dissertation, therefore, is to draw attention to 
the underexplored role these characters play in demonstrating these texts’ themes and catalyzing   
new insights into such frequently studied medieval writers as Chrétien and Chaucer. 
 Although many of the texts trouble the boundaries of what might be called the 
“romance,” the term maintains its critical utility for several reasons. The first is its linguistic and 
generic connotations; the tradition of medieval romance is by definition an effort to distinguish 
vernacular and medieval literary efforts from classical models, thus an exploration of medieval 
models of fiction and narrative authorship necessitates a study of romance. Another, more 
practical reason is that, as a long courtly narrative form, romance provides both an extensive cast 
of characters for study and the benefit of a long tradition of scholarship on courtly literature’s 
innovations in the exploration of individual subjectivity.1 It thus provides a convenient point of 
comparison to modern narratological studies on the novel. Finally, the lack of codified 
conventions governing romance make it a fruitful site to study the workings of character; absent 
                                                          
1 Cf., for example, Simon Gaunt’s statement, “It is a commonplace among medievalists that courtly literature is 
foundational in the ‘invention’ of the modern subject,” because it “creates new configurations for subject/object 
relations, and one important element in this is the desire of the subject to imagine himself as the object of the Other's 
desire” (Love and Death in Medieval French and Occitan Courtly Literature: Martyrs to Love [Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2006], 33). 
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traditional claims to authority, character becomes an important means of constructing authorship 
in that characters allow writers to engage audiences emotionally and thus in some sense teach 
them how to interact with their texts.  
Because the dissertation approaches the question of “character” and “authorship” from a 
variety of approaches, including a few contemporary theoretical lenses such as serial narrative 
theory and affect theory, and because ‘character’ and ‘authorship’ themselves are not 
uncontested terms of critical analysis, the rest of this introduction will be devoted to a discussion 
of these terms and the critical conversations, medieval and modern, surrounding them.  
Character 
 The utility of “character” as a topic of critical inquiry has been questioned in recent 
decades on both historicist and theoretical grounds, particularly with respect to premodern texts. 
The historicist argument against character is that people prior to the rise of capitalism in the early 
modern period lacked contemporary ideas of individual subjectivity and conceived of their 
identities based on social position, rendering studies of characters’ interiority anachronistic. 
Meanwhile, some strands of postmodernist theory posit that a lack of consistent and inherent 
identity even in today’s society renders a study of character per se inadequate for examining the 
social forces that create and shape individual subjectivity.2 At the same time, character has never 
ceased to be a topic of critical interest for scholars of premodern texts, and indeed many of the 
most influential readings of texts such as Le Roman d’Enéas, Chrétien’s Lancelot, or Chaucer’s 
Troilus and Criseyde focus on questions of character—are readers meant to sympathize with this 
                                                          
2 See Alan Sinfield, “From Bradley to Cultural Materialism,” Shakespeare Studies 34 (2006): 25–34, for a summary 
of various historicist, theoretical, and cultural materialist objections to the concept of character and an argument 
about the value in refusing to force various “character effects” into a cohesive whole. 
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character or that? Are this character’s actions justifiable according to the ethos adumbrated by 
the text? How is familial or erotic love depicted in these two characters’ interactions?  
The ongoing use of character as a focus of interpretation and its perennial appeal to 
readers may be a function of humans’ general interest in other humans (or in literary 
constructions that mimic the human). Blakey Vermuele, for example, argues that part of literary 
characters’ appeal is their ability to provide the same kind of knowledge of other people we seek 
from social interactions; readers give literary texts their attention and suspend their disbelief, and 
in exchange, “fiction pays us back with large doses of really juicy social information, 
information that it would be too costly, dangerous, and difficult for us to extract from the world 
on our own.”3 Other critics have found character useful as a means of exploring social injustices, 
construing plots, or conveying the intellectual history driving the text.4  The diverse applications 
that scholars have found for the concept suggest that, even if the terms of theoretical and 
psychological discussion now are different than they would have been in medieval Europe, 
character as a category is still a useful critical tool for uncovering aspects of medieval literary 
works that other approaches alone would not accomplish. 
 According to Uri Margolin, critical conceptions of character can be grouped into three 
major categories: (1) treatments of character as a literary artifice constructed by an author to 
serve a plot-related function, (2) treatments of character as an implied or hypothetical person, 
                                                          
3 Blakey Vermeule, Why Do We Care About Literary Characters? (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2011), 14. See also Jonathan Crewe, “Reclaiming Character?” Shakespeare Studies 34 (2006): 35–40, who 
argues that “Both the appeal and the durability of ‘character’ may owe something to people's ordinary human 
interest in other persons,” and that characters’ ability to capture audiences’ imaginations “is an effect of the 
deliberate mimesis—imitation of life—that Aristotle posited as a fundamental human capacity” (37). 
 
4 See, for example, Elizabeth Fowler, “Shylock’s Virtual Injuries,” Shakespeare Studies 34 (2006) 56–64, on the 
utility of character for understanding the cognitive entry of the audience into the social hierarchies and injustices 
portrayed in a text, and Literary Character: The Human Figure in Early English Writing (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2003), 3–4, for a summary of the various uses to which critics have put the concept of character. 
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and (3) treatments of character as “text-based construct or mental image in the reader's mind.” 5 
This last approach, generally discussed under the rubric of cognitive theories of character, is 
perhaps most relevant to the various conceptions of character advanced in this dissertation, many 
of which either consider the engagement of an implied reader or attempt to identify a middle 
ground between the character as an implied human being and the character as a strictly utilitarian 
narrative function.6   
Although it may be argued that the influence of modern cognitive psychology and 
psycholinguistics on this model of characterization would render it anachronistic and thus 
inapplicable to medieval literature, in fact these “mixed” models have much in common with 
several approaches scholars of medieval literature have employed in trying to understand the 
depiction of character in texts from this period. A major guide in these attempts has been the 
rhetorical educational tradition of the Middle Ages. Rhetoric was one of the trivium, the three 
liberal arts (also including grammar and logic) that formed the basis of medieval education and a 
necessary foundation for study of the other four classic liberal arts, the quadrivium. It was thus 
an essential part of a poet’s training.7 Classical texts like Horace’s Ars Poetica and Pseudo-
                                                          
5 Margolin, “Character,” in The Cambridge Companion to Narrative, ed. David Herman (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 76. Formalist theories of character, such as that offered by Vladimir Propp in Morphology 
of the Folktale, trans. Laurence Scott, 2nd ed. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1968), offer one version of the first 
category of character criticsm, largely treating characters as constructs who serve specific functions in driving plots 
forward. Bernard Paris, in Imagined Human Beings: A Psychological Approach to Character and Conflict in 
Literature (New York: New York University, 1997), offers a vigorous defense of the “implied person” approach to 
character, arguing that realistically or mimetically drawn characters, regardless of the era in which they were 
created, “were not simply functions in a text or encoded messages from the author but were imagined human beings 
whose thoughts, feelings, and actions made sense in motivational terms” (6) and that studying them in this way 
allows us to understand their potential for illuminating human experience and helps develop our capacity to 
empathize with others. 
 
6 Cf. Jonathan Culpepper, Language & Characterisation: People in Plays and Other Texts (Harlow: Pearson 
Education Limited, 2001), who describes his own approach in the field of “cognitive stylistics” as “mixed” between 
what he calls humanizing and dehumanizing theories of character (9–11). 
 
7 See Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask with a new 
afterword by Peter Godman (1953; reprt. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990), chap. 3, on the role of 
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Cicero’s Rhetorica ad Herennium and medieval poetic manuals inspired by them, such as 
Matthew of Vendôme’s Ars Versificatoria (ca. 1175), Geoffrey of Vinsauf’s Poetria Nova (ca. 
1202–1212), and John of Garland’s Parisiana poetria (1231–35), provided the foundations of 
epideictic, or demonstrative, rhetoric, sample portraits describing figures singled out for either 
praise or blame, and explanations of poetic ‘figures’ such as sermocinatio (attributing suitable 
speech to a character or persona) and ethopoeia (soliloquy) necessary for vivid character 
portrayal.8 The rhetorical education of medieval writers may have contributed more than a 
guideline for descriptions to the art of character portrayal, however. As explained in these texts, 
successful character description is tied to how “suitable” the characteristics or dialogue assigned 
to a particular character seem to be. Rhetoric by its very nature as a persuasive art requires a 
consideration of the audience’s response to a work. Both of these points connect medieval 
rhetoric to contemporary cognitive theory through memory. 
Most notably, memory was a central component of intellectual work and self-building in 
the Middle Ages, intrinsically connected both to academic processes of reading and writing and 
to the ethical construction of the human soul.9 Hugh of St. Victor’s Didascalion, written in the 
                                                          
the liberal arts in medieval education and the formation of a curriculum of standard school texts; and chap. 4, on 
rhetoric, its origins in antiquity, and its impact in the medieval period and onward. 
 
8 Henrik Specht, “‘Ethopoeia’ or Impersonation: A Neglected Species of Medieval Characterization,” The Chaucer 
Review, 21.1 (1986): 1–15, gives a thorough explanation of the rhetorical background of ethopoeia and other related 
figures of characterization. For an in-depth study of the portrait as a method of character depiction, see Alice M. 
Colby, The Portrait in Twelfth-Century French Literature: An Example of the Stylistic Originality of Chrétien de 
Troyes (Geneva: Droz 1965). Douglas Kelly, also examining the effects of medieval literary portraiture on 
Chrétien’s character development, notes that these models would have given Chrétien the ability to create emotional 
effects by distinguishing between temporary and permanent attributes of a person: “For instance, the ‘ethical’ 
Laudine appears as the stereotype of human beauty. . . . Yet Laudine is lacerating her beauty. The grief-stricken lady 
Yvain is falling in love with is emotionally distraught and physically disjointe,” with the contrast arousing pathos 
and interest in the audience (The Conspiracy of Allusion: Description, Rewriting, and Authorship from Macrobius to 
Medieval Romance [Leiden: Brill, 1999], 39). 
 
9 See Mary J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), for a thorough overview of the important place granted to memory in medieval culture, as 
well as the educational methods used to cultivate it.  
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1120s as a guide for students, advises that those wishing to learn need both aptitude and memory, 
“for these two are so closely tied together in every study and discipline that if one of them is 
lacking, the other alone cannot lead anyone to perfection.”10 Deploying as guides such 
systematic descriptions of memory as that in Rhetorica ad Herennium, medieval writers urged 
the use of mental backgrounds, unusual mental images, and textual markers like rubrics and 
illuminated capitals for memorizing texts. Memorization was a way for reading to be 
incorporated into a student’s mental landscape: for this reason, and not surprisingly, metaphors 
of food and digestion were frequently deployed to describe the process of “familiarizing” a text 
by making it a part of the reader’s self (Geoffrey of Vinsauf, calling knowledge “the food and 
drink of the mind,” warns students trying to memorize things not to overdo it, advising them, 
“Drink as a temperate man, not a tippler.”)11 Additionally, the ability to remember one’s past 
errors and their consequences, and to learn from them, was an important component of prudence, 
one of the four cardinal virtues. Part of character growth, then (in the ethical rather than literary 
sense), is the ability to develop the memory such that the reader can add texts to their mental 
stores of knowledge and call on them when needed.  
Memory is still conceived by theorists as an important component of how readers 
respond to texts—both the short-term memory required to remember events as they happen in a 
story and the long-term memory of previous books, characters, and social situations. As Jonathan 
Culpeper remarks, memories of broader concepts and abstract knowledge—the sort that might be 
                                                          
10 “. . . que duo in omni studio et disciplina ita sibi coherent, ut si desit alterum, neminem alterum ad perfectum 
ducere possit,” Didascalion III.7. English translation from Hugh of St. Victor, The Didascalion of Hugh of St. 
Victor: A Medieval Guide to the Arts, trans. with an introduction by Jerome Taylor (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1961), 91. 
 
11 Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, rev. ed., trans. Margaret F. Nims with an introduction by Martin Camargo 
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 2010), 76. 
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gained from meditative attention to a text—constitute semantic memory, “which has been the 
particular focus of interest for researchers investigating how prior knowledge helps us to retrieve 
textual cues and make inferences” because this knowledge can be assumed to be shared by the 
author and the readers.12 This shared knowledge was also a conscious consideration for medieval 
writers trying to create plausible character descriptions and dialogue. The idea of shaping 
character portraits to common knowledge about various categories of people reaches medieval 
thought on writing from classical sources. Horace’s Ars Poetica, a standard school text referred 
to in medieval poetic handbooks, stresses the importance of matching a character’s words to their 
fortunes, age, and place in life: a writer will be mocked “if the words are out of tune with the 
speaker’s fortunes”; “It will make a lot of difference whether the speaker is a god or a hero, an 
old man of ripe years or a hot youth, an influential matron or a hard-working nurse,” and so on.13 
Inherent in the idea of appropriate characterization here is the assumption that readers or listeners 
will bring their own knowledge of what old men or influential matrons are like and, if the 
portrayal of these characters clashes with their own understandings of such social categories, the 
text will not find favor with its audience. What Warren Ginsberg calls “literary typology”—that 
is, a method of paratactically juxtaposing persons and events with figures both within and 
outside of a literary text—though not relying on this kind of semantic knowledge, also depends 
upon the reader’s ability to bring outside knowledge to the text and draw appropriate 
connections.14 
                                                          
12 Culpeper, Language & Characterisation, 60. 
 
13 Horace, Ars Poetica, trans. D. A. Russell, in The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism, ed. William E. Cain, 
Laurie A. Fink, Barbara E. Johnson, John McGowan, and Jeffrey J. Williams (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2001): 126. 
 
14 Ginsberg, The Cast of Character: The Representation of Personality in Ancient and Medieval Literature (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1983), chap. 3.  
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Memory and emotion, then, as outlined in rhetorical texts, seem to be important 
considerations for medieval writers in crafting characters and appealing to audiences. The 
audience is often encouraged to sympathize with characters or with the author, mentally compare 
or contrast characters with each other, or participate in the same activities of analysis and 
composition as the writer. This implied relationship between audience and writer is also key to 
understanding authorship, another concept central to my project. 
Authorship 
Most discussions of authorship in the twenty-first century have in some sense been 
shaped by two influential essays of the twentieth: “The Death of the Author” by Roland Barthes 
and “What Is an Author?” by Michel Foucault. The former offers a historically situated account 
of the rise of an “Author-God” in the Renaissance—a figure governing any interpretation of a 
literary text “as if it were always in the end, through the more or less transparent allegory of the 
fiction, the voice of a single person, the author ‘confiding’ in us”—and this figure’s fall with 
Mallarmé and Proust.15 The latter gives an extended exploration of the “author-function” as 
distinct from this overpowering Author-God; that is, rather than “an indefinite source of 
significations that fill a work,” the author is a “certain functional principle by which, in our 
culture, one limits, excludes, and chooses” the works, ideas, and meanings attached to a work.16 
Though providing different perspectives on the question of the “author,” both encourage a move 
                                                          
15 Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” trans. Stephen Heath, in Barthes, Image, Music, Text (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 1977), 142–48, at 143. His account is historically specific in more ways than one; as Virginie Greene asserts, 
Barthes’s essay is very much a product of the intellectual environment of Structuralism, Deconstruction, and New 
Criticism of the sixties, relevant not only as a critical text but “essential to our understanding of an important 
historical moment and its aftermath” (“What Happened to Medievalists after the Death of the Author?” in The 
Medieval Author in Medieval French Literature, ed. Virginie Greene [New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006], 205–
228, at 205). 
 
16 Foucault, “What Is an Author?”, trans. Josué V. Harari, in Foucault, Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology, ed. 
James D. Faubion, vol. 2 (New York: The New Press, 1998), 205–222, at 221. 
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away from biographical criticism based on the life of the writer, prompting an interrogation of 
the term “authorship” and what it might mean for a specific text. 
 This question is complicated by the radically different situation of the medieval European 
“author” in comparison with today’s. Medieval methods of textual production and transmission, 
the governing auctoritas of the church and of classical writers, and the dominance of Latin as the 
authoritative literary language created an intellectual culture that largely decentered the 
vernacular writer. Consequently, the conception of the ‘author’ was quite different from 
contemporary understandings of the term. If the contemporary notion of an author is something 
like Stephen G. Nichols’s formulation of a post-Renaissance “professional ‘literary figure’ who 
writes works according to conventions, which he both internalizes and transforms to make an 
‘original’ creation,”17 or Albert Russell Ascoli’s simpler summary, “a writer of texts in general 
and a writer of literary works in particular,”18 a medieval auctor was defined by authority—the 
authority of age, the authority of intrinsic worth as judged by truthfulness or adherence to 
Biblical or theological doctrine, the authority of imitability, or divine inspiration, or ethical 
guidance.19 This is to say, not just anyone could become an auctor, and in fact most writers 
couldn’t, since to compete with Augustine, St. Paul, or Cicero in terms of influence was, as it 
would be now, a tall order. In addition, probably both because of the cultural emphasis on 
auctores and the material realities of manuscript transmission, many medieval texts have reached 
us either anonymously or with their authorship disputed, making even the idea of author-based 
                                                          
17 Nichols, “The Medieval ‘Author’: An Idea Whose Time Hadn’t Come?” in Greene, ed., The Medieval Author in 
Medieval French Literature, 77–102, at 77. 
 
18 Ascoli, Dante and the Making of a Modern Author (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 6. 
 
19 See Alastair Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship: Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages, 2nd 
ed. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), chap. 1, esp. 9–15, on medieval ideas of the auctor. 
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criticism difficult. Indeed, some critics solve this problem by abandoning the term ‘author’ 
entirely.20 
 It is not the case, however, that there was no space for the agency of the medieval writer. 
There were a number of other roles that creators of texts could assume, which, as several critics 
have argued, decentralized the prime authority of the auctor by dispersing power among other 
positions. One oft-cited articulation of these roles comes from St. Bonaventure’s commentary on 
Peter Lombard’s Sententia (1250–52). In deciding whether Lombard could be considered an 
auctor (yes, according to Bonaventure), he outlines four ways of creating a book: to be the 
scriptor, that is, the person who writes or copies others’ words; to be the compilator, adding 
different authors’ words together but not adding one’s own; to be the commentator, adding one’s 
own words to another’s to clarify the author’s material; and the auctor, the principle writer of a 
text.21 In addition to these “writer” roles, contemporary critics have pointed out other ways 
medieval textual production could situate authority and independence outside the traditionally 
privileged place of the auctor.  
On the material level, the variation of divergent versions of a text inherent in a 
manuscript culture decenters the author’s ‘original’ text in a way that modern print editions of 
medieval works often obscure, granting a measure of power in controlling the text to the 
scriptor, seemingly the figure in Bonaventure’s list who contributes the least of his own material 
                                                          
20 Brooke Heidenreich Findley, Poet Heroines in Medieval Narrative: Gender and Fictions of Literary Creation 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), summarizes and builds off the work of Anne Berthelot, Figures et function 
de l’écrivain au 13e siècle (Montréal: Institut d’Etudes Médiévales, 1991) in abandoning the term ‘author’ as 
problematic and instead drawing attention to other figures of literary creation used to represent “une action littéraire 
et l’ébauche d’une mise en abîme” (a literary action and a sketch of self-representation; Berthelot, Figures et 
function, 94, qtd. and trans. Finley, Poet Heroines, 3). 
 
21 For discussions of Bonaventure’s formulation, see Ascoli, Dante and the Making of a Modern Author, 
6n.4, Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, 94–95; Edwards, Robert R. Invention and Authorship 
in Medieval England (Columbus: The Ohio State University Press, 2017), xix–xx. 
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to a book, as well as to books’ compilers, illustrators, and consumers. The position of the reader 
also offered a surprising level of power; critics note the ways in which the distance between an 
ancient or biblical auctor and his medieval lector gave the latter freedom to reinterpret and 
rearrange a text to serve the medieval writer’s purposes.22 For example, Rita Copeland, in her 
study of medieval theories of translation, argues that vernacular translators, merging medieval 
reading practices with Roman rhetorical principles, could displace the authority of the original 
with their own. They could thus develop a theory of translation that, rather than focusing on 
explaining an auctor,  “is closer to the Roman rhetorical model of translation, which stresses the 
inventional power of the translator, who can discover the text anew in his own language.”23 All 
of these roles—translator, reader, compiler, commentator, even scribe—allow space for medieval 
writers to articulate their own accomplishments and relationships to their predecessors (and to 
posterity). 
 This is not to say that I characterize all of the writers discussed in the following chapters 
as intentionally challenging dominant models of textual authority to establish themselves as 
auctores. Instead, I read them as offering different responses to the challenges of self-definition 
that accompanied the rise of European vernacular literatures, new genres and concepts of fiction, 
and the turbulent political events and material vulnerability that affected their careers and 
worldviews. Some, like the redactor of the Roman d’Enéas, present themselves as astute readers 
of their original text; others, like Chrétien de Troyes, present a body of work demonstrating their 
ability to “compose,” in the sense of bringing multiple plots, characters, and sources together, 
                                                          
22 See Ascoli’s discussion of David Hult’s Self-Fulfilling Prophecies: Readership and Authority in the First ‘Roman 
de la Rose’ and John Dagenais’s The Ethics of Reading in Manuscript Culture: Glossing the ‘Libro de Buen Amor’ 
in Dante and the Making of a Modern Author, 34–35. 
 
23 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics, and Translation in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2009), 93.  
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and demanding that readers do the same; others, like Geoffrey Chaucer, vie with the classics 
while also examining the multiple challenges of doing so within the fictional text. What all have 
in common, however, is that their means of self-representation and aims in writing cannot be 
understood only by looking at the narrative interventions of an “I” purportedly standing in for the 
writer (although in some cases, particularly for Chrétien and Chaucer, scholars have identified 
important assertions of the writer’s goals and methods in such interventions). Instead, the 
embodied figures of characters in the texts allow these writers to represent the processes of 
writing, reading, creating, understanding, and remembering in ways that help writers to 
investigate multiple angles of the issues they examine and to vivify their work for readers. 
 It is this last, perhaps, that allows the writer to create his desired audience and, through 
presenting characters who demonstrate the author’s process but also draw on the intellectual and 
emotional engagement of readers, to establish an imagined relationship with this audience. 
Anxiety about a work’s reception necessitates that the author, in some sense, become a reader; he 
then “opens himself up to an empathetic relationship with his external reader, actual and/or 
imagined: he recognizes in them the power to extract, even to determine significance,”24 the 
same power he himself employs with respect to his sources. The affective implications of this 
identification with readers, and the connections between emotion, memory, and the themes of 
erotic, nationalist, and writerly passion that these works explore, necessitate a brief consideration 
of emotion and its relationship to literary character. 
Emotion 
 That an understanding of emotion is necessary to be rhetorically effective is established 
from the beginnings of rhetoric as a Western discipline, as Aristotle details the causes and effects 
                                                          
24 Ascoli, “‘Favola fui’: Petrarch Writes His Readers,” Bernardo Lecture Series, No. 17 (Binghamton, NY: Center 
for Medieval & Renaissance Studies, 2010), 14. 
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of various emotions, and how they can be used by a speaker to persuade, in his influential 
Rhetoric.  One of the authoritative classical writers for the Middle Ages, Cicero, articulates the 
importance of emotion for rhetoric clearly: “all the mental emotions, with which nature has 
endowed the human race, are to be intimately understood, because it is in calming or kindling the 
feelings of the audience that the full power and science of oratory are to be brought into play” (De 
oratore I.17).25 By capturing—quelling or inciting; engaging or distancing—an audience’s 
emotions, a writer or speaker might   persuade them of an argument or move them to live a more 
ethical life. Writers like twelfth-century theologian Bernard of Clairvaux posited that through 
affective identification with the divinely inspired writers of the Bible, readers might move closer to 
God and affirm their faith.26 In narrative in particular, an exemplary character or figure might serve 
as an emotional entry point for audiences and thus contribute to the work’s rhetorical and ethical 
effectiveness.27  
Similarly, emotional engagement with characters is one way that contemporary theorists of 
literary character understand how audiences interact with and understand their relationship to a 
text. Uri Margolin, examining what he calls the de se mode of reading fictional character as it 
affects readers outside the text, outlines progressive stages of emotional involvement with 
                                                          
25 . . . omnes animorum motus, quos hominum generi rerum natura tribuit, penitus pernoscendi, quod omnis vis 
ratioque dicendi in eorum, qui audiunt, mentibus aut sedandis aut exitandis expromenda est (M. Tullius Cicero, 
Rhetorica, vol. 1, Libros de Oratore Tres Continens, ed. A. S. Wilkins [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1895]). English 
translation from Cicero, On the Orator, trans. E. W. Sutton and H. Rackham (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1942). 
 
26 Simo Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2004), 198. 
 
27 This is St. Bonaventure’s argument in the Breviloquium explaining the narrative modes used in the Bible: its end 
is to make people good, and “Our affections are moved more strongly by examples than by arguments, by promises 
than logical reasonings, by devotions than by definitions,” hence the use of narrative language which, because it 
can’t be formally proven as logic could be, relies on the authority of God for its certainty (Breviloquium Prologue, 
section 5, trans. in Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism, c.1100–c.1375: The Commentary Tradition, rev. ed., ed. 
A. J. Minnis and A. B. Scott with the assistance of David  Wallace [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998, reprt. 2003], 
235–36). 
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characters. If in the first stage, a reader imagines himself into the same world as the characters, “it 
makes perfect sense that as a second stage [he] should respond emotionally to them and adopt 
certain emotive and evaluative attitudes toward them.”28 The construction of character in a reader’s 
mind, then, relies not necessarily on a “realistic” character depiction, but on the emotions that a 
reader brings to the text and the ways they are engaged or distanced by it.  
 Emotions were generally understood in the medieval period to engage audiences, increase 
(or decrease) a speaker’s effectiveness, or affect how characters were perceived. This 
understanding, however, does not mean that medieval writers universally approved of literature or 
fiction’s influence on the emotions. The emotional effects of rhetoric and the attachment to literary 
character that they could create were frequently viewed with a measure of suspicion. If properly 
directed affective identification with biblical texts could bring people closer to God, uncontrolled 
emotion, then as now, could lead to many less sanguine consequences. Augustine, who influenced 
many theological perspectives on emotion and the will, was concerned that humans’ tendency to 
become emotionally entangled in the earthly and ephemeral would distract from the eternal. 
Although he did not view emotions as negative per se—given a correctly oriented will—they had 
the potential to lead the feeling soul astray. Without reason to keep the soul focused on truly 
desirable goals, “emotions would attach themselves to everything people were unwilling to lose, 
and yet, ironically, would most certainly lose.”29 Later, Thomas Aquinas would expound a theory 
of emotions that classified them as an appetitive function attached not to the intellect but to the 
                                                          
28 Margolin, “From Predicates to People like Us: Kinds of Readerly Engagement with Literary Characters,” in 
Characters in Fictional Worlds, ed. Jens Eder, Fotis Jannidis, and Ralf Schneider (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2010), 400–
415, at 411. Cf., however, Katja Mellmann, “Objects of ‘Empathy’: Character (and Other Such Things) as Psycho-
Poetic Effects,” in Eder et al., Characters in Fictional Worlds, 416–41., who argues that engagement is motivated 
less by character per se than by perspective or focalization, which doesn’t necessarily require a character. 
 
29 Barbara H. Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling: A History of Emotions, 600–1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2016), 25. 
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senses—a physiological phenomenon not unique to humans but also found in animals.30 Again, a 
well-governed will could manage the emotions usefully, but a will unable to dissuade the soul’s 
sensory desires from unsuitable objects might result in incorrect moral judgments and actions. 
Attachment to fictional characters in particular, and the investment of emotion that 
audiences put into them, could pose problems, embodying concerns about poorly directed 
affections. To give one example of a writer who distrusted this attachment, Aelred of Rievaulx, a 
twelfth-century Cistercian monk, was suspicious of any connection between affective displays and 
true, spiritual love. He notes that audiences of tragic or epic poetry can be moved to the point of 
tears by a character’s hardships and wonders “would it not be terribly absurd on the basis of this 
empty display of pity to make some inference about the quality of his love”—that is, emotional 
displays for fictional characters are not indicative of sincere or properly directed love.31 Aelred 
here follows in the tradition of the most famous of the authorities suspicious of literary 
character’s ability to attract sympathy: St. Augustine. Giving an account of his childhood 
education in Confessions, Augustine describes his compassion for Dido as a distraction and a 
kind of perverse wallowing in sentimentality: “I did not love You and I went away from You in 
                                                          
30 Simon Kemp, Medieval Psychology (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990), 78. See also Diana Fritz Cates, Aquinas 
on the Emotions: A Religious-Ethical Inquiry (Washington, D. C.: Georgetown University Press, 2009). 
 
31 “. . . nonne perabsurdum est, ex hac vanissima pietate de amoris ejus qualitate capere conjecturam,” Aelred of 
Rievaulx, De speculo caritatis, II.17.9, in Library of Latin Texts, Series A, based on Opera Omnia 1: Opera 
ascetica, ed. Anselme Hoste and Charles H. Talbot, CCCM 1 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1971), translation from The 
Mirror of Charity, trans. Elizabeth Connor with introduction and notes by Charles Dumont (Kalamazoo, MI: 
Cistercian Publications, 1990); cf. also Jaakko Tahkokallio, “Fables of King Arthur: Aelred of Rievaulx and Secular 
Pastimes,” Mirator 9 (2008): 19–35. Peter of Blois, a twelfth/thirteenth century writer and theologian, similarly 
found affective sympathy in audiences, whether for fictional characters or for a figure in Scripture, worthless for 
penitence or true closeness to God: “Qui ergo de fabulae recitatione ad misericordiam commoveris, si de Domino 
aliquid pium legi audias, quod extorqueat tibi lacrimas, nunquid propter hoc de Dei dilectione potes dictare 
sententiam? Qui compateris Deo, compateris et Arturo” (Because you were moved to pity by the recitation of a 
story, if you hear something pious read that twists some tears out of you—because of this you can say something 
about the love of God? You who feel with God feel with Arthur, too. See Peter of Blois, Liber de Confessione 
Sacramentali, in Petri Blesensis Bathoniensis Archidiaconi Opera Omnia, ed. I. A. Giles (London, 1847], xlviii. 
Translation mine.) 
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fornication. . . . And for this I did not grieve, but I grieved for Dido. . . . And if I were kept from 
reading, I grieved at not reading the tales that caused me such grief.”32 The concerns of Aelred 
and Augustine point to two different issues for creators of fictional texts: the utility of the 
emotions aroused by writing, and the relationship between fictional, implied persons in literature 
and the real-world audience interacting with them.  
 Such concerns influence the depiction of character in the texts I examine. Though these 
questions are most explicitly discussed in Chapter 4, in my examination of compassion and 
gender in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, emotions, how they work, and ideas about how to 
manage them appear throughout this entire project. The phenomenon of love, and how it can best 
be channeled in socially productive directions, for example, is a favorite topic of courtly 
literature and an important question for the anonymous author of Le Roman d’Enéas as he crafts 
a romantic narrative out of a Roman epic. The risks of the failure of emotional containment can 
be seen in the depictions of Merlin examined in Chapter 3. In both cases, it is apparent that 
emotion has both physical dimensions (the Ovidian depiction of love as a disease influences the 
depiction of courtly love in most of the texts examined in this dissertation) and political 
dimensions, as the inappropriate management of emotions particularly by a person in a position 
of power has negative effects on the whole society. In short, the works I study here, as outlined 
momentarily, depict emotions as “a mediation between the aesthetic and the political in a 
nontrivial way,” as signs that not only illustrate “different registers of problem (formal, 
ideological, sociohistorical) but conjoin those problems in a distinctive manner.”33  
                                                          
32 “Non te amabam et fornicabar abs te . . . et haec non flebam et flebam Didonem . . . et si prohiberer ea legere, 
dolerem, quia non legerem quod dolerem,” Augustine, Confessionum libri tredecim, I.XIII.21, in Library of Latin 
Texts, Series A, based on Confessiones, ed. L. Verheijen CCSL 27 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1981). English translation 
from Augustine, Confessions 2nd ed., trans. F. J. Sheed, ed. with notes by Michael P. Foley (Indianapolis, IN: 
Hackett Publishing Company, 2006), 14. 
33 Sianne Ngai, Ugly Feelings (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005), 3.  
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Chapter Overview 
 The texts examined in this dissertation all represent important developments in the 
creation and evolution of romance: Le Roman d’Enéas, for example, is one of the first texts to be 
categorized as a romance, while Chrétien de Troyes is the first writer to compose Arthurian 
romances, Laȝamon’s Brut is the first Arthurian text in English, and Of Arthour and of Merlin is 
the first translation of material from the French Grail cycle in English. As such, they make ideal 
test cases to study innovations in the way medieval writers use character depiction as a way to 
assert authorship. Some create characters who are themselves poets and can serve as authorial 
stand-ins; some use characters to make their work an exemplar for future writers; and some 
strategically rewrite characters to demonstrate their reading practices and critique of their 
originals. Although a few of them test the boundaries of “romance” as a genre, they all 
demonstrate a key aspect of romance as it emerged as a distinctly medieval and secular literary 
form, “their authors’ capacity to remake their shared stories anew in different contexts and to 
reposition their ethical systems as they respond to particular audiences.”34 Whether reworking 
classical material or the Matter of Britain, the works I examine here exemplify the processes of 
transformation and inventio to which romancers subjected their original sources, Latin and 
vernacular, in their efforts to develop models of vernacular, fictional, and secular authorship. 
 I begin in Chapter 1 with a discussion of the anonymous twelfth-century Le Roman 
d’Enéas, an adaptation of Virgil’s Roman epic Aeneid (ca. 29–19 BCE). Its redactor seems at 
first glance to minimize his authorial presence, not naming Virgil and avoiding explicit 
statements of his purpose at the beginning and end of the poem. Yet the major changes to the 
Aeneid’s plot, particularly the insertion of an erotic love plot between Enéas and Lavine, 
                                                          
34 Roberta L. Krueger, “Introduction,” in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance, ed. Roberta L. Krueger 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 1. 
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demonstrates the writer’s deliberate reworking of his material for a courtly audience and marks 
his presence within the text. Examining the changes made to several apparently minor characters, 
all of whom feature in the Latin court—Drances, Mesencius, Latinus, and the queen—I read 
these revisions not as meaningless disregard of Virgil’s original but as thoughtful reworkings of 
tensions found in the Aeneid and as indicative of the writer’s reading practices, reading practices 
his text models for readers as well. The ideal lector of Le Roman d’Enéas examines characters 
not as isolated figures serving individual functions but as thematically and socially connected 
clusters within the larger hierarchy of the fictional narrative (and feudal society). 
  After an examination of the writer as lector, Chapter 2 moves to a vernacular writer who 
asserts his persona more forcefully: the twelfth-century inventor of Arthurian romance, Chrétien 
de Troyes. Although studies of prologues and epilogues in his five romances (Erec et Enide, 
Cligés, Yvain, Lancelot, and Perceval) have yielded fruitful insights into his compositional 
practices, in this chapter I examine how his use of recurring characters in multiple romances 
presents him implicitly as an author worthy of emulation. The connections these recurring 
characters produce between romances suggest parallels and alternate interpretations of characters 
based not on reading a romance in isolation, but on a reading of his romances as an 
interconnected fictional world. Using contemporary serial narrative theory to explore the 
functions these recurring characters serve in crafting Chrétien’s Arthurian world, I argue that his 
romances posit him as the author not simply of a handful of texts, but of a vernacular fictional 
tradition. Repeated names and references to characters’ actions between romances suggest the 
continuity of the characters and the potential for new works to reveal new aspects of their 
personalities. The presentation of character over multiple romances then encourages audiences to 
‘compose’ Chrétien’s works into a connected oeuvre using their own memories, and this open-
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ended cast of characters offers future writers the opportunity to add their own contributions to 
this new fictional world. 
 Chapter 3 continues my study of character in the Arthurian tradition, but here the focus is 
on one character, Merlin, as he crosses generic and linguistic boundaries in Arthurian texts 
produced in England. Presented both as a storyteller in his own right, capable of predicting the 
future and interpreting the past and present, and as a mystical figure whose powers are of 
dubious origins and allow him to shape the course of history, Merlin is a useful but challenging 
character. His abilities, flaws, and other complexities allow him to illustrate the processes of 
authorship, to embody both the power of writing and its vulnerability to misinterpretation, 
repression, and loss of control. I begin with a Latin text, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Vita Merlini 
(c. 1148–55), that nonetheless foregrounds many of the issues surrounding Merlin in the 
vernacular romance tradition. I then investigate two later and less frequently studied English 
texts, Laȝamon’s Brut (c. 1200) and the anonymous Of Arthour and of Merlin (late 12th/early 13th 
centuries). Although the narrative space allotted to Merlin, his descriptions, and his actions 
varies—while he’s a main character in Vita Merlini, he appears relatively infrequently in the 
broad chronicling of events in Brut and frequently cedes place to Arthur and his knights in Of 
Arthour and of Merlin—he serves similar purposes in all three texts, functioning as a means both 
to bolster the writerly authority of these authors as they produce varied visions of British history 
and to explore the tensions and anxieties of gender, power, and nationalism inherent in the act of 
writing the Matter of Britain. 
 I conclude in chapter 4 with Geoffrey Chaucer, who reworks both classical and 
vernacular material in his Troilus and Criseyde.  This is a text filled with authors, and previous 
critics have closely examined the textual and creative productions of Troilus, Criseyde, and 
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Pandarus as they manipulate words, events, and people to their own ends, as well as how each 
parallels and interacts with the ever-present narrating “I” and his processes of narrating. Looking 
instead at two relatively marginal figures, Criseyde’s niece Antigone and Troilus’s sister 
Cassandre, I argue that they, and the narrator, participate in an ongoing investigation of the 
appropriate measure of affective identification a writer should have with his characters. With 
each figure offering different ideas of the relationship between compassion and authorship, 
Chaucer offers different methods of affectively engaging with characters beyond pity or 
identification and foregrounds the tension between a more masculine and text-based method of 
textual production and a more affectively engaging but perhaps more vulnerable method of 
feminine authorship, ultimately revealing it to be a false binary and putting pressure on the idea 
of compassion as an inherently feminine trait. 
 By applying different theoretical lenses to these texts, I hope to demonstrate two things. 
The first is the innovative nature of each of the writers represented in this study, all of whom 
position themselves differently with respect to traditional authorities and their own material and 
literary environments and thus cannot be illuminated by the light of the same body of theory.  
The second, is, conversely, the commonalities between these writers and texts. Despite the 
linguistic and generic differences between these texts and the disparate contemporary ideas I 
bring to them, each of them finds in the depiction of character—even the most apparently minor 
of characters—an important means to explore the issues and challenges of vernacular authorship.  
By exploring character and authorship together, this dissertation seeks to make contributions to 
understanding of both aspects of medieval literature that would not be possible if each were 
investigated separately, and to suggest that studying the depiction of even the most marginal of 
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characters can yield important dividends in understanding the processes of translation and 
transformation inherent to medieval authorship.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTERDEPENDENT CHARACTERIZATION AND THE LATIN ROYAL 
COURT IN LE ROMAN D’ENÉAS 
 
Introduction 
 The twelfth-century Le Roman d’Enéas, a so-called roman d’antiquité that adapts 
Virgil’s Aeneid into French, is one of the earliest extant works that can be considered a “courtly 
romance,” and as such its influence can be traced in later developments in the genre as it 
progressed throughout the medieval period. Yet the goals of this adaptation are left largely 
implicit, as the writer includes neither a prologue nor an epilogue, and the narrating “I” generally 
restricts himself to brief comments or announcing an interruption of the story with a 
mythological explanation.1 Its writer names neither himself nor Virgil, leaving the signs of his 
presence in the changes he makes to the narrative rather than an explicit statement of purpose. 
Despite this apparent self-effacement, tracing the strategic rewriting of the Aeneid’s characters in 
the Enéas allows modern readers to identify a self-presentation of the romance’s adaptor as a 
careful reader of Virgil’s original and a politically engaged writer concerned with the proper 
place of emotion in human interactions, narrative construction, and social hierarchies. 
  Easily one of the most important changes made by the Enéas-author is the addition of a 
love plot between Enéas and Lavine, which had a significant legacy in the portrayal of romantic 
love in French courtly romance. Although it is easy to dismiss this plotline as unfaithful to 
Virgil’s original, it aligns well with the intellectual tradition of descriptio—not merely 
“description” in the modern sense but a strategy of deriving original compositions from 
                                                          
1 See, for example, l.99, when the narrator begins his explanation of the Judgment of Paris, and l. 4353, when the 
narrator announces his intention to explain the marital discord between Vulcan and Venus.  
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conventional themes using topical invention. Exemplified and explained in Macrobius’s fifth-
century Saturnalia, this is a method of rewriting wherein the talented writer demonstrates his 
understanding of his source material by finding places to amplify or improve upon, at least by his 
own standards. In this case, the topos is the underdeveloped story of Lavinia from the Aeneid.2 
This plotline does not merely expand on Lavinia’s story but alters characters at all levels of the 
narrative, beginning with Aeneas: through his experiences with love’s suffering and joy, as well 
as the ultimate realization of his goal of founding an empire through his marriage to Lavine, 
Enéas is transformed from the pius Aeneas of epic into a romance hero who gains strength from 
his love for a noble lady. It is thus understandable that scholarly attention on the depiction of 
character in the romance has disproportionately been drawn to Enéas and Lavine.  
 Discussions of medieval characterization that attempt to make use of more portrait-based 
methods of character depiction, as described in poetic handbooks, can encounter difficulties in 
texts that largely lack explicit character description such as the Enéas. As Kathryn Marie 
Talarico asks, “And what about the Eneas where no physical description of the lovers (Dido, 
Eneas, Lavine) is given, yet the poet does provide a detailed one for Camille, an interesting but 
clearly secondary figure in the narrative?”3 Scholars generally employ other methods of reading, 
including examination of the work’s larger thematic concerns with love and death, comparisons 
between the Enéas and the Aeneid, and studies of character parallels in order to illuminate the 
text’s depiction of character. This chapter will build on such methods, comparing character 
portrayals in the Enéas—specifically, the characters connected with the Latin court and thus with 
                                                          
2 Douglas Kelly, The Conspiracy of Allusion: Description, Rewriting, and Authorship from Macrobius to Medieval 
Romance (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 38 and 187.  
 
3 Talarico, “Fundare domum: Medieval Descriptive Modes and the Roman d’Eneas,” Yale French Studies 61 
(1981): 202–224, at 206. 
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Enéas and Lavine, who will preside over that court at the end of the romance—both with their 
predecessors in the Aeneid and with related characters in the romance in order to locate the 
romancer’s methods of characterization in both the narrative and political transformations he 
makes to his source text.  
It is worth reiterating here that critics already tend to read Lavine not in isolation but in 
comparison with other characters. The expansion of the romantic episodes between the Aeneid 
and the Enéas seems to invite comparison between Lavine and Enéas’s other lover in the text, 
Dido, and discussions of the romance’s structure often use these two, along with the text’s third 
major female character, the Volscian warrior Camille, as focal points.4 In Jean-Charles Huchet’s 
influential reading of the Enéas as a “specular romance,” each of these women in some sense 
reflects one or more other characters, forming pairs around which the plot is arranged. Camille, 
for example, serves as an inverted reflection of Pallas, both of whom represent a mixing of male 
and female traits that threatens the stable marriage paradigm upon which Enéas’s promised 
dynasty and empire depend. Similarly, Dido and Lavine, the first as a failed lover and the second 
as a successful one, reflect both each other and a correspondingly “specular” idea of what 
constitutes love: “l’amour apparaît comme un sentiment spéculaire, où l’amant s’enivre dans 
l’autre de sa proper image et se découvre après d’être perdu dans le même, où le roman mire sa 
structure dans la confrontation de deux femmes, Dido et Lavinia.”5 
                                                          
4 In addition to Huchet’s “specular romance” reading, a number of influential critics have read the story of the 
Judgment of Paris, much expanded from its brief mention in the Aeneid, as a thematic key to the romance, 
suggesting comparisons between the three goddesses (Juno, Pallas, and Venus) and the romance’s three major 
female characters. See Tracy Adams, Violent Passions: Managing Love in the Old French Verse Romance (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), chap. 4; Barbara Nolan, “The Judgment of Paris in the Roman d'Eneas: A New 
Look at Sources and Significance,” The Classical Bulletin 56 (1979): 52–56; Aimé Petit, “Enéas dans le Roman 
d’Enéas,” Le Moyen Age 96 (1990): 67–79, and Simon Gaunt, “From Epic to Romance: Gender and Sexuality in the 
Roman d’Eneas,” Romanic Review 83 (1992): 1–27. 
 
5 Huchet, “L’Enéas: Un roman spéculaire,” in Rélire le Roman d’Enéas, ed. Jean Dufournet (Geneva: Slatkine, 
1985), 63–81, at 76. “Love appears as a specular feeling, where the lover is intoxicated by his own image in the 
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 Such a comparison highlights the reasons that Dido’s love ended in tragedy and Lavine’s 
in marriage—the one-sidedness of Dido’s love compared with the mutuality of Lavine’s with 
Enéas, Dido’s position as lone queen compared with Lavine’s as a daughter under the authority 
of her parents, Dido’s betrayal of her dead husband compared with Lavine’s innocence in the 
ways of love—and by so doing offers insight into each woman’s balancing role in the structure 
of the text and in Enéas’s growth as a romantic hero. More broadly speaking, it seems in the 
specular reading that just as love as an emotion requires both self-reflection and comparison 
between the self and the beloved, an understanding of an individual character in Le Roman 
d’Enéas requires that the individual be read in comparison with other characters, whose distorted 
reflections allow the contours of the individual character to be seen more completely.6 
 Reading the romance in this way, as a carefully arranged system of pairs in which 
comparison between one casts light on the characterization of the other, however, necessitates a 
broader perspective, one incorporating other relevant pairs or even groups of characters. Even 
models of reading focused around the three main female characters suggest that there is more 
than one available “pair” for each main character: Camille invites comparison with Pallas the 
man, but also Pallas the goddess. Moreover, as a paradigmatic model for reading the Enéas, the 
specular lens offers less room to consider social structures as well as narrative structures—that 
is, the interpersonal relations between characters and their places in society as well as in the plot. 
The writer’s emphasis on love, marriage, and leadership throughout the romance suggests not 
only a literary transformation from epic to romance but also a political statement about the 
                                                          
other and discovers himself after being lost in the same, where the romance reflects its structure in the confrontation 
of two women, Dido and Lavinia.” 
 
6 For other readings that build upon the “specular romance” concept, see Noah D. Guynn, Allegory and Sexual 
Ethics in the High Middle Ages (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), chap. 2, and Valérie Gontero-Lauze, “Anna 
soror: Dido au miroir dans le Roman d'Énéas/L'Énéide de Virgile,” Romanitas 4 (2009). 
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proper kinds of interpersonal (and especially romantic/sexual) relationships for a king. If, as 
critics such as Francine Mora-Lebrun and Penny Eley argue, the romance serves as a miroir de 
prince for Henry II and his court,7 or if the poem acts more generally as propaganda supporting 
Henry’s rule,8 the characters must be considered in their social as well as their narratological 
context, as their positions in a royal court are vitally important to their interpretations. It thus 
makes sense to consider the characters in and surrounding the royal court of Laurente not simply 
as narrative functions within a system of parallel relations but also as implied persons within a 
very specific social context.9  
 Combining these two methods of reading character—examining systems of parallels and 
analyzing socially determined clusters of characters—yields insight into a method of 
characterization dependent neither on the character as an implied individual nor as an allegorical 
representation of particular qualities, but as a contingent figure, determined both by the 
overarching structure of the plot and by social context, serving a purpose much as medieval 
individuals served a purpose within the social hierarchy.10 Such a technique allows for 
                                                          
7 Eley, “Turnus,” in Heroes and Antiheroes in Medieval Romance, ed. Neil Cartlidge (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 
2012): 9–26, esp. 22–24, who cites Mora-Lebrun, L’“Enéide” médiévale et la naissance du roman (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1994), 187–205. 
 
8 Adams, Violent Passions, 110; Huchet (Le roman medieval [Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1984]: 13) and 
Gaunt (Gender and Genre in Medieval French Literature [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995]: 77) also 
suggest parallels between Enéas and Henry II which would let the romance serve as propaganda for the Angevin 
dynasty. 
 
9 For a summary of the critical and theoretical debate between the concept of character as an implied person and 
character as a narrative function, see the introduction, above. Cf. also Alex Woloch’s introduction to The One vs. the 
Many: Minor Characters and the Space of the Protagonist in the Novel (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2003). For a valuable discussion of the relationship of character and plot in medieval literature, particularly 
chansons de geste, see Sarah Kay, “The Character of Character in the Chansons de Geste,” in The Craft of Fiction: 
Essays in Medieval Poetics, ed. Leigh A. Arrathoon (Rochester, MI: Solaris Press, Inc., 1984), 475–98. 
 
10 Rosemarie Deist offers a succinct summation of the almost architectural relationship between individual 
characters (specifically, counselors) and the larger work when she says, “Each counsellor has a narrative function of 
its own that contributes to the greater whole, not unlike structural elements in Gothic architecture that relate to the 
iconographic function of the whole” (Gender and Power: Counselors and their Masters in Antiquity and Medieval 
Courtly Romance [Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter, 2003], 12–13). For a medieval perspective on the 
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individuality, for interiority, as the inner debates within Enéas and Lavine demonstrate, or for 
conflicts between a character’s feelings and their prescribed role, but it also stresses the 
interrelation of the characters and their construction as subjects by the overlapping social roles 
they occupy. To analyze the depiction of these characters requires close examination of their 
relations to each other; to analyze the romancer’s methods more generally requires a comparison 
between the characters as they appear in the romance and their predecessors in Virgil’s epic. In 
the first section of the chapter, I will analyze Mesencius and Drances, two figures whose 
transformations from the Aeneid to the Enéas can best be explained by the role of counselor that 
the medieval adaptor assigns to them; in the following section, I will examine king Latinus and 
his wife as models of a failed royal couple; and finally, I will look at their relationship to Lavine 
and the ways in which their characterization shapes hers. Examining this interdependent method 
of character development helps illuminate many of the Enéas-writer’s previously unexamined 
choices in adapting the Aeneid, as well as his self-conception as a writer with respect to Virgil 
and with respect to his own place in a courtly political hierarchy.  
Mesencius and Drances as Feudal Counselors 
 Among the secondary figures who undergo significant transformations in the Roman 
d’Enéas, among the most notable metamorphoses are those of Mezentius and Drances. Both 
Mezentius, a brutal Etruscan dictator and ally of Turnus, and Drances, a manipulative and 
cowardly Latin nobleman, become in the Enéas positive models of masculinity whose strength 
                                                          
importance of each individual serving within his or her socially determined space, see John of Salisbury, who 
concludes, “Thus, though a body have several members, all do not have the same function; each has its own to 
perform” (Policraticus: The Statesman’s Book, abridged and edited with an introduction by Murry F. Markland 
[New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1979], 8). Elizabeth Fowler’s notion of the “social person,” medieval 
characters as “models of the person, familiar concepts of social being that attain currency through common use” 
(Literary Character: The Human Figure in Early English Writing [Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003], 2), 
is also useful. 
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lies less in their martial prowess and more in their wit, wisdom, and ability to give advice—in 
short, both men become feudal counselors. This strategic rewriting not only renders them more 
sympathetic but also ties them more closely to the construction of the Latin court and to Turnus 
and Latinus as rulers. As Geraldine Barnes notes in her study of counsel and strategy in Middle 
English romance, advice and advisors held a key place in medieval English political thought, 
beginning in the Anglo-Saxon period and extending into the Anglo-Norman and Angevin periods 
and onward.11 In the twelfth-century court under Henry II, the context in which Le Roman 
d’Enéas was written, the quality of counsel given and the king’s willingness and ability to make 
use of it would have been important criteria for the effectiveness of a royal court, hence political 
philosopher John of Salisbury’s assertion that “it is impossible to administer princely power 
wholesomely if the prince does not act on the counsel of wise men.”12 Thus, the romancer’s new 
versions of Mezentius and Drances can be evaluated as characters by their success in fulfilling 
their roles as counselors, and they also become metrics by which we can judge Turnus and 
Latinus as leaders. 
 Virgil’s Mezentius is hardly an attractive figure. We are introduced to him as 
“contemptor divum Mezentius” (7.648),13 and the narrator goes on to say that his son, Lausus, 
deserved a better father. Later, one of his enemies, the Arcadian king Evander, describes him to 
Aeneas as a ruthless, arrogant tyrant, a man so fond of torture (a favorite method involves tying 
                                                          
11 Barnes, Counsel and Strategy in Middle English Romance (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1993), x.  
 
12 John of Salisbury, The Statesman’s Book of John of Salisbury, trans. John Dickinson (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1963), 85, qtd. Barnes, Counsel and Strategy, x.  
 
13 Citations from the Aeneid will come from P. Vergili Maronis Opera, ed. R. A. B. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1969) and will be cited parenthetically in the text by book and line number. English translations, unless 
otherwise noted, will come from Aeneid, trans. Frederick Ahl with an introduction by Elaine Fantham (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007).  
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living prisoners to dead bodies and watching both rot) that his disgusted subjects rebel against 
him and send him into exile. Later readers like the fourth- and early fifth-century grammarian 
Servius noted both his scorn for the gods and the hostile relationship between him and his 
subjects: Servius’s commentary on the scenes in which Mezentius appears repeatedly refers to 
him as “sacrilegius,”14 and he interprets Virgil’s line about Lausus’s merits in political terms. To 
Servius, Lausus is “dignus qui haberet imperatorem potius, quam exulem patrem”—“worthy of 
having an emperor rather than an exile for a father.”15 
 Unworthy of him though he may be, Mezentius’s love for Lausus may be his only 
redeeming feature in the Aeneid. When Lausus perishes while attacking Aeneas to avenge his 
father’s injury at the Trojan’s hands, Mezentius blames himself and vows to kill his son’s killer 
or die trying. In a moving scene, he asks Aeneas with his dying breath to bury him with Lausus. 
Paul F. Burke, Jr., sees Mezentius as in some sense representing the perversion of the natural 
order writ large in the concept of a civil war: Mezentius’s fondness for the particularly grotesque 
form of torture Evander describes seems to signify perverse desires on his part, and by seeking 
refuge with and fighting for Turnus’s army, he inadvertently encourages the recruitment of his 
own subjects into an army to fight against him, contradicting the conventional and ideal 
relationship of mutual protection between king and subjects. And yet, his affection for Lausus, 
and Aeneas’s ferocity in killing the young man, suggest complexities in both their characters and 
the shades of moral gray involved in any war, particularly a civil war: “The presence of cruelty 
and pietas in the characters of leading figures on each side of this impious and tragic war 
                                                          
14 See Servii Grammatici Qui Feruntur in Vergilii Carmina Commentarii, vol. 2, ed. Georgius Thilo and Hermannus 
Hagen (Leipzig: Teubner, 1884), commentary on lines 8.7, 10.689, 10.775, 10.828, 10.845, 10.851 and 10.861. 
 
15 Ibid., commentary on line 7.653. 
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underlines the sense of disastrous waste and hideous wrongness” associated with both the war 
fought by Aeneas and Turnus and the wars of Virgil’s own lifetime.16 
 One might imagine that, in the aftermath of “the Anarchy” between King Stephen and the 
Empress Matilda that led to such turmoil in England in the twelfth century, followed by 
territorial conflicts between Henry II and Louis VII of France, the depiction of the fighting in Le 
Roman d’Enéas would show the same regret and ambivalence about civil war, and the romance 
Mezentius might play a similar role as the Virgilian one. Instead, Mesencius17 is far from a 
perverse, monstrous figure, and at first glance, the ambiguity of the Vergilian character, capable 
both of horrors and of heroism, seems entirely resolved. Yet the underlying split between 
Mezentius the leader and Mezentius the father reappears in new form in the romance, as 
Mesencius’s attempts to serve as a reasonable counselor fail both to persuade Turnus and to 
prevent his own ill-judged attempt to avenge his son’s death. Far from simplifying or sanitizing 
Mezentius’s character, the romancer proves to be a more careful reader of Vergil’s text than the 
significant changes to the character might imply, translating Mezentius in a contemporary 
context to illustrate the conflicts facing a feudal subject torn between conflicting obligations and 
personal relationships. 
 Our initial impression of the romance Mesencius, however, is wholly positive. No 
mention whatsoever is made of the Etruscan tyrant’s cruelty, contempt for the gods, or exile at 
the hands of his own people, who join Aeneas in the Aeneid not to fight Turnus but to fight their 
own king. Instead, Mesencius is introduced in terms that stress his power: 
   
                                                          
16 Burke, “The Role of Mezentius in the Aeneid,” The Classical Journal 69.3 (1974): 202–9, at 209.  
 
17 For the purposes of disambiguation, I shall refer to the Vergilian character as “Mezentius” and the romance 
character as “Mesencius.” 
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Mecencïus i vint premiers, 
  et amana mil chevaliers; 
  il ert uns princes de sa terre, 
  riches hom moult et duiz de guerre. (3909–12)18 
 
  [Mesencius came there first, bringing a thousand knights. He was a prince of his 
land, a very wealthy man and well-instructed in war.] 
  
It is worth noting that “duiz,” rendered by John Yunck in his English translation as “well-
instructed” and translated elsewhere as “skilled, clever”19 or “instruit, savant,”20 derives from 
duire, a descendant of the Latin docere, “to teach,” and its relatives ducere, educere, and 
educare, from which the English “educate” descends. Mesencius’s mental abilities, then, are not 
the craftiness or wit of engin (a term, we shall see later, associated with Drances as well as 
figures such as Dido and Paris), but rather a wisdom built on experience. His other contribution, 
of course, is the thousand knights he commands. In short, from his first appearance in the 
romance, Mesencius is presented as an exemplary feudal vassal with the capacity and willingness 
to provide both consilium and auxilium to Turnus in his time of need. 
 Although Mesencius is still technically a leader in his own right, the Enéas’s writer is 
keen to fit the hated tyrant of Etruria into a feudal hierarchy, minimizing any traits that establish 
him as an independent ally. Although nationality is a standard attribute recommended by 
medieval poetic manuals as a detail to include when depicting a character,21 and although other 
                                                          
18 References to the Roman d’Enéas, unless otherwise noted, will come from Eneas: Roman du XIIe Siècle, ed. J.-J. 
Salverda de Grave, 2 vols. (Paris: Champion, 1925 and 1929), and will be cited parenthetically in the text by line 
number. English translations will come from Eneas: A Twelfth-Century French Romance, trans. with an introduction 
and notes by John A. Yunck (New York: Columbia University Press, 1974). 
 
19 Kenneth Urwin, A Short Old French Dictionary for Students (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1946), s.v. “duiz.” 
 
20 Algerdas Julien Greimas, Le Dictionnaire de l’Ancien Français (Paris: Larousse, 1979, reprt. in Editions 
Larousse, 2012), s.v. “duit” 
 
21 To take one contemporary manual as an example, among the personal attributes Matthew of Vendôme 
recommends for inclusion are status, age, sex, geography, and native land; these categories are derived from 
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characters introduced alongside Mesencius, such as Camille and the Lord of Palestine, have 
specific homelands, Mesencius’s place of origin is curiously vague. He comes from no particular 
place, simply “sa terre” (in the D manuscript of the Enéas, he comes from “autre terre,” which 
accentuates his foreignness without, however, specifying his origins).22 He thus ostensibly 
maintains his status as a foreigner but is stripped of any Etruscan details that might hinder his 
smooth integration into Turnus’s army. And so despite Mesencius’s apparent wealth and power, 
he has no history outside his relationship with Turnus. Moreover, while Virgil’s introduction 
already foreshadows the unhappy fate of the sacrilegious Mezentius and his son, both by the 
preemptive lament for Lausus and the mention that Mezentius brought his troops “nequiquam” 
or “pointlessly, in vain” (7.652), the romancer’s introduction prepares readers to understand 
Mesencius as an important and positive figure in Turnus’s force. 
 Throughout his first few appearances, Mesencius affirms this initial impression by 
serving as a figure of wise counsel and patience to the hot-headed Turnus. Contrary to the 
Vergilian Mezentius’s indulgence in abhorrent cruelties due, perhaps, to an inability to contain 
his unnatural desires, the French Mesencius explicitly argues for the restraint of anger and the 
value of law over uncontained violence. After the arrival of Turnus’s allies, Turnus explains the 
grounds of his complaint against Enéas to them and asks for their assistance. Mesencius, now 
described as “uns cuens qui ert de grant vertu” (4184), begins with a recommendation of 
moderation. It is true, he says, that Turnus is right to oppose Enéas, and indeed Mesencius 
himself fears being dispossessed by the Trojans, 
                                                          
Cicero’s De Inventione. To these Matthew adds name, nature, way of life, fortune, character, goals, appetites, 
judgment, luck, exploits, and eloquence. See The Art of Versification, trans. Aubrey E. Galyon (Ames: The Iowa 
State University Press, 1980), 48, and Edmond Faral, Les Arts Poétiques, 136. 
 
22 Line 3996. References to the D manuscript of the Enéas will come from Le Roman d’Eneas, ed. Aimé Petit (Paris: 
Le Livre de Poche, 1977), and will be cited parenthetically by line number.  
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  Mes nos devons faire mesure, 
  Ce m’est avis que est droiture; 
  Faire les doiz araisoner 
  Et de tort fait lo fai reter, 
  Que droit t’an face an ta cort, 
  Ançois que a noalz li tort[.] (4201–6) 
   
[But we should act with moderation. It seems to me that the just way is this: you 
should have him approached and accused of wrongdoing, and then informed that he 
should make due amends for it in your court, before affairs become worse for him.] 
 
Only if Turnus fails to obtain redress through legal channels should he resort to expelling Enéas 
by force. Mesencius’s emphasis on legality and “mesure” can be seen by the repetition of the 
words “droit” and “tort” throughout his speech; besides the above passage, “droit” appears in 
line 4185 (“Voirs est que tu droit as”) and 4207 (“se il de droit faire s’estorce”), and “tort” in 
line 4186 (“a tort s’i anbat Eneas”). Mesencius here seems not merely a positive mirror image of 
his Vergilian self, but also a contributing factor to the romancer’s more characteristically 
medieval handling of the ethical dimension of Turnus and Enéas’s conflict, a reminder of an 
external legal system to which Turnus himself is subject. 
 Christopher Baswell, in his discussion of the Enéas as an example of the ‘romance’ 
tradition of medieval responses to the Aeneid, situates this passage in the context of the historical 
change from private war to formal judicial proceedings, a development whose influence is felt in 
the tension among Turnus and Latinus’s courtiers as they decide between pitched battle and 
judicial duty. Turnus, who decides against following Mesencius’s advice in favor of Mesapus’s 
suggestion of vengeance,23 represents to Baswell an outmoded and overly destructive paradigm 
of vendetta, as opposed to the legal resolution of disputes that would have increasingly seemed 
                                                          
23 Although I do not discuss Mesapus in this chapter, his behavior in the romance also represents a radical departure 
from Virgil, who primarily associates him with his roles as Neptune’s son and tamer of horses. Here instead he 
seems to model a bad counselor, one who encourages Turnus’s worse tendencies, perhaps to illustrate the contrast 
between good and bad advisors. 
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the norm (or at least the ideal) to the Enéas-author’s contemporaries. The conflict between old 
and new ways of settling disagreements manifests in the changing nature of the war between the 
Latins and the Trojans, which shifts in its character from “the earlier feudal model of private war 
to the high medieval model of judicial duel, with Turnus or his allies repeatedly dragging it back 
to the more archaic form.”24 The unwillingness to listen to good counsel, in addition to showing 
Turnus as dangerously old-fashioned, also shows him to be unfit to be king, given the 
importance of good counsel to the act of ruling as stressed by John of Salisbury and other 
political philosophers.25 Baswell refers to Mesencius as “admirable” and a “good counselor,”26 
but he does not discuss the large discrepancy between this positive role and that which 
Mezentius plays in Virgil’s original.  
 This divergence suggests the question of why the romance’s writer chose Mesencius in 
particular as a figure of “mesure” and restraint, as Virgil’s Mezentius is far more concerned with 
collecting trophies from battle than with legal procedures for obtaining redress. One possible 
answer is that, from a purely structural standpoint, this revision allows the romancer to create a 
primary antagonist in Turnus from the varied and complex group of opponents Aeneas faces in 
Virgil’s epic. The Aeneid’s Evander has no particular grievance against Turnus except that he 
harbors Mezentius, and the Etruscans and Arcadians wait only for a divinely foretold foreign 
                                                          
24 Baswell, Virgil in Medieval England: Figuring the Aeneid from the twelfth century to Chaucer (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 209. For a discussion of this feudal mode of private violence and medieval 
violence more generally, see Peter Haidu, The Subject Medieval/Modern: Text and Governance in the Middle Ages 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004), chap. 1, esp. p. 17. 
 
25 Cf. Barnes, Counsel and Strategy: “Knights who spurn wholesome counsel invite failure and dishonor; unread 
kings, like Athelston (Athelston), the king of Maydenland (Ywain and Gawain), Costentine (Of Arthour and of 
Merlin), and Edgar (Beves), who are deficient in judgment and receptive, actively or passively, to evil counsel, or 
averse to good, are either cyphers or tyrants” (90). Though the romances Barnes discusses are later than the Enéas, it 
seems clear that the same general principles about leaders who take bad advice holds true for Turnus. 
 
26 Baswell, Virgil in Medieval England, 209. 
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leader before setting out to force Turnus to surrender the exiled Mezentius to face justice. The 
Enéas’s Evander, by contrast, says of his motivations for joining the fight, “Por ton pere que 
molt oi chier / et por ton enemi pleisser” (For the sake of your father, whom I hold very dear, and 
in order to destroy your enemy, 4757–58), he will provide soldiers.27 In short, Mesencius, his 
origins obscured and his horrific past entirely eliminated, is thus reduced from a secondary or 
even parallel antagonist to a clear feudal subordinate, letting the narrative focus on the 
opposition between Turnus and Enéas. 
 Structural reasons, however, seem inadequate to explain the particular nature of 
Mesencius’s metamorphoses. To explore the logic behind this reshaping more fully, it may be 
helpful to examine his actions through the lens of the feudal relationship between lord and 
counselor. Rosemarie Deist concisely explains the bond between lord and vassal as 
simultaneously political and personal, public and private, defined in large part by the twin 
obligations of consilium et auxilium—counsel and aid: “Giving counsel is a fundamental 
component of power that is expressed in public performances. At the same time, it embraces 
personal motivations grounded in mutual faith and loyalty.”28 This seems an apt summation of 
Mesencius’s understanding of his own place in the feudal hierarchy, a place defined not only by 
the pragmatic obligations of a wartime council but also by his personal ties to his peers and his 
lord: 
  An tort s’i anbat Eneas 
  Mes ja par foi nel recevron, 
  N’estrange home sor nos n’avron; 
  Ainz serïuns tuit viel chenu 
                                                          
27 In the D manuscript, Evander says that he hopes to destroy “mon anemi” rather than “ton enemi” (4840), but there 
is nothing else to suggest the kind of organized hatred against Mezentius present in the Aeneid, nor indeed any 
reason to suppose that Evander’s “anemi” referred to here is Mesencius. 
 
28 Deist, Gender and Power, 15. 
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  Que l’aüssons dequeneü, 
  Ne il a piece ne savroit 
  De nos toz qui chascuns estoit. (4186–92) 
   
[Eneas has fallen upon us unjustly. By my faith, we will never accept him, nor 
will we ever have a foreigner ruling over us. We would all be hoary with age before we 
could make his acquaintance, or before he would at length know who each one of us 
was.] 
 
To Mesencius, the relationship between overlord and vassal is one of mutual personal 
understanding and affection. He rejects Enéas as a possible lord not only because of his 
foreignness but also because he is literally a stranger; he and Enéas don’t know each other, and 
he doubts that Enéas will take the time to develop a relationship with him or with the larger 
group of subjects to which Mesencius belongs. Absent this personal relationship, the 
performance of Mesencius’s role as counselor may be compromised.29 
 And yet, Mesencius’s bond with Turnus—which has already proven to be flawed, when 
Turnus ignores his counsel—is ultimately broken by another bond: Mesencius’s love for his son, 
Lausus. His abandonment of his philosophy of self-restraint and legal procedure in the face of his 
son’s death may illustrate why Mesencius in particular was chosen to occupy the role of 
moderate, peacemaking advisor in the Enéas. Peter Haidu, in his discussion of the medieval 
subject, identifies a split in the conception of the subject from its earliest expression in French. In 
the ninth-century Strasbourg Oaths, “the subject is bound between two ideologemes, loyalty and 
truth, a double bind whose name is ‘freedom.’”—that is, put into the position of having to judge 
whether their lord has honored his oaths, his subjects are imbued with a new autonomy but also 
                                                          
29 Annick Sperlich notes in her analysis of Middle English ancestral romances the role that the hero’s friends play in 
establishing his dynasty, and comments that “the hero’s suzerainty is based upon friendship, loyalty, and trust—a 
highly idealistic background setting for factual political power, but one that is suited to a fictional literary context” 
(Family and Friends: Generation in Medieval Romance [Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter, 2014]. 42). It also 
seems suited to the society built on mutual civic, erotic, and marital love that the Enéas-author constructs in the 
relationship between Enéas and Lavine.  
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put into conflict with their traditional role in the political hierarchy.30 Haidu also identifies 
another sort of split subjectivity inherent in the role of bailiff, whose dual obligations to his 
profession and to God result in the impossibility of his ever occupying a unified subject position.  
The contradictions already present in Virgil’s presentation of Mezentius, the tension 
between the disgust he inspires as a violent despot and the sympathy generated by his love and 
grief for his son, seem to have suggested yet another model of split subjectivity for the romancer 
in his reworking of the Aeneid. In the romance, the ambiguities of Mezentius are transformed 
into a contradiction between Mesencius’s public and political role as Turnus’s counselor and his 
private familial affections for his son. In reworking this internal ambivalence, the author reverses 
the value judgments attached to each of these roles; while the Vergilian Mezentius’s brutal 
actions as a tyrant are clearly negative and his love for his son positive, Mesencius’s shift from 
advising moderation and restraint to giving himself over to vengeance is presented as a futile 
failure, and the contradiction between these roles ultimately causes Mesencius to fail at both.  
 Although the writer is not altogether without sympathy for the grieving father, 
comparisons between Mesencius’s death and his Vergilian counterpart’s evince disapproval of 
Mesencius’s actions following the death of his son. The scene in which Mezentius discovers 
Lausus’s death and attempts to avenge him is relatively long (75 lines, from 10.833 to 10.908, 
ending book 10) and poignantly written, with Mezentius’s self-blaming lament, the conversation 
between Mezentius and his horse, and Aeneas’s gloating as he kills Mezentius all reminding 
readers of Mezentius’s humanity and the complexities of war. By contrast, the parallel scene in 
the Enéas is shorter (42 lines, from 5944 to 5986) and presented much less sympathetically. 
Devoid of dialogue except for Mesencius’s vows to avenge his son or die trying, the scene has 
                                                          
30 Haidu, The Subject Medieval/Modern, 11. 
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Enéas dispatching Mesencius in short order, and the narrator sententiously announces, “Cil nen a 
prou son fil vangié,/por noiant l’a tant menancié” (Mesencius has hardly avenged his son; he has 
uttered all his threats in vain, 5985–86).  
 This apparently unsympathetic attitude might be explained by Mesencius’s failures in 
both roles he tries to occupy—he is unsuccessful as a counselor and as a father. Although his 
earlier failure to persuade Turnus not to go to battle is easily vindicated by Turnus’s own poor 
qualities as a leader, his quest for vengeance shows that he has abdicated both consilium, 
abandoning his earlier position as a figure of wisdom and reason, and auxilium, fighting 
ineffectively and not for Turnus’s cause but for his own. His original advice was that a wronged 
party should seek legal redress, choosing prudence over unrestrained emotional outbursts, but his 
actions following the death of Lausus do not merely contradict the spirit of his praise of “droit” 
but do so in a way that is actively foolish: Mesencius is already wounded, and the brevity of his 
battle with Enéas suggests that he was never a physical match for Enéas on the battlefield. That 
the writer omits all other Vergilian dialogue but keeps Mesencius’s threats in particular draws 
attention to his misuse of words; his eloquence and prudence, heretofore his most notable 
positive characteristics, devolve into useless threats against the man who kills him. Moreover, in 
abandoning his position as counselor Mesencius achieves nothing for his son; unlike the erotic 
love of Enéas and Lavine, Mesencius’s fatherly love for Lausus does not seem to inspire him to 
greater heights of physical prowess. By abandoning one goal for another, Mesencius 
accomplishes neither; his demise illustrates the importance of self-control, of channeling one’s 
emotions into productive action, and of balancing personal and political obligations.  
 The role of counselor, according to the romancer, is best accomplished by someone 
without conflicting obligations, whose emotions contribute to, rather than detract from, his role 
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advising the king. In another instance of an unpleasant character from the Aeneid appearing in a 
new, apparently more positive portrayal in the Enéas, the Latin nobleman Drances uses his sharp 
tongue to advise King Latinus as to how the conflict with the Trojans should be resolved even as 
he highlights Turnus’s flaws as a leader. In Baswell’s reading of the legal proceedings among the 
Italians in the Enéas, Drances has undergone little change in the transition from Latin to French; 
he asserts that Drances is “as unattractive in the Eneas as in Virgil.”31 I argue, however, that both 
his description by the narrator and his speech suggest that the Enéas’s Drances fulfills his role as 
a counselor admirably: he is no flatterer, his clever tongue helps him argue for the rule of law 
over private warfare, and his animosity with Turnus is fueled by an appropriate distaste for 
Turnus’s poor leadership. 
 Virgil’s Drances is quite evidently not a likeable character; Burke sums him up as “a 
cynical and repellent political manipulator,”32 and this seems apt. Despite his verbal cleverness, 
Drances is portrayed as cowardly and motivated less by concern for the state than by jealousy 
and hostility. Drances’s first appearance in the Aeneid, in which he praises Aeneas while trying 
to obtain a truce on behalf of the Latins, not only shows him as an obsequious flatterer but also 
describes him in terms that incline readers to attribute his disagreements with Turnus to personal 
enmity and jealousy. We are told that “senior semperque odiis et crimine Drances / infensus 
iuveni Turno sic ore vicissim” (Drances, an older man, [was] quick to show hatred and hurl 
accusations, ever a personal foe of the youthful Turnus, 11.122–23). This initial impression of 
pettiness and envy is only reinforced by the lengthier depiction of him we receive later, in 
Latinus’s council: 
                                                          
31 Baswell, Virgil in Medieval England, 209. 
 
32 Burke, “Drances Infensus: A Study in Vergilian Character Portrayal,” Transactions of the American Philological 
Association 108 (1978): 15–20, at 15. 
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   Tum Drances idem infensus, quem gloria Turni 
   obliqua invidia stimulisque agitabat amaris, 
   largus opum et lingua melior, sed frigida bello 
   dextera, consiliis habitus non futilis auctor, 
   seditione potens (genus huic materna superbum 
   nobilitas dabat, incertum de patre ferebat), 
   surgit et his onerat dictis atque aggerat iras[.] (11.336–42, emphasis mine) 
 
   [Drances arose. He was hostile as ever. For Turnus’s glory 
   Raked him with jealousy’s bitterness, evilled his never directly 
   Confrontational glance. He was free with his wealth, had a gifted 
   Tongue, and a hand ice-slow in war. Though, in planning, considered 
   Not without value, his strength was subversion. His aristocratic 
   Mother conferred proud blood; he was vague when discussing his father. 
   Now he adds weight to the forces of anger, expands their dimensions.] 
 
None of this seems calculated to paint a positive portrait of Drances. He is again “infensus” or 
hostile, his animosity juxtaposed in line 11.336 to Turnus’s success and good reputation. Words 
like “invidia” and “amaris” stress that Drances’s actions and advice are motivated not solely by 
political principle but also by his personal rivalry with Turnus, and the deliberate understatement 
that he is “non futilis” in giving advice but specializes in “seditione” suggests a man 
characterized more by trickery than by disinterested loyalty to king and country. Even his 
generosity and the nobility of his mother’s family are tainted by the intimation of base birth on 
his father’s side. 
 The portrait of Drances in the Enéas, however, revises this negative portrayal in small but 
significant ways in order to describe a good counselor. He does not appear in the scene in which 
the truce between the Latins and the Trojans is negotiated, his first appearance in the Aeneid: 
instead, this function is transferred to Aventinus, son of Hercules, who also refrains from flattery. 
As a result, none of Virgil’s hints of duplicity and willingness on Drances’s part to flatter Aeneas 
to spite Turnus are attributed to this medieval version of the character. Though small, this change 
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is far from unimportant: given the danger that flattering counselors posed in the political thought 
of the twelfth century, such a revision greatly enhances Drances’s position as an advisor.33  
 Our first introduction to the romance Drances is in the council scene, in which he is 
depicted as follows: 
   Drancés s’en est en piez levez, 
   Uns riches hom moult enparlez 
   Et qui moult ert de haut paraje; 
   Nen ot en la cort nul plus saige, 
   Ne miex contast rainaubement, 
   Ne miex feïst .I. jugement, 
   Ne miex seüst en cort parler 
   Ne .I. bien grant consel donner. 
   De parole ert moult engigneus, 
   Mais n’estoit pas chevalereus. (6700–10) 
 
[Drances rose to his feet, a rich man, very eloquent, and of very high 
lineage. No one in the court was wiser, or knew better how to speak in court or to give 
important counsel, or argued more reasonably, or made a better judgment. He was very 
clever with words, but he was not soldierly.] 
 
Whereas Drances’s first appearance in Virgil depicts him as “infensus” and full of “invidia,” 
here instead we are introduced with words like “riches” and “enparlez” (which, admittedly, 
might speak more to Drances’s loquacity than his eloquence, but given the generally positive 
tone of the description here, it seems reasonable to suspect that the latter is the intended sense of 
the word).34 There is no hint that his parentage is a potential source of shame, nor is there any 
                                                          
33 John of Salisbury says that “the flatterer is the enemy of all virtue and forms as it were a cataract over the eye of 
him whom he engages in conversation” (Policraticus: The Statesman’s Book, 35). Barnes cites the thirteenth and 
fourteenth-century complaint poetry in England criticizing ill-advised kings and their self-interested advisors, 
mentioning in particular “The Battle of Lewes” and its portrayal of “the real enemies of the unnamed Henry III as 
duplicitous counsellors, who flatter him and wreak havoc on the kingdom” (Barnes, Counsel and Strategy, 9). In a 
feudal system placing high premium on the mutual duty of kings and subordinates to listen to and to give good 
advice, respectively, a flatterer threatens to advance his own self-interest above the general welfare. To include 
Virgil’s original introduction of Drances in such a context would immediately dispose readers to think of him as a 
wicked, rather than good, counselor. Drances later specifically denies being a flatterer: “nel blandirai ja nule foiz” 
(6650). 
 
34 Greimas defines “enparlé” as “disert, bavard,” suggesting both the positive connotations of eloquence and fluid 
speech and the negative connotations of over-wordiness or a tendency to gossip. He also suggests a connection to 
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indication that the opinions he espouses in the council owe anything to jealousy of Turnus’s 
power, personal animus, or to anything other than his wisdom and good judgment. 
 On the other hand, he is “pas chevalereus.” As in Virgil, Drances’s strength clearly lies 
not in his prowess on the battlefield but with his verbal abilities; to an even greater extent than 
Mesencius, Drances is not a knightly hero. This does not, however, seem to be presented as a 
particularly negative trait; indeed, in comparison with Mesencius, whose martial talents yield 
him very little, Drances seems to exemplify a good courtly counselor. The narrator visually and 
aurally highlights Drances’s wisdom, his ability to make reasonable points, and his value as a 
courtier by repeating “ne miex” or “none better” at the beginning of three consecutive lines, 
making the mention of his weakness as a warrior seem almost an afterthought, irrelevant to 
Drances’s essential function in the court and in the romance. This explicitly positive portrait 
suggests that, if a counselor cannot provide military auxilium without compromising his loyalty 
to his lord with personal attachments, it is sufficient and perhaps even preferable for him to focus 
all his talents on consilium.35 
 This is not to say that the romancer has eliminated the personal hostility between Turnus 
and Drances; indeed, Drances directly refers to it in the speech he makes shortly after his 
introduction, saying, 
                                                          
public speaking with related words like “emparleor” (“intermédiaire, avocat”) or the later noun “emparlerie” 
(“Fonction d’orateur, d’avocat”) (Le Dictionnaire de l’Ancien Français, s.v. “emparler”).  
 
35 Drances’s dependence on his intelligence rather than his military ability also suggests an affinity with the clerical 
class, a group rising in power in the twelfth century and whose relations with the more military class of nobles 
animate to some degree a number of the courtly literary texts transmitted to us from the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. Simon Gaunt suggests that “Much of the irony of romance may be attributed to a tongue-in-cheek clerical 
perspective on the chivalric nobility, carefully calculated to amuse rather than offend” (Gender and Genre in 
Medieval French Literature, 93). Though Drances here aims more to offend than amuse, he does seem to offer such 
a perspective, suggesting an important political role for the clever but unchivalrous learned man—such as the 
romance’s redactor. See also Baswell, “Marvels of translation and crises of transition in the romances of Antiquity,” 
in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance, ed. Roberta L. Krueger (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000): 29–44, at 33–34. 
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      Bien say 
   Que Turnus me het a grant tort.36 
   Au miex que je puis m’en deport, 
   Je m’en garray bien tout oan, 
   Car ne pris gaires son bouban. (6711–15) 
 
  [I know well that Turnus hates me most unjustly; I will bear it as best I 
can, and recover from it quickly, for I hardly value his pride.] 
 
But whereas this conflict paints Drances in a negative light in the Aeneid, he generally appears to 
come out the victor in his verbal confrontations with Turnus in the romance, which enhances his 
status while worsening Turnus’s. In the first place, unlike Mesencius, Drances actually succeeds 
in achieving his goal: after he announces that the barons do not grant their consent to continue 
the war, Turnus jumps up before Latinus can even respond and agrees to fight the duel. 
Afterwards, both the Latin and the French Turnus accuse Drances of cowardice. While the 
Vergilian Drances is allowed no response to Turnus’s speech before the narrator switches his 
focus to Aeneas, the romance Drances responds by acknowledging his own lack of martial 
prowess and then moving on to stress a key point in his criticism of Turnus: that Turnus is 
willing to let Latin soldiers die in a cause that primarily benefits himself. This exchange is 
essentially reiterated when the Trojans prepare to attack Latium after Latinus’s council: when 
Turnus sees Drances unarmed he again mocks the other man’s unchivalric nature, but once more, 
Drances gets the last word: 
   Tant com porrois gent aramir 
   Qui se laissent por vos morir, 
   N’irois avant pas el besoing, 
   Triés aus vos esteroiz de loing. 
   N’anparlez vos ja mes en vain: 
   Vous avez la teche al vilain, 
   Qui la androit hue son chien 
                                                          
36 The use of “tort” here is reminiscent of Mesencius’s use of the same word to describe Enéas’s attacks against the 
Latins, emphasizing both men’s conciliar function of promoting the rule of law to their lords and peers.  
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   Ou il n’ose aller por rien[.] (6960–67)37 
 
   [As long as you can entice men who will let themselves die for you, you 
will not come forward in time of need, but will be far behind them. You never harangue your 
men in vain. You are like the peasant who urges on his dog where he would not dare go himself 
for anything.] 
  
 This is a key speech in Drances’s articulation of his own attitudes toward leadership and 
the rule of law. As Mesencius’s rejection of Enéas as a leader suggests that he values mutual 
personal bonds between leader and follower, Drances obliquely stresses the mutual obligation of 
lord and subject by claiming that Turnus fails in this obligation. Whereas the good lord should be 
on the front line “el besoing,” giving his men a leader to follow and providing an example of 
courage and skill, Turnus uses his men as a kind of human shield—in fact, it is he, not Drances, 
who is the coward. Drances earlier accuses Turnus of, among other things, making himself king 
and ignoring Latinus’s dictates, but the comparison between Turnus and a “vilain” here not only 
denies Turnus’s pretensions at kingship but also wholly undercuts his noble status. The deflating 
humor of the image, reminiscent of fabliaux, renders Turnus not only cowardly but foolish, a 
bumbling churl with delusions of grandeur. 
 The conflict between Turnus and Drances also suggests the Enéas’s complex perspective 
on the role of the counselor and cleverness in political proceedings. The attribution of positive 
characteristics to Drances might well stem from the romancer’s own reading of the Aeneid; 
though many critics view the Vergilian Drances as wholly negative, Burke points out that he is 
ultimately on the correct side when it comes to resolving the conflict between Aeneas and 
Turnus, and that Homeric resonances visible in Turnus and Drances’s characterizations suggest a 
moral complexity to their clashes. Drances “enables the poet to portray Turnus as both bad 
(enemy of Aeneas and the future Rome, ally of Juno) and good (a hero of sturdy though 
                                                          
37 As Yunck notes, this speech is an innovation on the romancer’s part (Eneas: A Twelfth-Century Romance, 191n). 
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undisciplined stock; king of a future allied state),”38 and Drances himself embodies both negative 
traits (flattery, jealousy, hostility) and positive ones (cleverness, eloquence, reason). 
 The medieval context, however, affects readers’ understanding of Drances’s part in 
Latinus’s court. Unlike Mesencius, Drances derives his position primarily from his wit: the 
narrator describes him as “engigneus,” tying him to the medieval discourse around the value of 
engin, meaning, among other things, cleverness, skill, engineering, and deception. As this list of 
meanings indicates, engin is a complex term in medieval literature; while the Latin term from 
which it derives, ingenium, had largely positive connotations in its classical usage, the wide 
range of meanings it takes on in medieval French is more ambivalent, from the positive sense of 
wit or an ability to solve problems, to a more neutral sense of architectural or mechanical talents 
or marvels, to the negative sense of deceptiveness or trickery.39 Engin has specific resonance in 
the context of the Normans’ ambivalent relationship to their own history of conquest. Emily 
Albu, in her discussion of medieval historians’ construction of Norman identity, notes that these 
historians often portrayed Normans as people who made use of both force and engin, with mixed 
results: “deceit as much as ferocity contributed to their successes . . . [but] the very traits that had 
ensured their conquests worked against the creation of stable and satisfying societies.”40 
 The ambivalence of engin in the creation and maintenance of a stable society is of great 
concern to the Enéas’s writer, for whom the establishment of a stable régime at the end of the 
                                                          
38 Burke, “Drances Infensus,” 19. 
 
39 For more in-depth discussions of engin and its meanings, see Robert W. Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth-
Century Romance (London and New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1977), 106–7, and Barnes, Counsel and 
Strategy, 92–96. 
 
40 Albu, The Normans in Their Histories: Propaganda, Myth, and Subversion (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 
2001), 4. Wace, the verse historian who wrote Le Roman de Brut, may have summed up Norman policy with the 
words of Merlin, “la vaut engins ou force falt” (Cleverness wins where force fails). Cf. Hanning, The Individual in 
Twelfth-Century Romance, 103, and Michelle R. Warren, History on the Edge: Excalibur and the Borders of Britain, 
1100–1300 (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), esp. 147–50. 
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Enéas is paramount, and so Drances is located in a wide-ranging discussion of engin within the 
romance. Engin in the Enéas tends to be the domain of foreigners, not Trojans; Dido obtains the 
land to build Carthage “par son angin” (404), and her beautiful city exemplifies the architectural 
shades of engin, while the marvelous tombs of Pallas and Camille are built by Evander and the 
Volscians, respectively. As for Enéas’s only architectural marvel, his castle that looks like a 
fortress, we are told that he stole it from a Greek in battle (7311–12). The Trojans, in fact, are 
associated with the negative aspects of engin; one of the earliest examples in the romance is 
Paris’s “grant engin” in wheedling a prize out of the three goddesses who seek his judgment as to 
which of them is the most beautiful, a choice that resulted in the destruction of Troy. Thus it 
might be said that Enéas’s quest to exorcise the specter of Paris over the course of the romance, a 
specter present in the many comparisons between the two men, is also in a sense a quest to expel 
the negative connotations of engin that haunt the Trojans (and the Norman readership). The 
revision of Drances, then, is also a rehabilitation of engin as a character trait, a demonstration 
that perhaps this more positive engin, when joined with the Trojans’ force, might prove 
conducive to a stable régime.  
 Finally, though, it is impossible to fully evaluate the significance of Drances’s 
transformation without comparing it to the transformation of Mesencius earlier in the text. As 
isolated cases, these changes might be read as insignificant or careless; together, they 
demonstrate the determination of the romancer to carve out a role for the counselor in the court 
hierarchy he depicts. Besides the supportive role that counselors play in furthering the romance’s 
action, the Enéas’s counselors illustrate political points as well. Mesencius falls victim to the 
same inability to balance his public duties with his private feelings that caused Dido’s downfall; 
Drances demonstrates that wit, even without the accompanying ability to fight, serves a valuable 
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function in representing the interests of a land’s nobles and the country at large. Both men and 
their respective interactions with their lords shape the narrative in larger ways as well: in their 
roles as counselors, they serve as barometers of a lord’s fitness to rule. As we have already seen, 
Turnus’s rejection of good counsel and abdication of his responsibilities indicate that he is unfit 
to rule; as I shall argue in the next section, Latinus, too, suffers serious flaws that render his 
fitness to rule highly questionable.  
The Royal Marriage of Laurente 
 Although the structural implications of the Enéas as a “specular romance” on the 
romance’s conceptions of gender and love have been well explored, relatively little attention has 
been paid to implications of mutually reflecting characters on the Enéas’s conception of 
kingliness. To trace this idea is a complicated prospect, requiring examination of a nexus of 
interconnecting characters not only in pairs but also in trios and clusters. For instance, Dido, read 
by Jean-Charles Huchet as a reflection of Lavine,41 has also been read as a parallel to Enéas: 
Francine Mora-Lebrun describes her as “une rivale du héros, puisqu’elle a déjà fait ce qu’il rêve 
de faire: fonder un royaume, après bien des lutes et des pérégrinations.”42 Her avaritia and 
prioritizing of her private desires over her queenly duty, Mora-Lebrun argues, also make Dido a 
parallel of Paris, whose poor judgment and sexual misconduct caused Troy’s downfall.43 Penny 
                                                          
41 Huchet, “L’Enéas: Un roman spéculaire,” 76. 
 
42 Mora-Lebrun, L’“Enéide” médiévale, 197. “A rival of the hero, since she has already done what he dreams of 
doing: founding a kingdom, after many struggles and wanderings.” 
 
43 Enéas, too, is a reflection of Paris, as evidenced by the comparisons made between them both by the characters 
(cf. the queen’s speech at 3291–98, in which Enéas’s connection to Paris is connected to his treatment of Dido and 
used to argue that he is an unfit partner for Lavine) and the narrator (cf. 10109–12, “Unques Paris n’ot graignor joie, 
/ quant Eloine tint dedanze Troie, / qu’Eneas ot, qant tint s’amie / en Laurente” (Never did Paris have greater joy 
when he had Helen in Troy than Eneas had when he had his love in Laurente). The connections, beyond 
emphasizing the impact of the ambivalent historiographic legacy of the Trojans that haunts Enéas, suggest the value 
of examining these three characters not simply as separate pairs but as a group. 
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Eley points out that, since Dido is a woman, she would have formed an inadequate model of 
kingship against which to measure Enéas for medieval readers, and so the romancer presents 
Turnus as an alternative example of a failed leader—not, as I have previously argued, because of 
his inability to take good advice, but because in waging war against Enéas and recruiting 
Latinus’s barons, he has violated his king’s authority and shown himself a dishonorable 
candidate for kingship.44 
 To this group of flawed monarchs we can add Latinus, whose marriage and reign, like 
Dido’s downfall, Turnus’s rebellion, and Paris’s part in the destruction of Troy, can serve as a 
lesson for Enéas (and for readers) of the importance of a king’s ability to balance his personal 
desires and relationships with his royal duties, and ideally to make his private life serve his 
public role. If Enéas and Lavine’s happy ending demonstrates their own readiness to fulfill the 
roles of king and queen, Latinus and his wife (unnamed in the romance but called Amata in the 
Aeneid)45 form a negative counterexample, a model to be avoided by the protagonists. Latinus is 
a weak king, distinguished not by a disregard for counsel or the rule of law as Turnus is but by 
an inability to wield power of any kind in his own court. His attempts at control over his court, 
Turnus, and even his own self-representation repeatedly fail, and his inability to recognize and 
respond to emotions in others proves to be a hindrance in his efforts at diplomacy. His wife, 
meanwhile, acts behind his back to incite the war and match Lavine with Turnus, serving in 
                                                          
44 Eley, “Turnus,” 23–24. 
 
45 I have found no single prevailing theory explaining why she is left unnamed in the Enéas, though Eley 
hypothesizes that the elimination of the name Amata, “the beloved woman,” may be intended to diminish the 
suggestion that the relationship between Turnus and the queen has sexual overtones (“Turnus,” 14). Simon Gaunt, 
meanwhile, notes the irony of the scene in which Lavine sounds out Enéas’s name to her nameless mother and 
argues that “Lavine’s naming of Eneas is a challenge to her mother’s pseudoauthority, signalled by her own lack of 
a name” (“From Epic to Romance: Gender and Sexuality in the Roman d’Eneas,” 18).  
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some sense as a secondary antagonist and highlighting Latinus’s failings as both a king and as a 
patriarch. 
 The distinction between Latinus and his wife’s ineffectual maneuverings, on the one 
hand, and Lavine’s eventual success in love and achievement of her political duties, on the other, 
is stark. And yet, the familial connections between Lavine and her parents, including her 
occasional resemblance to them and her exercise of their authority, suggest that she is not an 
anomaly but an example of how, like Enéas, a character can build upon a flawed origin and 
redeem the failures of past generations. Examining the parallels between the different members 
of the Latin royal family thus helps reveal the romance’s attitude toward the proper use of power, 
and the strategies it demonstrates for managing emotions and subordinating them to a 
patriarchally determined agenda.  
 One might think that, as the patriarch of the Latin royal family, Latinus might serve as a 
positive exemplum of kingship. Yet, in a romance full of outstanding and memorable illustrations 
of virtue and vice, Latinus has attracted little critical attention. Although he is often mentioned 
abstractly, as a source of paternal authority with whom Lavine ultimately aligns in her choice of 
Enéas as a husband, he is rarely examined as a character—perhaps because, as a purported 
source of political and religious legitimacy, he poses a rather pathetic figure, particularly in 
comparison with his Vergilian counterpart. The Aeneid’s Latinus is a wise and calm paternal 
figure whose authority and emotional control are gradually degraded as his family and kingdom 
fall apart. A descendant of Saturn through his father, Faunus, Latinus wields not only political 
but also religious power, and it is he who performs the religious rituals to seek the gods’ will 
with regards to Lavinia, acting as an intermediary between the divine and his subjects. His first 
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meeting with the Trojans reveals his ability to conceal his emotions for the purposes of 
diplomacy, as we are told, 
   Talibus Ilionei dictis defixus Latinus 
   Obtutu tenet ora soloque immobilis haeret, 
   Intentos uolens oculos. (7.249–51) 
 
   [But Latinus displays no reaction (to Ilioneus): 
   Unmoved, face lowered, focus fixed on the ground—though his flashing 
   Eyes show a mind that’s at work.] 
 
He later demonstrates his understanding and mastery of emotions again in his attempts to 
persuade Turnus to give up his quest for Lavinia; although these attempts fail, they are 
diplomatically conducted and received politely. It is only when his affairs start to deteriorate in 
books 11 and 12 that Latinus begins to show signs of emotional strain; he is “haud laeta fronte” 
at 11.238, “tristi turbatus tempore” in 11.470, and after his wife dies, he is stunned, his torn 
clothing and dirty hair a poignant contrast with his cool self-possession earlier in the poem.46 
 The romance author seems to identify the interrelatedness of Latinus’s emotional 
collectedness and his relative level of power as a key point in understanding his quality as a king, 
and stresses this relationship in his own depiction of Latinus. At no point does the romance’s 
king ever show cool self-possession; he is unable to command respect even from the narrator at 
his first introduction. The narrator of the Aeneid informs us that “Rex arua Latinus et urbes / iam 
senior longa placidas in pace regebat” (7.45–46; King Latinus had governed the tranquil 
farmlands and cities through years of prolonged peace), in an introduction that stresses his 
authority. Line 7.45 switches topics in the middle of its third foot to introduce him, giving his 
entrance a sense of importance (especially given that the line begins “Maius opus moueo,” 
                                                          
46 See Aeneid 12.609–11: “demittunt mentes, it scissa ueste Latinus / coniugis attonitus fatis urbisque ruina, / 
canitiem immundo perfusam puluere turpans” (Minds are depressed and Latinus, his garments in shreds, simply 
wanders, stunned into shock by the death of his wife and collapse of his city, fouling his whiteness of hair with the 
filth of the dust that he sprinkles). 
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suggesting Latinus’s significance to the work as a whole). The first word of the introduction is 
“Rex,” placing Latinus’s kingship squarely in the middle of the line, and the surrounding long 
syllables (in “moueo” and “arua”) create a weighty, spondaic sound appropriate to the 
appearance of an important figure. Latinus’s name is balanced nicely in the middle of the clause 
between his role as king and his cities, with his old age enhancing rather than detracting from his 
long years of accomplishments and granting him the status of wise and authoritative elder. By 
contrast, the French Latinus is not introduced spontaneously as part of a “maius opus” but in 
answer to inquiries on the part of the Trojans as to who rules the land in which they’re traveling. 
They are told “que Latinus en estoit sire, / uns rois qui ert d’antequité” (3122–23; that its lord 
was Latinus, an aged king), with no mention of any accomplishments or other attributes. 
Apparently, Enéas “a oï plusors dire” (heard from several) this description, giving the sense that 
the defining characteristic of Latinus, according to his own subjects, is that he is elderly.   
 This initial impression of age and vulnerability is only confirmed when Latinus welcomes 
the Trojans to his court. Rather than display the discretion and emotional control shown by the 
Vergilian Latinus, who could keep his expression still while demonstrating thoughtfulness, the 
French king announces to these newcomers just how powerless he is within his own court, 
beginning what will be a characteristic habit of shifting blame from himself to others: 
   Molt sui vialz on, si n’ai nul oir, 
   Ne mes que sol une meschine  
   De ma moillier, qu’a nom Lavine. 
   Ge l’ai promise ester mon gré 
   Et ancontre ma volante 
   A un prince de cest païs; 
   Turnus a a non li marchis; 
   Ma moillier vielt qu’il ait mon regne, 
   Et Lavine ma fille a fegne,  
   Mais sorti est et destine 
   Et tuit li deu on creanté 
   Que uns estranges hom l’avvra, 
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   De cui real ligniee istra. (3230–42) 
    
  [I am a very old man, and have no heir by my wife except one maiden, 
whose name is Lavine. Without wishing it, and indeed against my will, I have promised 
her to a prince of this country, a marquis whose name is Turnus. My wife wishes him to 
have my kingdom and Lavine, my daughter, as his wife; but it is fated and destined, and 
all the gods have decreed, that a foreign man shall have her, and from them a royal line 
will issue.] 
 
Eley, in her recent analysis of Turnus’s transformation from sympathetic, honorable opponent to 
deceptive, tyrannical villain between the Aeneid and the Enéas, highlights this speech as a 
passage reflecting poorly on Turnus. As she notes, this is the first place in the romance that refers 
to the divine will that Lavine not marry Turnus, the rituals from Vergil having been eliminated. 
This is a change which shifts the readers’ view of Turnus from one potential (and even 
particularly attractive) suitor who has been eliminated from consideration by divine will to a 
power-hungry man taking advantage of Latinus’s vulnerability: “In place of the picture of a 
devout monarch seeking to establish the will of the gods and then bowing to their commands, we 
find the Old French Latinus welcoming the arrival of the Trojans as a justification for ending a 
commitment that had been imposed on him when he was too vulnerable to resist.”47 
 The situation certainly does paint Turnus in a negative light, but he serves not merely as a 
foil for Enéas here but also as one for Latinus, and the shift in characterization cuts both ways. 
As Turnus has become less honorable, more avaricious and willing to defy his king in his pursuit 
of power, Latinus has become weaker, manipulated by his wife into accepting a marriage for his 
daughter “ancontre ma volonte.” Latinus, it seems, is unable to stand up to his wife even when 
divine prophecy dictates against betrothing Lavine to Turnus; only the arrival of Enéas gives 
Latinus the necessary motivation to defend his prerogatives as a husband and father. 
Additionally, the switch from narratorial revelation of this background to having Latinus 
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announce it himself seems to characterize Latinus as weak not only in control of his court and his 
family but also in his control of himself. The only relevant part of his speech, as far as Enéas is 
concerned, is the prophecy that Lavine should marry a foreigner and engender a royal line, but 
Latinus describes himself to the foreign messengers as a “molt vialz om” and admits to them in 
their first meeting that he’s been pressured by his wife to accept Turnus as a future son-in-law. 
Although he follows this by offering Lavine as a wife for Enéas, as well as three hundred and ten 
expensive horses as gifts, the display of power and wealth is undercut by the admission of 
weakness, which makes Latinus appear indiscreet and querulous. As a king, he seems toothless: 
his wife plots, the gods decree, Latinus complains. 
 This tendency to complain about others without being able to control them continues to 
damage his ability to rule effectively. Where the Vergilian Latinus is portrayed as beleaguered, a 
“pelagi rupes magno veniente fragore” that yet remains “immota” (7.586–87; a crag . . . 
unmoved against battering high seas), the French Latinus seems peevish and ready to abandon 
his responsibilities at a moment’s notice. When the powerful townspeople of Laurente tell 
Latinus of the destruction the Trojans are wreaking in the countryside, and Turnus responds with 
a speech in which he claims to have already taken Latinus’s castles as well as oaths of loyalty 
from Latinus’s barons, Latinus neither answers the concerns of the burghers nor responds to 
Turnus’s extraordinary challenge, but instead departs in a huff: 
   Lis rois oï que Turnus dist, 
   d’ire et de maltalant fremist, 
   mais anvers lui ne volt parler 
   ne il volt plus escolter. 
   D’entre ses homes s’est levez, 
   an sa chanbre s’an est antrez[.] (3869–74)  
   
 [The king heard what Turnus said, and shook with anger and fury, but he did not 
wish to speak against him or listen to him further. He rose from among his men and went 
to his chamber.] 
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Considering the frighteningly large lack of control over his kingdom that has been revealed—his 
citizens are under attack, and the only one defending them, Turnus, is deliberately undermining 
Latinus’s rule while accusing him of oathbreaking—Latinus’s response here is petulant and 
woefully inadequate to the situation at hand. Latinus’s immediate disavowal of the conflict in 
this scene—saying that whichever man wins the battle can have his kingdom and Lavine—seems 
also to give both Turnus and Enéas just cause to accuse him of breaking his word.  
 When Latinus does participate in the political process, it is to complain:  
  Li rois Latins est a Laurente, 
  Ou molt se plaint et se demente 
  De ce que perdue a sa gent 
  Par grant folie et por noiant. (6537–40) 
   
  [King Latinus was at Laurente, where he was complaining and lamenting bitterly 
that he had lost his people through great folly, and to no purpose.] 
 
The word choice here seems ironic, as “par grant folie” and “por noiant” might as easily describe 
Latinus’s actions—or inaction, rather—in the course of the war between the Trojans and the 
Latins. Indeed, he consistently declines to take responsibility for anything: 
  “Seignor,” fait il, iceste guerre, 
  Qui a essil moine ma terre 
  . . .  
  Sachoiz que ce nen est par moi; 
  Ne bel ne m’est, ne l’otroi, 
  Unques nel voil, n’encor nel vueil; 
  Comancié est par grant orgueil. (6545–52) 
  
[My lords, this war, which is bringing my country to destruction . . . know that it 
is not because of me: it is not good in my opinion, nor do I agree to it. I never wanted it, 
it was begun in great arrogance.] 
 
Though he is correct in identifying Turnus’s arrogance as a major cause of the war, Latinus’s 
claims that the war “nen est par moi” ring hollow. Earlier, Latinus’s inability to stop his wife’s 
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conspiracy with Turnus resulted in both an unwanted engagement for Lavine and the usurpation 
of Latinus’s feudal subordinates’ loyalties by Turnus. His disengagement from the conflict, 
leaving it up to Turnus and Enéas to settle their differences through battle, in fact provides a 
motivation for Turnus to continue the fight. Throughout the war, Latinus neither exhibits military 
leadership nor opens diplomatic relations with Enéas and the Trojans nor, indeed, does he seek 
advice from his remaining supporters until this moment. Indeed, even Turnus, whose poor 
judgment in listening to counsel was discussed above, seeks and accepts advice from Latinus’s 
barons after Latinus retreats to his room. The king’s complaint here, therefore, shows a 
remarkable lack of self-awareness and willingness to disclaim responsibility—especially 
compared with the Vergilian Latinus’s words at the parallel scene in the Aeneid: “Nec 
quemquam incuso: potuit quae plurima virtus / esse, fuit; toto certatum est corpore regni 
(11.312–13; No, I am not blaming anyone. Men have done everything manhood could have 
done. This fight was fought by the realm, as a body, united). As a giver of encouraging speeches, 
it seems, the French king cannot meet the standard set by his epic predecessor. 
 Latinus’s lack of facility with words and inability to connect to his subjects, which seem 
to be part and parcel of his clumsy emotional understanding, further limit his power as king to 
reach accords with his vassals. When he attempts to persuade Turnus to end the fight with the 
Trojans, his efforts to read and respond to Turnus’s emotional state result in embarrassing 
failure. While the Vergilian Latinus also fails in his attempts at persuasion, Turnus’s response in 
the Aeneid, “quam pro me curam geris, hanc precor, optime, pro me / deponas letumque sinas 
pro laude pacisci” (12.48–49; Sire, for my sake, lay down, I beseech, any care which, for my 
sake, you’ve been deploying), is courteous and demonstrates Turnus’s respect for Latinus and his 
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position. The French Turnus, conversely, is scornful of the king’s amateurish attempts to 
manipulate him: 
     Or oi anfance. 
   De moi n’aiez vos ja pesance, 
   Ne vos an soit il ja noiant 
   S’il m’an chiét bien ou malement[.] (7813–17) 
 
[Now I am hearing childishness. You are not troubled at all about me. It 
means nothing at all to you whether things go well or badly for me.]  
 
Neither man comes off particularly well in this exchange, with Turnus’s disrespectful treatment 
of his rightful liege lord and prospective father-in-law demonstrating once again his own 
unfitness to rule. Yet his accusation of childishness is not, perhaps, without merit; Latinus’s 
petulance and ineffectual efforts at communication do give the appearance of immaturity, despite 
his advanced age.48 
 The weak central king figure is familiar to readers of both chanson de geste49 and later 
chivalric romances; indeed, the changes to his character might be explained both by narrative 
expedience and an impulse toward social realism. Baswell comments on Latinus’s weakness as a 
sign of the transformation of Laurente into a feudal society, noting, “When Turnus first appeals 
to Latinus, already figured as a traditional weak feudal King, Latinus initially refuses to involve 
himself, leaving it to these two barons to settle the matter in battle.”50 Certainly, the drive to 
rework Laurente into a feudal system complete with a courtly hierarchy is a clear motivation not 
only for the revisions to Latinus but also to subordinate figures such as Drances, Mesencius, and 
Turnus. Yet Latinus’s newer, weaker incarnation serves not only to render the Latin court more 
                                                          
48 For a reading of Enéas and Lavine as embodying a positive version of this combination of youthful and mature 
traits, see Alfred Adler, “Eneas and Lavine: Puer et Puella Senes,” Romanische Forschungen 71 (1959): 73–91. 
 
49 Haidu, The Subject Medieval/Modern, chap. 3. 
 
50 Baswell, Virgil in Medieval England, 208. 
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familiar to a twelfth-century readership but also to influence our reading of the figures around 
him—Latinus is a failure as a leader, but not in the same way that Dido or Turnus is, and the 
comparison between the different models of monarchical failure shapes our understanding of 
what Enéas must be by the end of the romance, the personality traits and political bona fides 
necessary to ensure his stable rule. Moreover, in a romance centered to a much larger degree than 
its epic source material on personal relationships and particularly those among rulers, Latinus’s 
French incarnation models pitfalls to avoid not only in ruling but also in marriage. 
 In contrast to her husband, Latinus’s queen in the Enéas is clearly more politically active 
and emotionally skilled than her Vergilian counterpart. Like Amata in the Aeneid, her reaction to 
the prospect of her daughter marrying Enéas is dramatic. When the Fury Allecto approaches 
Amata, she is an emotionally distraught woman “quam super adventu Teucrum Turnique 
hymenaeis / femineae ardentem curaeque iraeque coquebant” (7.344–45; [who] had been boiling 
with anger, racked by anxieties she, as a woman, felt over the Teucrians’ presence and Turnus’s 
marriage). Similarly, when the French queen is unable to persuade Latinus to give Lavine to 
Turnus,  
    plorant o molt laide chiere 
    en sa chanbre revint ariere; 
    de mautalant fremist et trenble, 
    andous ses paumes fiert ansanble. 
    Enprés quant ele pot parler, 
    se comança a demanter. (3355–60) 
 
[She retired to her chamber, weeping, and in a very ugly mood. She shook 
and trembled with anger, and beat her palms together. Later, when she could speak, she 
began to lament.] 
 
Thus far, her methods of dealing with her emotions seem roughly equivalent to those of her 
husband. Moreover, it should be noted that her attempts to appeal to paternal sentiment in 
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advocating for Turnus with her husband fail even more soundly than Amata’s, eventually relying 
on sarcasm; compare Amata’s “O genitor, nec te miseret nataeque tuique?” (7.360; O, father, do 
you not pity your daughter?)51 with the romance queen’s “Bien li donc, quant tu vels faire; / il li 
donra molt grant doaire” (3319–20; Give her to [Enéas] indeed, since you wish to do it, and he 
will bring her a very handsome dowry.) 
 Unlike both Latinus and Amata, however, the queen is eventually able to take control of 
her situation, turning her anger into productive activity. Yasmin Syed, in her analysis of the 
gendered portrayal of emotion in the Aeneid, compares the interactions between Amata and 
Allecto on the one hand and Turnus and Allecto on the other, noting that Amata succumbs 
almost immediately to Allecto’s suggestion of frenzied, passionate anger while Turnus resists 
and requires the full force of Allecto’s powers to be roused to warlike fury. “Thus,” she 
comments, “when Amata’s anger is called womanly, it not only reflects on her womanhood but 
suggests that Turnus’ frenzy is intrinsically opposed to his masculine identity. Frenzy, then, is 
female.”52 The French queen’s anger, however, is neither uncontrollable nor stoked by divine 
power; instead, it motivates her to act independently to stir up war herself.  
 The narrator makes a point to establish that the queen is in control of her emotions rather 
than the other way around (unlike the unhappy Amata, who starts a wild Bacchanalian rave 
among the Latin mothers and ultimately commits suicide): 
    Quant la dame ot piece ploré, 
    son duel et son complaint mené 
    si apela un escuier  
    dont ele fist son mesagier; 
    ses paroles li encharja, 
    dreit a Turnus l’en enveia  
                                                          
51 My translation. 
 
52 Syed, Vergil’s Aeneid and the Roman Self: Subject and Nation in Literary Discourse (Ann Arbor: The University 
of Michigan Press, 2005), 122. 
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    et manda li celeement[.] (3385–91) 
 
[When the lady had wept for a time, and had given vent to her sorrow and 
her grievance, she called a squire whom she made her messenger. She charged 
him with her message and sent him straight to Turnus, to warn him secretly.] 
 
By sending this messenger to Turnus, telling him about Latinus’s plans for Lavine and 
encouraging him to drive the Trojans out of the country, the queen illustrates that she is immune 
to Allecto’s untamed frenzy with respect to herself but able to stoke it in the Fury’s place with 
respect to Turnus, in effect taking on Juno’s role as well in authoring the conflict. The writer 
emphasizes her agency by giving the courier’s message verbatim, in which the queen is 
mentioned three times. In the last of these three, Turnus is told “la raïne et li baron / t’otroient 
bien tote l’enor” (3450–51, the queen and the barons indeed consent to your rule over everything 
[Latinus] has given you), which, as Eley points out, is simply not true and has ethical 
ramifications for a medieval audience. She notes that “neither Latinus nor the queen has had the 
time to consult the barons and establish whether or not they would support the king’s change of 
policy; lines 3450–51 therefore convey the idea of a deliberate manipulation of the truth on her 
part.”53 In contrast to her husband, then, the queen is well able both to control her own emotions 
and manipulate them in others.  
 It should be clear, however, that the queen’s skills here are not presented as positive, and 
indeed they render her an antagonist on par with Juno in the romance’s narrative structure. The 
contrast between the queen’s manipulations and the king’s ineffectiveness brings the 
dysfunctionality of the royal marriage into sharp relief. This relationship serves as a negative 
counterexample of Enéas and Lavine’s marriage at the end of the romance: whereas their 
marriage is founded both on mutual erotic love and a complementary fulfilment of both parties’ 
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political needs (Lavine’s to provide an heir for her father’s lands and Enéas’s to found a new 
homeland for the exiled Trojans), Latinus and his wife are at odds both in politics and their 
personal interactions. This counterproductive marriage highlights both the personal conflicts 
between them and their failures as king and queen.  
 Latinus is a weak king in part because his queen is so active; her knowledgeable and 
swift actions in support of Turnus make painfully clear how vulnerable he is as a monarch and 
how little power he truly yields. While theoretically it is Latinus’s word that should be the 
guiding force for the kingdom’s policy, his queen’s words have a far larger impact—indeed, her 
initial deceptive remark that the barons have consented to the match between Turnus and Lavine 
is proven true when Turnus appears in court to announce that he has taken Latinus’s castles and 
oaths of loyalty from his vassals, and again when he appears at the head of an army numbered at, 
according to the narrator, one hundred and forty thousand knights and foot soldiers. The 
unbalanced state of the royal marriage would have been a point of political interest for the 
Enéas’s medieval readers. Eleanor of Aquitaine’s divorce from Louis VII of France in 1152 and 
her subsequent marriage to Henry II of England made the subject of marriage, especially royal 
marriage, of paramount concern to contemporary canonists, and by the late twelfth century, as 
Georges Duby describes, writers and artists were developing the imagery of Christ as groom and 
Church as bride, which “authorized the idea that the husband is the ‘head’ of his wife, who—
endowed with his gifts and wanting only what he wants—is necessarily subordinate to him.”54 
Indeed, Lavine, whose desires later in the romance accord with Enéas’s, fits well into this model 
of marriage, but Latinus’s queen, however, operates independently of her husband to further her 
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own agenda, making her an effective political actor but a bad wife, by twelfth-century standards, 
and one who shows her husband to be a bad king. 
 Latinus and his wife are not merely at political loggerheads; their marriage is also devoid 
of personal affection or indeed much personal interaction. They speak together only once, and 
then they argue: after Latinus decides to marry Lavine to Enéas, the queen makes a long speech 
in which she argues that Enéas is a faithless lover, a landless wanderer, and overall a bad match 
for their daughter. As I noted above, her rhetorical skills fail her here, and Latinus dismisses her 
concerns before she retreats to her chamber to rage in private. Their inability to address each 
other’s priorities—the queen stresses the Trojans’ lack of honor, Enéas’s poverty, and Turnus’s 
prior claim, while the king’s response answers none of these concerns but instead insists that the 
match with Enéas is the will of the gods and will result in the founding of a lasting dynasty—
suggests their dividedness as a couple, as does the fact that this is the only scene in which they 
speak. That their marriage has produced only one daughter is also indicative of their failed bond. 
Although of course on a metatextual level Lavine must be the only legitimate heir in order to 
give Enéas the throne, the engendering of an heir was a central obligation for a royal couple, and 
failure to produce a male child could create problems in the line of succession, making it a 
practical reason for divorce if not one approved of by the church.55 Latinus and his queen’s 
marriage thus seems flawed on several levels. 
Raymond J. Cormier, in his discussion of the different relationships between Enéas and 
Dido on the one hand and between Enéas and Lavine on the other, gives a brief summary of the 
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romance’s use of the word comunalement to refer to “a quasi-feudal notion of interdependence, 
unanimity, or solidarity of will, act, or opinion,” but also notes that Dido uses the word to refer to 
private sentiments, to her and Enéas’s incompatibility.56 Where Dido and Enéas cannot love 
comunalement, Enéas and Lavine, whose relationship is founded on mutual desire and 
understanding, can, suggesting the appropriateness of their relationship. The depiction of the 
marriage between Latinus and his queen, with their conflicting political goals and lack of 
personal communication, is clearly a negative model for Enéas and Lavine, the opposite of what 
a royal marriage should be.  
 Interestingly, however, Lavine and Enéas’s ability to create a stable and mutual romantic 
bond is due in no small part to the interference of the queen and her efforts to make Lavine fall in 
love with Turnus. Though her plans ultimately fail, and she drops out of the romance with no 
fanfare, her tutoring of Lavine in the ways of love is yet another demonstration of her cleverness 
and political skill. Perhaps more significantly for our understanding of the romance’s techniques 
of character development, it also suggests the process by which Lavine becomes the best 
romantic match for Enéas, and the extent to which Lavine’s characterization is influenced by 
those of her parents. 
Parental Influence and Lavine’s Characterization 
Like the Vergilian Drances, the French queen specializes in subversion. After the 
apparent failure of her plan to put Turnus on the throne by military force, she switches tactics. 
Immediately after Turnus and Enéas sign a truce agreeing to settle their dispute via single 
combat (and, interestingly, right after Latinus’s failure to placate Turnus, juxtaposing the royal 
couple’s respective attempts at politics), the queen decides to attain her goals by the more 
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underhanded method of encouraging the romantic relationship between Turnus and Lavine. In an 
extended speech leading into a dialogue about the nature of love, the queen tells her daughter 
that the destruction of the war is because of Lavine, that she should make an effort to love 
Turnus and not to love Enéas, and how exactly love works. 
 This speech is a complicated mix of sentiment and political manipulation, appealing to 
Lavine’s sense of pity for the men killed in the war (“cist mals est venuz por toi . . . dant tant 
home sont ocis,” 7860–62; this evil . . . for which so many men have been killed, has come 
because of you), to a sense of obligation toward Turnus (“por t’amor sa terre [Turnus] lait . . . 
Molt par l’an doiz buen gré savoir,” 7874–76; For love of you, Turnus has left his own land . . . 
You should be very grateful to him for it), and to Lavine’s nascent romantic feelings (“Ne 
l’aimes tu an ton corage?”, 7877; Do you not love him in your heart?). As Jerome E. Singerman 
notes, some of the queen’s arguments can be interpreted as the result of “reasonable maternal 
fears”; after all, the legacy of the Trojans embodied in figures like Ganymede and Paris is one of 
sexual misconduct, a legacy not at all ameliorated by the story of Dido and Enéas, and “[t]he 
frightened and concerned queen has no reason to believe that her daughter will be spared if 
married to the newcomer.”57 At the same time, Singerman points out that Enéas’s current poverty 
is also a determinative motive for the queen to dislike him, and additionally, the fact that Turnus 
is obligated to the queen, both for her advocacy of him with her husband and for sending him the 
message about Enéas’s arrival, means that the queen would be able to manipulate him as a son-
in-law to pursue her own ends. The combination of personal maternal concern for her daughter’s 
well-being and political plotting might best be seen in the conclusion of the queen’s first long 
speech to Lavine:  
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    Tu t’i doiz traire volantiers, 
    Envers celui qui formant t’aimme; 
    Celui qui a force te claimme, 
    De tot ton cuer lo doiz hair, 
    Car ton seignor te velt tolir. (7882–86) 
    
[You should draw gladly toward him who loves you deeply; but him who claims 
you by force you should hate with all your heart, for he wishes to take your lord away 
from you.] 
 
Her words about returning love and avoiding men who use force seems entirely consistent with 
maternal concern, but the fact that she refers to Turnus as Lavine’s “seignor” before the marriage 
has taken place makes a disingenuous appeal to Lavine’s sense of duty (comparable to her 
deception in telling Turnus that the barons had already approved his match with Lavine), and 
betrays the queen’s interest in furthering Turnus’s position.  
 Regardless of the queen’s motivations, the following discussion in which she describes 
love’s symptoms and its paradoxical role as a “good evil” is a masterful summary of Ovidian 
love imagery.58 As Edmond Faral demonstrates, love according to Lavine’s mother resembles 
very closely both the depiction of love in works by Ovid such as the Remedia Amoris and 
Amores and the description in the Enéas of Dido’s suffering in love: this kind of love involves 
sighing, crying, insomnia, and extended internal discussions.59 Faral compares the interactions 
between Lavine and her mother to those between Myrrha and her nurse in the Metamorphoses;60 
one might also compare the interactions between Dido and her sister Anna in the Enéas, which, 
though they obviously have a much less happy outcome than Lavine’s amorous education, use a 
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comparable vocabulary and function similarly, both encouraging a woman to adopt and act upon 
a particular understanding of love.  
 Critics differ in the degree to which they credit the queen for Lavine’s rapid mastery of 
the principles of love; Alfred Adler comments that Lavine’s mother “tries in vain to explain to 
her daughter the nature of love,”61 while Singerman argues that the queen’s assertion that love 
cannot be conveyed by words is true, and that Lavine’s “true education in the ways of love will 
start only when she catches sight of the right man and is struck in the heart by Amor’s dart.”62 
On the other side, Virginie Dang sees this amorous education as both key to Lavine’s 
understanding of love and structurally significant to the plot: Lavine, “après avoir écouté la 
théorie, saura la mettre en pratique,”63 a kind of “apprentissage” that Dang compares to Enéas’s 
education by his father in the Underworld; structurally speaking, both episodes of parental 
tutelage set our protagonists on the correct path, toward marriage and the production of 
legitimate heirs. Tracy Adams, in her analysis of the Enéas’s vision of love as a violent but 
controllable impulse, attributes to the queen valuable knowledge about love that she conveys to 
her daughter: that it causes suffering and cannot be stopped but can be productively managed. 
Despite the queen’s failure to attain her goals, then, she still serves a valuable function in 
furthering the love plot: “Lavine rejects her mother’s request to fall in love with Turnus, but she 
still manages to absorb her lesson on love.”64 
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 For my part, I would argue that both the queen’s successes and her failures are highly 
significant, not only for the development of Lavine’s inner life but also for the development of 
the queen’s characterization. Raymond Cormier’s discussion of Lavine’s psychological growth 
compares her plotline to a developmental timeline advanced in feminist theory: the subject first 
is silent with respect to authority, then repeats knowledge gained from the authority, then begins 
to grasp truths through personal experience, then brings these self-learned truths into dialogue 
with external authorities, and finally is able to create her own knowledge by recognizing context 
clues and incorporating them into a schema of learning.65 In Lavine’s growth as a lover, her 
mother serves as the external authority who provides the initial knowledge base from which 
Lavine is then able to grow; certainly, Lavine’s personal experiences after she first sees Enéas 
take her beyond her mother’s summary of love, but her discussion with her mother prior to this 
encounter prepares Lavine to recognize what is happening to her and to act accordingly. She 
sweats and trembles and swoons, as her mother described, and is able to diagnose her condition, 
saying, “ge sent les mals et la dolor / que ma mere m’a dit d’amor” (8099–8100; I feel the evils 
and the pain of love, of which my mother told me.) If she later claims “Amors” as her teacher, 
surely her earlier conversation with her mother constitutes a prerequisite.  
 To position the queen as the authority from whom Lavine learns and beyond whom she 
grows establishes certain necessary traits about the queen as a character. The first is that, despite 
the apparently loveless nature of her marriage, the queen is clearly an expert in at least the basics 
of love; not only does she explain the symptoms to Lavine, but she is able to recognize them 
when she sees them after Lavine falls in love with Enéas, prompting the second discussion 
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between the queen and her daughter. While Latinus may provide patriarchal authority, initially 
suggesting the marriage between Lavine and Enéas and legitimizing it with his endorsement at 
the end of the romance, it is the queen who provides authority based on knowledge, knowledge 
that is absolutely necessary to Lavine and Enéas’s successful marriage. Merely the fact that the 
queen recognizes erotic love as a useful tactic for strengthening the bonds between Turnus and 
Lavine shows her savviness when it comes to emotional manipulation and its political utility; 
Latinus does not even seem to consider romantic love as a factor in the marriage he arranges for 
his daughter, but love, with its accompanying concepts of fidelity and passion, could easily prove 
a firmer basis for a marriage than political expediency.66  Moreover, if Lavine strongly objects to 
the match with Enéas due to a preexisting attachment to Turnus, then the queen can more easily 
use Latinus’s paternal sentiments to prevent the marriage. 
 The second trait that the queen’s role as magistra amoris establishes is that, despite her 
mastery of Ovidian love imagery and skill at manipulation, she has no genuine understanding of 
mutuality in love. Her own motivations for talking about love with her daughter are self-
interested and political, and so perhaps it follows that the empathy and consideration of the other 
party’s feelings necessary for loving comunalement, for a stable mutual love and the interior 
developments that accompany it, are beyond her capacities. As we saw above, the queen 
suggests that Lavine should love Turnus because Turnus loves her and has left his lands for her 
(neglecting to mention the material advantages that Turnus stands to gain from marrying the 
king’s only heir)—a shallow conception of mutual love. Later she argues that Lavine should love 
Turnus for various other traits: 
   —Comment, ne l’aimmes tu? —Nenil. 
   —Et gel voil, je. —Vos l’amez bien. 
   —Mais tu l’aime. —Ne m’en est rien. 
                                                          
66 See Adams, Violent Passions, chap. 4, and Sperlich, Family and Friends, chap. III.2. 
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   —Ja est il biaus et proz et genz. 
   —Pou me toche au cuer dedanz. (8490–94) 
 
   [“Why, don’t you love him?” 
   “No.” 
   “But I see it well myself.” 
   “You love him well.” 
   “But you love him.” 
   “He is nothing to me. 
   “He is surely handsome and brave and noble.” 
   “He touches me little in my heart.] 
 
As Singerman points out, already the roles of teacher and student in the ways of love seem to 
have switched: it is “the mother who thinks that beauty and good manners are enough to incite 
the affections, the daughter who must suddenly give instructions on the importance of the 
heart.”67 When Lavine reveals that she is in love with Enéas, rather than Turnus, the queen loses 
control of her temper (reminding readers, perhaps, of the Vergilian Amata’s Bacchanalian rages) 
and delivers a long monologue accusing Enéas of being a sodomite and calling Lavine insane for 
loving him. As a persuasive tactic for convincing Lavine to fall in love with Turnus, this move 
unsurprisingly fails. If Latinus’s conception of romantic love is entirely lacking, it seems that the 
queen’s, as well, is woefully incomplete. 
 Latinus and his queen clearly represent another failure of loving comunalement: where 
the relationship between Dido and Enéas failed as a royal marriage in large part due to the one-
sidedness of Dido’s all-consuming passion for Enéas, which caused her to neglect her queenly 
duties, the relationship between Latinus and his wife fails because, absent any passion or even 
any apparent liking for each other, nothing keeps them from pursuing independent or even 
mutually exclusive goals for their daughter and their kingdom. Their incompatibility is also 
illustrated by their diverging attitudes toward love. The Enéas-writer is attentive to and 
                                                          
67 Singerman, Under Clouds of Poesy, 85. 
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participates in the medieval debate over marriage between the nobility and the church, both of 
whom had good reason to want to control what made for a legitimate marriage. Destiny and the 
gods, as well as paternal authority, still play a determining rule, but as the final romantic 
interlude between Lavine and Enéas makes abundantly clear, consent and love are also necessary 
for a match to truly work. Le Roman d’Enéas thus bridges the gap between Georges Duby’s lay 
and ecclesiastical models of marriage, the former endogamous and arranged by families in order 
to preserve land and honor and the latter exogamous and requiring the consent of the marrying 
parties.68 As Adams remarks, not only the Enéas but secular Old French romance more generally 
attempts to reconcile both models with the ever-present impulse of lust (which disrupted both 
ecclesiastical and lay notions of marriage): literature “offers a special version of arranged 
marriage, implicitly suggesting that future spouses will consent to each other if they are trained 
to feel passion for each other.”69 Such a marriage is successful for Enéas and Lavine, but much 
less so for Latinus and his wife. And yet, this depiction of their relationship is key to the 
expanded vision of Lavine that the romance presents. 
 Lavine’s role in the Enéas is an almost entirely original creation, as the Vergilian Lavinia 
appears only briefly and has no independent character development. Her romantic relationship 
with Enéas provides the impetus for her growth from naïve princess to mature dynastic 
matriarch, and so simply on the level of plot, Latinus’s decision to betroth her to Enéas and her 
mother’s decision to lecture her on the subject of love are major forces driving the plot more 
generally and Lavine’s character arc more specifically. As mentioned above, the royal couple’s 
                                                          
68 This is, of necessity, a simplification of Duby’s arguments, which are explained and expanded on in The Knight, 
the Lady, and the Priest as well as Medieval Marriage: Two Models from Twelfth-Century France, trans. Elborg 
Forster (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins Press, 1978). See also “Le mariage dans la société du haut Moyen Âge,” in 
Mâle Moyen Âge: De l’Amour et autres essais (Paris: Flammarion, 1988), 11–33. 
 
69 Adams, Violent Passions, 88. 
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relationship, like the relationship between Enéas and Dido, serves as a prominent example of a 
dysfunctional marriage, but Lavine’s parents contribute more than this to her characterization. 
Individually and as a couple, the king and queen of Laurente help characterize Lavine as a fitting 
partner for Enéas. 
 Enéas’s arc in Le Roman d’Enéas is largely about overcoming his past, the mixed legacy 
of Troy.70 In the Aeneid, however, Lavinia has no past to overcome—she herself appears only 
rarely, and while her mother is an example of uncontrolled emotion who ends tragically, her 
father is a dignified ruling figure who seems to have presided over a prosperous era for his 
country. Unlike Dido, whose escape from her brother, vows of fidelity to her dead husband, and 
founding of Carthage via her wits give her a background of overcoming hardships that makes her 
tragic ending all the more poignant, Lavinia is a character whose importance is more about her 
destined future than about her past experiences or present personality. 
 As we have seen, however, the writer of the Roman d’Enéas assigns a great deal of 
importance to structural parallels between characters and their relationships to each other. The 
mirroring of Dido and Lavine is given more substance by fleshing out the details of Lavine’s 
family life and personality, but perhaps more importantly for the romancer, the relationship 
between Lavine and Enéas gains narrative heft by expanding not only on Lavine’s experiences of 
love but also her family background. Lavinia and Aeneas have nearly nothing in common, but 
Lavine and Enéas both struggle with an ambivalent background, the difficulties of love, and the 
challenges of balancing private passions and public duty. Their common core of experience 
                                                          
70 See Petit, “Enéas dans le Roman d’Enéas,” 74, and Mora-Lebrun, L’“Enéide” médiévale, chaps. 10 and 11, as 
well as Guynn, Allegory and Sexual Ethics in the High Middle Ages, chap. 4, for the threat of sexual deviance left 
open at the end of the romance.  
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makes them compatible without, as in Dido’s case, making them rivals; they complement each 
other and can thus love comunalement. 
 In order to fulfill his destiny, Enéas must overcome the negative events and 
characteristics associated with Troy—the kidnapping of Helen by Paris, Troy’s fall, and both in 
the text and on a metatextual level, the historiographic tradition of treachery attributed to Aeneas 
and his fellow Trojans71—without wholly losing his Trojan identity. Similarly, Lavine must 
maintain her identity as an Italian princess and heiress—this identity being key to her political 
significance for both Enéas and Turnus—while also overcoming the weakness and treachery at 
the heart of the Italian court in the persons of her parents. In order to examine this development 
more closely, it may be worthwhile to examine a point at which Lavine seems poised to succumb 
to her mother’s influence in a way that threatens the potential love between her and Enéas.  
 After Lavine reveals her love for Enéas to her mother, who reacts with a long, vitriolic 
speech against Enéas, Lavine declares herself to him in a rather bold and unorthodox way: by 
sending a love letter via an arrow shot into the Trojan camp, threatening to destroy the truce 
Latinus has finally obtained.72 After some confusion, Enéas falls in love with Lavine in turn, but 
when he does not appear in front of Lavine’s tower early the next morning, Lavine fears not only 
                                                          
71 Perhaps the most well-known account of the treason of Aeneas and another Trojan, Antenor, can be found in 
Dictys Cretensis’s Ephemeridos belli Trojani. Aeneas and Antenor betray their own people, but the Trojans more 
generally are brutal and tend to betray their diplomatic agreements in Dictys’s account. For this and Dares 
Phrygius’s account of the Trojan War, both of which were seen as more historically accurate than Virgil among 
many medieval scholars and writers, see The Trojan War: The Chronicles of Dictys of Crete and Dares the 
Phrygian, trans. with an introduction and notes by R. M. Frazer, Jr. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966). 
 
72 Judith Weiss notes that maidens as aggressive pursuers of men are a relatively frequent occurrence in Anglo-
Norman romances, perhaps a carryover from chansons de geste. See “The Wooing Woman in Anglo-Norman 
Romance,” Romance in Medieval England: Proceedings of the 1st Biennial Conference on Romance in Medieval 
England (Gregynog) 1998, ed. Maldywn Mills et al. (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1991): 149–61. 
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that her love has been rejected but also that her mother was correct in saying that Enéas rejects 
all women. She soon erupts into anger, resorting to insults and curses: 
    “Ce est,” fete le, “verité, 
    que ma mere m’a de lui dit; 
    de feme lui est molt petit, 
    il voldroit deduit de garcon, 
    n’aime se males putains non.” (9130–34) 
 
    [“What my mother told me is the truth,” she said: “women mean 
very little to him. He would like his pleasure from a boy, and will love no one except male 
whores.”] 
 
In Noah Guynn’s discussion of sodomy and other disruptive sexual desires as an internal threat 
to the feudal state requiring constant vigilance, he argues that it is this vigilance that causes 
Lavine’s anger against Enéas’s perceived sodomy: “Lavine’s own attack on Eneas suggests the 
insidious power of this internal enemy,” when she is “temporarily swayed by her mother’s 
invective.”73 Although I agree that this rant demonstrates the pervasive paranoia regarding 
sodomy and other illegitimate lusts as a specter haunting medieval society broadly and the 
Roman d’Enéas in particular, I would argue that Lavine’s outburst here also indicates a specific 
aspect of her character: that she is her mother’s daughter. Unlike Latinus, who tends to complain 
and withdraw rather than rage, the queen’s characterization in the Enéas is defined by her 
explosive anger as well as her skill at political manipulation.  
Lavine’s angry monologue, in which she not only accuses Enéas of frequenting male 
prostitutes but fantasizes about cross-dressing to pass as one, seems gratuitous in the context of 
expressing her fear, disappointment, and suffering for love,74 as well as inconsistent with the 
                                                          
73 Guynn, Allegory and Sexual Ethics in the High Middle Ages, 86. 
 
74 But see Sperlich’s discussion of angry maidens’ outbursts as a positive sign of their passionate feelings for the 
hero, indicating his desirability as a husband (Friends and Family, 198–99). 
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earlier portrayal of her as so naïve as to be completely ignorant of love. In attempting to explain 
this apparent discrepancy, Alfred Adler suggests that the speech is intended to demonstrate 
Lavine’s maturity in the context of twelfth-century “humanists’” preoccupation with “unnatural 
[sexual] practices”: “Young Lavine, expressing herself like an experienced older person, emerges 
thus as a fully developed young woman.”75 It seems to strain logic, though, to consider this 
speech a sign of maturity, especially given that Lavine almost immediately regrets it as soon as 
she sees Enéas: 
    “Molt ai mal esploitié, 
   trop ai parlé come desvee, 
   ge cuit qu’Amors m’a ancusee 
   de ce que tant an ai mes dit; 
   or m’en repant, trop l’ai sordit.” (9208–12) 
    
[“I have acted very badly, and spoken too much like a madwoman. I think 
that Love has become angry with me because I spoke so wrongly. Now I repent: I 
have slandered him too much.”] 
 
I contend that, in both the subject matter and in the emotional lack of control the speech 
demonstrates, Lavine’s initial outburst serves to associate her with her mother’s temper. Like the 
queen, Lavine jumps to rapid conclusions and responds to unexpected and unpleasant 
interferences in her plans with anger and false accusations.  
Such a comparison also places Lavine’s wooing of Enéas via arrow—which she later 
worries makes her appear too assertive to Enéas—in the context of her mother’s general modus 
operandi. Both her mother’s initial message to Turnus and Lavine’s message to Enéas 
demonstrate their lack of hesitation in engaging in men’s affairs, their boldness in translating 
their desires into action, and their skill at effective communication, as both messages obtain their 
desired results. On a metatextual level, Lavine parallels her mother, with both women prompting 
                                                          
75 Adler, “Eneas and Lavine,” 90, emphasis in original.  
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a major turning point in the romance’s plot by using the resources available within the confined 
space of the palace. Unlike the queen, though, who vents her anger and then exits from both the 
room and the romance when she is disillusioned about the possibility of the hoped-for match 
between Lavine and Turnus, Lavine can recognize when she has been wrong. Rather than vanish, 
she continues to observe both Enéas and her own emotions, which allows her to grow in a way 
that her mother never does. This journey of growth, appropriating the positive aspects of her 
mother while rejecting the negative ones, can also be read as parallel to Enéas’s development as 
he leaves the past of Troy behind to found his own new dynasty. 
The parallels and subsequent separation from the model of Lavine’s father are less 
straightforward, for perhaps obvious reasons; Lavine is not expected ever to be a king, and as her 
choice of Enéas for a husband aligns her desires with her father’s will (as, indeed, it must—
Latinus, Anchises, and the gods all wish for Enéas’s patriarchally approved empire), there is no 
need for her either to follow or to repudiate her father’s example as clearly as her mother’s. At 
the same time, she does seem to use similar tactics as her father when interacting with her 
mother. After discovering her own feelings for Enéas but before settling on her plan to send him 
a message, Lavine has another interview with her mother. Although she knows by this point that 
she is in love, she denies it on more than one occasion in order to avoid confrontation with the 
queen: the narrator tells us that, in response to her mother’s inquiries, “ele dit que la fièvre a”  
(8450, she said she had a fever) and, when her mother asks if she’s in love, “celé li dit qu’onkes 
ne sot / que est amors ne que set faire” (8460–61; she said that she did not know what love was, 
nor what it could do). A few lines later, she denies it again in direct discourse. Although her 
father is never explicitly presented as lying, his attempts to persuade Turnus not to fight, to 
which Turnus responds by claiming that Latinus does not care what happens to him, suggest a 
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similar attempt to put a good face on his feelings in order to avoid conflict, and a similar inability 
to persuade his listeners. Throughout the romance, Latinus shows a preference for disengaging 
rather than directly addressing the problems he encounters as king, including his wife’s plotting, 
Turnus’s courting of his barons, and the constant disruptions of his plan for a truce. This 
timidity, like the queen’s ill-advised anger, is a familial trait that Lavine must overcome in order 
to be a suitable partner for Enéas. 
Conclusion 
As I hope to have demonstrated above, each character within the royal family and the broader 
feudal structure of Laurente are part of a coherent program of rewriting the Aeneid in order to 
further the romancer’s idea of mutuality and interdependence, a vision illustrated in the pairs of 
parallel characters noted by previous critics but also in the clusters of characters whose depiction 
affects and is affected by the portrayal of other characters in their network of social relations. 
These revisions demonstrate the writer’s ability to identify points of tension in the Aeneid and 
use them as topoi for amplification, making the characters sites for illustrating the writer’s ability 
to read and adapt political and emotional complexities in his original. The apparently 
inexplicable changes made to Mesencius and Drances can thus be understood as an attempt to 
draw on the ambiguities present in Virgil’s characters and relate them to the larger issue of 
effectively channeling emotions into socially productive actions, a question for figures at every 
level of the feudal hierarchy.  
 Latinus, then, serves as a narrative parallel both to Turnus and to other leaders such as 
Dido and Enéas, illustrating weaknesses from which potential future rulers can learn, but his 
failures as a king are also failures as a husband and father, inflecting his relationships with his 
wife and daughter and affecting their characterization. The Latin queen, whose role as a woman 
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inappropriately involved in a male sphere is paralleled by Dido and Camille, also serves as a 
major sign of her husband’s weakness and an influence, both positive and negative, on her 
daughter. And Lavine, who is too often read only in comparison with characters whom she never 
meets, is developed as a character along lines that reflect the extent to which she builds upon and 
surpasses her parents’ examples. As Enéas must banish the specter of Troy, with its 
accompanying connotations of untrustworthiness and sexual misbehavior, Lavine must overcome 
the negative examples of weakness and selfishness set by her parents in order to be a suitable 
partner for Enéas. The careful structuring of parallels and mutually dependent characterizations 
reveals the author’s controlling presence in the text—though it seems unlikely that everyone in 
the twelfth-century audience was familiar with Virgil’s original epic, which goes unnamed in the 
romance, the writer clearly demonstrates his ability to connect and develop the Aeneid’s complex 
cast of characters and themes for his own context. For an educated audience, then, he presents 
himself as a skilled reader and imitator of Virgil without ever naming himself or his auctor—and 
also as a thoughtful analyst of contemporary political issues, modeling for his readers methods of 
understanding not only texts but also social relations through the depiction of character.  
 The royal court of Latinus, as the most developed court in Le Roman d’Enéas, makes for 
the most readily available case study of this technique of characterization and its implications for 
the romance and for the place of the author. Reading characters in thematically related clusters, 
however, is a method that could fruitfully be applied to the entirety of the romance, or, perhaps, 
other romances. Indeed, the study of how medieval writers manage large casts of characters in 
extended narratives such as romances might deepen our understanding both of how they 
conceived of characterization and of how they understood their own “authorship” with respect to 
their material. 
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CHAPTER 2: MEMORY, SERIAL NARRATIVE, AND CHARACTERIZATION BY 
CONJOINTURE IN CHRÉTIEN DE TROYES 
 
 Chrétien de Troyes, the apparent author of five twelfth-century verse romances set at 
King Arthur’s court (Erec et Enide, Cligés, Yvain or Le chevalier au Lion, Lancelot or Le 
chevalier de la charrette, and Perceval or Le conte du graal), in many ways invented the genre 
of Arthurian romance. “Whilst the possibility of lost romance predating Chrétien can never be 
ruled out,” Keith Busby concludes, “it does look very much as if he created the genre practically 
single-handed”1 Arguably, some of the most significant of his innovations are in the realm of 
character: such essential Arthurian characters as Lancelot and Perceval, for example, appear in 
literature for the first time via Chrétien, and the explorations of these heroes’ developments and 
psychology have been of great interest to scholars hoping to define Chrétien’s achievements. But 
Chrétien’s treatment of character has another, no less significant impact on the genre of 
Arthurian romance: by his use of recurring characters to join a body of ostensibly separate 
narratives, Chrétien creates a connected “interfictive world”2 of which he himself is the master 
but to which others are invited to contribute.  
 Much of the scholarship of Chrétien’s authorial self-presentation focuses its attention on 
the explicit discussion of his craft in the romances’ prologues, endings, and narratorial 
                                                          
1 Busby, “The Characters and the Setting,” in The Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes, ed. Norris J. Lacy, Douglas Kelly, 
and Keith Busby, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1987), 57–89, at 65. 
 
2 This is the term used by Dennis H. Green, who notes this kind of intertextuality in German romances but argues 
that it already appears in Chrétien, “the action of whose various works presupposes, at least in part, the same general 
background . . . In addition, Chrétien can incorporate a romance into an overarching wider narrative world by 
including in it references to the action of another” (The Beginnings of Medieval Romance: Fact and Fiction, 1150–
1220 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 55–56). 
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interventions.3 I would like to propose, however, that a distinctive idea of Chrétien’s authorship 
is presented implicitly in the characters that tie his works together: by self-consciously exploiting 
ideas of memory and a novel multiwork format in ways that anticipate both cognitive theories of 
character and serial narrative studies, Chrétien’s works present him not only as the author of a set 
of texts but as the author of a new literary tradition. Character performs a key role in this self-
presentation by presenting models of reading and topoi for future writers to amplify or modify.  
 I should clarify at this point that the “Chrétien de Troyes” established as the author of the 
five Arthurian romances attributed to that name is not the equivalent of the historical person who 
authored these romances; despite references to other works by this author in, for example, the 
prologue of Cligés, his status as the “author” of the unified creation presented in the romances is 
not dependent upon whether the same historical person did or did not write Guillaume 
d’Angleterre, Philomena, or the lyric poems attributed to Chrétien de Troyes.4 Instead, the 
“author” here is a construct, visible in the apparent autonomy of Chrétien’s Arthurian world 
implied by the stereoscopic perspective of recurring characters and the ways they suggest a full 
fictional universe with rich literary potential.5 The authority Chrétien claims by this method is 
                                                          
3 Cf., for example, Tony Hunt, “Tradition and Originality in the Prologues of Chrestien de Troyes,” Forum for 
Modern Language Studies 8 (1972): 320–44; “Chrétien’s Prologues Reconsidered,” in Conjuncture: Medieval 
Studies in Honor of Douglas Kelly, ed. Keith Busby and Norris J. Lacy (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1994), 153–68; 
Claude Luttrell, “The Prologue of Crestien’s Li Conte du Graal,” Arthurian Literature 3 (1983): 1–25; and Roberta 
L. Krueger, “The Author’s Voice: Narrators, Audiences, and the Problem of Interpretation,” in Lacy et al., eds., The 
Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes, 115–40. 
 
4 See Sarah Kay, “Who Was Chrétien de Troyes?,” in Arthurian Literature XV, ed. James P. Carley and Felicity 
Riddy (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1997), 1–35, for a description of the ways authorial attribution of “Chrétien” texts 
has been governed by “the principles summarized by Foucault in his account of the development of the ‘author 
function’ in modem thought . . . namely consistency with respect to quality, subject matter, expression, and outlook” 
(3). Cf. Michel Foucault. “What is an author?,” in Foucault, Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology, ed. James D. 
Faubion, trans. Robert Hurley et al. (New York: The New Press, 1999), 205–222, esp. 214, for an explanation the 
principles described here. 
 
5 See Michel Zink, “Une Mutation de la Conscience Littéraire: Le Langage Romanesque à travers des Exemples 
Français du XIIe Siècle,” Cahiers de Civilisation Médiévale 24 (1981): 3–27, and “Chrétien et Ses Contemporains,” 
in Lacy et al., eds., The Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes, 5–32, who argues that the self-conscious writing of fiction is 
key in the construction of Chrétien’s Arthurian persona. As Roberta L. Krueger comments, “As an ‘author,’ 
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not only for the individual writer, by virtue of his writing talent, but also for the vernacular and 
Arthurian traditions more broadly.  
This authority was being claimed explicitly by other twelfth-century vernacular writers; 
we might compare Marie de France’s claim in the prologue of the Lais, that she was capable of 
writing a roman d’antiquité but chose to translate Breton lais instead, because translating Latin 
into French had already been done,6 or Chrétien’s own reference in the prologue to Cligés to the 
translatio imperii, the transfer of cultural power from Greece or Rome to France. Character, 
however, offers an alternate means of implying authority through the cultivation of audience 
memory. That is, the importance of character in establishing the illusion of an interfictive 
universe in Chrétien’s romances is less about the characters’ psychology than about the reader’s 
psychology. A stereoscopic or three-dimensional image works by presenting two slightly 
different two-dimensional images that the brain merges into one; similarly, the presentation of 
members of the Arthurian court across multiple romances, even in static or sparse depictions, 
provides the material that readers need to combine different versions of the characters or their 
stories into a developed fictional world. As in contemporary conceptions of character as a mental 
construct in the memory of the reader, Chrétien conditions his readership to add to their 
understanding both of individual characters and the imaginative storyworld with each successive 
romance he adds to his oeuvre.7  
                                                          
Chrétien affirms the autonomy of his fiction, demonstrates his mastery of romance composition, and posits the truth 
of his endeavor not in its faithful preservation of the past but in the telling of the story itself” (“The Author’s Voice,” 
119).   
 
6 Marie de France, Lais de Marie de France, ed. Karl Warnke and trans. Laurence Harf-Lancner (Paris: Livre de 
Poche, 1990), Prologue, ll. 28–33. 
 
7 For explanations of theories of characterization as dynamic cognitive process, see the “Character” section of the 
introduction, above; cf. also Ralf Schneider, “Toward a Cognitive Theory of Literary Character: The Dynamics of 
Mental-Model Construction, Style 35 (2001): 607–640; and Jens Eder, Fotis Jannidis, and Ralf Schneider, 
“Characters in Fictional Worlds: An Introduction,” in Characters in Fictional Worlds: Understanding Imaginary 
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Conjointure and Serial Narrative Theory 
Although the chapter will largely focus on the presentation of individual character in the 
construction of Chrétien’s fictional universe, I would like to begin by considering perhaps the 
most often-debated item of the critical vocabulary provided by Chrétien in his explicit statements 
of authorial purpose: conjointure. The term appears in a celebrated passage from the prologue of 
Erec et Enide: 
  . . . raisons est que totes voies 
  Doit chascuns penser et entendre 
  A bien dire et bien aprendre 
  Et trait d’un conte d’aventure 
  Une mout bele conjointure. (10–14)8 
 
[It is reasonable for everyone to think and strive in every way to speak 
well and teach well, and from a tale of adventure to draw a beautifully ordered 
composition.] 
 
For obvious reasons, explanations of Chrétien’s meaning of “bele conjointure” here tend to focus 
on the author’s processes of composition. Douglas Kelly, for instance, in one discussion of the 
term, offers the “‘effort’ to conjoin matiere [source material] and san [meaning],” the 
“description” of “hot and cold, love and hatred” and other apparent contradictions coming 
together to form a whole, and “interlaced and interlocking” versions of the same story within a 
romance as different aspects of conjointure’s role in the writing of romance.9 Eugene Vance 
proposes a more philosophical notion, defining conjointure as “a sense that, like terms in a 
                                                          
Beings in Literature, Film, and Other Media, ed. Jens Eder, Fotis Jannidis, and Ralf Schneider (Berlin: De Gruyter, 
2010), 3–64 at 30–38. 
 
8 Citations from Chrétien’s romances will come, unless otherwise noted, from Chrétien de Troyes, Romans, ed. 
Michel Zink (Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 1994), and will be noted parenthetically by line number. English 
translations will come from Chrétien de Troyes, Arthurian Romances, trans. William W. Kibler and Carleton W. 
Carroll (London: Penguin, 1991). 
 
9 Kelly, “Narrative Poetics: Rhetoric, Orality and Performance,” in A Companion to Chrétien de Troyes, ed. Norris 
J. Lacy and Joan Tasker Grimbert (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2005), 52–63, at 56 and 57.  
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proposition, things and events not only signify, but consignify, which is to say that their 
significations become mutually determining in narrative discourse.”10 Conjointure, then, seems 
to refer to the reader’s ability to understand the text’s composition—the mutually determining 
characters and events of the story—in addition to Chrétien’s ability to draw the “mangled and 
corrupt” versions of inferior storytellers into a coherent and aesthetically pleasing narrative. 
 This passage and the prologue as a whole, then, can be approached not only as an artistic 
statement but as a guideline for the audience, one that would have taken on new meaning as 
Chrétien’s body of romances grew. The opening lines of Erec et Enide focus on perception, the 
ability to discern between that which should be valued and that which should be despised:  
  Li vilains dit en son respite 
  Que tel chose a l’en en despit, 
  Qui mout vaut mieuz que l’en ne cuide. 
  Por ce fait bien qui son estuide 
  Atorne a sens, quell que il l’ait; 
  Car qui son estude entre lait, 
  Tost i puet tel chose taisir 
  Qui mout venroit puis a plesir. (1–8) 
 
  [The peasant in his proverb says that one might find oneself holding in contempt 
something that is worth much more than one believes; therefore a man does well to make good 
use of his learning according to whatever understanding he has, for he who neglects his learning 
may easily keep silent something that would later give much pleasure.] 
 
This opening and the narrating voice’s later recommendation that everyone “penser et entendre” 
present the processes of reading/listening/learning and writing/speaking/teaching not in 
opposition but as connected steps in an interpretive transaction, Chrétien using verbs with double 
meanings to destabilize the boundary between writer and audience. Entendre in one 
interpretation takes the sense “to strive,” but the word can also mean “to listen to,” “to pay 
attention to,” or “to understand,” an interpretation that the enjambment at the end of the line 
                                                          
10 Vance, From Topic to Tale: Logic and Narrativity in the Middle Ages, with a forward by Wlad Godzich 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 
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draws attention to before the complementary infinitives in line 12 complete the verb phrase. 
Aprendre, meanwhile, can be read both as “to teach” and “to learn.”11 
 Similarly, the perspective in the prologue shifts between passive actions of perceiving 
and recognizing, in the figure of the vilains, to the active verbs of the educated man who must 
not “taisir” his learning, then back to the listener who might derive “plesir” from his words. The 
ambivalence between audience and speaker, the importance both of expressing valuable words 
and of recognizing them, suggests that the “bele conjointure” is a product of the listener’s work 
as well as the writer’s. As a medieval reader hoping to memorize a work must divide it into 
comprehensible parts and put them back together again mentally in order to reproduce a work by 
heart,12 the reader of Chrétien must be able to find the “tel chose . . . qui mout vaut mieux que 
l’en ne cuide” in the narrative and put these things together in a meaningful way in order to 
understand the work that the writer has done in composing it and derive the most value from it. 
These processes of thinking, remembering, and learning are frequently highlighted in characters’ 
actions and thought processes in the romance, but Chrétien’s use of memorable images, complex 
plots, and contemporary vocabulary about memory all signify that readers are included in this 
process as well. Perhaps Eugene Vance is exaggerating when he says that “Chrétien’s critics are 
unanimous, moreover, in underscoring the primacy of judgment and understanding to heroic 
action in his romances,”13 but it is certainly true that numerous scholars have drawn attention 
both to the portrayal of cognitive processes within the romance and the mental demands they 
                                                          
11 Anglo-Norman Dictionary, Universities of Swansea and Aberystwyth, s.v. “entendre 1” and “entendre 2,” and 
“aprendre,” accessed August 7, 2017, http://www.anglo-norman.net/gate/. 
 
12 See Mary J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), on the role of memory in learning to read and compose literary works in medieval 
education.  
 
13 Vance, From Topic to Tale, 8. 
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make on readers.14 Like the task of writing the romances, the task of reading them might be 
labeled a kind of composition or conjointure.  
This labor of readership would have changed as Chrétien continued to build his corpus of 
romances. As Keith Busby notes, Erec et Enide would probably have confounded its original 
audience’s expectations, both in its focus on an obscure knight and its use of a complex literary 
form to talk about what had been the topic of oral fabulae, but as the later romances were 
written, Chrétien “could build on [audiences’] previous knowledge, not only of Arthurian and 
other literary traditions, but also on a cumulative knowledge of his own work.”15 Chrétien, then, 
conditions his audience both to pay close attention in understanding an individual plot and to 
construct the world of his romances as a connected series imaginatively. These processes would 
not necessarily have been far apart in the medieval imagination, and in fact, the connection in 
medieval education between memory and composition may have made Chrétien’s Arthurian 
world particularly conducive to rewriting, responses, and new additions by later writers.16 
The model of authorship created by Chrétien’s texts thus is both expansive and inviting. 
His labor of conjointure extends beyond the bounds of a single narrative to the management of a 
recurring body of characters who ostensibly populate a literary world, but the reader is similarly 
                                                          
14 See, for example, Norris J. Lacy, The Craft of Chrétien de Troyes: An Essay on Narrative Art (Leiden: Brill, 
1980), who notes that Chrétien’s technique of interlacing plots and character arcs “required the audience to keep in 
their mind a large amount of information”(67) while also stoking audience anticipation; Zrinka Stahuljak et al., 
Thinking through Chrétien de Troyes (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2011), who, in chapters devoted to imagination, 
subjectivity, and forgetfulness, among others, read the texts attributed to Chrétien as exemplifying a set of thought-
processes; and Jody Enders, “Memory and the Psychology of the Interior Monologue in Chrétien’s Cligés,” 
Rhetorica 10.1 (1992): 5–23, who argues that mnemonic imagery was one way Chrétien used to comment on the 
process of writing and himself as an author. 
 
15 Busby, “The Characters and the Setting,” 88. 
 
16 See introduction above, 6–9. Both reading and writing in medieval education required the ability to analyze a 
text’s parts and be able to put them together, frequently using vivid images; to draw attention to processes of 
composition and memorization, as Chrétien does, might associate romances with the more prestigious school texts in 
a different way from direct allusions.  
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encouraged to engage in the work not only of untangling an interlaced plot but also of putting 
together textual clues to create—and, for other writers, contribute to—a unified fictional 
universe. If Douglas Kelly is correct when he says that “the notion of bele conjointure, a truly 
original coinage, led to awareness of romance as a narrative mode and genre,” surely this is 
connected to the “rich potential for those kinds of retelling and rewriting” popular during 
Chrétien’s era.17 The notion of a composite or multiauthor work, or a shared body of fictional 
stories and personages to write about, would not of course have been unfamiliar to twelfth-
century vernacular writers,18 whose modus operandi was one of imitation and rewriting, but the 
nonchronological progression of the romances, their extended length, and the porous boundaries 
between the individual narratives lend themselves neatly neither to a straightforward model of 
continuation nor to the historical and genealogical interests of the epic cycle. The work done on 
modern serial narratives might prove a more helpful point of comparison. 
The comparison between Chrétien’s romances and serials may at first appear 
counterintuitive. Scholars of serial narrative, whose work often focuses on such popular media as 
television shows, video games, and comic books, frequently attribute the appearance of serials 
                                                          
17 Kelly, “Chrétien de Troyes,” in The Arthur of the French, 173 
 
18 Alastair Minnis gives the examples of the Psalter and Ovid’s Heroides as composite works that offered challenges 
to medieval commentators; Gilbert of Poitiers, writing in the first half of the twelfth century, found in glossing the 
Psalter that “each psalm has its special materia, modus, finis and titulus” but the Psalter as a whole is a unified text 
“in which the parts interact and ultimately harmonise with each other, thereby serving the whole, while the whole 
accommodates a variety which is expressed through its different parts” (Medieval Theory of Authorship, 52–54). 
Leah Tether, meanwhile, considers the distinction between sequels and continuations in works like the epic 
Charlemagne cycles or the Perceval continuations, using the work of Gérard Genette to argue that a continuation 
“suggests that an unfinished work needs, and is brought to, a conclusion, while [a sequel] seeks to exploit the 
success of a finished work by responding to some desire for more” (The Continuations of Chrétien’s Perceval: 
Content and Construction, Extension and Ending [Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2012], 58). A sequel builds upon the 
narrative possibilities of a closed text. By her definitions, then, Chrétien’s romances are neither sequels nor 
continuations of each other, discounting Godefroi de Leigni’s ending to Lancelot.  
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specifically to the modes of production associated with modern capitalism.19 Moreover, at first 
glance there appears to be a broad gap between “popular culture” as the term is currently 
understood and Chrétien’s literary narratives, which explicitly set themselves apart from the 
work of inferior storytellers who “devant rois et devant contes / Depecier et corrompre seulent” 
(Erec et Enide 20–21; customarily mangle and corrupt before kings and counts) their material. 
Unlike, for example, a newspaper serial, Chrétien’s romances (the unfinished Perceval aside) 
apparently bring their narratives to completion rather than ending in a cliffhanger designed to 
entice readers to read further, and in some cases the narrative seems deliberately closed off: for 
example, Yvain ends with the declaration 
  Del chevalier al lion fine  
Crestïens son romant issi. 
Onques plus dire n’en oï 
Ne ja plus n’en orés conter 
S’on n’i velt mençogne ajoster.(6804–8) 
 
[Thus Chrétien brings to a close his romance of the Knight with the Lion. 
I’ve not heard any more about it, and you’ll never hear anything more unless one 
adds lies to it.] 
 
On what grounds, then, might a comparison between medieval romance and contemporary serial 
narrative be based? 
Certainly, it would be fruitless to argue that medieval circumstances of textual 
production, or the relationships between text, author, and reader in Chrétien’s time, bore any 
                                                          
19 For example, Roger Hagedorn distinguishes episodic elements of the Arabian Nights or narrative Greek and 
Roman reliefs from the modern serial by arguing that these media lack a distinguishing characteristic of serials: “the 
production and distribution of fragmented narrative in a mass medium that is consumed at regular intervals,” which 
requires “a market economy, a communications technology sufficiently developed to be commercially exploited, 
and, as Barthes suggests, the recognition of narrative as commodity” (“Doubtless to Be Continued: A Brief History 
of Serial Narrative,” in To Be Continued . . . : Soap Operas Around the World,” ed. Robert C. Allen [New York: 
Routledge, 1995], 27–48, at 29).  
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resemblance to the industry production of, for example, the Marvel Cinematic Universe.20 The 
Marvel Cinematic Universe’s status as popular culture is similarly situated at a far remove from 
the literary and entertainment culture of the twelfth century. By drawing the comparison, it is not 
my intention to propose a straightforward correspondence. I do propose, however, that serial 
narrative studies offer a helpful frame of reference for understanding Chrétien’s use of recurring 
characters to create a unified fictional universe. If his explicit authorial statements in the 
prologues and conclusions draw attention to the novelty and skill of his literary 
accomplishments, the arrangement of multiple-romance character arcs implicitly demonstrates 
his mastery of experimental techniques of narrative that can be seen in contemporary television 
or novel series. And if Chrétien works to establish himself as an authoritative literary figure, his 
subject-matter and medieval responses to his work indicate that his work may have had more in 
common with contemporary popular culture than a first glance suggests.21 In establishing himself 
as an original authority for vernacular authors to copy, Chrétien gestures beyond the single-
                                                          
20 Neither, of course, were the means of literary production at the time of the Iliad’s composition, but Lynn Kozak 
makes the argument that the oral performances through which the original audiences received the Iliad and other 
ancient epics created a similar kind of complex episodic narrative driven by a rotating cast of characters. “Complex 
narratives like ancient epic and contemporary television serials,” Kozak argues, “use characters, their emotional 
responses to events, and our emotional responses to those characters, as the basis for their narrative structures” 
(Experiencing Hektor: Character in the Iliad [London: Bloomsbury, 2017], 6). In a similar fashion, both individual 
romances and Chrétien’s entire body of Arthuriana, presented both in oral readings and ocular readings of 
manuscripts, rely on characters as a cognitive entry point in fashioning plots and the interconnected fictive universe. 
See Robert Hanning, “The Audience as Co-Creator of the First Chivalric Romances,” The Yearbook of English 
Studies 11 (1981): 1–28, and Levilson C. Reis, “From Aural Reception to Visual Paratext: The Reader in the 
Manuscripts of Chrétien de Troyes’s Romances,” Neophilologus 94 (2010): 377–89, for discussion of Chrétien’s 
contemporary audiences.   
 
21 See Douglas Kelly, who notes that some medieval readers of Chrétien, particularly those who themselves wrote 
hagiographic or didactic works, criticized what they saw as Chrétien’s ‘vanity’: “His critics seem to argue that 
Chrétien and many of his contemporaries . . . are models of composition, wonderfully enthralling because of their 
marvelous adventures and exquisite prosody. And all the worse for them, as they entice their public to sin, to 
fascination with the vanities of this world” (“Romance and the Vanity of Chrétien de Troyes,” in Romance: Generic 
Transformation from Chrétien de Troyes to Cervantes, ed. with an introduction by Kevin Brownlee and Marina 
Scordilis Brownlee [Hanover and London: University Press of New England, 1985], 74–90, at 75).  
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author and closed work traditionally studied by scholars of the novel to surprisingly modern 
forms of narrative.  
Recurring characters like Arthur, Keu, Guinevere, and Gauvain, who appear in all of 
Chrétien’s romances, and less noticeable or well-developed figures like Orgueilleux de la Lande, 
Gornemant de Gohort, or Sagremor the Unruly who nonetheless recur in surprising places 
demonstrably serve extranarrative functions in Chrétien’s elaboration of the Arthurian world and 
his depiction of literary character as a multivalent source of potential narratives. The 
development of these characters across the body of romances and the referencing of memorable 
characters or depictions to establish points of contact between the romances hint at a playful 
openness even in the apparently closed narratives.22 Characters are used in a number of ways to 
give the impression of a transtextual storyworld.23 For example, when a character might 
reasonably be expected to appear in a text, his absence is explained by explicit reference to the 
plot of another romance—so when Gauvain’s sister’s family is threatened in Yvain, the audience 
learns that he cannot defend them because he is busy trying to rescue the queen in Lancelot. The 
expansion of mere names from Erec into significant characters in Perceval, and recurring 
                                                          
22 Leah Tether notes that in the apparently unequivocal cutting off of the text at the end of Yvain “there is the 
implied suggestion that [Chrétien’s narrator] is laying down a challenge,” and that it is typical of a “playful attitude 
in the provision of an end” common to medieval writers (The Continuations of Chrétien’s Perceval, 82). Matilda 
Tomaryn Bruckner also distinguishes medieval romances from the commonly assumed closed, stand-alone textuality 
of the modern novel, arguing that “medieval textuality requires the modern reader to rethink the notions of fragment 
and whole, continuity and discontinuity, as it locates the play between closure and open-endedness on a multi-
dimensional continuum oparating on many different levels of text and context, form and meaning” (Shaping 
Romance: Interpretation, Truth, and Closure in Twelfth-Century French Fictions [Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1993], 11). 
 
23 In using the term “storyworld,” I hope to suggest both the audience’s labor of imagination and memory in 
constructing a fictional world from Chrétien’s texts and the textual cues that encourage this labor. Marie-Laure Ryan 
highlights the value of the term in “signaling a turn within narratology from the mostly formal approach of what 
Herman has called ‘classical narratology’ . . . to a phenomenological approach focused on the act of imagination 
required of the reader, spectator, or player” (“Story/Worlds/Media: Tuning the Instruments of a Media-Conscious 
Narratology,” in Storyworlds across Media: Toward a Media-Conscious Narratology, ed. Marie-Laure Ryan and 
Jan-Noël Thon [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2014], 25–49, at 43). I would argue that in Chrétien’s 
romances, this act of imagination is an important part of the reading methods presented. 
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antagonists like Orgueilleux de la Lande, also suggest that characters continue to act when the 
story does not focus on them, that the fictional world expands in directions not described by the 
plot of any given romance. That is to say that by using recurring characters to connect separate 
works in this way, Chrétien creates, in Dennis Green’s words, a shared setting that “possesses the 
illusive power of conjuring up an infinite realm, independent of any one author and passing 
beyond the frame of any individual work,” thereby gesturing toward a greater believability, 
while simultaneously demonstrating “the author’s imaginative control over his material as he 
seeks out lacunae in previous works and reshapes their narrative in the light of his own 
purposes.”24  
This shared setting constitutes one basis for my use of ideas from serial narrative in the 
readings of recurring Arthurian characters that follow. But there are others. Frank Kelleter, for 
example, advances five perspectives as key to studies of popular seriality: the popular series as 
an evolving narrative, as a narrative of recursive progression, as a narrative of proliferation, as a 
self-observing system or actor-network, and as an agent of capitalist self-reflexivity.25 While his 
observations contribute to a theory of seriality highly situated in contemporary capitalist society, 
elements of this theory that touch on narrative progression and audience reception may provide 
useful points of comparison for discussing Chrétien’s place in the context of proliferating 
vernacular literature in the twelfth century. In the next section, I will discuss the way that reading 
the romances as an evolving narrative affects our understanding of Gauvain, then demonstrate 
how a recursive reading from Perceval to Erec et Enide affects our understanding of Erec and 
                                                          
24 Green, The Beginnings of Medieval Romance, 59. This model of seeking out lacunae to demonstrate a writer’s 
acuity in reading and adapting might be compared to the Enéas-author’s methods of reading the Aeneid in chapter 1. 
 
25 Kelleter, “Five Ways of Looking at Popular Seriality,” in Media of Serial Narrative, ed. Frank Kelleter 
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press), 7–36, and “From Recursive Progression to Systemic Self-Observation: 
Elements of a Theory of Seriality,” The Velvet Light Trap 79 (2017): 99–105. 
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other, more marginal Arthurian knights. I will conclude with a brief exploration of how other 
medieval romancers responded to Chrétien’s self-presentation as a source of proliferating 
narrative. 
Reading Forward: Gauvain’s Arc as Evolving Serial Narrative 
 One of the challenges of analyzing a series, as Kelleter outlines, is that its entire design is 
seldom plotted beforehand; because series are released installment at a time, “A series is being 
watched or read while it is still developing, that is, while certain narrative options are still open 
or have not yet even materialized as options.”26 As a result, audience interaction with the series 
can change its direction, and to isolate an individual episode may not reveal context necessary 
for understanding its place in the series—a character’s actions in one episode, for example, may 
be in response to actions or situations from previous episodes. An additional  challenge arises 
when trying to understand contemporary responses to a twelfth-century series—there are no 
extant manuscripts of Chrétien’s work from his own time,27 and the audience whose influences 
are most foregrounded in the text is that of Chrétien’s patrons, Philip of Flanders and Marie, 
Countess of Champagne.28 And yet, even if we cannot know precisely how Chrétien’s first 
audiences responded to Erec et Enide, it is possible to read an evolving serial narrative in the 
ways Gauvain responds to his own actions and echoes the individual arcs of other romance 
                                                          
26 Kelleter, “Five Ways of Looking at Popular Seriality,” 12. 
 
27 Cf. Keith Busby, “The Manuscripts of Chrétien’s Romances,” in Lacy and Grimbert, eds., A Companion to 
Chrétien de Troyes, 64–75. 
 
28 See June Hall McCash, “Chrétien’s Patrons,” in Lacy and Grimbert, eds., A Companion to Chrétien de Troyes, 
15–25, for hypotheses about the influence of these patrons.  
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heroes on a larger scale,29 and to do so reveals an evolving conception on Chrétien’s part of the 
narrative possibilities of a character who develops over multiple texts.  
The idea of tracing a character’s ‘progression through time’ seems almost 
counterintuitive in Chrétien’s romances. Chrétien’s Arthurian court, as other scholars have noted, 
exists in a strange kind of time that does not lend itself well to the chronological continuities of a 
straightforward history. Most obviously, Arthur never becomes king during any of the romances, 
and his kingship never ends.30 Perceval, who does not even know what a knight is at the 
beginning of Perceval or Le Conte du graal, is presented as an accomplished knight in Cligés, 
which was written as long as twenty years prior.31 Although Yvain and Lancelot are linked in 
time by the mention in Yvain of Guinevere’s kidnapping from Lancelot, a straightforward 
timeline of their events and interactions is difficult to untangle.32 As Philippe Ménard notes, 
there is more at work in Chrétien’s romances than the difference between a medieval and modern 
                                                          
29 A standard distinction in serial narrative studies is that between “series” and “serial”, with a “series” being “an 
episodic narrative of repetitive variation”—something like a crime procedural, perhaps—and a “serial” being “a 
narrative that works with progressing story arcs”—a soap opera, for example (“Five Ways of Looking at Popular 
Seriality, 12). Cf. Raymond Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form (London: Fontana, 1974). The 
distinction is frequently less than clear-cut, and many works act as series-serial hybrids or incorporate aspects of 
seriality without themselves being serials. My suggestion here is that Gauvain’s arc demonstrates aspects of seriality 
without making Chrétien’s romances as a body a “serial,” per se.  
 
30 Cf. Zink, “Chrétien et ses contemporains,” who notes that in Chrétien’s romances, Arthur is presented as a given, 
not requiring any explanation: “Non seulement Chrétien . . . ne prétend nullement raconter le règne du roi Arthur, 
mais encore il prête systématiquement à son lecteur une familiarité avec l’univers arthurien qui rend superflus les 
explications et les renseignements.” (19; Not only does Chrétien not claim in any way to recount the reign of Arthur, 
he even systematically ascribes to his reader a familiarity with the Arthurian universe which renders explanations 
and details superfluous.) 
 
31 Manuscripts like BNF Fr. 1450, which put Perceval before Cligés, may represent efforts on the part of compilers 
to create a coherent chronological order, or they may simply be an acknowledgement of the romances’ distance from 
true history, “inscribed in the temporal gap of history, in the twelve years of Arthur’s peaceful reign . . . the time of 
the marvelous, a break in historical events and their narrative” (Stahuljak et. al., Thinking through Chrétien de 
Troyes, 88). 
 
32 Cf. Emmanuèle Baumgartner, Chrétien de Troyes: Yvain, Lancelot, la charrette et le lion (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1992). 
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perspective on time: Chrétien’s narratives “ont une certaine épaisseur temporelle. Ils retracent 
parfois certaines évolutions et suivent les lents mouvements du coeur,” thus contributing to an 
aesthetic sense of time particular to the romance as a genre.33 There is, in short, no sense that 
Chrétien’s tales of Arthur’s court represent forward motion in time; instead, they present a 
lingering space for adventure and self-discovery outside the flow of history.34 The timelessness 
of Arthur’s court in the protagonists’ stories has led to a critical sense that the court represents a 
static setting against which the heroes of Chrétien’s romances grow and develop, representing 
both a ‘flat’ or unchanging model of characterization and a flawed ethical ideal (the ethical and 
literary components of this judgment seem to be connected).35 The value system of Arthur’s 
court, based on custom and chivalry, seems to be consistently undermined in comparison to other 
value systems introduced in the course of the heroes’ adventures: for Lancelot, the ethic of self-
sacrificing love; for Perceval, the ethic of religious generosity.36 
An examination of the romances as a body, however, reveals that, although Arthur, 
Guinevere, Keu, and (arguably) Gauvain never feature as the central hero of the romance, neither 
are they as static and flat as might appear the case when studying the romances individually. 
                                                          
33 Ménard, “Le temps et la durée dans les romans de Chrétien de Troyes,” Le Moyen Age 22 (1967): 375–401, at 
399. They “have a certain temporal thickness. Sometimes they retrace certain developments and follow the slow 
movements of the heart.” 
 
34 Cf. Stahuljak et al., Thinking through Chrétien de Troyes, chap. 3, 75–110. 
 
35 Cf., for example, Norris J. Lacy, who observes that, although the Arthurian court seems to serve as a measuring 
stick by which heroes like Cligés and Perceval can test their mettle as knights, it’s rarely where they achieve glory 
(“The Typology of Arthurian Romance,” in Lacy et al., eds., The Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes, 33–56, esp. 38–42), 
or Keith Busby, who characterizes it as a static place peopled with static characters; that is to say, in contrast to the 
central heroes of the romances, the recurring figures of Arthur, Keu, Guinevere, and Gauvain never change, 
functioning more as setting than character (“The Characters and the Setting,” 83–84). 
 
36 On love as a superior value system in Lancelot, see Kelly, “Gauvain and ‘Fin’ Amors in the Poems of Chrétien de 
Troyes,” Studies in Philology 67 (1970): 453–60, and Sens and Conjointure in the Chevalier de la Charrette (The 
Hague: Mouton, 1966); on religion offering a superior system in Perceval, see Luttrell, “The Prologue of Crestien’s 
Li Contes du Graal.” 
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Although their relationships and fundamental characteristics generally remain constant, different 
romances provide different views of them, foregrounding unique aspects of their characters and 
occasionally casting light on previously unseen complications or relationships. Perhaps the most 
obvious example of this is Guinevere’s sudden rise to prominence in Lancelot.  An almost 
marginal figure in Erec et Enide, Cliges, and Yvain, the queen in Lancelot suddenly becomes the 
primary heroine of a romance. Her prior roles as queen, wife, and leading figure of Arthur’s 
court are not abandoned; they are simply revealed to be an incomplete encapsulation of her 
character, a public life that coexists with her private life as Lancelot’s lover.37 Whether Chrétien 
always planned to make Guinevere a romance heroine or whether this decision was largely 
motivated by the wishes of Marie de Champagne, the use of different perspectives in successive 
romances to reveal different aspects of a character seems an attempt to capitalize on the multi-
work format by developing audience expectations in one work and either confirming or 
confounding those expectations in another.38  
                                                          
37 Critics’ views as to whether this should be read as positive or negative character development depend largely on 
what attitude they believe Chrétien takes toward courtly love and his patron, Marie de Champagne. Peter Noble 
attributes Guinevere’s adulterous characterization to Marie’s influence and argues that both the revelations of less 
savory aspects of Guinevere’s personality and the decision to make her a more major character are done grudgingly 
by Chrétien, who would have preferred her to be an ideal but minor figure and struggles to keep her characterization 
coherent in Lancelot (“The Character of Guinevere in the Arthurian Romances of Chrétien de Troyes,” in Lancelot 
and Guinevere: A Casebook, ed. with an introduction by Lori J. Walters [New York: Garland, 1996], 203–18). 
Susann Samples sees the portrayal of Guinevere in Lancelot as complex but sympathetic, noting that she appears to 
have more power and respect as a prisoner at Meleagant’s court than at Arthur’s, where her desires are rarely taken 
into consideration (“Guinevere: A Re-Appraisal,” in Walters, ed., Lancelot and Guinevere: A Casebook, 219–28). 
For more on the debate about Chrétien’s attitude toward his material in Lancelot, see Kelly, Sens and Conjointure, 
and Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner, “An Interpreter’s Dilemma: Why Are There So Many Interpretations of Chrétien’s 
Chevalier de la Charrette?,” Romance Philology 11.2 (1986): 159–80. 
 
38 Schneider identifies two processes in mental construction of characters: “top-down” processing, which relies on 
readers’ prior knowledge of social relations and textual conventions to sort characters into familiar categories, and 
“bottom-up” or “piecemeal” processing, which relies on readers’ ability to incorporate new information from the 
text into their developing understanding of a character. Cf. Schneider, “Toward a Cognitive Theory of Literary 
Character.” If top-down processing cannot be used to categorize a character, bottom-up processing will often be 
used to create a more personalized model. This effect is “frequently reached by producers of characters through the 
distribution of characterizing information over the text rather than providing it initially, by presenting many pieces 
of information that do not easily fall into one category—or both” (Eder et al., “Characters in Fictional Worlds,” 36). 
This idea is readily applicable to serial narrative, as new information about characters can continue to be introduced 
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If Guinevere’s role and character is the subject of much scholarly debate, perhaps this is 
even more true with respect to Gauvain, frequently cited as another example of a flat and 
unchanging, if important, character. Gauvain, as “devant toz les bons chevaliers . . . li premiers” 
(Erec et Enide, 1687–88), is presented as the embodiment of the ideals of the Arthurian court, for 
better or worse. Particularly for critics who see those ideals as flawed, Gauvain seems 
perpetually destined to lose so as to demonstrate the superiority of the central romance hero, 
whoever he might be, and the value system he represents. As Busby puts it, “The distinctiveness 
of the hero is brought out in a number of ways: he succeeds where the rest of the court (usually 
represented by Gauvain or Keu) fails,” going on to comment that the hero’s psychological 
development also sets him apart from Gauvain’s static nature.39 One of the major areas in which 
the hero usually succeeds where Gauvain fails is love, and this lack of success in love is seen by 
many critics as a source of his failing: the chevalier-amant, inspired by his love, can accomplish 
feats the likes of which even a paragon of loveless knighthood like Gauvain cannot.40  
On the other hand, however, Erec, Cligés, Lancelot, Yvain, and Perceval develop 
primarily over the course of one romance, while Gauvain, who appears in all five, has a 
progressively larger role in each. As with Guinevere, even a cursory examination of the 
                                                          
in new installments and disrupt previous mental models; this re-processing would also be one possible effect of the 
increased attention on Guinevere’s inner life in Lancelot.  
 
39 Busby, “The Characters and the Settings,” 81. 
 
40 See, for example, Laurence N. De Looze, “Chivalry Qualified: The Character of Gauvain in Chrétien de Troyes’s 
Le Chevalier de la Charrette,” Romanic Review 74 (1983): 253–59; and Kelly, “Gauvain and ‘Fin’ Amors in the 
Poems of Chrétien de Troyes.” Similar points are made by Tony Hunt in “Beginnings, Middles, and Ends: Some 
Interpretive Problems in Chretien’s Yvain and Its Medieval Adaptations,” in The Craft of Fiction: Essays in 
Medieval Poetics, ed. Leigh A. Arrathoon (Rochester, MI: Solaris Press, 1984), 83–117, who, however, sees both 
Gauvain and courtly love more broadly as being portrayed ironically in Yvain. This reveals one of the general risks 
in arguing that Gauvain’s status as a hero is compromised by his lack of erotic love—it requires agreement with the 
premise that Chrétien is portraying erotic love as providing a superior value system to Arthurian chivalry, which is 
by no means a unanimous opinion among contemporary readers.  
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romances reveals that Gauvain’s presence is not equally marginal in all of them. Although he is 
named as “li premiers” of “toz les buens chevaliers” in Erec, he occupies very little narrative 
space in either Erec et Enide or Cligés. In Yvain and Lancelot, by contrast, Gauvain plays a 
significant part in the narrative: Yvain has Gauvain giving the eponymous hero the advice to 
fight at tournaments that leads to the rupture between him and his wife, and he later battles Yvain 
to a draw in a judicial duel, while in Lancelot, Gauvain’s failed quest to rescue Guinevere from 
Meléagant parallels Lancelot’s successful quest.  
In Perceval, Gauvain’s narrative significance increases even further, as the romance 
seems to shift its focus about halfway through its 9180 extant lines to what Douglas Kelly refers 
to as a “lengthy Gauvain plot.”41 As it is unfinished, this apparent diversion gives rise to 
speculation as to how it might have ended. One possibility, of course, is that Perceval represents 
an extended version of the pattern from the earlier romances, and so “there would have been 
some kind of encounter between Perceval and Gauvain, in which Perceval would have 
established his spiritual and physical superiority over Arthur’s principal knight.”42 Another 
possibility, one that the increasing prominence of Gauvain in Yvain and Lancelot may suggest, is 
that Chrétien has utilized the narrative possibilities provided by a linked interfictive universe to 
replicate the heroic progression of an individual romance over the course of five romances. The 
serial form thus allows for a demonstration of not only a writer’s mastery over the material of a 
single romance but also of his ability to trace a character’s progression across multiple texts; 
                                                          
41 Kelly, “Chrétien de Troyes,” 143. 
 
42 Rupert T. Pickens, Keith Busby, and Andrea M. L. Williams, “Perceval and the Grail: The Continuations, Robert 
de Boron and Perlesvaus,” in The Arthur of the French: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval French and Occitan 
Literature, ed. Glyn S. Burgess and Karen Pratt (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2006), 215–73, at 222. 
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moreover, experimenting with a multi-protagonist form provides new opportunities to explore 
parallel plotlines and motifs. 
The idea of Gauvain as a co-protagonist offers new perspectives on his apparently static 
nature and its impact on the plot. Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner, for one, argues that the system of 
parallels between Gauvain and Perceval is an important structural element in Perceval that casts 
Gauvain not as a negative counterexample to Perceval but as a complementary figure or fellow-
hero. Adducing thematic connections between the two men—both are publicly accused of 
failings and must go on quests to vindicate themselves, both have missions related to the Fisher 
King’s castle, both engage in quests, intentional or unintentional, for their mothers—Bruckner 
asserts that “these two heroes are so strongly associated by a pattern of sameness and difference 
that their tasks and the nature of their knighthood become entwined, their romance world 
becomes doubled and decentered.”43 Moreover, she notes, the Perceval continuations further 
Gauvain’s adventures and stress the parallels between Gauvain and Perceval, even portraying the 
two as becoming more similar as they progress toward their goals. If their parallel journeys in 
Perceval betoken, as others have argued, an implied critique of the Arthurian value system of 
which Gauvain is the exemplar, they also create the potential for long-term ethical development 
of the court and its chief knight. 
This offers an alternative to the popular notion that Chrétien’s critique of Gauvain and the 
system he represents seems to increase with the prominence of the character: as the editors of 
one collection of essays on Gauvain assert, “it is with Yvain and Lancelot (written more or less 
contemporaneously, it appears) that we begin to notice real signs of questioning the Arthurian 
                                                          
43 Bruckner, “The Poetics of Continuation in Medieval French Romance: From Chrétien’s Conte du Graal to the 
Perceval Continuations,” French Forum 18.2 (1993): 133–149, at 133. 
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ideal as embodied in Gauvain.”44 An illustrative example of this questioning might be Gauvain’s 
failure to rescue Guinevere in Lancelot. While Lancelot takes the more difficult Sword Bridge, 
which requires him to remove the armor from his hands and feet but allows him to reach the 
queen faster, Gauvain chooses the less perilous Underwater Bridge and refuses to remove his 
armor, thus spending the central part of the romance literally underwater. Critics have read this 
failure as a result of overadherence to a chivalric code of honor,45 a code whose valuation of 
earthly glory and reputation may be read as superficial in comparison with the self-abnegation of 
courtly love (demonstrated by Lancelot) or the more spiritually inspired generosity extolled in 
the prologue to Perceval. 
Just as the ongoing nature of Chrétien’s romances allows a critique of the Arthurian value 
system to emerge in the person of Gauvain, however, the implied permanence of Gauvain’s 
character between romances opens a space for his continued development from one romance to 
another, both in terms of narrative importance and ethical growth. One critic of Victorian serials 
notes that the serial format capitalizes on “something like object permanence,” that is, humans’ 
ability to remember and recognize changes in absent individuals, “by using the capacities of the 
human mind to recognize and infer that fictional, humanlike entities go on existing even when 
we aren’t paying attention.”46 Chrétien’s romances use a similar understanding of audience 
                                                          
44 Keith Busby and Raymond H. Thompson, “Introduction,” in Gawain: A Casebook, ed. Raymond H. Thompson 
and Keith Busby (New York: Routledge, 2006), 1–36, at 5. 
 
45 Laurence de Looze reads this attachment to chivalry at the expense of love as indicative of an overall inability on 
Gauvain’s part to understand or deal with the feminine, using Jungian archetypal symbolism to interpret Gauvain’s 
failure at the Water Bridge: “the water, one of the two feminine elements of the natural world (in medieval thought) 
and a generically feminine word, manifests its hostility to the knightly world by being ‘felenesse,’ treacherously 
female” (“Chivalry Qualified,” 254), and thus, the over-masculine Gauvain cannot counter it. 
 
46 Erica Haugtvedt, “The Victorian Serial Novel and Transfictional Character,” Victorian Studies 59.3 (2017): 409–
18, at 413. 
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members’ cognition to signify that characters like Gauvain exist when not appearing in person in 
the romance. The most obvious examples of this are the references to the plot of Lancelot in 
Yvain. Twice when Yvain asks why Gauvain isn’t helping Lunete or his sister’s family, he is told 
a complete (and similar) summary of the romance’s premise: a foreign knight appeared at 
Arthur’s court, Kay led the queen to meet this knight—Arthur’s actions in allowing this are 
described as “hors du sen” (3704, mad, senseless) by Lunete and “faus” (3922, wrong, base) by 
Gauvain’s brother-in-law—and Gauvain followed them to rescue the queen. Besides explaining 
and justifying Gauvain’s actions, these references convey criticism of Arthur and Keu while also 
establishing that, whether the main plot of a romance is about these characters or not, they exist 
and continue to act in Chrétien’s fictional universe independently of the characters and events of 
the central plot.  
These explicit references are supplemented by other techniques that suggest the “off-
screen” action and development of characters, one of which is the use of similar scenes to invite 
comparison between a character’s actions in one romance and their actions in another, or 
between two characters’ behavior. An example of this is Gauvain’s failure to cross the 
Underwater Bridge, which seems to be referenced in Perceval with Gauvain’s crossing of the 
Perilous Ford. In this scene, the Male Pucele says, and Gauvain confirms to himself via rumor 
he’s heard elsewhere, that the Perilous Ford serves, as so many ‘aventures’ in Chrétien’s 
romances do, as a test that only the bravest and best will be able to pass.47 Having directed his 
horse to leap over the river, 
                                                          
47 Lacy describes this episode as a “task” as opposed to a “quest” or “test”—that is, while a quest may “recover an 
object or accomplish a goal,” and a test may “prove the constancy of a character and his devotion to an objective,” a 
task consists of “meaningless acts” a character is asked to perform, constituting a parodic technique (“The Typology 
of Arthurian Romance,” 45). I would argue, however, that the way this scene and others in Perceval reprise 
elements of Lancelot with Gauvain rather than Lancelot as the hero suffering humiliations and achieving great feats 
(which are recognized as such by the people around him) render his crossing of the Ford more of a test than a task, 
regardless of the Male Pucele’s motives in setting the act in motion. 
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    . . . il faut 
  Qu’il ne prist mie bien lo saut, 
  Ainz sailli tot ami lo gué 
  Et ses chevaux a tant noé 
  Qu’il prist terre de .IIII. piez, 
  Si s’et por saillir affichiez, 
  Si se lance si que il saute 
  Sor la rive qui molt fu haute. (8429–36) 
 
[. . . he failed, for he had not made a good jump, and fell right into the middle of the ford. 
But his horse swam until it felt solid footing for all four hooves; it gathered itself for a jump, 
heaved, and leapt to the top of the steep bank.] 
 
The fall in the middle of the jump might strike readers as comical, but it may also prompt a 
number of comparisons with Lancelot, implying that Gauvain has either learned from or 
otherwise moved past his failures in the earlier romance to assume a more heroic role in 
Perceval. 
 In the first place, the very reason that Gauvain crosses the ford—because the Male Pucele 
tells him to—seems to fit a chivalric model more in keeping with that demonstrated by Lancelot 
or Yvain than Gauvain’s previous actions: that is, he consciously subordinates knightly prowess 
and honor in the service of womanhood, even if, as in this case, the woman is decidedly 
unpleasant.48 The recognition of Gauvain’s feat in the crossing seems similar to Lancelot’s 
reception after crossing the Sword Bridge: compare 
  Li rois certainnemant savvoit  
  Que cil qui ert au point passez 
  Estoit miaudres que nus assez, 
  Que ja nus passer n’i osast 
  A cui dedanz soi reposast 
  Malvestiez qui fet honte as suens 
  Plus que Proesce enor as buens. (Lancelot 3170–76) 
 
                                                          
 
48 Peter Haidu, Aesthetic Distance in Chrétien de Troyes: Irony and Comedy in Cliges and Perceval (Geneva: Droz, 
1968). Haidu sees the comparison between Lancelot and Gauvain here as ironic, though not necessarily at Gauvain 
or Lancelot’s expense: “Chrétien’s irony aims at a larger target than the hero, however: it is the pattern he represents 
which is also in question, the pattern of an extreme and socially useless love-service (241). 
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  [The king knew with certainty that the knight who had crossed the bridge was far 
better than any other, for no one who harboured Cowardice within himself, which shames those 
who have it more than Nobility brings them honour, would dare to cross.] 
 
with Guiromelant’s words to Gauvain: 
 
  Mais tu as hui faite tel chose 
  Que nus chevaliers faire n’osse 
  Et por ce que faire l’ossas, 
  Lo pris et lo los do mont as 
  Par ta grant proesce conquis. 
  Quant el Gué Perilleus saillis, 
  Molt te vint de grant ardemant, 
  Et saiches bien veraiement 
  C’ainz mes chevalier n’en issi. (Perceval 8495–8503) 
 
  [Today you have done something that no knight ever before ventured; since you 
dared do it, your great prowess has won you praise as the best knight in the world. It took 
tremendous courage to leap into the Perilous Ford, and you can be sure that no knight had ever 
come out of it before.] 
 
The emphasis in both romances on courage, daring, and the singularity of their respective hero’s 
achievement suggests that the latter episode draws on audiences’ memory of the former so as to 
draw a parallel between Lancelot’s achievement in Lancelot and Gauvain’s in Perceval, one that 
also deliberately recalls Gauvain’s failure in Lancelot in order to demonstrate Gauvain’s 
development as a character. 
 Even the undignified image of Gauvain relying on his horse to get him out of the ford 
supports a favorable comparison between Gauvain and Lancelot. The role of the horse and the 
narrative structure of the crossing, in which an apparent failure marks the midpoint, bears 
comparison with Lancelot’s ford crossing in Lancelot 711–76. There, Lancelot, distracted by 
thoughts of Queen Guinevere, fails to control his horse, who leaps into the ford to drink. 
Lancelot then fails to notice that he’s being challenged to a joust by the ford’s guardian—he 
doesn’t awaken from his reverie until knocked from his horse into the water. In context, the 
humor may serve different functions; in Lancelot, “such moments of apparent folly . . . alert the 
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public to a possible disequilibrium among different value systems operating within the world of 
the Charrette.”49 In Perceval, meanwhile the humor of Gauvain’s fall and rise foreshadows the 
series of reversals in Guiromelant’s attitude toward Gauvain in their conversation—one minute 
Guiromelant is congratulating Gauvain on his accomplishments in crossing the ford and 
surviving the Bed of Marvels, the next he’s lamenting that he can’t cut off Gauvain’s head then 
and there. The extremes perhaps heighten a sense of parody. If the interactions between Gauvain 
and Guiromelant, in which Guiromelant swings between hostility and admiration, strike a reader 
as absurd, though, that humor is not necessarily at Gauvain’s expense. The episode, which is 
immediately followed by the Male Pucele apologizing to Gauvain and explaining her behavior as 
the result of grief and anger, both vindicates Gauvain’s achievement in crossing the Perilous 
Ford and models processes of learning and remembrance of the past as Gauvain, Guiromelant, 
and the Male Pucele all learn and reveal information about themselves and their actions.  
 If the biographical past of Gauvain’s killing Guiromelant’s cousin and Guiromelant’s 
courting Gauvain’s sister colors their actions in the present of Perceval, so too does the literary 
past of Gauvain’s past failures in previous romances, whose spectral presence informs his 
attitudes and indeed the larger structural arrangement of Perceval. The comparison between 
Lancelot and Gauvain outlined above is one way in which the plot structure is affected by 
Chrétien’s previous romances, but this influence also shows itself in other aspects of Gauvain’s 
characterization: the advice he gives to others; his relationships with his mother, grandmother, 
and sister; his broader outlook on things like courtly love. The serial structure of the romances 
here builds on the ethical value of memory in medieval thought—that is, memory functions as a 
link for readers between one romance and another but also as a basis for “character” growth in 
                                                          
49 Bruckner, “An Interpreter’s Dilemma,” 170. 
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the sense of both moral and literary growth. Besides being an intellectual building block for 
reading and writing, memory was a necessary component of the virtue of prudentia or prudence, 
which required that one learn from one’s experiences and use that knowledge to make good 
judgments in the future.50 Forgetfulness in Perceval is tied to shame, moral failure, and excess—
Gauvain has no recollection of Guiganbresil’s father and thus cannot properly defend himself 
against the accusation of shamefully killing him, nor does he remember his punishment of 
Greoreas until Greoreas steals his horse and reminds him51—and, conversely, memory is tied to 
the ability to mend past mistakes. 
 If Gauvain never explicitly claims to have changed his mind about the value of love with 
respect to prowess, his words on the matter in Perceval show him to be far more in sympathy 
with courtly love than in his previous appearances in the romances.52 When Keu and Sagremor 
are injured by the meditative Perceval, who is contemplating the resemblance between a goose’s 
blood on the snow and Blancheflor’s coloring, Gauvain argues for Perceval’s right to ponder 
undisturbed:  
   Sire, se Damedex m’aïst, 
   Il n’est pas droiz, bien lo savez, 
   Si con vos meïsmes l’avvez 
                                                          
50 Carruthers, The Book of Memory, 12–13 and 67–68. Prudence is defined in Cicero’s De Inventione (a popular 
rhetorical text in the Middle Ages) as “the knowledge of what is good, what is bad and what is neither good nor bad. 
Its parts are memory, intelligence, and foresight. Memory is the faculty by which the mind recalls what has happened. 
Intelligence is the faculty by which it ascertains what is. Foresight is the faculty by which it is seen that something is 
going to occur before it occurs” (Cicero, De Inventione, De Optimo Genere Oratorum, Topica , trans. H. M. Hubbell 
[Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1949], 327). 
 
51 Stahuljak et al., Thinking through Chrétien de Troyes, 154–55 and 160. 
 
52 Another factor at play may be that Perceval, Gauvain’s rival for the title of protagonist in Perceval, is hardly a 
courtly lover in the sense that Lancelot or even Yvain is, despite his meditations on Blancheflor’s complexion. 
Blancheflor herself appears only briefly in the romance and motivates few of his adventures. The Grail narratives 
that follow Chrétien, both in verse and prose, grapple with the question of the compatibility of love and the Grail, 
with the prose cycles generally making chastity a requirement for a Grail-knight and the Second Verse Continuation 
of Perceval giving Perceval new love interests in addition to Blancheflor, increasing his resemblance to Gauvain 
rather than Lancelot. Cf. Bruckner, Chrétien Continued: A Study of the Conte du Graal and Its Verse Continuations 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), esp. chap. 2. 
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   Toz jorz dit et jugié a droit, 
   Que chevaliers autre ne doit 
   Oster, si con cil .II. ont fait, 
   De son panser, que que il [l’]ait 
   . . .  
   Li chevaliers d’aucune perte 
   Estoit pansies que il a faite, 
   Ou s’amie li est forstraite, 
   Si l’en anuie, si pansoit. (4282–95) 
 
[God help me, sire, it isn’t right—as you’ve always said and rightly judged—that 
a knight should disturb another from his thoughts as these two have done, whatever those 
thoughts may be. . . . The knight was thinking, perhaps, of some loss he’s suffered, or 
maybe his love has been stolen from him, and it’s upsetting him and weighing on his 
mind.] 
 
When Perceval explains the nature of his meditations to Gauvain, Gauvain responds, “Certes . . . 
cil pansers n’estoit pas vilains, / Ainz estoit cortois et dolz, / Et cil estoit soz et estouz / Qui 
vostre cuer en removoit” (4389–93; there was nothing base about that thought: it was most 
courteous and sweet; and the one who turned your heart from it was cruel and harsh). This is a 
far cry from Gauvain’s advice to Yvain in Yvain; whereas there, he stresses the importance of 
acts of martial prowess to knighthood and discourages Yvain from lingering with his new bride, 
the Gauvain of Perceval seems to take a more thoughtful approach to knighthood, stressing 
mutual respect among knights for each other’s mental processes and inner emotional lives. 
 Gauvain’s new attitude toward love is also explicitly connected to the newly increased 
role of family in his life. When told that Guiromelant wants to kill his love’s brother (Gauvain 
himself) regardless of what she feels, Gauvain responds with surprisingly calm disagreement: 
  Ne l’amez pas si con je faz, 
  Fait mes sire Gauvains, par m’ame! 
  Se je amoie pucele o dame, 
  Por la soe amor ameroie 
  Tot son linaige et serviroie. (8682–86) 
 
  [‘You don’t love in the same manner I do, by my soul,’ said my lord Gauvain. ‘If 
I loved a maiden or lady, for love of her I would love and serve all her family.’] 
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Though this may be read as self-serving, considering that Gauvain himself constitutes the 
“linaige” most at risk here, it also represents a first step in Gauvain’s acting in the role of a 
brother to his newly discovered sister, reconciling love with societal obligations. Where the 
Gauvain of Yvain saw love as incompatible with chivalric achievement, Gauvain here rebuts 
Guiromelant’s destructive mixing of love, prowess, and family with a more constructive vision 
of love in the service of social equilibrium and peace. 
 This new outlook seems both to establish Gauvain’s parallelism with Perceval and to 
correct his earlier failures with respect to his family. His strange encounter with his mother, 
grandmother, and sister (presumably a different one from either Soredamors in Cligés or the 
sister in Yvain) in the citadel of Orqueneles echoes Perceval’s storyline, picking up the thread of 
Perceval’s abandoned search for his mother in the unanticipated discovery of Gauvain’s.53 This 
unexpected rediscovery of female relatives in a castle apparently suspended by magic and the 
legacy of civil war in a permanent limbo of distress, awaiting help that only Gauvain can bring, 
suggests more than a resumption of Perceval’s redemptive quest, however. It also recalls 
Gauvain’s previous inability to protect his sister and her family in Yvain—the sexual threats 
made against his niece by Harpin of the Mountain there highlight the additional failure to defend 
an innocent maiden in distress—and offers Gauvain a new opportunity to rectify this fault.  
                                                          
53 Bruckner examines the connections between mothers, sexuality, and the Grail as they appear to play out in Le 
Conte du Graal and its continuations; cf. Chrétien Continued, chap. 3 and conclusion. Though the unfinished state 
of the romance and different directions taken by the continuations make firm conclusions difficult, Bruckner argues 
that the configuration of mother, lover, and Grail suggests themes of inclusion and continuation, both narrative and 
familial, in juxtaposition with knightly motifs of opposition and destruction: “If Gauvain’s achievement at the Roche 
de Campguin unfreezes the lives of grandmother, mother, and sister, their future marriage plans, properly displaced 
according to the narrator’s reassurance, anticipate redirection and continued development for mothers and lovers and 
sons, left unrealized in an unfinished story” (220). 
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 The neglect of Gauvain’s familial obligations in Yvain has been noted by previous 
critics,54 but the fact that Gauvain himself also refers to it in Yvain highlights the fault and also 
potentially establishes it as a plot point that will carry on in the next romance. When Gauvain 
acknowledges Yvain’s services as a proxy guardian after dueling him to a draw at the end of the 
romance, he seems unsatisfied with his own conduct, saying,  
Sire, compains, se Diex m’ait, 
   Molt m’avés hui avileni! 
   Mauvaisement vous ai meri 
   Le service que me feïstes, 
   Du gaiant que vous ocheïstes 
   Pour mes neveus et pour ma nieche. (Yvain 6466–71) 
 
[Sir companion, so help me God, you have really covered me in shame: 
I’ve repaid you poorly for the service you did me in killing the giant to 
save my nephews and niece!] 
 
This failure to fulfill his familial responsibilities or to properly thank the man who did so in his 
place may, like Perceval’s failure to return to his fallen mother at the beginning of Le Conte du 
Graal, linger as a sin—a sign that Gauvain has put his obligations to Arthur, the court, and 
traditional chivalry above familial obligations and the duty of knights to aid damsels in distress, 
emphasized by Perceval’s mother, Gornemant de Gohort, and the hermit in Le Conte du Graal. 
The mysterious stasis in which Orquelenes exists might be compared to the ostensible stasis of 
Arthur’s court. Full of never-ending wars, squires who never become knights, and maidens who 
never claim their inheritances or marry, Orquelenes connects Gauvain’s family obligations with 
the obligation of knighthood to be socially useful to the kingdom at large. Gauvain, whose goal 
                                                          
54 Cf., e.g., Lacy, who, noting Gauvain’s failure to help his sister or Lunete, remarks “He owes allegiance both to 
Lunete and to his own relatives; yet when they need him he is occupied in another adventure,” suggesting that 
Chrétien is highlighting Gauvain’s “basically frivolous nature” (“Organic Structure of Yvain’s Expiation,” Romanic 
Review 61 [1970]: 79–84, at 82); or Rosemarie Deist, who also notes Gauvain’s failures here and argues that 
“Gauvain’s need to uphold the social order clashes with the primacy of human cares and interests represented by 
Yvain” (Gender and Power: Counsellors and their Masters in Antiquity and Medieval Courtly Romance 
[Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter, 2003], 217). 
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in the romance is largely to redeem or vindicate past failures, is here presented with the chance to 
correct faults not only discovered in Perceval but also remembered from previous romances.  
Whether Gauvain would ultimately have fulfilled his obligations, redeemed his prior sins, 
and helped Perceval achieve the Grail and its associated benefits cannot be judged, as the 
romance is unfinished. Claude Luttrell speculates that Gauvain would have proven inherently 
unable to realize the hopes of the castle’s inhabitants: “he cannot live up to those high 
expectations—only to that model of a knight which he is.”55 One might counter this harsh 
assessment by reviewing the obligations the castle’s foretold savior is supposed to perform: 
   S’uns tex en i pooit venir, 
   Si porroit lo païs tenir, 
   Cil randroit as dames lor terres 
   Et feroit pais des mortex guerres, 
   Les puceles marïeroit 
   Et les vaslez adoberoit 
   Et hosteroit sanz nul relais 
   Les enchantemanz del palais.(7513–20) 
 
[If such a knight were to come there, he could rule in the hall and return their 
lands to the ladies and bring many wars to their ends. He could marry off the maidens, 
confer knighthoods on the squires, and in quick succession rid the hall of its magic 
spells.] 
 
Of these, Gauvain readily accomplishes two: the knighting of the squires and ridding the hall of 
magic (his method of accomplishing this latter, surviving the Bed of Marvels, recalls Lancelot’s 
conquest of a similarly luxurious but perilous character-testing bed in Lancelot, 468–539). His 
attempts to mediate between his sister and her would-be lover, Guiromelant, gesture towards his 
accomplishing another: the marrying-off of maidens. The aid of the disenfranchised and the 
bringing of peace recall the fate of the Fisher King’s kingdom had Perceval asked about the grail 
and the lance—one might refer back to the Hideous Damsel’s pronouncement that the King 
                                                          
55 Luttrell, “The Prologue of Crestien’s Li Contes du Graal,” 22. 
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“tenist la terre en pais” (would hold the land in peace) if Perceval had asked the questions and 
the dreadful prediction that “Dames en perdront lor mariz, / Terres en seront essilliees” (Ladies 
will lose their husbands, lands will be laid waste) because he did not (4603, 4608–9). The fates 
of the Fisher King’s lands and those of the troubled land of Ygerne and her ladies and orphans 
thus seem connected as the fates of Perceval and Gauvain are connected. So perhaps it might not 
be too inappropriate to speculate that the salvations of these lands will not be accomplished by 
Gauvain alone but by Gauvain and Perceval together, each accomplishing part of the quest.56  
 Whether Gauvain would prove in the end successful, however, is less significant than the 
implication that he could be the hero rather than a minor but positive figure or a foil. And this 
possibility is realized in the parallels constructed over the course of the romances between 
Gauvain’s arc and the other heroes’: they begin by achieving an honored status, demonstrated by 
their heroic deeds; they are disgraced by a failing, or at least the perception of a failing; and 
through a series of adventures, they gain or regain a lofty position and social equilibrium, having 
(theoretically) mended the flaw that led to their original downfall. The ‘crisis’ at Arthur’s court, 
in which Perceval is condemned by the Ugly Maiden for his failure to ask the Fisher King the 
correct questions and Gauvain is accused by Guingambresil of killing the king of Escavalon, 
supports a comparison not only between Gauvain and Perceval, but also between Gauvain and 
Yvain, who is also publically accused of a dishonorable action (breaking his promise to his wife) 
                                                          
56 As Barbara N. Sargent-Baur notes, antagonists named “Orgueilleux” or “Orguilleuse”—“proud”—appear 
frequently in Le Conte du Graal, and both Perceval and Gauvain overcome antagonists by this name (the former 
defeating Orgueilleux de la Lande, the latter defeating Orgueilleus de la Roche a l’Estroite Voie as well as causing 
l’Orgeuilleuse de Logres to renounce her hostile ways (“Le Jeu des Noms de Personnes dans le Conte du Graal,” 
Neophilologus 85 [2001]: 485–99, at 489). Sargent-Baur suggests that the repetitive defeats of “proud” enemies 
connect to the disapproval of the vainglorious Alexander the Great in the preface and indicates an element of 
psychomachia in Le Conte du Graal and in Chrétien’s works more generally. I agree, but would suggest further that 
Gauvain’s repeated instances of overcoming “orgueil,” both by works of knightly prowess and by humble service to 
a woman, intimate another connection to Perceval’s development and demonstrate a progress particular to his 
character in conquering a besetting sin.  
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and, after a period of insanity, must go on a quest to redeem himself, and between Gauvain and 
Erec, who, while not enduring a dramatic scene in which he is condemned by an accuser in front 
of the court, also suffers a loss of reputation and public standing due to his preoccupation with 
Enide, and sets out on a quest that lets him prove his prowess and rebuild his marriage.57 This 
system of parallels thus demonstrates Chrétien’s ability both to manage interlaced plotlines in a 
single romance and to plot a long-term, progressive arc for a character over multiple works, even 
when that character does not appear or plays only a minor role in any given text.  
 Here is where concepts of contemporary serial narration can be especially useful. For 
progression in serial narratives is not a straightforward succession of composition and reception: 
“Rather, repeated temporal overlap between publication and consumption allows serial audiences 
to become involved in the progress of the narrative.”58 The temporal overlap between the 
reception of other romances attributed to Chrétien and Perceval, however, is murky. The gap 
between the writing of Yvain and Perceval is now difficult to gauge, as the dating of the 
romances is uncertain: the traditional dating puts Yvain and Lancelot both at around 1177–79 and 
Perceval after 1181, while Luttrell theorizes a timeline that splits Yvain into two phases of 
composition almost a decade later, the first around 1186–87 and the second around 1188–89, 
                                                          
57 Tony Hunt notes that, humorously, neither Erec nor the narrator ever explicitly tells us what the purpose of Erec’s 
quest was, making the narrator’s claim that he doesn’t want to be redundant in explaining it ironic (“Chrétien’s 
Prologues Reconsidered,” 159–60). Scholars have of course arrived at their own explanations. Norris Lacy 
understands Erec’s quest as a test of Enide’s love, a punishment, and a chance for Erec to prove his mettle, though 
he also argues that the particular reasons are really beside the point (The Craft of Chrétien de Troyes, chap. 3); 
Laurel Amtower sees the quest as an attempt to regain control on Erec’s part that leads to a greater understanding of 
Enide, love, and himself (“Courtly Code and Conjointure: The Rhetoric of Identity in Erec et Enide,” Neophilologus 
77.2 [1993]: 179–89). At any rate, Erec’s quest does seem to align well with the common pattern of fall and 
redemption found in the other romances. 
 
58 Kelleter, “Elements of a Theory of Seriality,” 100. 
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with Perceval being composed around 1189–90.59 Whether there was a gap of years between 
when medieval audiences encountered Yvain and Perceval or whether Lancelot and Yvain were 
fresh in their minds when they first heard or read Perceval, the continued presence of these 
audiences is implied throughout the romance in the use of recurring scenes and motifs to suggest 
comparisons between characters and development over time. No one romance would present the 
entirety of Gauvain’s arc: Gauvain fans who wept at Arthurian tales and were bemoaned by 
Aelred of Rivaulx and Peter of Blois would need to read or listen to all of Chrétien’s romances to 
receive a satisfying story about Gauvain.60 
 Gauvain, then, might serve as an advertisement for Chrétien’s works as a whole, not only 
because of affection for the character among audiences of Arthurian material but also because 
their explicit engagement of memory and successive narrative to create a character arc over 
multiple works demonstrates the potential of a multi-work format to create complex new effects. 
Laurence Harf-Lancner underscores Chrétien de Troyes’s importance for the development of 
romance in the twelfth century, noting his role as the creator of “a fictional universe forged from 
the matter of Britain, a universe to meditate both on the mysteries of literary creation and on the 
complex relations that humankind entertains with love and with society.”61 One of the key 
                                                          
59 Claude Luttrell, The Creation of the First Arthurian Romance: A Quest (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University 
Press, 1974). For more on the dating of Chrétien’s romances, see Hunt, “Redating Chrestien de Troyes,” Bulletin 
Bibliographique de la Société Internationale Arthurienne 20 (1978): 209–37; Joseph J. Duggan, The Romances of 
Chrétien de Troyes (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), 8–23; and Stephen Mark Carey, “Chartrian 
Influence and German Reception: Dating the Works of Chrétien de Troyes,” Arthuriana 20.3 (2010): 21–44. 
 
60 Ralf Schneider, in his description of literary characterization as a dynamic process, notes the impossibility of truly 
categorizing a character as “flat” or “round” without taking the whole work into account:  “to decide whether a 
character is static or dynamic, the reader would have to wait until he or she has read the whole book, since changes 
in the character's traits may occur late in the story” (“Toward a Cognitive Theory of Literary Character,” 607). 
Readers or listeners of Chrétien would not have conceived of characters as “flat” or “round,” but certainly they 
would have noticed that the Gauvain of Perceval has changed quite a bit from his role in Erec et Enide. 
61 Harf-Lancner, “Chrétien’s Literary Background,” in Lacy and Grimbert, eds., A Companion to Chrétien de 
Troyes, 26–42, at 42. Cf. also Emmanuèle Baumgartner, Romans de la Table Ronde de Chrétien de Troyes (Paris: 
Folio, 2003), 16. 
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factors in binding this universe together is the potential for narrative progression that exists when 
a character can develop over the course of a series of texts, a progression that, as we shall see, 
requires audiences to trace a character’s progress both by looking forward and by looking back.  
 
Reading Backward: Recursive Progression from Erec to Perceval 
The forward progression of a character’s arc over multiple works renders the boundaries 
of narrative closure in Chrétien’s romances porous.62 As a result, even after an individual 
romance ends, characters’ development can be traced retrospectively, information provided later 
altering our perceptions of what appeared to be a closed arc. This recursive rewriting, which 
allows Chrétien to comment on his own work, gestures both toward the interconnectedness of the 
romances as a series and their potential as source material for future authors.63 The tendency is 
perhaps most visible in the deliberate connections Chrétien draws between his first romance, 
Erec et Enide, and his last, the unfinished Perceval. Although Chrétien’s self-referentiality 
allows us to read parallels and references between all of his romances,64 a few striking textual 
                                                          
 
62 The strange and oft-discussed phenomenon of a second author, Godefroi de Leigni, apparently finishing Lancelot 
with Chrétien’s approval lends possible support to the notion that Chrétien experimented with doubled or illusive 
narrative closure. David F. Hult, who posits that Godefroi is a fictional construct, finds a productive exploration of 
authorship and artistic expression in the two endings: “The copresence of two types of closure, of two endings—and 
not their opposition—is the very structure of artifice and . . . perhaps the only way to get at authenticity in 
expression, to balance the weight of poetic matiere with the flight of poetic fancy” (“Author/Narrator/Speaker: The 
Voice of Authority in Chrétien’s Charrete,” in Discourses of Authority in Medieval and Renaissance Literature, ed. 
Kevin Brownlee and Walter Stephens [Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1989], 76–96, at 96). 
 
63 Cf. Kelleter, “Five Ways of Looking at Popular Seriality”: “Long-running series, in particular, are forced not only 
to repeatedly reinterpret and even change their pasts but to do so in the very act of continuing themselves” (17). This 
retrospective realignment of past and present narrative details is thus a means of both establishing continuity with 
previous installments and making possible the future proliferation of the narrative; similarly, the work Chrétien does 
in recursively revisiting his earlier romances looks both back toward the construction of a unified fictive world and 
forward to the potential future of the Arthurian romance.  
 
64 Cf. the discussion of memory in Perceval in Stahuljak et al., Thinking through Chrétien de Troyes: “if Chrétien’s 
poetics is so autoreferential that even a single sentence may recall a whole narrative development . . . the 
demoiselle’s demand that her sister remember God may offer more than a simple rhetorical gesture” (159). See also 
Haidu, Aesthetic Distance in Chrétien de Troyes, 107. 
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developments seem to encourage our reading these particular romances together. To take one 
example, characters who are named in Erec et Enide but are never developed in that romance 
and are seldom if ever mentioned in other romances suddenly become full-fledged characters in 
Perceval, and the unusual phenomenon of a recurring antagonist, Orgueilleux de la Lande, 
establishes an allegorical connection between Erec and the protagonists of Perceval which casts 
new light on the apparently completed story of Erec. These connections have two significant 
implications. One is the authoritative potential of a written (rather than oral) body of Arthurian 
material, which would allow Chrétien’s audiences to revisit his romances as a unified body of 
work and give the Matter of Britain the durability required of a source text for future imitators. 
The second is that characters’ ethical standing and development are not immutable, even in an 
apparently closed text, and can change upon reflection.  
 That Erec and Perceval both fight Orgueilleux de la Lande is striking. Although parallels 
can be drawn between the challenges facing Chrétien’s protagonists, they rarely have to face the 
same antagonists; unlike Arthur, Guinevere, and other knights and figures of the Arthurian court, 
Méléagant, Alis, and Count Alier, as well as numerous other named and unnamed opponents, are 
confined to one romance. Similarly, as Barbara N. Sargent-Baur notes, “Orgueilleux” and 
“Orgueilleuse” are unusual names in Chrétien’s romances, appearing frequently in Perceval but 
nowhere in the other romances—except for when Erec defeats Orgueilleux de la Lande at a 
tournament in Erec et Enide (2170–71).65 In the context of Erec et Enide, this particular victory 
might go unnoticed, as it is only the first of a series of victories Erec enjoys at a tournament in 
honor of his wedding. The reappearance of Orgueilleux de la Lande in Perceval, however 
(alongside fellow antagonistic figures Orgueilleux de la Roche à l’Estroite Voie and Orgueilleuse 
                                                          
 
65 Sargent-Baur, “Le Jeu des Noms,” 489. 
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de Logres, both of whom Gauvain encounters), betokens a particular significance both of the 
characters and of the vice they allegorically signify: pride. The frequency with which Perceval 
and Gauvain must struggle with opponents named after pride, considered by many medieval 
theologians the most serious of vices,66 gives rise to the impression that pride is a characteristic 
flaw that these heroes must work to overcome: “le lecteur se rend compte qu’il y va d’une sorte 
de psychomachie mise en roman, ébauchée dans la première oeuvre du poète et amplement 
développée dans la dernière.”67 But if this psychomachia is developed in Perceval, what is the 
significance of its beginning in Erec et Enide? 
 One answer may lie in the relationships between Erec and Orgueilleux de la Lande and 
the objects of their respective affections, Enide and the Tent Maiden. Erec’s behavior toward 
Enide and the reasons behind it have been the subject of much critical debate,68 but the 
reappearance of Orgueilleux de la Lande, along with striking images of the Tent Maiden that 
recall early images of Enide in Erec et Enide, hint at a deliberate use of medieval memory theory 
to encourage readers to compare Erec and Orgueilleux de la Lande and retrospectively apply this 
reading of the character to understand Erec in a new light. A comparison between his treatment 
of Enide and Orgueilleux de la Lande’s treatment of the Tent Maiden offers a potential 
motivation for his actions in Erec et Enide and, perhaps, a set of guidelines for how readers 
should interpret his character in hindsight. If Erec is able to conquer Orgueilleux de la Lande in a 
                                                          
66 Cf. Gregory the Great, who refers to “Ipsa . . . vitiorum regina superbia” (Pride, the very queen of vices; Moralia 
in Job, chap. 31, ed. Jacques-Paul Migne, Patrologiae Latina, vol. 153 [Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1854]) and Bernard of 
Clairvaux, who condemns pride as “peccatum diaboli, et initium omnis peccati” (the sin of the devil, and the 
beginning of all sin; Sermones in Cantica 37.7, ed. Migne, Patrologia Latina, vol. 183 [Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1854]). 
On the theological ideas advanced in Perceval, see also Sylvester George Tan, “Perceval’s Unknown Sin: Narrative 
Theology in Chrétien’s Story of the Grail,” Arthuriana 24.3 (2014): 127–57. 
 
67 Sargent-Baur, “Le Jeu des Noms,” 489. “The reader realizes that a sort of psychomachia, made into romance, is at 
stake, begun in the first work of the poet and amply developed in the last.” 
 
68 Cf. n. 59 above. 
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joust, he may be less able to conquer the “orgueil” that causes both men to treat the women they 
love in imperious and even cruel ways. 
 This model for retrospective understanding is presented belatedly in Perceval: we do not 
know Orgueilleux de la Lande’s name until we have already formed an impression of his 
character from his actions. Perceval’s first encounter with the Tent Maiden, in which he forces a 
kiss on her, steals her ring, and eats her meat pies before heading to Arthur’s court to seek 
knighthood, is only the first of a number of incidents in which Perceval misunderstands advice 
he has received (here, from his mother), unintentionally causes negative consequences for the 
people he meets, and must later exert himself to undo the harm he did. In this case, the harm 
done to the Tent Maiden comes from her lover. Like Perceval, Orgeuilleux misinterprets what he 
sees;69 refusing to believe that her encounter with Perceval was nonconsensual, he decides to 
punish her, until such time as he can defeat her attacker in battle, by not feeding or shoeing her 
horse and not letting her change her clothes, even if it should result in her going naked and on 
foot. Although she later names her lover as Orgueilleux de la Lande, he is unnamed when he first 
lashes out at her, immediately after her encounter with Perceval. 
 By the time Perceval meets her again, she is in a very sad state. He first sees her thin, 
overworked horse: 
Et une pucele ot desus, 
Ainz tant chaitive ne vit nuns. 
Neporquant bele et gente fust 
Assez, se bien li esteüst, 
Mais si malemant li estoit 
Que la robe qu’ele vestoit 
N’avoit plainee palme de sain 
Les memeles par les rotures. 
A noz et a grosses costures  
                                                          
69 Cf. Rupert T. Pickens, Perceval and Gawain in Dark Mirrors: Reflection and Reflexivity in Chrétien de Troyes’s 
Conte del Graal (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2014), 92. 
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De leus an leus est estachiee[.] 3653–63 
 
[And (the horse) was being ridden by the most wretched girl you have ever seen. 
Yet she would have been fair and noble enough had she had better fortune, but 
she was in such bad state that there was not a palm’s breadth of good material in 
the dress she wore, and her breasts fell out through the rips. The dress was held 
together here and there with knots and crude stitches.] 
 
 The narrator is keen to depict the maiden’s misery: since her dress is so worn as to be little more 
than a collection of rags held together by knots, she is victim to scratches, to heat, wind, and 
frost, and so her skin is marked with wounds and affected by sunburn. Her face, meanwhile, is 
covered in tears; she is explicit about the ‘honte’ or shame she suffers under these conditions 
(3707). It is a graphic and odd image, sexualized by the note that her breasts show through the 
dress. Her beauty, not described in any detail, seems only to add to the pathos of the image by 
deepening the contrast between what she would have looked like under better circumstances and 
what she currently looks like. The explicit description of her woes, as well as her musings as to 
whether her lover keeps her in his presence to enjoy her misery and shame, emphasize to a 
heightened degree the cruelty of his behavior, the extent to which the arrogance he personifies 
leads him to abuse his power over the maiden. 
This maudlin image bears a striking similarity to the description of another young maiden 
forcibly kept in ragged and inappropriate clothing by her lover: Enide. Her father’s poverty is the 
initial reason why Enide wears a white dress so old and thin that her elbows stick out of holes in 
the sleeves (Mais tant estoit li chainses viez / Que as coutes estoit perciez, Erec 407–8; a less 
graphic image than the Tent Maiden’s breasts, yet still evocative). This inadequate dress 
contrasts with her stunning beauty, which is described by the narrator in detail and prompts 
Erec’s curiosity when he later asks her father why she is so poorly dressed. Erec, however, 
prolongs her state of poor appearance after he is in a position to remedy it.  
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After Erec announces his intentions to take her to Arthur’s court, Enide’s cousin objects 
that it would be “mout grant honte” (1360; a very great shame) for Erec to take Enide on a 
journey to the court so poorly dressed, but Erec refuses to let her give Enide better clothing. He 
later explains himself to Guinevere: 
Ne por beauté ne por lignage 
Ne doi pas le marriage 
De la pucele refuser. 
Povretez li a fait user 
Le blanch chainse tant que as coutes 
En sont andeus les manches routes. 
Et neporquant, se moi pleüst, 
Beles robes assez eüst, 
C’une pucele, sa cosine, 
Li vost donner robe d’ermine 
D’un drap de soie ou vair ou grise. 
Mais je ne voz en nule guise 
Que d’autre robe fust vestue, 
Tant que vos l’eüssiez veüe. (1561–74) 
 
[Neither beauty nor lineage would be cause for me to disdain marriage with this 
maiden. Poverty has made her wear this white dress so often that both sleeves are worn 
through at the elbows. And yet, if I had been willing, she would have had plenty of fine 
clothes, for a maiden, her cousin, wanted to give her an ermine dress, with silken fabric, 
trimmed with vair or miniver. But I was totally opposed to her being dressed in any other 
clothes until you had seen her.] 
 
The point of the speech, it seems, is that he wished her ragged appearance to be an object lesson 
in the misfortunes suffered by worthy people, and in context, Guinevere tells him “Mout avez 
bien fait” (1578; you have done very well), apparently encouraging audiences to view Erec’s 
actions here positively—as a way to highlight Enide’s father’s misfortunes or to honor the queen. 
This positive attitude toward Erec’s actions both here and later in the romance, however, is 
undermined by the vivid image of a beautiful but ragged maiden on a horse, an image that 
associates Enide’s shabby appearance and later confused and unhappy adventures with her 
husband with the trials and travails of the Tent Maiden in Perceval. Indeed, Chrétien here seems 
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in both cases to be making use of the contrast between the beauty (or hypothetical beauty) of the 
women and their unfortunate clothing both to arouse sympathy in audiences and to make sure 
they remember it.  
This specific contrast would be understood as memorable by an educated audience. The 
Rhetorica ad Herennium, a rhetorical text often attributed to Cicero and used as a school text 
during the medieval period, instructs that in order to make something stick in one’s mind, one 
should attach it to an image—and not to a banal everyday image, but one striking or unusual in 
some way: images will be memorable 
si egregiam pulcritudinem aut unicam turpitudinem eis adtribuemus; si aliquas 
exornabimus, ut si coronis aut veste purpurea, quo nobis notatior sit similitudo; 
aut si qua re deformabimus, ut si cruentam aut caeno oblitam aut rubrica 
delibutam inducamus, quo magis insignita sit forma, aut ridiculas res aliquas 
imaginibus adtribuamus: nam ea res quoque faciet, ut facilius meminisse 
valeamus.   
if we assign to them exceptional beauty or singular ugliness; if we dress some of 
them with crowns or purple cloaks, for example, so that the likeness may be more 
distinct to us; or if we somehow disfigure them, as by introducing one stained 
with blood or soiled with mud or smeared with red paint, so that its form is more 
striking, or by assigning certain comic effects to our images, for that, too, will 
ensure our remembering them more readily.]70 
 
What is more memorable and striking by this definition than to take a beautiful woman and to 
degrade her beauty by disfiguring it with shabby clothing, sunburn and wind damage, or tears? 
The odd image of the Tent Maiden seems designed to impress itself upon audiences and to 
encourage recollection of the multiple episodes in Erec et Enide when Enide is at the mercy of a 
mercurial and imperious man, putting Erec in the position not of Orgueilleux’s opponent but of 
his double. Verbal parallels, such as the “rotures/costures” rhyme in Perceval, which inverts the 
                                                          
70 Rhetorica ad Herennium, ed. and trans. Harry Caplan (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1954), 
III.xxii.37, p. 220. 
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“coutes/routes” rhyme in Erec et Enide, and the use of “neporquant” in both passages to 
emphasize the contrasts between the women’s potential beauty and current ragged state, only 
heighten the comparison.  
 This is not to argue that this comparison is meant to villainize Erec, who has the queen 
herself give Enide new clothing and reconciles with his wife by the end of the romance. And yet, 
just as the second encounter with the Tent Maiden briefly stops the forward momentum of the 
story to return to Perceval’s past,71 the recursive ramifications of the episode encourage a return 
to Erec et Enide with the role of pride in mind and a search for greater allegorical and 
psychological depth in the romance.72 In many respects, this self-referentiality is an 
appropriation of reading methods that were current in the Middle Ages— teachers like Hugh of 
St. Victor emphasized the importance of first familiarizing oneself with the bare facts of a 
narrative, the historia, and then, upon that foundation, building typological or moral and 
allegorical meanings of a scriptural text. Hugh remarks upon aspects of Scripture that 
“considered in themselves, seem to have nothing worth looking for, but if you look at them in the 
light of the other things to which they are joined, and if you begin to weigh them in their whole 
context, you will see that they are as necessary as they are fitting.”73 By assuming this reading 
                                                          
71 Like the switch between interlaced plotlines that characterizes the construction of Chrétien’s other romances, most 
notably Lancelot, the implied shift in narrative focus backwards toward both an earlier point in Perceval and an 
entirely separate, earlier romance functions much the similar use of cuts and parallel plotlines in films and television 
shows to slow the temporal progression of the story and establish the complexity of the storyworld. This is an 
especially valuable tactic in creating the extended fictive universes of serial narratives; as Babette B. Tischleder 
argues, “Narrative complexity . . . derives from the repercussions between ongoing, connected, and loosely related 
plots that evoke the whole of a serial world as a provisional horizon” (“Thickening Seriality: A Chronotopic View of 
World Building in Contemporary Television Narrative,” The Velvet Light Trap 79 [2017]: 120–25, at 123). 
 
72 Laurel Amtower offers a reading of Erec et Enide that is perhaps complementary to mine here, in which Erec’s 
quest is about the destruction of Erec’s courtly self in its conflicts with harsh reality and the construction of a new, 
less selfish identity as he and Enide learn through their journey (“The Rhetoric of Identity”). 
 
73 “[Multa siquidem sunt in scripturis, que] in se considerata nihil expetendum habere uidentur, que tamen si aliis 
quibus coherent comparaueris, et in toto suo trutinare ceperis, necessaria pariter et competentia esse uidebis” 
(Didascalion VI.3, Taylor, trans, The Didascalion of Hugh of St. Victor, 137). 
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practice on the part of his audience, Chrétien thus implicitly presents his writing as worthy of 
careful consideration even as he helps readers understand the apparently out-of-place cruelty of 
Orgueilleux and provides insight into Erec’s enigmatic behavior.  
 These references to Erec et Enide in Perceval not only prompt a rereading of an 
individual character but also help to deepen the complexity of the fictional Arthurian world of 
the romances (and perhaps to articulate a critique of this world). They accomplish this through 
another method of expanded characterization: building upon figures who are barely more than 
names to create more developed characters. Shortly after Erec brings Enide to Arthur’s court to 
be dressed by Guinevere, Erec and Enide are greeted by a lengthy list of Arthurian knights: 
    Devant toz les bons chevaliers 
    Doit ester Gauvains li premiers, 
    Li seconz, Erec li filz Lac, 
    Et li tierz Lanceloz dou Lac, 
    Gornemanz de Grohoht fu quarz, 
    Et li quinz fu li Beax Coharz; 
    Li sistes fu li Laiz Hardiz, 
    Li simes Melïanz dou Liz, 
    Li huitiemes Mauduiz li Sages, 
    Nuemes Dodinez li Sauvages; 
    Gandeluz soit dimes contez: 
    En lui avoit maintes bontez. (1687–98)74 
 
[Before all the good knights Gawain must be the first, second Erec, son of 
Lac, and third Lancelot of the Lake; Gornemant of Gohort the fourth; and the fifth was 
                                                          
 
74 The list continues, but it is necessary to note that, given the variation between the different manuscripts and the 
late dates of the extant manuscripts of Erec et Enide, it is difficult to say whether all of these names were originally 
included in early versions of the romance or if some were added by later redactors based on their reading of other 
Arthurian literature. Jean-Marie Fritz, in the notes to his edition of Erec et Enide, notes its fluidity in manuscripts of 
the work: “notre manuscrit [Paris, BN fr. 1376] en offer une une «version longue»; les manuscrits PC l’abrègent, en 
omettant d’ailleurs des fragments différents” (Romans, ed. Zink, 113). This variation may indicate that not all of the 
characters listed were so important as to be universally included. It’s possible that knights featured in later Arthurian 
literature were added by scribal redactors, although Carleton W. Carroll argues instead for the greater likelihood that 
Chrétien’s original list of knights was the “long version” and that it was abridged by later scribes (“The Knights of 
the Round Table in the Manuscripts of Erec et Enide,” in “Por le soie amisté”: Essays in Honor of Norris J. Lacy, 
ed. Keith Busby and Catherine M. Jones [Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2000], 117–27). All the extant manuscripts that 
include this part of the text, though, contain at least these ten names—when it came to the top knights in the court, 
apparently redactors were inclined to be as faithful as possible. 
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the Fair Coward. The sixth was the Ugly Hero; the seventh Meliant de Liz; the eighth 
Mauduit the Wise; the ninth Dodinel the Wildman; let Gaudelu be counted tenth, for in 
him were many good qualities.] 
 
In the context of Erec et Enide, the list seems to be included for largely aesthetic purposes, to 
firmly establish Arthur’s court as an important setting: this is Enide’s first introduction to the 
Arthurian court, as well as the audience’s first formal introduction to the knights outside the hunt 
for the white stag, and the long list, reminiscent of similar lists in chansons de geste, suggests 
that the court is impressive because it is filled with noble and heroic figures. Enide’s reaction to 
the attention of these figures is to blush and lower her head—“Vergoingne en ot, ne fu merveille 
(1751; she was embarrassed, and no wonder)—and perhaps the intended effect on audiences is 
also to overwhelm with the long list of names.  
It also serves, however, as a kind of foreshadowing. Though some of the knights are 
never mentioned again in Chrétien’s work—Mauduit the Wise, for instance, is not a well-known 
Arthurian knight, and Gaudelu does not seem to have made much of an impression despite his 
“maintes bontez”75—Lanceloz dou Lac,” the third most important, and “Yvains li filz Urïein,” 
who doesn’t make the top ten list but is one of four Yvains mentioned, both go on to feature as 
the heroes of their own stories. There is no particular cue in the list itself to indicate which 
knights will go on to greatness and which will be forgotten, much less why characters like 
Gornemant of Gohort and Meliant dou Liz might have been chosen neither to become a central 
protagonist nor to fade into the background. Why do these two reappear as supporting characters 
in Perceval, and what is the impact of this choice? 
                                                          
75 Cf. Carroll, “The Knights of the Round Table”: “Mauduiz li Sages . . . is named only in the present passage and in 
the fifteenth-century prose adaptation of the romance; the name Gandeluz appears only here and a single time in Le 
Bel Inconnu” (121). 
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To answer these questions, we turn to their portrayal in Perceval. Though their 
straightforward listing as the fourth and seventh most important knights offers no distinguishing 
traits between them and suggests that they occupy similar positions in the court, their 
appearances in Perceval make it clear that there is no one set of traits a knight needs to be 
counted on this list. Gornemant de Gohort is presented as a model of courtly virtue worthy of 
emulation. Upon meeting the newly knighted Perceval, he invites the young man into his home 
to teach him the basics of knightly conduct, and when Perceval meets Blancheflor, revealed to be 
Gornemant’s niece, she praises him for speaking respectfully of Gornemant, calling her uncle 
“prodom et debonaire, / Puisanz et aasiez et riches” (1866–67, noble and courteous, powerful 
and prosperous and rich). Like Perceval’s mother and uncle, Gornemant seems to represent an 
older generation concerned with the education of the young; no longer preoccupied with gaining 
renown via feats of prowess, Gornemant focuses on dispensing advice and generosity. By 
contrast, Meliant de Liz clearly represents a younger generation of knighthood: raised by a 
vassal, Tiebaut of Tintagel, he has fallen in love with Tiebaut’s elder daughter (sister of La 
Pucele as Manches Petites). In order to prove his knightly prowess to her, he has challenged his 
own vassal to a tournament. Ultimately, despite his prowess, Gauvain unhorses him.  
 Although the two knights at first glance appear unconnected, representing different ages 
and kinds of knighthood and featuring in the stories of different heroes, the fact that both are 
originally mentioned in the list of knights in Erec et Enide with no mentions at all in the other 
romances hints at some connection between them. And indeed, despite their differences, both 
knights seem to fail in ways that make the praise they receive in both Erec et Enide and Perceval 
seem somewhat ironic. We never see Gornemant engage in the protection of maidens that he 
advocates, not even in the case of his own niece. As Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner notes, 
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Blancheflor’s endorsement of his nobility and wealth is jarring when viewed in juxtaposition 
with her own miserable poverty and fear living under siege—she may be well-dressed, but her 
men at arms are starving and her fields are a wasteland. “Why,” Bruckner asks, “has Gornemant 
not come to her aid?” She goes on to remark that Chrétien was not obligated to make the two 
characters related, and the fact that they are serves to connect Gornemant and Blanchefleur to 
“the same pattern of destruction and isolation that Perceval’s quest should ultimately aim to 
overcome.”76 This pattern also seems to involve the abandonment of standard social ties and 
obligations, such as the familial bond linking Gornemant and Blancheflor. 
 The same isolation and disruption of bonds can be seen in Meliant’s behavior. The squire 
who explains the situation to Gauvain describes a close bond between Tiebaut of Tintagel and 
Meliant’s father: “ses pere ama molt Tiebaut / Comme son home” (4722–23; his father dearly 
loved Tiebaut as his liegeman), entrusting his son to Tiebaut to raise because of the love between 
them. Meliant’s love for Tiebaut’s daughter, however, spurred on by the maiden’s refusal to love 
him until he has performed feats as a knight and challenged her father to a tournament, has 
disrupted the bond between lord and vassal and between foster-father and foster-son. The squire 
encourages Gauvain to fight on Tiebaut’s side, and no wonder—Tiebaut is so frightened he has 
literally walled up the entryways to his castle and cannot find allies because “il avoient molt 
grant paor / Qu’il nel vosist do tot destruire” (4824–25; they were all very afraid that Meliant 
was out to destroy them completely).  
We have seen earlier that Gauvain has been criticized for his overly fastidious adherence 
to the form of knighthood without paying enough attention to its function as protection for the 
vulnerable, particularly those to whom he has an obligation—but it seems that Gornemant and 
                                                          
76 Bruckner, Chrétien Continued, 126. 
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Meliant, despite their differences, exemplify the same flaw. And as with Gauvain, this flaw is 
magnified because, like him, they are explicitly stated in Erec et Enide to represent the very best 
of Arthur’s court. In expanding upon their characters from their brief mentions in Erec et Enide, 
Chrétien not only proposes new perspectives on characters who at first hardly seem characters at 
all, he also advances a critique of Arthur’s court that might go unnoticed to audiences familiar 
only with Perceval but comprehensible to those familiar with Chrétien’s other romances. 
Besides this rather grim and entropic view of the Arthurian world, however, this strategy 
of expanding a name into a full-fledged literary character proposes both to audiences and fellow 
writers a sense of boundless potential: any name, even any unnamed but clearly designated and 
identifiable figure, might have a story attached to it. This both enhances the depth and 
complexity of Chrétien’s Arthurian universe and, by violating the expectations of readers who 
may have mentally categorized characters like Gornemant and Meliant as unimportant and 
relegated them to the status of setting in Erec et Enide, implies that careful rereading of the 
romances is necessary to understand all the details of the author’s composition.77 Chrétien 
carefully draws attention to the power of a name in Perceval, with Perceval’s mother telling him 
early in the romance, 
  Biaux filz, encore vos dirai el: 
  Ja en chemin ne en ostel 
                                                          
77 A useful distinction here, drawn from cognitive psychologists Anthony J. Sanford and Simon C. Garrod’s 
Scenario Mapping and Focus model, might be that between principle characters—that is, characters who move 
throughout texts and adopt different roles in different situations—and scenario-dependent characters, or characters 
who are linked to one particular situation. Authors can manipulate audience expectations and generate surprise by 
initially presenting a character as scenario-dependent and then revealing the character as containing previously 
hidden dimensions or relevance to different scenarios, such as in mystery novels when the butler is revealed to be 
the murderer for previously undisclosed motives. The time gap between the compositions of Erec et Enide and 
Perceval may have facilitated the shift from scenario-dependent to more versatile characterization of Gornemant and 
Meliant, both by allowing readers time to form expectations about the less prominent members of Arthur’s court and 
by allowing Chrétien to experiment with various forms of assumption manipulation and increasing seriality in the 
interim. Cf. Catherine Emmott, Anthony J. Sanford, and Marc Alexander, “Scenarios, Characters’ Roles and Plot 
Status: Readers’ Assumptions and Writers’ Manipulations of Assumptions in Narrative Texts,” in Eder et al., eds., 
Characters in Fictional Worlds, 377–99. 
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  N’aiez longeumant compaignon 
  Que vos ne damandez son non 
  Et lo sornon a la parsome. 
  Par lo sornon conoist en l’home. (521–26) 
 
  [Fair son, I have something more to tell you: never keep company with 
anyone for very long, whether at an inn or on the road, without asking his name. Learn his name 
in full, for by the name one knows the man.] 
 
Perceval refers to this advice when asking Gornemant’s name later in the romance, reiterating 
the importance of names as signifiers—recognizing the sign of the name as the key to “know the 
man.”78 Names, which serve an important function as the primary means by which to connect the 
knights in Erec et Enide and those in Perceval, also serve as a gesture toward the proliferating 
narrative potential of Chrétien’s fictional universe. A name serves as a “mental token” to which 
attributes can continue to be attached as long as additions are made to the storyworld.79 
 Often Chrétien has been read as discouraging readers from thinking about such a ‘mental 
token’ when it is not needed by the hero: as Lacy says, “[Characters] enter the story when it is 
their turn, and they leave it when they have played their roles.”80 Between the time Erec et Enide 
was written and the time Perceval was written, surely even the most devoted connoisseur of 
Chrétien’s work would have thought Gornemant and Meliant to have long since played their 
                                                          
78 The motif of naming and its relation to identity is prominent not only in Chrétien’s romances but the courtly 
romance as a genre. One reason for this might be the influence of rhetorical manuals, which listed name as a 
personal attribute, with the potential to stand “as a sort of aide-memoire—a special name standing for a class (Judas 
for traitors would be an example)” (Jane Bliss, Naming and Namelessness in Medieval Romance [Cambridge, D. S. 
Brewer, 2008]). For more on the importance of names in Perceval, cf. Baur, “Le Jeu des Noms”; for nameless 
characters in romance and their prominence in Chrétien, see Danièle James-Raoul, “L’anonymat définitif des 
personnages et l’avènement du roman: l’apport de Chrétien de Troyes,” in Façonner son personnage au Moyen Âge, 
ed. Chantal Connochie-Bourgne (Aix-en-Provence: Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2007), 135–42. 
 
79 The term is Ralf Schneider’s; as he explains, “At the moment a person is mentioned, described in terms of a social 
role, or referred to by a name or a personal pronoun, the reader must establish a mental token that remains in 
working memory as long as the text provides information on this entity, or, indeed, as long as the reader chooses to 
think about it” (“Toward a Cognitive Theory of Character,” 610). 
 
80 Lacy, The Craft of Chrétien de Troyes, 28. 
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roles as courtly atmosphere, and would probably have stopped thinking about them. Chrétien’s 
use of their characters in Perceval, however, revitalizes their potential as mental tokens to which 
readers can attach information, and indeed opens the possibility that other names and figures can 
similarly be expanded, inviting audiences to imagine new narratives around them. 
Conclusion 
 Indeed, later medieval writers and manuscript compilers accepted this invitation, helping 
to continue the courtly Arthurian universe Chrétien developed and granting authority to the new 
vernacular tradition of which he was at the forefront.81 In the list in Erec et Enide, Chrétien 
appeals to the memories of his audiences, saying of “Sagremors li Desreez” that “Cil ne doit mie 
estre oblïez” (1729–30; he must not be forgotten). If I have hitherto appeared to forget him and 
the other knights from Erec et Enide’s list, the continuators who revisited Perceval certainly did 
not. “Karados Briesbraz” (1750; Caradoc Short-Arm) appears in the First Perceval Continuation 
as the hero of a self-contained subplot that explains how he got the name “Short-Arm.”82 This 
anonymous continuator also mentions Girflet, the son of Do (1725), another of Erec et Enide’s 
knights who features briefly in a tournament scene along with Sagremor and reappears briefly 
                                                          
81 Cf. K. Sarah-Jane Murray, who says of the “Godefroi” ending of Lancelot that “Godefroi’s (real or fictitious) 
collaboration with Chrétien demonstrates how the practices of gloss, commentary, and imitation, when fully 
absorbed, can ensure the foundation and perpetuation of Old French lettreüre” and establishes French vernacular 
works as models for future imitation (From Plato to Lancelot: A Preface to Chrétien de Troyes [Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University Press, 2008], 251). The model of glossing and collaboration supplied by the serialization of the 
Arthurian tradition, like the model of the multiple endings of Lancelot Murray discusses, stresses the legitimacy of 
the vernacular tradition and Chrétien’s own position within this tradition as an innovator.  
 
82 Cf. The Continuations of the Old French Perceval of Chretien de Troyes, vol. 1, The First Continuation: 
Redaction of Mss T V D, ed. William Roach (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1949), 84–238; for an 
English summary, see Perceval, the Story of the Grail, trans. Nigel Bryant (Woodbridge, Suffolk: D. S. Brewer, 
2006), 131–33. 
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between the Hideous Damsel’s accusing Perceval and Guinganbresil’s accusing Gauvain but 
who is otherwise absent from Chrétien’s romances.  
Sagremor himself, whom Chrétien advises us not to forget, is not forgotten by Manessier, 
the writer of the Third Continuation, who gives him a series of adventures in which he chases a 
knight who steals his horse and rescues various maidens. This set of episodes is consistent with 
Chrétien’s characterization of him as “Desree” or “Unruly” (like Keu, he gets angry when 
Perceval is too occupied with blood drops in the snow to respond to him, and like Keu he is 
knocked from his horse), but it also allows him moments of heroism largely denied to him in 
Chrétien’s romances.83 Manessier also gives an explanation for how “li Beax Coharz” (Erec et 
Enide 1692) got his name—logically enough, he’s a good-looking knight who intentionally 
avoids fights—and through a series of adventures with Perceval, redeems him from “The Fair 
Coward” to “The Fair Bold Knight.”  
Both these continuators seem to observe the links Chrétien draws between Erec et Enide 
and Perceval via the previously unexplored knights of the Round Table, and both continue this 
tendency in their own attempts to expand upon these characters, promoting them from simply 
names to supporting characters in their own right. In addition, later manuscript compilers and 
illustrators connected other works to Chrétien’s universe; Paris, BN, fr. 1450 interpolates all five 
romances at the point in Wace’s Brut discussing Arthurian England, placing Chrétien’s fictive 
universe in a broader vernacular history.84 Meanwhile, the miniature illustrations of Paris, BN, fr. 
                                                          
83 Though Sagremor makes a good showing in the tournaments in Erec et Enide and Cligés, he must be rescued by 
the romance’s protagonist in the former and is defeated by the latter’s protagonist. See William W. Kibler, 
“Sagremor in the Arthurian Verse Romances,” in Busby and Jones, ed., Por le soie amisté, 283–92. 
 
84 Terry Nixon, “Romance Collections and the Manuscripts of Chrétien de Troyes,” in Les Manuscrits de Chrétien 
de Troyes: The Manuscripts of Chrétien de Troyes, ed. Keith Busby, Terry Nixon, Alison Stones, and Lori Walters 
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1993): 17–25, argues that “this organization of the romances strongly suggests that Chrétien’s 
romances are grouped together not just because he is their author but because they are all related to the Arthurian 
world” (24); his authorship thus becomes synonymous with his storyworld. 
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1433, a fourteenth-century manuscript which contains Yvain and the anonymous L’Atre 
périlleux, show Gauvain bearing Yvain’s arms and Yvain stepping in to protect others on 
Gauvain’s behalf, connecting their respective quests and perhaps adding L’Atre périlleux to 
Chrétien’s Arthurian world.85 Translations of Chrétien’s romances into other languages and 
reimaginings of his Arthurian world in the later romance tradition continue this proliferation.  
Popular seriality, though operating differently in a modern capitalist society than in a 
medieval manuscript culture, offers a way to understand the impact Chrétien had on the 
developing genre of vernacular romance. The porous boundaries of reader and writer, the 
processes of imitation and commentary, and the abundance of related works spawned by an 
original, “canonical” set of texts are all characteristic of serial narratives: “Even after just a few 
episodes, a series has commonly accrued so much information and so many narrative 
possibilities that it will sooner or later develop side formats to accommodate this diegetic 
overflow.”86 The management of large quantities of information and narrative possibility is 
characteristic of Chrétien, in his construction of complicated narratives and in the demands he 
makes on readers; the attention he pays to both his characters’ and readers’ processes of 
remembering, thinking, and learning demonstrates a self-conscious experimentation with this 
excess. His readers having been encouraged to create imaginative connections between his 
romances, remember and reread them, and perhaps even finish them, it seems natural that some 
would have been inspired to pick up the potential of his Arthurian world where he left off.  
                                                          
85 Cf. Lori Walters, “The Use of Multi-Compartment Opening Miniatures in the Illustrated Manuscripts of Chrétien 
de Troyes,” in Busby et al., eds. The Manuscripts of Chrétien de Troyes, 331–42, esp. 337–39.  
 
86 Kelleter, “Five Ways of Looking at Popular Seriality,” 20. 
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Character, for Chrétien, becomes a means of establishing his skill at creating a 
complicated but well-constructed world out of the disjointed material of oral narrative and 
creating a vernacular tradition that might stand up against the Latin and Greek traditions he 
refers to in the prologue to Cligés. Today, critics interested in fictional conceptions of character 
often turn to cognitive psychology to explain how literary characters are built both by authors 
and by readers: repeated mentions of the character require readers to connect their memories of 
previous appearance of the character with new information, and so “whenever triggered by the 
repeated use of the name, description, or pronoun, the character model will be reactivated and 
subjected to new information processing.”87 While Chrétien’s own understanding of memory and 
reading would have been very different, he uses a similar mechanism of repetition and new 
information to create a model of character that binds his works into a complex interfictive 
construction that could stand as a model for future writers—a bele conjointure that required the 
collaborative effort of writer and readers. If later medieval writers such as the Perceval 
continuators or the authors of the prose romance cycles were less experimental in their use of 
character, their use of Chrétien’s manipulations of audience expectations and memories through 
interlaced, dispersed narratives demonstrate his influence as a writer and the potential for 
character as a site of worldbuilding and transformation. 
 
                                                          
87 Schneider, “Toward a Cognitive Theory of Literary Character,” 609. 
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CHAPTER 3: MERLIN, ARTHURIAN ANXIETY, AND AUTHORSHIP IN BRITAIN 
While Chrétien de Troyes’s authorial position was defined by creating and binding 
together a complex fictional world, other medieval writers who worked with “the matter of 
Britain” attempted to position themselves more broadly with respect to a complex set of external 
realities in England’s history and their own present. Beginning as early as the sixth century with 
Gildas’s De excidio et conquestu Britanniae, writers of English history attempted to provide 
coherent accounts of the successive waves of invasion, conversion, and conquest that shaped 
Britain’s landscape and population and to find meaning in the upheaval and change.1 By the time 
Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote his Historia regum Britanniae or De gestis Britonum in 1136 or 
thereabouts, the Romans and Saxons whose conquests Geoffrey documents in the Historia had 
been supplanted in turn by the Normans, changing the cultural and linguistic milieu and 
heightening the political stakes of historical writing. Arthur’s role as potential messianic savior 
of the British people was a particularly rich source of narrative interest and political power.  
As Wace and then Laȝamon took up Geoffrey’s historical material in the later twelfth and 
early thirteenth centuries, translating his Latin into French and English, respectively, and as the 
romance tradition from the continent made its way to England, stories about King Arthur 
provided a means for writers to establish their own authority while also addressing larger 
anxieties about warfare, kingship, and the religious and cultural makeup of the English people—
                                                          
1 Robert W. Hanning’s The Vision of History in Early Britain: From Gildas to Geoffrey of Monmouth (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1965) is a helpful and oft-cited account of the motives and methods of early English 
historical writers. 
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the latter of which also mapped onto anxieties about racial purity and the sexual fidelity of 
women and misbehavior of men. In this chapter, looking back to the themes of engin, loyalty, 
and personal sentiment that motivate the construction of new forms of courtly masculinity 
discussed in my first chapter and looking forward to the next chapter, in which I examine the role 
of gender in constructing authority, I examine the complex role that Merlin plays in such 
accounts of British history as Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Vita Merlini, its English successor 
Laȝamon’s Brut, and the early fourteenth century Of Arthour and of Merlin. This examination 
will demonstrate the different ways in which Merlin poses a useful but ambivalent figure of 
magic, power, and knowledge for authors negotiating Britain’s hybrid history and society, 
arguing that in their depictions of Merlin, these writers engage anxieties about gender, 
nationhood, and authorship in ways that have been underexplored by previous scholarship. Such 
an argument also implicitly argues for the importance of these texts in constructing their 
imagined audiences, a construction that in turn reveals the self-fashioning of the authors who 
created these too-often neglected works and their significant reliance on one character to 
reconcile what are, finally, issues of gender and sexuality that complicate prevalent conceptions 
of authorship.   
 In the midst of the complex process of compiling historical knowledge and legend into a 
shape that would speak to their audience’s concerns, these authors found in the prophet-magician 
Merlin a simultaneously powerful and fraught figure. Originating in Welsh legend,2 Merlin 
proves to be complicated almost from his first entries onto the Latin literary stage. Geoffrey’s 
Merlin in Historia regum Britanniae repurposes pseudo-Nennius’s Ambrosius, serving as a boy 
                                                          
2 Cf. Nikolai Tolstoy, “Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Merlin Legend,” Arthurian Literature 25 (2008): 1–42, and 
Jan Ziolkowski, “The Nature of Prophecy in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Vita Merlini,” in Poetry and Prophecy: The 
Beginnings of a Literary Tradition, ed. James L. Kugel (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990), 151–62, on 
Merlin’s legendary and historical background. 
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prophet who advises a series of kings culminating in King Arthur; his Merlin in the later Vita 
Merlini, despite an ostensible connection forged by references to Arthur’s return, seems a 
completely different character, a former warrior driven mad by grief who, after years living in 
the woods, ultimately passes on his prophetic abilities to his sister.3 The difficulty in reconciling 
the two different legendary Merlin traditions is paralleled by the difficulty in reconciling 
Merlin’s powers with a Christian model of virtue. The son of a demon who forced himself on a 
human woman, Merlin embodies a threatening model of hybridity, a prominent symbol of the 
intermingling of pagan and Christian that concerns English writers as well as a figure of an 
intimidating power and knowledge that originates in an extremely dubious source. 
 At the same time, Merlin offers a tempting means of bolstering a writer’s historical 
authority—particularly important for vernacular writers—and coordinating the threads of past, 
present, and future that tie the historical and legendary past to the writers’ present. As David 
Rollo argues, the knowledge wielded by literate members of the clerical class such as Geoffrey, a 
level of education that frequently outstripped that of the social superiors who patronized their 
work, was widely perceived to be mysterious and arcane, almost magical; and while some 
authors sought to demystify the knowledge to which they had access, others used sorcery as a 
metaphor for writing.4 Merlin, who establishes himself as a skilled reader of signs that others 
                                                          
3 Neil Thomas, “The Celtic Wild Man Tradition and Geoffrey of Monmouth's Vita Merlini: Madness or Contemptus 
Mundi?,” Arthuriana 10.1 (2000): 27–42, esp. 27–29. As Thomas mentions, these two competing Merlin traditions 
were current in the twelfth century; Gerald of Wales in the Itinerarium Cambriae (1191) cites Merlin Ambrosius as 
the prophet from Vortigern’s time and Merlin Celidonius or Merlin Silvester as the forest-dwelling madman, whom 
Gerald places at the time of Arthur (The Journey through Wales/The Description of Wales, trans. Lewis Thorpe 
[Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1978], 192–93). J. S. P. Tatlock offers another potential combination of figures 
represented by Merlin: Mercury and Simon Magus of the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions (The Legendary History 
of Britain: Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae and Its Early Vernacular Versions [Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1950], 47, 361, cited in David Rollo, Glamorous Sorcery: Magic and Literacy in the 
High Middle Ages [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000], 41. 
 
4 Rollo, Glamorous Sorcery, xii; Rollo’s analysis includes “a lexicon that collapses the verbal arts with glamorous 
sorcery (gramaire/grimoire), performative conjuring (praestigia), intoned spells (incantationes), and drugs capable 
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misinterpret, uses wit or knowledge rather than strength to construct monuments, and explains 
the past and future to his audiences within the text, is a potent authorial surrogate.5 Despite his 
demonic origins, he also has the potential to offer divinely inspired wisdom, acting as a saint or 
prophet and lending additional moral authority to a writer’s view of British history.6  
 Merlin, however, is not merely a writer or describer of British history, but also an agent 
within it, facilitating the birth of Arthur by helping Uther to sleep with Ygerne, the wife of Duke 
Gorlois of Cornwall. As such, his moral significance becomes questionable—is he a force for 
evil, because he facilitates an adulterous and deceptive affair, or for good, because his 
interference results in the birth of a great king? Regardless of the individual author’s attitude, the 
question lingers in the background.7 Adding another layer of complexity, Merlin’s own sexual 
behavior is somewhat ambiguous. His first appearance in texts like Geoffrey’s Historia, 
Laȝamon’s Brut, and Of Arthour and Merlin is as a child, a puer senex who, while wise beyond 
his years, seems removed from erotic desire. Yet the parallels between his own conception by 
incubus and his assistance in Uther and Ygerne’s sexual encounter—which, at least in some 
                                                          
of seducing, bewitching, transforming, or curing those to whom they are administered (medicamenta/medicamina)” 
(xii). 
 
5 Cf. Kimberly Bell, “Merlin as Historian in Historia Regum Britanniae,” Arthuriana 10.1 (2000): 14–26, who 
argues that Merlin as metafictional stand-in for author, audience, and narrator draws attention to the fictionality or 
constructedness of history and the necessity of interpretation on the part of readers. See also Carolyne Larrington, 
“The Enchantress, the Knight, and the Cleric,” Arthurian Literature 25 (2008): 43–65; Joseph D. Parry, “Narrators, 
Messengers, and Lawman’s Brut,” Arthuriana 8.3 (1998): 46–61; and Hanning, who refers to Merlin as “Geoffrey's 
symbol for the artist-historian, whose insight into predetermined history gives him some control over the historical 
process” (The Vision of History in Early Britain, 154). 
 
6 Ziolkowski, “The Nature of Prophecy”; and Kelley M. Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future: Laȝamon’s 
Prophetic History (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2002), esp. chap. 3. 
 
7 Fiona Tolhurst argues that, in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia at least, medieval law and Geoffrey’s own 
presentation would have encouraged the readers to view the pairing of Uther and Igerna as legitimate and positive, 
but she acknowledges that some readers, medieval and modern, might “feel uncomfortable with the manner in which 
Uther and Igerna consummate their relationship” (Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Feminist Origins of the Arthurian 
Legend [New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012], 23). 
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versions, is accompanied by Merlin’s prophecy about the offspring of this encounter—connect 
his power as a magician and his power to shape history with illegitimate eroticism.8 While 
Merlin comments on others’ sexual misbehavior—his laugh in the Vita Merlini at his sister’s 
infidelity is one example—his own erotic adventures, rampant in texts like the French Suite-
Vulgate, Suite-Poste-Vulgate, and Les Prophesies de Merlin, are frequently his downfall when he 
is killed or captured by his lover Niniane/Viviane. Merlin thus occupies a strange position of 
enforcing social and sexual mores while also rejecting and violating them. 
 The uncertainty of Merlin’s position vis-à-vis moral and sexual orthodoxy informs 
ambivalence about his powers, which are frequently associated with female figures or feminine 
traits; for example, both Merlin and deceptive female figures like Hengist’s daughter Ronwen 
and Merlin’s sister Ganieda use engin (cleverness, strategy, skill, trickery) rather than physical 
force to accomplish their desires.9 Merlin’s value as an avatar of the author is thus potentially 
freighted with misgivings about the source and nature of his prophecies, tension between his 
moral authority and his association with the erotic, and an androgyny at odds with ideas of male 
authorship in medieval writing.10 In the chapter that follows, I seek to identify the different ways 
                                                          
8 Cf. Anne Berthelot, “Merlin and the Ladies of the Lake,” Arthuriana 10.1 (2000): 55–81: “If the child Merlin is 
apparently sexless, his conception and birth happen according to a recurring structure: the devil's son is born thanks 
to the same kind of masquerade as Arthur, or as Mordret (58); and Peter H. Goodrich, “The Erotic Merlin,” 
Arthuriana 10.1 (2000): 94–115, who argues that Merlin’s connections to both demonic and bestial desires forms a 
means by which “an all-encompassing knowledge of history combines with sexual generation to identify the erotic 
as the engine that drives worldly events” (96). 
 
9 See Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth-Century Romance (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1977), chap. 3, 
for the ambivalent values of ingenium or engin in medieval texts, as well as Chapter 1 above, 46–47. 
 
10 Cf. Hanning, The Vision of History: “[Merlin] is also to be equated with the androgynous, passive-active form of 
history itself” (154). Masculinity and the writing of history are associated in Kenneth J. Tiller, “Romancing History: 
Masculine Identity and Historical Authority in Laȝamon’s Prologue (Cotton MS Caligula A.ix ll. 1–35),” in Allen et 
al., eds., Contexts, Language, and Interpretation, 371–83: writing history is “assertion of masculine identity as a 
member of a select community of literate men. For historians such as William of Malmesbury and his 
contemporaries, the reading of a text becomes a similarly charged act of asserting the masculine identity crucial to 
establishing authority” (375). 
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authors negotiate the challenges a figure such as Merlin presents, paying special attention to the 
ways in which they reconcile the questions of gender and subversive sexuality that muddle 
conceptions of authorship.  
In the first part, I read Geoffrey’s Vita Merlini as presenting a view of magic/authorship 
that is generally positive but, through the depiction of Merlin’s ‘madness’ and interaction with 
women in the text, suggests a riskiness inherent in writing that Geoffrey is ultimately glad to 
leave behind. Next, I examine Laȝamon’s Brut, a translation of Wace’s adaptation of Geoffrey’s 
Historia that associates Merlin both with menacing anger and eroticism on the one hand and 
moral authority as a prophet on the other, a disturbing dichotomy that Laȝamon resolves by 
bodily removing Merlin from the text while continuing to reiterate the reliability of his 
prophecies about Arthur. In the final part, I discuss the ways in which Of Arthour and Merlin 
imbricates Merlin in its preoccupation with English racial purity while simultaneously quieting 
concerns about his devilish parentage by displacing the threat of sexual misbehavior and 
intermarriage from Merlin’s family to King Fortiger’s, making Merlin, strangely enough, a 
figure associated with virtuous motherhood. In my conclusion, I briefly return to the treatment of 
Merlin in the French romance tradition, demonstrating that the work done by romance scholars 
can help illuminate issues of gender and authorship in these underexplored Latin and English 
texts. 
Natura Creatrix?: Authorial Ambivalence in Vita Merlini 
 In comparison to the Historia Regum Britanniae, Geoffrey’s later Vita Merlini (c. 1148–
55) has not been the object of sustained study.11 Yet as an influence on many later portrayals of 
Merlin, magic, and the association of women with both, the text offers valuable insights to a 
                                                          
11 Cf. Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, 163 n.2, on relative numbers of studies on the Historia and on the Vita Merlini 
as of 2011. 
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critic with an interest in character portrayal and authorship, as it offers a more detailed and 
nuanced portrait of Merlin and the complex relationship between his powers and Geoffrey’s 
authorship. Largely adapted from Welsh literature, the Vita Merlini portrays a Merlin who, far 
from advising kings as he does in the Historia, shuns political power and material wealth and 
harshly criticizes war-makers, whether Welsh, Saxon, or Norman. At the same time, his divinely 
inspired prophecy is undermined by both his clever but adulterous sister (who later inherits his 
prophetic gift) and his erratic behavior, which includes acts of cruelty and violence. Magic and 
writing in the Vita Merlini have the potential to describe and influence the world, but they come 
linked with an undesirable connotation of excessive emotion, deceptiveness, and burdensome 
necessity. The association between women and magic/writing imbues the latter with potentially 
suspicious qualities but also allows Geoffrey to leave it gratefully at the end of the text in order 
to seek a more reliable means of employing his education. 
From the opening dedication to the Vita Merlini, both the enormous potential for power 
and the vulnerability of a learned man are foregrounded; in his address to Robert de Chesney, 
Bishop of Lincoln, Geoffrey says, 
   Scimus enim quia te perfudit nectare sacro 
   Philosophia suo fecitque per omnia doctum 
   ut documenta dares dux et preceptor in orbe. 
   Ergo meis ceptis faveas vatemque tueri 
   auspicio meliore velis quam fecerit alter 
   cui modo succedis merito promotes honori (VM 4–9) 
 
[We know that Philosophy has filled you with its holy nectar and made 
you universally learned, so that you might prove yourself the foremost teacher in the 
world. Approve, then, my project, and be ready to be more indulgent to this poet than was 
that other whom you have just succeeded, attaining an honour well-deserved.]12 
 
                                                          
12 Citations and translations from the Vita Merlini will come from Life of Merlin/Vita Merlini, ed. and trans. Basil 
Clarke (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1973), and will be cited parenthetically in the text by line number. 
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Inferential from Geoffrey’s effusive praise of Robert’s learning, which is emphasized with 
alliteration in line 6 (documenta dares dux) and amplified by words like “sacro,” “Philosophia,” 
and “doctum” stressed by their position at the beginning and ends of lines, is the intimation that 
while learning may provide Robert with power and honor, it hasn’t done the same for Geoffrey. 
“The other whom you have just succeeded” was Bishop Alexander of Lincoln, the dedicatee of 
the Prophetiae Merlini, who died in 1148; as Basil Clarke notes, “The allusion is to a presumed 
disappointment of patronage.”13 Moreover, the word vates, which Geoffrey employs here to refer 
to himself as a poet but can also mean “prophet,” is the same word he later uses to refer to 
Merlin.14 
 If the relationship between knowledge and earthly power and influence is here 
represented as more complicated than the speaker would like, throughout much of the Vita 
Merlini the two are portrayed as entirely opposed to one another. After an initial suggestion that 
perhaps one can both cultivate supernatural knowledge and participate in the realm of politics—
Merlin is introduced as “Rex . . . et vates” (VM l. 21, king and prophet)—the story’s protagonist 
is driven mad by grief for comrades struck down in battle and escapes to the woods to live as a 
wild man. He then proceeds to draw sharp distinctions between on the one hand the riches 
offered by nature, including a prescient knowledge of the natural world and the future that 
humans do not typically have access to, and on the other hand the earthly power and riches 
offered by his sister, Ganieda, and brother-in-law, King Rodarch of Cumbria, harshly rejecting 
the latter in favor of the former. In a typical speech, he claims 
   ‘Munus avarus amat cupidusque laborat habere. 
   Hii faciles animos flectunt quocunque jubentur. 
   Munere corrupti quod habent non sufficit illis. 
                                                          
13 Clarke, Life of Merlin, 136 n.8–9. 
 
14 Ziolkowski, “The Nature of Prophecy,” 152. 
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   At michi sufficient glandes Calidonis amene 
   et nitidi fontes per olentia prata fluentes.’ (VM 272–76.) 
 
[A gift is what a miser loves and a grasping man works hard to get. Such men are 
corruptible by presents and will turn their shallow minds whichever way they are told, 
because what they have is not enough for them. But for me the acorns of pleasant Calidon 
are enough, and the sparkling streams that run through fragrant meadows.] 
 
This asceticism suggests a hermit-like or even saintly dimension to Merlin’s role as prophet,15 
even as it suggests an alternative form of value: nature itself can be a kind of wealth, a value 
system that can nourish the land rather than destroying it.16 
 Yet Geoffrey also associates Merlin’s self-isolation with madness and even acts of 
violence; although he tells his wife she can remarry, for example, Merlin kills her prospective 
bridegroom with a set of deer antlers. Merlin’s emotional attachment to nature is thus shown not 
to be entirely virtuous and certainly not rational; equally important, Geoffrey makes it clear that 
the natural world Merlin values cannot replace the benefits of material wealth, showing that his 
ability to prophesy about more than his sister’s infidelities or the ultimate fates of random 
passers-by requires patronage. After Merlin is first driven by madness into the woods, he lives 
contentedly for a summer on roots, berries, and fruit from trees (VM 72–83). But when winter 
comes, he is left so destitute and miserable that he engages in a long complaint lamenting the 
lack of apple trees, the fact that wild pigs and bears get to the turnips before he can, and the 
howling of the hungry wolf (VM 84–112). It is this complaint, in fact, that attracts the attention 
of a passing traveler and ultimately leads to Merlin’s being temporarily cured by music and taken 
back to the palace of Rodarchus and Ganeida. The cure doesn’t last for long, and Merlin and his 
                                                          
15 Ziolkowski, “The Nature of Prophecy,” 161; Thomas, “The Celtic Wild Man Tradition,” 34–37. 
 
16 Christine Chism, “‘Ain’t gonna study war no more’: Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum Britanniae and Vita 
Merlini,” The Chaucer Review 48.4 (2014): 458–79. 
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sister, brother-in-law, and wife argue repeatedly about Merlin’s desire to escape back to the 
woods and his family’s desire for him to stay.  
Finally, after Merlin predicts that a beggar is sitting on a hidden heap of coins and that a 
man preparing to patch his shoes will die before he can wear them, Rodarch gives him 
permission to leave. His sister sensibly points out that, as it is currently autumn, it might be 
better to wait until the following summer to move back into the wilderness. In response, Merlin 
gives a speech almost humorous in its contradictions: 
   Contentus modico potero perferre pruinam. 
   Illic arboreis sub frontibus inter olentes 
   herbarum flores estate jacere juvabit. 
   Ne tamen esca michi brumali tempore desit, 
   in silvis compone domos adhibeque clientes 
   obsequiumque michi facient escasque parabunt 
   cum tellus gramen fructumque negaverit arbor. (VM 548–54) 
 
[I need little: I shall be able to endure the frost, and in summer it 
will be bliss to lie under leafy trees among the fragrant flowers. Still, food might fail me 
in the winter. So raise me a house, send me retainers to serve me and prepare meals in the 
time when the earth refuses its grain and the tree its fruit.] 
 
In addition, he would also like his sister to provide him with an observatory with seventy doors 
and seventy windows, as well as seventy secretaries to record his words. Christine Chism is right 
to refer to this as “a scholar’s dream,”17 a means for Merlin to devote himself to natural science 
while also building relationships with his sister and fellow prophet Taliesin, but it also 
foregrounds the weaknesses in Merlin’s anti-materialist disdain for wealth. Maybe he’s correct to 
attribute the seeking of gifts and royal favor to the greedy and miserly, but building a house with 
seventy doors and windows and hiring an army of secretaries require money. Given the terms of 
this metaphor, authorship is unsustainable without a variety of material and earthly supports; an 
author, regardless of the subject he undertakes, requires food, shelter, a space to work, and 
                                                          
17 Chism, “‘Ain’t gonna study war no more,’” 466. 
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assistance in compiling and publishing his work. Paradoxically, then, the unworldly and 
supernatural Merlin demystifies the author’s profession and provides a blunt assessment of the 
power provided by learning and writing. Learning can make an impact on the world, but only 
under the proper material circumstances. 
 That this support is provided by Merlin’s sister further encourages readers to question the 
connection between purity, nature, and knowledge. Ganieda, as has often been acknowledged, is 
a dynamic and well-developed figure: other than Merlin, as Basil Clarke notes, she is “the best-
realised character in VM,” possessing “intelligence and practicality” and a “robustly resourceful 
wit.”18 Other scholars have commented on the surprising fact that she takes on Merlin’s 
prophetic role at the end of the text.19 Yet her relationship with Merlin is complicated and not 
wholly positive. Certainly, the hostility between Merlin and his sister in the Welsh Yr Afallennau 
and Cyfoesi Myrddin a Gwenddydd ei chwaer, based on Merlin’s role in the deaths of her 
children, is absent;20 indeed, she has no children in the Vita Merlini, and her repeated efforts to 
reunite with Merlin and the material support she offers him both indicate her devotion to her 
brother. And yet, the presentation of her infidelity, Merlin’s revelation to her husband, and her 
own response to it demonstrate two potential downsides to knowledge: its vulnerability to being 
undermined by slanderers, and its own potential for deception.  
 Ganieda’s infidelity is revealed when Rodarchus cheerfully removes a leaf from his 
wife’s hair and Merlin laughs. After initially refusing to tell the king why he laughed, Merlin 
finally agrees to explain himself after Rodarchus promises to let him return to the forest and 
                                                          
18 Clarke, Life of Merlin, 184. 
 
19 Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, chap. 4; Chism, “‘Ain’t gonna study war no more,” 476–78. 
 
20 Clarke, Life of Merlin, 184; “Afallennau,” trans. A. O. H. Jarman, in Clarke, Life of Merlin, 255; “The Prophecy 
of Merlin and Gwenddydd, His Sister,” trans. John K. Bollard, in The Romance of Merlin: An Anthology, ed. Peter 
Goodrich, 30–46 (New York: Garland Publishing Inc, 1990). 
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reveals that the leaf found its way into Ganieda’s hair when she was lying with her lover in the 
undergrowth. Unfazed, Ganieda convinces her husband that Merlin is lying. She presents the 
same boy to Merlin three times in three different disguises, for whom he predicts three different 
deaths, making himself a laughingstock and publicly exonerating Ganieda. Fiona Tolhurst argues 
that Ganieda’s infidelity is not criticized by the text, saying that “Geoffrey neither uses her 
adultery as an excuse to criticize women in general nor positions her as a villain in this plot 
sequence.”21 But though there is little narratorial commentary on Ganieda’s affair, Geoffrey’s 
inclusion of it—an addition from the Lailoken tradition of Scottish wild man legends—is pointed 
and results not only in the deception of Rodarchus but also in the deliberate undermining of 
Merlin’s powers. In Ganieda’s speech to her husband, she says, 
   ‘Siccine te potuit falsus pervertare vates 
   ut crimen tantum me commisse putares? 
   Ac si scire velis qua sit ratione locutus 
   hoc nunc de puero, censebis ficta fuisse     
   que de me dixit dum silvas possit adire.’ (VM 323–27).22 
 
[‘Has this false prophet been able to deceive you so far that you could 
think I had committed such a great crime as this? If you consider how much sense there is 
in what he has just said about this boy, you will realise that what he has said about me has 
been made up so that he can be off to the woods.] 
 
In addition to her explicit condemnation of Merlin as “falsus,” her speech juxtaposes words of 
thought and knowing such as “scire,” “ratione,” and “censebit” to words associated with the 
writing of fiction or poetry—“ficta,” “vates”—in order to mock and undermine Merlin’s (and a 
writer’s) claim to knowledge.  
                                                          
21 Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, 120. But cf. Chism, who asserts that, until the end of the poem, “the 
text has treated Ganieda relatively roughly,” as “Merlin’s chief antagonist,” and that “the brother’s madness and 
insight are misogynistically transmuted into the sister’s feminine wiles and canny self-interest” (“‘Ain’t gonna study 
war no more,’” 476). 
 
22 I have slightly altered the punctuation of Clarke’s text to align more closely with the translation. 
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After Merlin leaves for the forest again, despite his sister’s and wife’s pleading, 
Ganieda’s infidelity is again mentioned, this time connected to the apparent unreliability of his 
prophecies, as Ganieda and Merlin’s wife Guendoloena ponder how Merlin could have been 
right about the affair but wrong about one boy dying in three different ways—falling from a 
rock, dying in a tree, and drowning in a river: 
  Miranturque nimis rerum secreta furentem 
  nosse virum veneremque sue scivisse sororis. 
  Mentitumque tamen pueri de morte putebant 
  quam dixit ternam cum dicere debuit unam. (VM 389–92) 
 
 [They thought how remarkable it was that a man deranged should have so much 
secret knowledge and that he had been aware of his own sister’s love affair. Still, they thought 
that he had lied about the boy’s death, in speaking of three deaths when he ought to have spoken 
of only one.] 
 
As they, and readers, discover immediately thereafter, Merlin’s prediction was correct: the boy in 
question falls from a cliff, is caught in a tree, and, dangling by one foot from the tree in a river, 
drowns. Yet, though Ganieda’s “falsus vates” is proven to be a “vatem . . . verum” (VM 415), 
there are no consequences either for Ganieda or for Merlin; it is thus a vindication with no 
impact. If Geoffrey here suggests that Ganieda’s virtues are greater than her vices and she does 
not merit punishment for her infidelity, he also suggests that her deceptive tricks have more real-
world effects than her brother’s true prophecies, hinting at the power of lies over truth and the 
potential for deception in cleverness. 
 That Ganieda goes on to be Merlin’s patron does not in fact contradict her 
untrustworthiness, because as we have already seen, nature herself is an unreliable patron for the 
prophet, magician, or writer, and indeed a distrust of nature, fertility, and by extension women 
can be seen in Geoffrey’s repeated references to apples, which represent abundance and the lack 
thereof, nourishment and poison. The first mention of apples in the poem comes during that first 
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harsh winter Merlin spends in the woods, when he complains that “Deficiunt nunc poma michi 
nunc cetera queque” (VM 95, Now the apples fail me, and all else besides).23 Apples make their 
next appearance after Taliesin appears on the scene, when he describes the “Insula pomorum” 
(VM 908), the Island of Apples,24 called “The Fortunate Island” because of its spontaneous 
abundance of crops. No plow cultivates the land and “natura” is the only farmer, producing all 
kinds of plants and helping men to live over a hundred years. Along with the beneficial feminine 
role of nature, the island also features nine benevolent sisters as rulers, led by Morgen. The first 
literary portrayal of the figure who would become Morgan le Fay, the description here is 
positive—Morgen possesses medical knowledge, teaches her sisters, and is trustworthy enough 
that a wounded Arthur is committed to her care.25  
But her constructive use of medicinal knowledge is paralleled by another reappearance of 
the apples motif: after Merlin gives a speech on birds, his party is approached by another 
madman, one Merlin recognizes as Maeldin, a former comrade. Maeldin, it seems, was driven 
mad by a poisoned apple: one day, as Merlin and his friends lie by a pure stream in the 
mountains of Arwystli, they see a small pile of “redolentia poma” (VM 1409). Merlin distributes 
them to his friends without taking one for himself, since the pile is small; immediately after his 
friends eat the apples, they’re biting and scratching themselves like dogs, foaming at the mouth, 
                                                          
23 In context, Merlin mentions that previously there were nineteen apple trees providing him with fruit. Clarke notes 
that apple trees are prominent in Afallennau, but that Merlin himself does not eat apples in the poem (The Life of 
Merlin 138 n.90). 
 
24 Though the description of the Fortunate Island derives from Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae (c.600–625), the 
association between apples and longevity derives from Celtic tradition; cf. Clarke, The Life of Merlin, 147 n.908–40. 
 
25 See Maureen Fries, “From The Lady to The Tramp: The Decline of Morgan le Fay in Medieval Romance,” 
Arthuriana 4.1 (1994): 1–18, who comments on Morgen’s sympathetic portrayal in the Vita Merlini but also notes, 
“Her ability to fly and to shapeshift was, even in the Middle Ages, not necessarily gender-linked, although already in 
classical figures such as Medea potentially implicative of harmful magic in a woman” (2). The ability to shapeshift 
might connect her to Merlin and his use of disguise to facilitate Uther’s sexual contact with Ygerne, depicted by 
Geoffrey in the Historia. 
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and howling like wolves. As it turns out, these apples are the work of another woman with 
specialized knowledge—this time, a former lover of Merlin’s: 
 Hec michi non illis velut estimo poma dabantur, 
 postmodo seu didici, nam tunc in partibus illis  
una fuit mulier que me dilexerat ante 
et mecum multis venerem saciaverat annis. 
Hanc, post quam sprevi secumque coire negavi, 
ut me dampnaret rapuit mox leva voluntas 
cumque movens aditus alios reperire nequiret, 
apposuit fonti superillita dona veneni 
quo rediturus eram, meditans hac arte nocere 
si fruerer pomis in gramine forte repertis. (VM 1423–33) 
 
[I think that these apples had been a gift intended for me, not for them; and I later 
learnt that this was so. At that time there was living in those parts a woman who had 
previously been attached to me and had fulfilled her love with me for many years. After I 
had discarded her and refused to cohabit with her, she soon developed a vicious 
determination to harm me; and when her scheming had failed to discover any other 
approach, she placed the poison-smeared gift at the spring by which I was to return, 
intending by this trick to cause me distress, should I happen to find the apples in the grass 
and eat them.] 
 
Women are again associated with apples and thus fertility, nature, and the special knowledge of 
the prophet or scholar, but this time, as when Ganieda earlier attempts to trick Merlin, these 
skills are used to harm the prophet. Merlin himself accepts no blame in the scenario—the woman 
is the subject of the verbs “dilexerat” and “saciaverat,” and indeed an ascetic might praise 
Merlin’s ultimate decision to spurn her, since she is not portrayed nearly so sympathetically as 
his wife, Guendoloena.26 This episode, particularly considered in tandem with the description of 
Morgen and the Island of Apples, suggests a connection between women, abundance, and 
knowledge that can support a writer or prophet, and indeed must if they are to be successful, but 
cannot be relied upon to do so. Geoffrey thus hints at the risks and potential burdens of Merlin’s 
                                                          
26 Cf. Barbara Lynne McCauley, “Giraldus ‘Silvester’ of Wales and his Prophetic History of Ireland’ Merlin’s Role 
in the Expugnatio Hibernica,” Quondam et Futurus 3.4 (1993): 41–62: “Unlike the Frenchified Merlin, however, the 
Welsh Merlin is never presented as besotted in any way. He is never in the submissive position to either woman, 
even though he wrongs his wife terribly and publicly and should therefore beg her pardon” (45). 
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craft, a hint affirmed by his relief when a drink from another spring restores his mental health 
and removes his knowledge of past, future, and nature (VM 1156–78).  
 This brings us at last to the connection between authorship, gender, and nationalism. 
After Maeldin is cured of his madness, he joins the now-cured Merlin, Taliesin, and Ganieda in 
the woods to devote themselves to serving God. It is at this point that Ganieda takes up Merlin’s 
discarded prophecies; we are told that “Hanc etiam quandoque suus rapiebat ad alta / spiritus ut 
caneret de regno sepe futura” (VM 1469–70, She, too, was from time to time exalted in spirit to 
sing often of the future of the kingdom). And the future she predicts for the kingdom is grim: she 
foretells the seizing of the bishops Roger of Salisbury and Alexander of Lincoln by King 
Stephen in Oxford in 1139; the battle of Lincoln in 1141; and a terrible famine beginning in 
Wales and spreading to Scotland. Her prophecy ends with a strong denunciation of the Normans: 
   ‘Iteque Neustrenses, cessate diutius arma 
   ferre per ingenuum violento milite regnum! 
   Non est unde gulam valeatis pascere vestram. 
   Consumpsistis enim quicquid natura creatrix 
   fertilitate bona dudum produxit in illa.’ (VM 1511–15). 
 
[Normans—go! No longer take your armies of violent soldiery through our native 
kingdom. There is nothing left to fill your maw: you have eaten up everything that 
creative nature has till now produced out of her fertile bounty.]  
 
Commentators have offered different interpretations of this final prophecy, with readings ranging 
from an anti-Empress Matilda message27 to “an extension of Geoffrey’s diatribe against civil 
war”28 to, more straightforwardly, “a scathing denunciation of Norman rule.”29 For my part, I 
agree with those readers who detect in Ganeida’s speech a more general distaste for violence and 
                                                          
27 Clarke, The Life of Merlin, 18; Tolstoy, “Geoffrey of Monmouth,” 39, qtd. in Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, 135. 
 
28 Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, 136. 
 
29 Chism, “‘Ain’t gonna study war no more,” 477. 
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civil war. But I would also like to offer another, perhaps more cynical reading: the violence of 
the “Neustrenses” here is presented as a form of authorship, one that has rendered the land unfit 
to support other scholars. 
 Throughout the Vita Merlini, no nation is exonerated from the violence that causes 
Merlin’s initial descent into madness and that continues to tear the countryside apart: during one 
of his prophecies, Merlin tells his sister, “Kambria gaudebit suffuso sanguine semper. / Gens 
inimica deo, quid gaudes sanguine fuso?” (VM 601–2, Wales will always enjoy spilling blood. 
Nation abominable to God, why do you enjoy spilt blood?” Later, in a speech about the past that 
connects the Merlin of the Vita Merlini to the Merlin of the Historia, Merlin recounts the vicious 
treachery of the Saxons led by Hengist and Horsa and the violence that followed. But it is not 
until this final prophecy that conquest is tied together with authorship and the land that supports 
it—until it doesn’t. The adjective “ingenuum,” used in line 1512 to describe “regnum,” means 
“native, freeborn, noble,”30 but it is also related etymologically to “ingeniosus/ingeniosa,” 
“clever, ingenious, intellectual,”31 a word used to describe Ganieda herself in line 307, when 
she’s concocting her scheme to cover her adultery. “Natura,” which throughout the text is 
associated with and seems to be the source of Merlin’s prophetic powers and secret knowledge, 
is even more firmly associated with authorial powers by the adjective “creatrix.” Meanwhile, the 
position of the Normans mirrors the position of Merlin escalated to a vastly more destructive 
scale: like Merlin, the Normans here rely on the feminine abundance of nature for material 
support for their creation—in this case, an empire—and, as winter deprived Merlin of 
                                                          
30 Charleton T. Lewis and Charles Short, eds., A Latin Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1879, repr. 1991), s.v. 
“ingenuus.” 
 
31 Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary, s.v. “ingeniosus.”  
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sustenance, the Normans’ own warfare has deprived them of the land’s bounty. As Chism 
argues, Geoffrey here “feminizes and mythologizes geographical fecundity, connecting the 
depleted land to the Welsh woman who speaks the prophecy,”32 but the connections Geoffrey 
has drawn all along between the feminine, the land, deceptiveness or unreliability, and 
authorship draw the Normans into this web of authorship as well, making their violence the other 
side of the treachery and trickery associated with magic. 
 On one level, perhaps, this might be read either as an anti-imperialist statement, 
condemning the Norman violence, or as others have argued, an attempt to unite the peoples of 
Britain, Normans included, against the French supporters of Empress Matilda and establishing a 
nationalistic stance based on political affiliation. But if the Vita Merlini represents Geoffrey’s 
retirement from writing,33 with Ganieda as his metaphorical successor,34 the text does not so 
much imply that women or Welsh writers have proved themselves to be worthy authors, but 
rather suggest that the power granted by authorship itself is unreliable and even dangerous, tied 
to nationalist violence and feminine deception. It further implies that Geoffrey, like Merlin, is 
content to leave authorship behind and seek a more secure means of livelihood in the service of 
God—ironically, a more earthly and political life than the life of eremitical isolation Merlin 
initially leads, but ideally, one that will eliminate the vulnerability and need for patronage he 
evinces in the poem’s opening. Prophecy is all well and good in its place, but its powers 
simultaneously produce excess and need—physical, emotional, and sexual—compromising 
                                                          
32 Chism, “‘Ain’t gonna study war no more,’” 468. 
 
33 Cf. Clarke, The Life of Merlin, who argues that one explanation for Merlin’s retirement from prophecy after his 
cure is that “Geoffrey is by analogy celebrating his own election as bishop-elect and saying goodbye, in a literary or 
real sense, to the Geoffrey of the early Prophecies which helped to make his name” (21). 
 
34 This is the argument of Tolhurst, who sees a feminist statement about female authorship in the ending, “for it uses 
a female character to emphasize the mess that male aggression makes of the world, and it ends with a prophecy 
signifying that Ganieda will replace both Merlinus and Geoffrey of Monmouth” (The Feminist Origins, 136). 
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masculine self-possession and associating the learned man with feminine weakness. After all, 
even the most learned man in the world has to eat. 
Ich wes iscæpen him to bone: Laȝamon’s Merlin 
 Laȝamon’s Brut, a translation of Wace’s Roman de Brut (itself a translation of Geoffrey 
of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae), was composed in the late twelfth or early thirteenth 
century.35 Like the Vita Merlini, Brut examines the relationship between authorial power and 
political reality, though the Brut reaches different conclusions about this relationship, even if its 
depiction of Merlin is influenced by the Galfredian text.36 It survives in two manuscripts (Cotton 
Caligula A.ix and Cotton Otho C.xiii) and is notable for being one of the first Arthurian texts 
written in English, making its relative rarity in surviving manuscripts and contemporary 
scholarship a question of interest to critics. The choice to translate Wace’s Anglo-Norman 
version of Geoffrey’s Historia into English, in a form apparently influenced by archaic Anglo-
Saxon alliterative verse, was in itself a decision that has drawn the attention of scholars for its 
potential political import, suggesting that Laȝamon saw in language a means of expressing 
attitudes toward Norman political rule, British legends, Saxon influence in a hybrid society, and 
the Christian past and future of England.37  In this section of the chapter, I hope to build upon the 
                                                          
35 On the dating of Brut, see Kenneth J. Tiller, Laȝamon’s Brut and the Anglo-Norman Vision of History (Cardiff: 
University of Wales Press, 2007), who offers a tentative date of composition of 1200 and a summary of the debate 
around the dating on pp. 22–23 and 36. 
 
36 Françoise H. M. Le Saux, Laȝamon’s Brut: The Poem and Its Sources (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1989): “The 
evidence points towards Laȝamon’s knowledge of the Vita Merlini; and while the poem is clearly not a major source 
for the Brut, it is likely that it contributed to the portrayal of Merlin, and may have provided the starting-point for 
such scenes as the poisoning of Vortimer and the finding of Merlin by the hermit in the forest” (116).  
 
37 On language and nationalism in the Brut, see Hannah McKendrick Bailey, “Conquest by Word: The Meeting of 
Languages in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Reading Laȝamon’s Brut: Approaches and Explorations, ed. Rosamund Allen, 
Jane Roberts, and Carole Weinberg (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2013), 269–286; Margaret Lamont, “When Are Saxons 
‘Ænglisc’?: Language and Readerly Identity in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Allen et al., eds., Reading Laȝamon’s Brut, 
295–319. On the verse form, see W.R.J. Barron, “The Idiom and the Audience of Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Laȝamon:  
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work of scholars who have argued for the threatening political messianism of Laȝamon’s Merlin 
and Arthur,38 the gendered (and thus fraught) model of authorship Laȝamon creates,39 and 
Merlin’s power to transform historical to fictional discourse.40 Laȝamon’s Merlin, unlike 
Geoffrey’s in the Vita Merlini, is not subject to the vulnerabilities of the earthly author, giving 
him a power at once both inspiring and threatening. Laȝamon deliberately plays up this threat 
early in the Brut, stressing Merlin’s excessive anger and association with female attraction to an 
extent not seen in Wace. By so doing, he is then able to demonstrate his strategies for managing 
this threat, gradually removing Merlin’s more disruptive aspects until Merlin himself has been 
removed from the text, with only his authoritative predictions about Arthur left to bolster 
Laȝamon’s status as historian.  
 Jeff Rider offers a helpful summation of the ways in which Laȝamon’s Merlin differs 
from Wace’s, categorizing the main differences under three headings: “(1) locating Merlin; (2) 
his status and role; and (3) the representation of his prophetic powers.”41 Surprisingly, however, 
to support this schema he draws almost all of his examples from later episodes in the Brut, with 
only a brief discussion of Merlin’s conception and youth. Merlin’s childhood, however, offers a 
rich resource for understanding his characterization in the Brut. In general, Laȝamon’s tendency 
in adapting Wace is to elaborate the details of individuals and scenes and give characters direct 
                                                          
Contexts, Language, and Interpretation, ed. Rosamund Allen, Lucy Perry, and Jane Roberts (London: King’s 
College London Centre for Late Antique and Medieval Studies, 2002), 157–84. 
 
38 Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future, 136. 
 
39 Tiller, The Anglo-Norman Vision of History, chap. 2, and “Romancing History: Masculine Identity and Historical 
Authority in Laȝamon’s Prologue (Cotton MS Caligula A.ix ll. 1–35),” in Allen et al., eds., Language, Contexts, and 
Interpretations, 371–83. 
 
40 Jeff Rider, “The Fictional Margin: The Merlin of the Brut,” Modern Philology 87.1 (1989): 1–12. 
 
41 Ibid., 5.  
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speech rather than summing up their interactions indirectly, strategies that provide depth of 
characterization and suggest a desire to engage audiences emotionally.42 His portrayal of the 
young Merlin is in keeping with these tendencies, but rather than encouraging audiences to 
sympathize with him, these episodes play up the unsettling aspects of the boy and the 
circumstances of his birth. 
 As in Wace and Geoffrey, Merlin is first introduced when messengers from King 
Vortigern search for a fatherless boy whose blood will supposedly keep Vortigern’s tower from 
falling down. Approaching Carmarthen, they hear two boys, Dinabuz and Merlin, fighting. In 
Wace, Dinabuz expresses the superiority of his lineage to Merlin’s and reveals that Merlin does 
not know who his father is; in Laȝamon, he goes quite a bit further: 
Þv nahtes i nane stude; habben freo monnes ibude. 
for swa wes al þa uore; þi moder wes an hore. 
for nuste heo næuere þene mon; þat þe streonde hire on. 
no þu on moncunne; nefdest fader nenne. 
& þu in ure londe; makest us to sconde.  (Brut 7774–78)43 
 
  [You ought not in any place to have a freeman’s house, 
  Seeing that was all the story, that your mother was a whore 
  And she didn’t even know the guy who got her pregnant with you; 
  Nor did you among human beings ever have a father! 
  And here in our district you bring us to disgrace.] 
 
While Wace’s description of the account mentions that Merlin’s mother did not know who his 
father was, the epithet of “hore” and the suggestion that she and Merlin bring disgrace to the area 
                                                          
42 Cf. Parry, “Narrators, Messengers, and Lawman’s Brut”; Rosamund Allen, “Did Lawman Nod, or Is It We that 
Yawn?” in Allen et al., eds., Approaches and Explorations, 21–51 and “The Implied Audience of Laȝamon’s Brut”  
in The Text and Tradition of Laȝamon’s Brut, ed. Françoise Le Saux (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1994), 121–39; and 
Barry Windeatt, “Laȝamon’s Gestures: Body Language in the Brut,” in Allen et al., Approaches and Explorations, 
253–66. 
 
43 Citations of the Caligula manuscript of Brut will come from Laȝamon, Brut, ed. G. L. Brook and R. F. Leslie, 
EETS 250, 276 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963), and will be cited in the text parenthetically by line 
number. Modern English translations will come from Lawman: Brut, trans. with an introduction and notes by 
Rosamund Allen (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992) unless otherwise noted. 
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is an addition of Laȝamon’s. Although one might argue that this aspersion serves more to 
characterize Dinabuz than Merlin—certainly, Dinabuz is not presented as a pleasant boy, and is 
later seen rejoicing over the thought that Merlin might get tortured by Vortigern in another 
addition by Laȝamon—the fact that Merlin actually strikes Dinabuz rather than verbally 
provoking him reveals the violent anger to which Laȝamon’s young Merlin is prone. Moreover, 
the narrator’s first mention of Merlin’s mother describes her as “wunder mere” (7806), which 
Allen translates as “strangely beautiful.” Merlin’s violence and his mother’s beauty, in different 
ways, are connected to his unnerving origins and the singular, powerful role he plays with 
respect to the secular rulers of England.  
Merlin’s propensity for violence and the abnormally seductive qualities of his mother 
reappear when Merlin and his mother are brought to the court. While in Wace, Vortigern 
receives both mother and child graciously and speaks to them “in friendly terms,”44 in Laȝamon, 
the king “þa læuedi aueng; mid swiðe uæire læten. / & Mærlin he bitahte; goden twælf cnihten” 
(7816–17, received the lady with many gracious glances while Merlin he entrusted to twelve 
loyal knights). The separation of the two, the guarding of Merlin by no fewer than twelve 
knights, and the “glances” from a king who has already been seduced once by a beautiful 
maiden, to the destruction of his kingdom,45 all suggest the dangers posed by this little family to 
the ruling order. Scholars have commented on the vivid detail added to the account of Merlin’s 
                                                          
44 “Amiablement,” l. 7408; citations of Le Roman de Brut will come from Wace, Wace’s Roman de Brut, A History 
of the English: Text and Translation, ed. and trans. Judith Weiss (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1999), and will 
be cited parenthetically in the text by line number. English translations are from Wace, Le Roman de Brut: The 
French Book of Brutus, trans. Arthur Wayne Glowka (Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies, 2005). 
 
45 The Saxon maiden Rowena, Hengist’s daughter; Vortigern’s infatuation with her leads him to elevate pagans and 
oppress Christians in the kingdom, and later she feigns a conversion to Christianity in order to poison Vortimer, 
Vortigern’s son. For explorations of Rowena’s portrayal in Brut and its political significance, cf. Le Saux, 
“Paradigms of Evil: Gender and Crime in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Le Saux, ed., The Text and Tradition, 193–206; and 
Bailey, “Conquest by Word.” 
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conception by a mysterious being in Laȝamon. Where Wace has Merlin’s mother tell us that 
some “fantosmerie” (7422) “come hüme” (7425, like a man) came to her, kissed her, and made 
her conceive a son, Laȝamon gives concrete details about the “þing” that appeared to her—it was 
apparently beautiful and looked like a tall knight in glittering gold armor—her age at the time 
(fifteen), her living situation, and her discovery that she was pregnant. “Layamon's episode,” 
Rider contends, “is at once more mysterious and better drawn; it moves away from historical 
discourse toward fictional discourse.”46 I agree, but also want to suggest that this should not 
necessarily be read as morally positive from Laȝamon’s perspective; the seductive beauty of the 
strange supernatural being that impregnates this teenage girl is paralleled by the lush detail of the 
passage and the girl’s own seductive capacities. The unease with which Vortigern treats Merlin 
as the product of this union is understandable. 
Merlin’s wrath explodes into real violence when faced with the wise men who advised 
that his blood might help Vortigern’s tower stand. No words of emotion are attached to his 
speech in Le Roman de Brut, but in Laȝamon, “Þis ihærde Mærlin; & bælh on his mode. / & þas 
word sæide; wrað þeh he weore” (7905–6, All this Merlin heard, and was furious in mood, and 
spoke these words in spite of his wrath). Wace’s Merlin asks to confront the wise men in order to 
prove them liars, but Laȝamon’s Merlin wants them dead: “ȝef me heore hæfden; ȝif ich þi wærc 
hæle” (7921, Give me their heads if I improve your works). While in Wace, the wise men act and 
are treated as a group, Laȝamon’s narrator and Merlin both single out one advisor, Joram, for 
particular hostility. Merlin describes him as “mi fulle ifa” (7913, openly/certainly my enemy), 
claims that “ich wes iscæpen him to bone” (7914, I was born to be his destroyer), and repeatedly 
                                                          
46 Rider, “The Fictional Margin,” 5. Cf. also Richard Firth Green, Elf Queens and Holy Friars: Fairy Beliefs and the 
Medieval Church (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016), chap. 3, for medieval accounts of 
impregnation by incubi, including Laȝamon’s version of Merlin’s conception (89). 
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addresses questions specifically to Joram, who, of course, cannot answer them. Ultimately, 
Joram—and his companions—are beheaded by Vortigern. As is the case more generally in 
Laȝamon’s Brut, the concrete details add emotion and color to the presentation of the scene and 
invite audience engagement; he “shows people’s feelings for each other and has ordinary people 
speaking,” fictionalizing his history into a romance.47 But the addition of details about Merlin’s 
emotional state and the personalization of the wise men in Joram do not encourage empathy with 
Merlin, but with the wise men; although Joram does not speak in the scene, the anger and sense 
of power with which the boy Merlin addresses him are unnerving, heightening the sense that the 
forces driving Merlin are otherworldly. His prediction that Arthur, the boar out of Cornwall, 
“scal alle þa swiken; swenien mid eiȝe” (8035; will demolish all of the traitors by terror), 
suggests that this uncanny and frightening rage will continue into the future and define Arthur’s 
reign.48  
Yet, Merlin himself seems to undergo a change. While he continues to intimidate—as 
Rider says, he “is seen as possessing a power and a status which make him in some sense the 
kings' equal or even their superior,”49 and thus even kings must seek and beg for rather than 
command his aid—his emotional outbursts cease, and he himself argues that his power in some 
sense depends on his having a greater degree of self-control. After Vortigern is killed by the 
forces of Aurelius and Uther, and Aurelius becomes king, the bishop Tremorion of Caerleon 
advises him to seek Merlin’s counsel in building a memorial for the Britons treacherously killed 
                                                          
47 Allen, “Did Lawman Nod,” 45. 
 
48 Cf. Marie-Françoise Alamichel, “King Arthur’s Dual Personality in Layamon’s Brut,” Neophilologus 77 (1993): 
303–19: “even before being born, Arthur is placed beyond the world of ordinary human beings and belongs to a 
borderland between the real and the unreal, life and death” (304). 
 
49 Rider, “The Fictional Margin,” 8. 
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by Hengist. Merlin is eventually found, and Aurelius asks Merlin about the future. Merlin’s 
response is curious, telling the king not to repeat his request, 
   For mi gæst is bæl iwis; þa a mire breoste is. 
and ȝef ich a-mong monnen; ȝelp wolde makien. 
   mid glad-scipe mid gomene; mid god-fulle worden. 
   mi gast hine iwarðeð; & wirð stille. 
& binimeð me min wit; & mine wise word for-dut. 
þenne weore ich dumbe; of æuer-ælche dome. (8551–56) 
 
For of baleful effect is the spirit within my breast, 
And if among men I were to make any boasting 
As entertainment, as an attraction, with amusing words, 
My spirit will be roused and become silent, 
And deprive me of my brains and stop up my wise words: 
Then I would be dumb upon every decision.] 
 
Wace’s Merlin likewise expresses an inability to prophesy unless there is great need, but his 
mention of “Li espirites que jo ai, / Par ki jo sai ço que jo sai” (8031–32, the spirits that I have 
through whom I have the knowledge that I have) suggests a supernatural imperative preventing 
him from prophesying idly. Laȝamon’s translation of “Li espirites que jo ai” as “mi gæst” to 
describe the source of Merlin’s power implies, conversely, that the supernatural knowledge 
comes not externally but from an aspect of Merlin’s own nature, and that the imperative not to 
boast about his powers is not imposed by separate beings but is connected to Merlin’s own 
inability to be articulate when roused emotionally.  
This link between emotion and speech is hinted at earlier when we are told that Merlin 
“spoke these words in spite of his wrath” and confirmed by the connection in line 8554 between 
“iwarðeð” and “stille”—Merlin cannot speak (at least not usefully) when he is angry, and self-
control is necessary if he is to serve any political purpose. At the same time, silence is part of his 
own contemplative process: when Aurelius’s knights ask him to come to court with them, “Þa sat 
he stille; longe ane stunde” (8513, Then he sat still for a very long space), and later, when Uther 
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asks him to interpret the comet Uther has seen, “Mærlin sæt him stille; longe ane stunde. /swulc 
he mid sweuene; swunke ful swiðe (8936–37, Merlin sat silent for a long space of time, / as if in 
a dream he were deeply disturbed). Though it might seem paradoxical for Merlin’s power of 
describing the past and future to be connected with stillness, in light of his very vocal (and very 
unnerving) first scene, Laȝamon’s depiction of Merlin’s development demonstrates a theory of 
authority based both on cultivating lengthy periods of contemplation and managing the 
threatening elements of his personality while never quite eliminating them.  
The strategy of emotional containment can be seen more broadly throughout the Brut;  as 
Barry Windeatt argues, “Within the world of the Brut the loss of control and temper . . . seem 
part of a broader ambivalence about demonstrative behaviour and an implicit valuation of a 
contained collectedness.”50 Emotional displays are attached to powerlessness or lack of self-
control; authority and power are signified by calm and impassive behavior. One reason for this 
construction, and for the quietude Merlin displays later in his depiction, is that unconstrained 
emotion threatens the body politic, whether that emotion is lust (as in the case of Vortigern, 
whose lust for Rowenna is disasterous) or anger (as in the case of King Lear, whose fit of anger 
at his daughter Cordelia proves his downfall and later leads to civil war).  
As both examples prove, this concept is not gender-neutral. Several scholars have 
commented on Laȝamon’s apparent misogyny in the treatment of Guinevere, who appears as an 
active agent of destruction in a dream of Arthur’s that Laȝamon adds to Wace’s text.51 The 
apparent worsening of Guinevere’s character is tied in multiple ways to emotional excess and, 
                                                          
50 Windeatt, “Laȝamon’s Gestures,” 254. 
 
51 See Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, chap. 3, esp. 92–103; Fries, “Women, Power, and (the Undermining of) Order 
in Lawman's Brut,” Arthuriana 8.3, (1998): 23–32; but cf. Le Saux, who argues that “the attitude towards female 
criminals in the Brut is strikingly lenient” and that Guinevere is “treated with some amount of sympathy” (“Gender 
and Crime,” 199). 
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more specifically, erotic love: according to Tolhurst, Laȝamon “portrays the king as besotted 
with his queen,” heightening the impact of her later betrayal, which is also emphasized by “her 
love of and loyalty to Modred—a perversion of Arður’s love of and loyalty to her.”52 Erotic love, 
according to this argument, is not an extenuating circumstance for destructive behavior, but is in 
itself a threatening act. If Merlin is less explicitly tied to the threat of erotic seductiveness, he is 
no less implicated in the pressure it puts on the ruling order, necessitating not only emotional 
self-containment, but also physical separation from the plot.  
Merlin’s mother disappears from the text after Vortigern’s death, but Merlin himself 
takes on some of her attraction as he is presented as the object of Uther’s desire. Rider notes the 
joy with which Merlin’s arrival is greeted by Aurelius and the people, and the political power 
that the deferential treatment of Merlin by successive kings demonstrates, but I would note as 
well the affection Uther demonstrates for Merlin. When he is frightened by the appearance of the 
comet, for example, this affection becomes apparent: 
Vðer cleopede Merlin; & bad hine cume to him. 
& þus seide him to; mid swiðe softe worden. 
Mæ[r]lin Merlin; leoue freond; fonde þi-seoluen. (8930–32) 
 
[Uther called Merlin, and asked him to come to him, 
And in this way spoke to him in very soft accents: 
‘Merlin, Merlin, my dear friend, find it out yourself.] 
 
The repetition of Merlin’s name, the “softe worden,” and the address as “leoue freond” all 
confirm the potential for a personal emotional tie between Uther and Merlin beyond Merlin’s 
political importance for the state.  
Uther’s reaction when Merlin leaves after his coronation—he is unhappy, sends couriers 
far and wide to search for Merlin, and offers large monetary rewards to anyone who can find 
                                                          
52 Tolhurst, The Feminist Origins, 92 and 102. 
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him—certainly speak to Merlin’s value as an advisor and protector of the country, but again, 
there is the suggestion that to this is added personal affection. Upon thinking of the absent 
Merlin and his words,  
 
  Þe king wes swiðe særi; and sorhful an heorte. 
for ne les he næuere leouere mon; seoððen he wes an liuen. 
neouere nenne oðer; ne Aurilie his broðer. (9083–85) 
 
[The king was very dismal and felt very depressed, 
For he’d never lost a dearer man since he’d been alive, 
Never any other, not Aurelius his brother.] 
  
This mournful, depressed state mirrors Uther’s unhappiness when he realizes that his military 
attacks on Gorlois will not help him win Ygerne, who is also “leof” to him: “swiðe he murnede; 
his mod wes iderued” (9340, He was very distressed, his mind was disturbed). While Uther 
directly expresses no erotic love for Merlin, his emotional attachment and the lengths he goes to 
find his sage friend make Merlin’s later involvement in the deceptive conception of Arthur 
fraught with implications: one object of Uther’s desire helps him to obtain the other object of his 
desire, and the result is an offspring who appears to have three parents: “Ygærne wes mid childe; 
bi Vðer kinge. / al þurh Merlines wiȝel; ær heo biwedded weore” (9606–7, Igerne was pregnant 
by Uther the king, / All through Merlin’s magic, before they were married). As Rider notes, 
“Merlin's role in Arthur's conception, then, interrupts both the continuity of lineage and the 
continuity of historical discourse”53; by inserting himself into the conjugal intimacy of Uther and 
Ygerne, Merlin demonstrates both his power to shape history and his potential as a disruptive 
force, both through anger and through sexual reproduction.  
                                                          
53 Rider, “The Fictional Margin,” 11n.27 
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 Arthur’s own prophetic abilities—he twice receives premonitions in dreams—and his 
occasional cruelty can thus be explained by his relationship with Merlin,54 as can the stress 
Laȝamon places on Arthur’s emotional self-control.55 But, having demonstrated the extent to 
which Merlin’s presence in the text can alter the course of history, Laȝamon further enhances 
Merlin’s political authority while minimizing his disruptive potential by physically removing 
him from the plot of the story. After Arthur’s birth, Merlin does not appear again—yet at least 
ten times after he vanishes, he still speaks within the text through prophecies which are revealed 
to be fulfilled.56 The most important of these concerns the oft-discussed prediction of Arthur’s 
place in legend and literature:   
  And swa hit wes iuuren iboded; ær he iboren weoren. 
   swa him sæide Merlin; þe witeȝe wes mære. 
þat a king sculde cume; of Vðere Pendragune. 
   þat gleomen sculden wurchen burd; of þas ki[n]ges breosten. 
and þer-to sitten; scopes swiðe sele. 
and eten heore wullen; ær heo þenne fusden. 
and winscenches ut teon; of þeos kinges tungen. 
   and drinken & dreomen; daies & nihtes. 
   þis gomen heom sculde i-lasten; to þere weorlde longe. (11492–11500) 
  
  [And so it had been prophesied before he was even born, 
  So the famous prophet Merlin had foretold about him, 
  Saying that a king would come from Uther Pendragon    
  Such that minstrels should make a board for food from the king’s own breast 
  And at it would be seated really splendid poets, 
  Who would eat their fill before they fared away; 
  And they would draw draughts of wine from the king’s tongue 
  And be drinking and delighting by day and night; 
  This sport was to endure for them as long as this world lasts.] 
 
                                                          
54 Cf. Alamichel, “King Arthur’s Dual Personality,” esp. 308–12, on Arthur’s cruelty and “otherness.” 
55 Windeatt, “Laȝamon’s Gestures.” 
56 Wickham-Crowley, “Laȝamon’s Narrative Innovations and Bakhtin’s Theories,” in Le Saux, ed., The Text and 
Tradition, 207–225, lists several examples of Merlin’s prophecies after he is no longer physically present in the text, 
contending that Laȝamon “saw prophecy as a new narrative strategy that broke open the boundaries of the text and 
created a dialogue with his audience through emphasizing a personal, moral choice of keeping faith” (222). 
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The explicit equation of King Arthur with “food” for poets has both resonances with Christ, 
giving Arthur a saintly aura, and with the materia often explained in academic prologues to 
medieval texts and generally used to describe the subject-matter of which texts are composed.57 
Merlin and Arthur are thus posited in an intimate relationship with the production of literature, as 
both its subject matter and its creators. Arthur’s instances of agency—indeed, the very verbal 
productions of “þeos kinges tungen”—are being viewed from outside the text as the passive 
material from which literature is made, and poets—who themselves are currently playing the role 
of subject-matter for Merlin’s prophecies—are connected with their roles outside the Brut as 
textual producers. 
 Merlin’s prophecies can thus serve as authoritative and metaliterary commentary on the 
truth of Laȝamon’s narrative, but within the narrative, the disruption posed by his physical 
presence makes him inappropriate materia from which to craft the rest of the plot. The object of 
Uther’s desire and the destroyer of other scholars in Vortigern’s court, Merlin as a character 
presents challenging poetic material that offers Laȝamon an opportunity both to demonstrate his 
control and authority as a writer and to express a general attitude toward the composition of texts 
and, by extension, governance. Kenneth J. Tiller amply demonstrates the interconnectedness of 
author, gender, and cultural domination when he posits that the historian’s process functions “by 
asserting an identifiably masculinist authority over his source texts, which come to be 
‘feminized’ in the equation” in order to organize and submit these texts to an orderly and 
authoritative view of history, and argues that “Laȝamon exposes the writing of history as the 
                                                          
57 Cf. Wickham-Crowley, “Cannibal Cultures and the Body of the Text in Laȝamon’s Brut,” in Allen et al., 
Contexts, Language, and Interpretations, 351–69; Andrew Breeze, “Drinking of Blood, Burning of Women,” in 
Allen et al., Approaches and Explorations, 215–27; Elizabeth J. Bryan, “Truth and the Round Table in Lawman’s 
Brut,” Quondam et Futurus 2.4 (1992): 27–35; Tiller, The Anglo-Norman Vision of History, 189–93; and Alastair 
Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship: Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages, 2nd ed. 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010). 
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displacement of cultures and of their historical traditions.”58 Monika Otter also comments on the 
way in which land as an object of desire and books as an object of desire both stimulate 
emotional responses and cast the compiler of texts as a conqueror.59 If Laȝamon proffers a 
politically risky vision of Merlin as the authoritative Celtic prophet and Arthur as a redeeming 
king,60 evidence indicates that Laȝamon was well aware of the dangers posed by Merlin and 
proposed a model of containment. 
 Merlin’s prophecy cited above, which links Arthur with the material of poetry, is 
preceded almost immediately in the text by a narratorial insertion about bias: 
  Þis wes þat ilke bord; þat Bruttes of ȝelpeð. 
and sugeð feole cunne lesinge; bi Arðure þan kinge. 
Swa deð auer-alc mon; þe oðer luuien con. 
ȝif he is him to leof; þenne wule he liȝen. 
and suggen on him wurð-scipe; mare þenne he beon wurðe. 
ne beo he no swa luðer mon; þat his freond him wel ne on. (11455–60) 
 
[This was the very table which the Britons boast about, 
And they tell many kinds of fiction about Arthur who was king, 
But so does every man who has great love for another: 
If he loves that man too much than he is bound to lie, 
And in his fine praise he’ll say more than he deserves; 
However bad a man he is, his friend will back him up still.] 
 
In contrast to what the Britons say, who love Arthur too much to be objective about him, what 
Laȝamon tells about Arthur will be the truth. Such, at least, is the narrator’s claim. Once again, 
emotional excess is threatening to the writer’s reliability, as it is threatening to a king’s or a 
magician’s. The subject-matter about which an author writes risks contaminating an accurate 
                                                          
58 Tiller, “Romancing History,” 376, and The Anglo-Norman Vision of History, 29 
 
59 Otter, Inventiones: Fiction and Referentiality in Twelfth-Century English Historical Writing (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 89–92. 
 
60 Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future, 136. 
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description of events with strong affection (or dislike); but of course, Arthur and Merlin’s 
political significance expands the risk of distorted histories beyond the inaccurate text and makes 
the ramifications of unrestrained partiality dangerous on a larger scale. 
In my view, Laȝamon’s political and literary judgments here coincide in a cautionary 
statement about attaching excessive feeling to our recounting of the past. Margaret Lamont 
suggests that Laȝamon’s Brut is a point in the transition in English historiography from 
“English” as a specific ethnic term referring to Anglo-Saxons toward “English” as “ultimately     
. . . a term that encompasses Saxons, Britons, Danes, Normans, Spaniards, Romans, and 
Flemings, among others.”61 Such a move requires not a forgetting of the chaotic past and 
composite present of English society, but a careful management of the history, with excessive 
affection or hatred for any group managed and minimized to effect a reliable history and a 
peaceful society. As a dangerous political figure and a dangerous literary subject, Merlin and his 
characterization in the Brut demonstrate the threat embodied both by a lack of control over 
emotions, whether anger or lust, and by the passive, feminine object of desire that clouds one’s 
judgment and takes up an active role in history. His depiction, therefore, showing both the 
dangers he poses and the strategies by which he is contained, serves as a key example of 
Laȝamon’s vision of calm and judicious authorship, necessary for producing both reliable 
historical narratives and a calm and peaceful England.  
Merlin and Motherhood in Of Arthour and of Merlin  
 If Laȝamon sees in the Arthurian mythos the potential to harness popular sentiment in 
order to bring a mixed populace together—and if he finds within this mythos characters whose 
complexities, if foregrounded and negotiated, might serve as metaphors for authors’ 
                                                          
61 Lamont, “When Are Saxons ‘Ænglisc’?,” 318. 
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responsibilities in facilitating this harmony—the anonymous writer of Of Arthour and Merlin 
views this outcome with a more critical eye, heightening the anxieties about cultural mixing in 
Brut and expressing a preoccupation with the negative effects of unrestrained sexual intermixing. 
Composed in the early fourteenth century, Of Arthour and Merlin, like Laȝamon’s Brut, adapts a 
French Arthurian text into English: in this case, the French Vulgate Cycle’s Lestoire Merlin. 
“Adapts” is a more apt word for Of Arthour and Merlin than “translates,” as the writer freely 
rearranges and compresses his material, simplifying his narrative and, particularly in the first 
section of the story, bringing in material that appears to be derived from other sources, such as 
Laȝamon’s Brut.62 Despite being perhaps the earliest English version of the French Arthurian 
romance tradition, and the fact that the longest and most complete version of the romance 
appears in the celebrated Auchinleck manuscript (NLS Adv MS 19.2.1),63 Of Arthour and Merlin 
has attracted relatively little scholarly attention—perhaps, as Siobhain Bly Calkin suggests, 
because of the numerous violent and repetitive battle scenes.64  
                                                          
62 For more on the AM’s sources and the writer’s treatment of his material, see Of Arthour and of Merlin, ed. O. D. 
Macrae-Gibson, 2 vols., EETS (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973 and 1979), vol. 2, 3–35. Cf. also Euan Drew 
Griffiths, “Varieties in Translation: Adaptation and Translation between French and English Arthurian Romance,” 
Phd diss, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2013, chap. 1., and David Burnley, “Of Arthour and of 
Merlin,” in The Arthur of the English: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval English Life and Literature, ed. W. R. J. 
Barron (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1999, reprt. 2011), 83–90, esp. 83. 
 
63 Produced in the 1330s and currently in the National Library of Scotland, the Auchinleck manuscript contains 
forty-four English texts, of which twenty-three are unique copies, and has been the subject of much scholarship 
based on its linguistic and literary importance in the history of English literature. For a summary of its significance 
and of recent work in Auchinleck studies, see the introduction to The Auchinleck Manuscript: New Perspectives, ed. 
Susanna Fein (York: York Medieval Press, 2016), 1–10. Background information, a transcription edited by David 
Burnley and Alison Wiggins, and a digital facsimile of the manuscript can be found at https://auchinleck.nls.uk/. 
 
64 Calkin, “Violence, Saracens, and English Identity in Of Arthour and of Merlin,” Arthuriana 14.2 (2004): 17–36; 
on 17 Calkin cites critiques of the “monotonous” battle scenes from John Edwin Wells, A Manual of the Writings in 
Middle English 1050–1500, rev. ed. (New Haven: Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1926), 44 and 
Helaine Newstead, “Arthurian Legends,” in A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1050–1500, ed. J. Burke 
Severs (New Haven: Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1967), vol. 1, p. 48. 
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If the text as a whole has been of little interest, the character of Merlin seems to have 
been of even less interest. As Elizabeth S. Sklar explains in a statement that applies generally to 
critical work on Of Arthour and of Merlin, “England and her kings are more important to the 
theme of Arthour and Merlin than are the character and credentials of Merlin.”65 Yet the text and 
Merlin himself speak to the issues of national identity that have been of concern to Auchinleck 
scholars and offer a compelling revision of Merlin’s character that connects his capacity as a 
counselor with the role of a mother.66 Like Laȝamon’s Merlin, the Merlin of Of Arthour and of 
Merlin is implicated in issues of sexual behavior and the mixing of peoples within British 
populations; unlike Laȝamon, however, the Of Arthour and of Merlin writer goes to great pains 
to displace concerns about his hybrid origins. Careful selection of details about Merlin’s origins 
and his commentary on the sexual behavior of others (particularly women) authorizes Merlin as a 
guardian of proper lineages and connects this project of social engineering to the process of 
compiling the text and “Englishing” it for the benefit of the populace. Authorship, for both 
Merlin and Of Arthour and Merlin, is about perpetuating the continuity and integrity of English 
culture—an integrity whose most important guardian and, potentially, worst enemy, is a mother. 
By stressing the virtues of Merlin’s mother, contrasting these virtues with the sexual misbehavior 
of others, and making Merlin the corrector of this misbehavior early in the text, Of Arthour and 
                                                          
65  Sklar, “Arthour and Merlin: The Englishing of Arthur,” Michigan Academician 8 (1975): 49–57, at 57. 
 
66 See Karen Haslanger Vaneman, “Of Arthour and of Merlin: Arthour's Story as Arena for the Conflict of Custom 
and Common Law,” Quondam et Futurus 8.2 (1988): 8–18, who argues that “Merlin is, as the title indicates, a main 
protagonist in this narrative” (10) and a main indicator to the audiences of the writer’s values and arguments; and 
Helen Young, Constructing ‘England’ in the Fourteenth Century: A Postcolonial Interpretation of Middle English 
Romance (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2010), chap. 4, who argues that both Arthour and Merlin 
represent hybrid figures who “cannot entirely legitimate their origins” through their deeds but are able to “remedy 
the disordered nature of their origins by their creation of social order” (214). 
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of Merlin is able to connect motherhood with the construction of history and justify Merlin’s 
manipulation of women to create an English king in Arthour. 
Early in the romance, in a prologue that makes up the first thirty lines of the Auchinleck 
version of Of Arthour and of Merlin (henceforth AM), the creation of educated children is 
revealed to be closely connected with the status of English culture.67 Laying out the text’s agenda 
and justification for writing in English, it seems to offer, among other purposes, an aim of 
education, specifically mentioning the spiritual benefits of education for “Childer þat ben to boke 
ysett” (9, Children that are educated/set to reading).68 Although at least one scholar has recently 
contested the notion that Of Arthour and Merlin’s author asserts the superiority of writing in 
English in this prologue,69 most have argued that the writer’s claim that “Riȝt is þat I[n]glische 
vnderstond / Ƿat was born in Inglond (21–22, it is right that those born in England should 
understand English) is at the very least a statement of the propriety of discussing Arthurian 
material in English if not an outright nationalistic claim to define the English polity along 
linguistic boundaries.70 This preface, then, sets out a weighty task for the author: to manage a 
complicated romance tradition into a form that, through education and literary production in 
                                                          
67 See Nicole Clifton, “Of Arthour and of Merlin as Medieval Children’s Literature,” Arthuriana 13.2 (2003): 9–22, 
for the argument that many of the romance’s revisions to its sources are intended to increase its appeal to children. 
 
68 Citations from Of Arthour and of Merlin will come from Macrae-Gibson’s edition of the Auchinleck MS and will 
be cited parenthetically in the text by line number. Modern English translations of difficult passages are my own.  
 
69 Patrick Butler, “A Failure to Communicate: Multilingualism in the Prologue to Of Arthour and of Merlin,” in 
Fein, ed., The Auchinleck Manuscript: New Perspectives, 52–66. 
 
70 See Sklar, “The Englishing of Arthur,” 50–51; Catherine Batt, Malory’s Morte Darthur: Remaking Arthurian 
Tradition (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 8;  John J. Thompson, “Authors and Audiences,” in Barron, ed., 
The Arthur of the English, 371–95, at 386–87; and Ambra Finotello, “Transformations of the Merlin Legend in Late-
Medieval England: Contextualizing Translation in Of Arthour and of Merlin, Henry Lovelich’s Merlin, and the 
Prose Merlin,” Phd diss., Bangor University, 2014, chap. 1. 
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English, can facilitate the continuity of an “English” tradition in a society continually shaped by 
violence, invasion, and the intermixing of cultures.71 
Merlin, a man whose hybrid origins and sexual affairs are allotted significant narrative 
space in the Vulgate Merlin, does not at first glance seem a promising avatar for a writer seeking 
to contain the reproduction of English culture. The Vulgate Merlin contains lengthy descriptions 
of the demons responsible for Merlin’s conception, of the conspiracy of Merlin’s grandmother 
with demons to drive his grandfather mad, and of how the promiscuous sexual behavior of 
Merlin’s aunts is paralleled by the general promiscuity in society at large, particularly among 
women. In rewriting this section of the romance to focus less on the supernatural manipulations 
of the demons and more on the importance of Merlin’s mother, AM inextricably ties Merlin’s 
positive functions in the plot to the creative potential of motherhood. The Vulgate Merlin 
privileges Merlin’s prophetic powers as the reason that demons seek to conceive him: they seek 
someone who can tell the past and the future “nous poroit aidier a engignier les si comme li 
prophete nous engignoient qui estoient auoec nous” (4, who could help us trick [humans] just as 
the prophets who were with us tricked us).72 Merlin’s powers maintain their demonic origin in 
AM, but the demons have a new motive for impregnating his mother: 
Ac þe deuelen of whom y said 
Seiȝe hou Ihesu of a maide  
Ƿurth his milce was ybore 
And bouȝt al þat was forlore, 
Ƿerto þai hadden gret ond 
                                                          
71 Calkin, “Violence, Saracens, and English Identity,” suggests that the author “advances a vision of English history 
and identity as crafted by invasion and the hybridity it can produce” (32), with violence against “Saracens” as a 
unifying force. Young, Constructing ‘England,’ views the text as presenting a means for these “Saracens” to become 
English through acculturation.  
 
72 Citations from the Vulgate Merlin will come from The Vulgate Version of the Arthurian Romances, ed. Oskar H. 
Sommer, 7 vols. (Washington D.C., The Carnegie Institute, 1908–16), vol. 2, Lestoire de Merlin, and will be cited 
parenthetically by page number. English translations will be from Lancelot-Grail: The Old French Vulgate and 
Post-Vulgate in Translation, gen. ed. Norris J. Lacy, trans. Rupert T. Pickens (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 
1993). 
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And sayd þat þai wolden fond  
To ligge bi a maidenkin 
And biȝeten a child her in 
Swiche schuld acomber also fele 
So þat oþer had brouȝt to wele. (665–74) 
 
[But the devils of whom I spoke saw how Jesus was born of a maiden through his 
mercy and redeemed all that was lost; so they greatly hated him and said that they wanted 
to try to lie with a virgin and beget a child in her; this should bring as many to ruin as that 
other had brought to salvation.] 
 
Merlin is thus intended to be a kind of Antichrist. But, as the repetition of “maide” and 
“maidenkin” at the ends of lines 666 and 671 indicates, to make Merlin’s importance not about 
his prophetic powers but about, specifically, being born of a virgin, gives the mother and her 
sexual behavior a new prominence and allows for the demonic influence of Merlin’s father to be 
subverted by the virtue of his mother. 
AM’s author changes other details in the story both to diminish the culpability of Merlin’s 
maternal family and to remove suggestions that promiscuity is inherent to women. Where the 
Merlin makes Merlin’s maternal grandmother complicit with the demons’ destruction of her 
family (it is she who tells the demons how to drive her husband mad by destroying the family’s 
livestock), AM omits details of her misbehavior and stresses her and her husband’s virtues. 
Rather than willingly cooperate with the demons, she is “made a conioun” (680, made a 
fool/lunatic/possessed) by a devil; in a detail not in the Merlin, her fellow citizens mourn her and 
her husband’s demise “For þat man and eke his wiif / Were yholden of gode liif” (699–700).73 
Other aspects of the narrative that might reflect badly on the family or on women in general are 
also omitted, such as the ongoing hostility between Merlin’s mother and one of her sisters or the 
intimation of an old woman working on the demons’ behalf that “nous ne sommes por autre cose 
                                                          
73 L, the Lincoln’s Inn Library version of the text (Hale MS 150), contains the additional note in the introduction of 
the couple that Merlin’s grandmother was a “good woman” and that she and her husband “lyued togedre in clene 
lyue” (633–34). 
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faites fors auoir delit des hommes” (7; We women are made for just one thing: taking our delight 
from men). The selection of details indicates that AM’s author was not only condensing his text 
but also improving the portrayal of Merlin’s maternal family to suggest that his mother’s virtues 
(in addition to his baptism) helped to make him good rather than bad, a suggestion confirmed by 
Merlin’s later statement that 
   A fende it was þat me biȝat 
And pelt me in an holy fat 
He wende haue hadde an iuel fode 
Ac al icham turned to gode[.] (1053–57) 
[It was a devil that fathered me, and thrust me in a holy vessel. He thought 
he would have an evil child, but I am completely turned to the good.] 
 
This should by no means, however, lead us to believe that AM’s author attempts to make 
a feminist statement about the virtues of women in general; the potential for virtuous mothers to 
create good offspring who will benefit their country despite the influence of wicked fathers is 
paralleled in the text by the potential for pagan, promiscuous, or otherwise morally faulty 
mothers to create offspring who threaten English integrity. The emphasis on the immorality 
associated with Fortiger’s (Vortigern’s) court highlights the risks of maternal vice and 
establishes Merlin’s role as a corrective to these risks and a manager of the motherly forces in 
the poem. The marriage of Rowena, Hengist’s daughter, and Vortigern marks a significant 
turning point for the ethnic and cultural makeup of Britain for medieval historiographers, 
including Geoffrey of Monmouth, Wace, and Laȝamon, all three of whom associate the marriage 
both with the introduction of wassail to England and, more gravely, a resurgence of paganism. 
This marriage is also included in the Vulgate Merlin, but the AM writer takes some liberties in 
adapting it:  
  Ƿer was loue of hert cler 
Bitven Angys and Fortiger. 
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Angys had verrament 
A doughter boþe fair and gent 
(Ac sche was heþen SarraȜin) 
And Fortiger for loue fin 
Hir toke to fere and to wiue— 
And was curssed in al his liue 
For he lete Cristen wedde haþen 
And meynt our blod as flesche and maþen. 
Mani þousand was swiche in weddeloc 
As we finde writen in bok 
Ƿer was wel neiȝe al þis lond 
To þe Deuel gon an hond[.] (475–88) 
 
[There was openly love between Angys and Fortiger. Indeed, Angys had a 
daughter both beautiful and gracious—but she was a heathen Saracen. And Fortiger, out 
of genuine love, took her as companion and wife—and was cursed all his life, because he 
let Christian wed heathen, and mixed our blood like flesh with maggots. Many thousand 
were in such a marriage, as we find written in the book; near all of this land was gone to 
the devil before long.] 
 
Compare this to the Vulgate, where the narrator, after explaining the origins of the 
wassail custom, says, 
ie ne vous doi mie retraire daugis ne de ses afaires . mes moult furent dolant li crestien 
que uertiger prinst la fille augis . si disent souuentes fois de tels i ot quil auoit grant partie 
laisiet de sa creance por la feme qui ne creoit pas en ihesu crist . 
 
[I must not recount to you everything about Hengist and his deeds and estate, but all 
Christians grieved when Vortigern took Hengist’s daughter, and it was quite often said 
that Vortigern ignored a great part of his religious belief because of the woman, who did 
not believe in Jesus Christ.] 
 
A few differences emerge immediately: ignoring the wassail custom, AM emphasizes the 
contrast between the daughter’s physical beauty and her pagan religion practices, as well as 
Fortiger’s “loue fin” for her74 and while the Vulgate describes all Christians as mourning 
Vortigern’s apostasy, AM spreads the mixing of pagan and Christian beyond Fortiger’s family by 
                                                          
74 Thus also emphasizing Fortiger’s weakness as a king and his failure to maintain the royal line: cf. Finotello, 
“Transformations of the Merlin Legend”: “The example of Vortiger’s reign offers a practical demonstration that, 
when the royal bloodline is forcibly interrupted, the political stability of the kingdom is in serious danger both from 
within and without” (48). 
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having him authorize the intermarriage between “Mani þousand” Christians and pagans. The 
affect here is one of disgust, with the evocative metaphor of flesh and maggots confirming that 
the writer views the marriage not only as catalyzing the rise of paganism in the country, but also 
mixing peoples in a way that destroys the social order.75 
 Although AM never names Rowena, he singles her out for pointed criticism by making 
her an unfaithful wife and killing her and her children off, simultaneously stressing the harm that 
will come from her family. That Merlin is the means by which her infidelity and her death are 
revealed, as the culmination of a process that begins with vindicating his own mother and 
revealing the infidelity of the presiding judge’s mother, establishes that his own parentage has 
authorized him to intervene in matters of reproduction.76 Scholars have commented on AM’s 
treatment of the Grisandole episode in Merlin as a means of establishing Merlin as a force for 
domestic order;77 I will briefly summarize it here. In a later episode in the Vulgate Merlin, the 
Emperor of Rome’s steward, Grisandole, is revealed to be a woman named Arenoble, and the 
emperor’s wife is revealed to have twelve lovers whom she has disguised as maidens in waiting; 
empress and lovers are burned and Arenoble marries the Emperor. AM condenses and revises 
this story and moves it to an earlier point in the text. When Fortiger’s soldiers are escorting the 
child Merlin to court, Merlin reveals that the king’s chamberlain is a woman, that “Our quen . . . 
                                                          
75 The flesh and maggots metaphor is unique to the Auchinleck version of the text, but P (British Museum Add. MS. 
27879) maintains the cause and effect relationship between Vortiger’s being cursed and his facilitation of 
intermarriage, specifying that these were matches between Christian men and pagan women: “For he did make the 
Christen men / To marry the heathen women” (P ll. 416–17), while D (Bodleian MS. Douce 236) notes “And so here 
blood was medlyd yfere” (D l. 477). 
 
76 Batt, Remaking Arthurian Tradition, comments that AM’s Merlin “is a guardian of legitimacy, and ironically so, 
in view of his own dubious parentage” (18); I suggest that it is not ironic at all, but a deliberate function of the 
author’s attention to motherhood.  
 
77 Cf. Batt, Remaking Arthurian Tradition, 18; Young, Constructing ‘England,’ 227–28; and Stephen Knight, 
Merlin: Knowledge and Power through the Ages (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2009), 86. 
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is vntrewe” (1352), and that the queen wanted the chamberlain to be her lover, falsely accusing 
the chamberlain of trying to rape her. Unlike in the Merlin, the consequences of this story seem 
to be minimal—there are no cross-dressed lovers, the queen is not executed, and Fortiger does 
not marry the chamberlain, instead simply marveling at this revelation.  
 At first glance, the episode seems designed purely to demonstrate Merlin’s powers. But 
its context in AM is striking for its harsh condemnation of the products of illegitimate unions 
(whether married or not). Immediately prior, Merlin laughs at the funeral of a child and tells the 
soldiers escorting him that the priest singing mass is the child’s actual father and the weeping 
father ought to be singing and dancing for joy, “For þe prestes son is ded / Ƿat euer schuld haue 
done him qued” (1331–32; because the priest’s son, who would always have done him 
harm/wickedness, is dead). This apparently cruel detail is in keeping with the text’s overall 
attitude about the potential for harm through immoral wives and the products of their unions, as 
is Merlin’s prediction that the wicked offspring “Ƿat schal com out of þi kin / And of þi wiues 
fader Angys” (1668–69) will meet an inglorious end but not before causing harm to “Bretouns 
kin” (1672). Merlin also predicts that Fortiger’s wife and children will die with him, a prediction 
that is later fulfilled. The text thus introduces an element of personal vice to the wife’s character 
and then kills her and her children to prevent further harm from coming from the union between 
her and Fortiger, with Merlin’s own involvement in the royal marriage foreshadowing his later 
management of Arthour’s conception and rearing. 
 Merlin’s greatest contribution to English society in AM is through Arthour, through 
whom Merlin exercises considerable control over the kingdom; as Geraldine Barnes argues, 
“Merlin’s position as counsellor extends beyond the functions of political adviser and military 
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strategist to those of priest, father-figure, and, effectively, ruler of the kingdom.”78 When it 
comes to Arthour’s conception, however, ‘father-figure’ may be less accurate than ‘mother-
figure,’ or at least, manager of mother-figures. As in many representations of Arthur’s 
conception, AM’s Arthour is conceived when Uther develops a lust for Ygerne, the wife of one 
of his vassals, and enlists Merlin’s magical aid in disguising himself as her husband and having 
sex with her. As others have commented,79 the episode as portrayed in AM seems morally 
dubious and apparently at odds with Merlin’s earlier judgments of others’ sexual misbehavior. 
Ygerne herself is portrayed as a loyal wife who is deceived by the machinations of men. In fact, 
it is this very loyalty to her husband that is required to establish Arthour as a noble and worthy 
candidate for kingship; as in the case of Merlin, a mother’s virtues can overcome a father’s vices 
or an illegitimate conception in the creation of offspring.  
Her status as a virtuous woman is in fact key to the political argument for Arthur’s 
assumption of power. Karen Haslanger Vaneman notes that in Arthour’s quest for kingship, 
many of Arthour’s allies value his status as Ygerne’s son more than his paternity or his status as 
legitimate or not: Bretel and Iordaines “care nothing about paternity or adultery or marriage in 
this case—only about the fact that Arthour descends from a female sprung from their own 
group,” and Ygerne’s daughters, whose sons are key supporters of Arthour, “value Arthour first 
of all because his mother is the same woman as their mother.”80 The kings who refuse to accept 
                                                          
78 Barnes, Counsel and Strategy in Middle English Romance (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1993), 62. 
 
79 Cf. Young, Constructing ‘England,’ who comments that “There is no moral or socio-political system that can 
entirely legitimize the circumstances of Arthour’s conception as they are presented in this story” (218); Barnes, who 
draws a distinction between Merlin’s unimpeachable use of advice and counsel and his more questionable use of 
magic and wizardry with reference to Arthour’s conception (Counsel and Strategy, 63); but see also Burnley, “Of 
Arthour and of Merlin,” who argues that, as presented in AM, “Merlin is of course complicit in the deception of 
Ygerne, but no moral censure attaches to his actions” (85). 
 
80 Vaneman, “Conflict of Custom and Common Law,” 13. 
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Arthour are presented as rebels rather than subjects raising legitimate objections,81 and the 
invalidity of their objections is revealed when they refer to Arthour as a “hores stren” (3157). As 
the author has previously established that Ygerne, who states that she would rather be hanged 
than “breke my treuþe oȝain my lord” (2323) and specifically asks her husband to protect her 
from Uter’s “vilanie” (2349),82 is a woman of integrity and virtue, the kings here are presented as 
inappropriately disparaging, with Arthour’s maternity confirming rather than undermining his 
qualifications for rule. Merlin’s role in deceiving her is thus presented as not only politically 
necessary but also key in maintaining her virtue and thus helping her to conceive a virtuous 
offspring, which seems to be Merlin’s primary motivation in helping Uter obtain her (2487–89). 
 The importance of mothers in shaping their offspring is again emphasized when Merlin 
instructs Uter to give the newborn Artour to Antour and his wife to nurse. AM’s author abridges 
the Vulgate Merlin’s version of the story, as is typical, but he also adds details about the virtues 
of Antour’s wife and the effect her milk will have on Arthour: 
  In þis lond nis swiche blode 
  No milk þat haþ half so gode; 
  Pray Antour wiþ wordes milde 
  Ƿe milke he ȝive to þi childe 
  And ȝif he þerof ȝive graunt 
  Our Lord y take to waraunt 
  Ƿi child worþ the noblest man 
  Of al þis world an for an[.] (2653–60) 
 
[In this land there is no bloodline that has milk half as good. Ask Antour 
graciously to give the milk to your child, and if he will give permission to it, with God as 
my witness, this child will become the noblest man of all in the whole world.]  
 
                                                          
81 Burney suggests this may prove questionable by modern standards: “perfectly reasonable objections are raised 
against the imposition of [Arthour’s] power, but the baronial opposition is quelled by a combination of magic and 
brute force” (85). Cf. also Young, Constructing ‘England,’ 216–17. 
 
82 This may also help to explain why Merlin expresses a preference for Uter’s brother Aurilis Brosias (2055–58), an 
apparent invention of AM’s writer. 
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All we know about Antour’s unnamed wife is that she is “noble” (2651), and her agency is 
stressed in this passage less than Antour’s, yet the work of her milk on the already nobly born 
Arthour plays a crucial role in making him “the noblest man of al þis world.” We see later that 
the milk was “wel bisett” (2718) and helped make the child Arthour noble, courteous, bold, 
eloquent, and good (2720–24). Indeed, Uter and Antour’s contributions seem to be negligible in 
the making of this legend and the country he serves; on the contrary, Arthour is primarily the 
creation of Ygerne and Antour’s wife and, through his management of them, Merlin.  
 The almost complete elimination of Merlin’s own amorous affairs—there are four lines 
referring to Arthour’s illegitimate sister Morgein who “bigiled þe gode clerk Merlin” (4448), but 
this is mentioned only as a parenthetical notation in the narrative of the witch Carmile and her 
inability to best Merlin—is thus perfectly in keeping with the AM’s agenda. Far from being 
disinterested in Merlin and his powers, AM presents them as crucial to Arthur’s attaining power 
and thus quelling the dissent among the barons and expelling (or at least attempting to expel) the 
pagan Saxons from England. But, although Merlin’s capacity as advisor and leader associates 
him with specifically female powers, they are powers of motherhood and rely on the virtue of 
women and the careful management of sexual affairs—AM’s Merlin cannot carelessly entangle 
himself with nonreproductive sexual relationships without compromising his position as “a ferly 
sond / Born to gode to all þis lond” (1119–20; an extraordinary messenger, born to the benefit of 
this whole country). Strictly speaking, AM’s author seems less concerned with extramarital 
sexual affairs than with unproductive ones, or ones that produce an undesirable offspring: 
besides arranging for Arthour’s birth, Merlin also arranges a relationship for Arthour with 
Liȝanor, a “damisel of gret valour” (4179) who provides Arthour with knights and later with a 
son, who also becomes a knight (4190–92). Again, the focus on matrilinear support and the 
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character of the woman suggests the close association between Merlin and the arrangement of 
genealogic continuity in England through a strong maternal line, a theme entirely incompatible 
with the exploration of women’s magic and Merlin’s sexual misadventures that a focus on his 
interactions in the Vulgate Cycle with Morgan and Vivian would entail.83 
 This theme of continuity is ultimately and significantly linked to the production of 
written texts in the association of Merlin with processes of learning and writing that tie the era of 
the plot to the era of AM’s composition. He speaks Latin, we learn (1566); conventional formulas 
link Merlin’s speech to the written word, as when the narrator tells us, “Ƿus telleþ þe letters blak 
/ It was Merlin wiþ hem spak” (1957–58). As in the Vulgate Merlin, Merlin and his mother’s 
confessor Blasy acts as a secretary, writing out the details of Merlin’s conception and life for 
posterity: 
  Ƿer [Merlin] teld of mani a þing 
  Ƿat Blasi made of writeing 
  Bi was bok we vnderstond 
  Al þat Merlin wrouȝt in lond. (1185–89) 
 
The implication, it seems, is that Merlin’s book, transcribed by Blasy, is the writer’s own source 
for the reliability of his text. As Merlin, and the actions of virtuous mothers, preserve the English 
people against the onslaught of invaders and the contamination of the English people by 
intermarriage with pagans, Merlin’s words represent a literary tradition for the education of 
children and the preservation of English history.  
 
                                                          
83 This may also explain another notable change regarding parentage in AM: rather than make Mordred the product 
of incest between Arthour and his sister, Mordred is presented as a legitimate son of Lot and Belisent. AM’s author 
thus avoids introducing a strain of negative sexual reproduction and maternal behavior into Arthur’s line and 
decreasing the contrast with Fortiger and his wife’s misdeeds. Cf. Finotello, “Transformations of the Merlin 
Legend,” 63. 
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Conclusion 
 Many of the challenges Merlin poses as an authorial surrogate are related to unease about 
his powers and their source, an unease that dovetails with anxieties about women’s power and 
sexuality. The magnitude of his power and the tension between his competing roles—Wild Man, 
prophet, half-demon, lecher, advisor—frequently make him a dynamic figure in shaping the plot 
of Arthurian narratives but just as frequently require his marginalization. In the French Vulgate, 
Post-Vulgate, and noncyclical Lancelot traditions, as Anne Berthelot demonstrates, his 
association with female characters, culminating in his replacement by a female magician in 
Ninian/Vivian or the Lady of the Lake, “eliminates a very embarrassing character, whose very 
versatility threatens the on-going narrative, and at the same time tailors the feminine power of 
magic in order to render it subservient to the dominant ideology,” as the prophetic abilities that 
make Merlin himself so powerful are seldom passed on to female pupils, no matter how 
powerful.84 Le Roman de Silence, a thirteenth-century romance which, like Of Arthour and 
Merlin, adapts the Grisandole episode of the Vulgate Merlin, renders Merlin simultaneously a 
hostile maintainer of society’s norms with respect to gender and a hostile violator of them; the 
eponymous hero(ine) has cause to resent him both because he reveals Silence’s female sex to the 
king and because of his role in the deceptive conception of Arthur, as Silence is related to the 
deceived duke of Cornwall.85 He appears only at the end of the romance to undo all characters’ 
plans and deceptions, a chaotic wild man who restores order to the kingdom but brings the 
central protagonist’s capacity to seek adventure to an end.  
                                                          
84 Berthelot, “Merlin and the Ladies of the Lake,” 77.  
 
85 Cf. Le Roman de Silence lines 6140–60 for the conflict over whether Merlin was right to deceive Arthur’s mother 
and indirectly cause the death of Gorlain, duke of Cornwall, and lines 6525–74 for the revelation of Silence’s sex. 
See also Sarah Roche-Mahdi, “A Reappraisal of the Role of Merlin in the Roman de Silence,” Arthuriana 12.1 
(2002): 6–21, on Merlin as reaffirming patriarchal values in Silence. 
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 While the French prose and verse romances struggled to define Merlin with respect to the 
gendered system of fin amor and magic in the Arthurian world, many of the early Arthurian texts 
of England, situated somewhere between history and fiction, found in Merlin a potent means of 
expressing views about the creation of history and theorizing the formation of English identity. 
Themselves hybrid works mixing respectable literary authorities with oral folklore and 
fictionalizing techniques of character construction, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Vita Merlini, 
Laȝamon’s Brut and the anonymous Of Arthour and of Merlin present Merlin’s association with 
the feminine as inextricably tied to his role as an author of English history, a powerful creative 
force that must be contained and managed in order for Merlin, and their texts, to shape England 
for the better.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: COMPASSION AND THE FIGURE OF THE FEMALE WRITER IN 
CHAUCER’S TROILUS AND CRISEYDE 
 
 If earlier medieval writers such as Geoffrey of Monmouth and Laȝamon found in Merlin 
a way to explore the power and challenges of authorship through the construction of a 
complicated character on the margins of society, later writers like Dante Alighieri, Giovanni 
Boccaccio, and Geoffrey Chaucer brought these issues to the forefront, presenting multiple 
characters as authors or, conversely, making the author himself a character in his own work. 
Self-consciously transforming not only classical material but also vernacular adaptations of that 
material to explore and critique traditions of representation that had arisen from the earliest 
beginnings of medieval vernacular romance, these writers used author-characters to construct 
new relationships between writer and material and develop new models for understanding 
vernacular authorship.  
  Chaucer, certainly the most celebrated medieval English author, has long been 
recognized as an innovator in the realm of character portrayal, and his vivid characters in The 
Canterbury Tales and The Legend of Good Women as well as the rest of his oeuvre have inspired 
an overwhelming amount of scholarship. Troilus and Criseyde, an adaptation of Giovanni 
Boccaccio’s Il Filostrato probably dating from the early 1380s,1 is no exception to this critical  
                                                          
1 See Stephen A. Barney’s notes to Troilus and Criseyde in The Riverside Chaucer, 3rd ed., gen. ed. Larry D. Benson 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987) for a discussion of the dating of Troilus and Criseyde: he concludes that “a date 
of 1382–85 seems likely, but the reasons for assigning the poem to this period are such that new evidence would 
easily controvert them” (1020). 
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fascination with Chaucer’s characters.2 Set during the Trojan War and depicting the relationship 
between Troilus, prince of Troy, and Criseyde, daughter of the treacherous priest Calkas, a story 
that begins with Troilus’s passionate infatuation with Criseyde after seeing her at a religious 
festival and ends with Criseyde transferring her love from Troilus to the Greek Diomede and 
Troilus’s death at the hands of Achilles, Troilus and Criseyde has provoked active debate from 
scholars attempting to determine Chaucer’s attitude toward his characters. Are we meant to 
sympathize with or condemn Criseyde’s ‘slydynge corage’? Is Troilus written as a tragic hero or 
a passive idolater? And if the narrator is to be read as a separate character, is that character an 
inept storyteller too close to his material to relay the truth about his story—a truth Chaucer 
conveys through ironic distance between himself and his narrator—or a masterful historian and 
compiler presenting what he wants us to see when he wants us to see it? 
                                                          
2 The scholarship on the characters of Troilus and Criseyde, particularly Troilus, Criseyde, and Pandarus, is too 
extensive to survey in its entirety, so I will limit myself to mentioning a handful of particularly helpful resources 
here. Lorraine Kochanske Stock, ‘’Slydynge’ Critics: Changing Critical Constructions of Chaucer’s Criseyde in the 
Past Century,” in New Perspectives on Criseyde, ed. Cindy L. Vitto and Marcia Smith Marzec (Asheville, NC: 
Pegasus Press, 2004), 11–36, offers an overview of scholarship focusing on Criseyde beginning with Albert S. Cook 
and George Lyman Kittredge in the first decades of the twentieth century, moving to the exegetical and New Critical 
examinations of her character by D. W. Robertson and E. Donald Talbotson in the middle of the century, to the 
feminist, Marxist, and New Historicist studies of Criseyde in the 1980s and 1990s. The rest of the volume offers a 
variety of explorations of Criseyde; studies on her character since then include Mary Behrman, “Heroic Criseyde,” 
The Chaucer Review 38.4 (2004): 314–36; Andreea Boboc, “Criseyde's Descriptions and the Ethics of Feminine 
Experience,” The Chaucer Review 47.1 (2012): 63–83; Neil Cartlidge, “Criseyde's Absent Friends,” The Chaucer 
Review 44.3 (2010): 227–45; Jelena Marelj, “The Philosophical Entente of Particulars: Criseyde as Nominalist in 
Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde,” The Chaucer Review 47.2 (2012): 206–221; Anne McTaggart, “Shamed Guiltless: 
Criseyde, Dido, and Chaucerian Ethics,” The Chaucer Review 46.4 (2012): 371–402; and Angela Jane Weisl, “ ‘A 
Mannes Game’: Criseyde’s Masculinity in Troilus and Criseyde,” in Men and Masculinities in Chaucer’s Troilus 
and Criseyde, ed. Tison Pugh and Marcia Smith Marzec (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2008), 115–31. For recent work 
on Troilus, cf. Jennifer Garrison, “Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and the Danger of Masculine Interiority,” The 
Chaucer Review 49.3 (2015): 320–43, who cites as well multiple chapters in Pugh and Marzec, ed. Men and 
Masculinities, and in Masculinities in Chaucer: Approaches to Maleness in the Canterbury Tales and Troilus and 
Criseyde, ed. Peter G. Beidler (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1998). Though the body of scholarship on the work’s 
other characters is less prolific, recent work has been done on Calkas (Rebecca S. Beal, “What Chaucer Did to an 
Orazion in the Filostrato: Calkas’s Speech as Deliberative Oratory,” The Chaucer Review 44.4 [2010]: 440–60; Jeff 
Espie and Sarah Star. “Reading Chaucer’s Calkas: Prophecy and Authority in Troilus and Criseyde,” The Chaucer 
Review 51.3 [2016]: 382–401); Diomede (Timothy D. Arner, “Chaucer’s Second Hector: The Triumphs of Diomede 
and the Possibility of Epic in Troilus and Criseyde,” Medium Aevum 79.1 [2010]: 68–89); and the princes of Troy 
(Rosanne Gasse, “Deiphebus, Hector, and Troilus in Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde,” The Chaucer Review 32.4 
[1998]: 423–39). 
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 All of these questions point to a critical issue in understanding literary character more 
generally, one foregrounded in Troilus and Criseyde: the emotional relationship between author, 
character, and reader—the extent to which an author sympathizes with or identifies with his 
characters, or wishes his readers to do so. While scholarly examinations of this issue in Troilus 
and Criseyde often focus on the role of the narrator, to read that particular presentation of 
Chaucer’s perspective in isolation from other “author” figures throughout the poem risks 
simplifying the complex interplay of emotion, writing, power, and gender in the text and eliding 
the multiple perspectives that emerge on the topic of compassion’s role in love and writing. Two 
of the most salient characters contributing to this discussion are Antigone, Criseyde’s niece, and 
Cassandre, Troilus’s sister. Both also represent specific loci in the text where Chaucer revises 
Boccaccio’s text through addition or rewriting, and their arguable status as writers within the text 
might help to explain the importance of their revisions to Chaucer’s poem. While other 
characters in Troilus and Criseyde, including Pandarus, Criseyde, and Chaucer’s narrating ‘I’ 
frequently suggest a model of sympathetic identification centered around pity for Troilus’s 
sufferings—a model relevant for Criseyede in her capacity as Troilus’s lover and for readers with 
which the author himself must engage—Antigone and Cassandre, both implied female readers 
and writers with ambivalent pasts in Chaucer’s sources and marginal relationships to romantic 
love in the text, offer alternative models of the relationship between emotion and writing while 
putting pressure on gendered ideas of compassion. In this chapter, I first examine the idea of 
compassion with respect both to the processes of reading and writing a poem and to the suffering 
of Troilus, before investigating the roles of Antigone and Cassandre, arguing that their positions 
as ‘women writers’ work in conversation with the discourse of compassion around Troilus in 
order to demonstrate the fraught power of emotional engagement with writing. Although neither 
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Antigone nor Cassandra’s position is ultimately endorsed, the narrating “I” remains ambivalent 
with respect to his own emotional relationship with his characters, intimating that the problem of 
compassion and authorship remains unsolved but of critical importance. 
Pain, Compassion, and Writing Troilus’s Story 
 From the opening lines of Troilus and Criseyde, it is clear that both its writer and its 
readers are heavily implicated in the emotional life of Troilus, and more specifically his pain; 
after expressing his intention to tell of the “double sorwe” of Troilus and asking the help of the 
Fury Tisiphone (“sorwing ever in peyne”) to “help me for t’endite / Thise woful vers, that wepen 
as I write” (I.6–7), the narrating voice enlists happy lovers in the audience to contemplate their 
own past miseries 
  And preith for hem that ben in the cas 
  Of Troilus, as ye may after here, 
  That Love hem brynge in hevene to solas; 
  And ek for me preieth to God so dere, 
  That I have might to shewe, in some manere, 
  Swich peyne and wo as Loves folk endure, 
  In Troilus unsely aventure. (I.29–35)3 
 
Such a prologue establishes that, regardless of the lived experience of the writer, powerful 
negative emotion accompanies—perhaps even motivates—the act of narrating Troilus’s sorrows. 
Moreover, the emotional investment of the audience, a rhetorical necessity for engaging them 
with the text, is foregrounded and specifically directed toward the individual misfortunes of 
Troilus, to the apparent exclusion of other characters in the poem or the doomed city of Troy—
perhaps because his individual sufferings are more broadly representative of “swich peyne and 
wo as Loves folks endure.” The plot will later involve other characters, most prominently 
                                                          
3 All citations of Troilus and Criseyde, unless otherwise noted, will come from Benson, gen. ed., The Riverside 
Chaucer, 3rd ed. 
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Pandarus and Criseyde, in a similarly focused relationship of compassion for Troilus’s pain, an 
aggregation that aligns non-Troilus characters, writer, and reader on a similar affective plane.  
 Careful use of the term “narrator” is necessary in this discussion. In the aftermath of E. 
Talbot Donaldson’s influential “Chaucer the Pilgrim” (1954), which posits the narrator of the 
General Prologue of the Canterbury Tales as an ironized construction separate from Chaucer 
himself and was followed by arguments that the narrator in Troilus and Criseyde functions 
similarly, several critics have rightly cautioned modern readers against too hastily attributing 
contemporary ideas about unreliable narrators—indeed, the very concept of a narrator as a 
coherent fictional construct separate from the author—to Chaucer in Troilus and Criseyde. While 
reading the narrating “I”’s various positions  as all belonging to a cohesive but intentionally 
fallible narrator offers the opportunity for many enlightening readings of the text, it can also 
serve, as A. C. Spearing argues, to “simplify the poem—to resolve ambiguity, to stabilize what 
in reading feels mobile, to claim knowability for what feels obscure, and often to reduce [Troilus 
and Criseyde] . . . to rigid religious orthodoxy and ungenerous antifeminism.”4 By constructing a 
narrator whose statements are frequently to be read ironically, we run the risk of obscuring 
places in which Chaucer engages with challenging questions of writing, particularly, as I shall 
argue, places where the narrating voice expresses emotional attachment to or identification with 
his characters.  
                                                          
4 Spearing, Textual Subjectivity: The Encoding of Subjectivity in Medieval Narratives and Lyrics (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 73. For Donaldson’s original argument, see E. Talbot Donaldson, “Chaucer the Pilgrim,” 
PMLA 69 (1954): 928–36. On the risks of too hastily explaining Troilus and Criseyde’s inconsistencies by way of a 
fallible and ironized narrator, see also Elizabeth Salter, “Troilus and Criseyde: Poet and Narrator,” in Acts of 
Interpretation: The Text in Its Contexts, Essays on Medieval and Renaissance Literature in Honor of E. Talbot 
Donaldson, ed. Mary J. Carruthers and Elizabeth D. Kirk (Norman, OK: Pilgrim Books, 1982), 281–91; Spearing, 
“A Ricardian ‘I’: The Narrator of ‘Troilus and Criseyde,’” in Essays in Ricardian Literature in Honour of J. A. 
Burrow, ed. A. J. Minnis, Charlotte C. Morse, and Thorlac Turville-Petre (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 1–22; 
and Michael Foster, Chaucer’s Narrators and the Rhetoric of Self-Representation (Bern: Peter Lang, 2008), chap. 4. 
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The question of how, to what extent, and why compassionate or sympathetic 
entanglement with characters and their sufferings is a desirable, necessary, or inevitable part of 
representing their actions in a narrative is one that Chaucer explores from multiple perspectives, 
in multiple texts. Hopefully without oversimplifying the manifestations of authorial self-
presentation in Troilus and Criseyde, I propose here to read the narrator as a character insofar as 
he aligns himself with readers and many other characters in the text in centering his narrative on 
the pain of Troilus and relating his compassion for this pain. This is but one of several 
perspectives on the question of suffering and compassion proffered in the text, as I shall address 
later in the chapter, but in its manifestation as amorous ‘pity,’ the vicarious involvement of 
Pandarus with Troilus’s love affair, and the identification, or failure of identification, of the 
writer and reader with Troilus as witnesses to his story, all create a fraught relationship between 
love, compassion, and authorship. Pity, by putting the writer or reader in the feminized position 
of making contact with subject matter not through the masculine intellectual tradition Chaucer 
cites in Troilus and Criseyde but through experience, even vicarious experience,5 both enables 
and undermines a writer’s power to create a lasting contribution to literary tradition.  
That pity, compassion, mercy, and the clusters of sentiments and actions surrounding 
them were of interest to Chaucer can be demonstrated by a cursory examination of his corpus—
Douglas Gray describes “pite” and “routhe” as appearing “so frequently that no-one would 
hesitate to include them in any list of the author’s favourite words.”6 “Compassion” appears 
                                                          
5 Cf. the famous opposition between experience and written authority in The Wife of Bath’s Prologue: “Experience, 
though noon auctoritee / Were in this world, is right ynogh for me / To speke of wo that is in mariage” (ll. 1–3). 
 
6 Gray, “Chaucer and ‘Pite,’” in J. R. R. Tolkien, Scholar and Storyteller: Essays in Memoriam, ed. Mary Salu and 
Robert T. Farrell (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1979), 173–203, at 173. 
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somewhat less frequently, at only nineteen total uses,7 but its relative disfavor compared to 
“pity” and “routhe” does not seem to have come from any sense that the word was more limited 
in meaning. Although different kinds of fellow-suffering seem to have animated different uses of 
this vocabulary, there is a great deal of slippage, suggesting both that the words could be used 
interchangeably and that Chaucer interested himself in the shades of overlap between, for 
example, erotic pity, the mercy a monarch ought to show to suppliant subjects, the compassion 
God shows for humanity, and a sense of sympathy with suffering. The pity is not limited to the 
character’ attitudes toward each other, but also extends to the relationship between writer and 
characters and, in Chaucer’s appeals to pathos, to the relationship between readers and characters 
as well, eliding boundaries not only between different definitions of words but between author, 
audience, and text.  
Frequently, the words are doubled, as when the speaker in Boece asks what other crime 
he could have confessed to “that it ne enclynede som juge to have pite or compassioun” (Boece 
Pr. 4, 233–34), or when Walter in the Clerk’s Tale, having sent Griselda away with nothing but 
the smock she wore when she came to him, “wente his wey, for routhe and for pitee” (Cl. 893). 
Again, there seems to be a slippage of terms—sympathy for Griselda becomes Walter’s sorrow, 
a judge’s merciful sentiment becomes authoritative action (at least hypothetically). Gray 
observes three overall tendencies in Chaucer’s use of ‘pity’: first, that it is associated with 
nobility or gentilesse; second, that it is a natural tendency common in women, or in the feeling 
parents have for children; and third, that in its generosity and fellow-feeling for suffering, “it 
                                                          
7 See John S. P. Tatlock and Arthur G. Kennedy, A Concordance to the Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer and to 
the Romaunt of the Rose (Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith, 1963), for the uses of compassion (159); piteous (687); 
piteously (687); pity (687–88); and ruth (756–57). 
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sometimes becomes virtually synonymous with ‘compassion,’”8 a generous and social emotion. 
Yet it clearly is not always productive, as the unhappy ends of womanly pity in The Legend of 
Good Women demonstrate—Dido, Medea, and Hypsipyle, among others, all suffer as a result of 
the pitiless response to their own erotic compassion for men. In its sliding of meanings from the 
courtly and noble to the pathetic and sorrowful, Chaucer seems to test the boundaries of how far 
empathizing with another will go, and at what point this empathy ceases to be productive. 
This general interest in pity and affective identification can clearly be seen in Troilus and 
Criseyde. A brief survey of the vocabulary surrounding empathetic emotions in Troilus and 
Criseyde readily demonstrates the complicated interconnectedness of reader, characters, and 
narrator as well as the processes of love and textual engagement. The word “compassioun” 
appears only three times in the text. The first, appearing in the prologue after a request that 
“loveres” in the audience pray for those in Troilus’s situation, expresses a wish on the narrator’s 
part to “have of hem compassioun, / As though I were hire owne brother dere” (I.50–51). The 
word next appears shortly after Troilus falls in love with Criseyde in a desire that she “of him 
wolde han compassioun” (I.467); its final appearance is in Troilus’s rebuttal to Pandarus’s 
concern that he has behaved improperly as Criseyde’s uncle in arranging the affair between her 
in Troilus. Arguing that Pandarus’s actions have been motivated by “Compassioun, and 
felawship, and trist” rather than personal gain, he dismisses the idea that Pandarus is guilty of 
“bauderye” (III.403, 397). Even these few usages of the term bind author, reader, Criseyde, and 
Pandarus in a shared attitude toward Troilus, but further examination reveals a stronger tendency 
in the text to center ideas of compassion around him.  
                                                          
8 Gray, “Chaucer and ‘Pite,’” 182. 
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Of the twelve uses of “pitee” in the text, fully half specifically designate pity for 
Troilus—pity from Criseyde, Helen, Pandarus, and self-pity from his own eyes. The situation 
becomes a bit more complex with the derived word “pitous,” further complicated by the fact that 
“pitous” can designate either the giver or the object of pity, meaning both “Merciful; 
compassionate; full of pity for another's distress” and “Arousing or deserving of pity; in a 
pitiable state, piteous; wretched, lamentable; sorrowful, doleful.”9 The fact, however, that 
eighteen out of twenty-nine uses of “pitous” are used by Pandarus, the narrator, or Troilus 
himself to describe Troilus or his actions—nearly all as the object rather than a bestower of 
pity—again indicates the one-directional flow of emotional identification. Even starker is the use 
of “routhe.” Of twenty-nine uses, seventeen (eighteen, if one counts Pandarus’s reference to 
“routheless” beauty in I.347) are specifically used to indicate an attitude of Criseyde toward 
Troilus.10 
 Stated in a more gendered way, Troilus, the characters around him, and the narrator all 
present an examination of emotion that makes relating to his pain a central part of understanding 
the masculine role in love and poetry. The experience of falling in love for Troilus is, to a large 
extent, a matter of subjecting himself to and accepting pain. His initial attitude toward lovers is 
mocking and superior; he denounces men as foolish for losing sleep over women who don’t care 
about them, and his gaze, right up until the moment he sees Criseyde, is sharp and aggressive   
(“. . . thorugh a route / His eye percede, and so depe it went / Til on Criseyde it smot, and there it 
stente,” I.271–73). Afterwards, however, this sharp regard is turned inward, away from Criseyde 
                                                          
9 MED, s.v. “pitous,” definitions 1a and 2a. 
 
10 See Owen Boynton, “The Trouthe / Routhe Rhyme in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde,” The Chaucer Review 45.2 
(2010): 222–39, on the frequency of “routhe” and “trouthe” rhymes in the text and the linking of the two concepts, 
and distinctions between routhe and such related concepts such as pity and mercy. 
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and toward his own suffering, which prompts Troilus’s first efforts at producing poetry of his 
own. In the first Canticus Troili, he contemplates his pain in terms of Petrarchan paradoxes 
(literally, since the Canticus translates Sonnet 88, “S’amor non è”)—that is, he consents to the 
pain and finds it pleasurable: 
   And if that at myn owen lust I brenne, 
   From whennes cometh my waillynge and my pleynte? 
   If harm agree me, wherto pleyne I thenne? 
   I not, ne whi unwary that I feynte. 
   O quike deth, O swete harm so queynte, 
   How may of the in me swich quantite, 
   But if I consente that it be? (I.400–406). 
 
In context, it seems clear that it is because Troilus finds his pain pleasurable enough to indulge in 
that he complains of it; his transition from mocking the pain of love from the outside to suffering 
it enables him to occupy a privileged position of ability to contemplate and voice this pain, 
absent even from Criseyde as the object of his amorous attention. 
 It is this privileged position of pain that enables Troilus, Pandarus, Criseyde, the narrator, 
and the audience to explore an affective mode of textual production based, at least theoretically, 
on contemplating and sharing the experience of pain rather than on a classical textual tradition. 
The narrator, apparently inexperienced in love himself, expresses his own dependence on 
auctores even as he suggests that a more emotional mode of authorship might be more 
appropriate to his material: 
   For-why to every lovere I me excuse, 
          That of no sentement I this endyte, 
          But out of Latin in my tonge it wryte. (II.12–14) 
 
Again, the audience is assumed to include lovers who can sympathize with the hero and measure 
the authenticity of the poem against their own experiences; the poet, apparently unable to write 
out of “sentement,” aligns himself with a text-based mode of authorship even as his and other 
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characters’ emotional engagement with Troilus’s pain begins to drive the plot. Holly A. Crocker 
and Tison Pugh argue that Troilus’s centering of his identity around suffering amounts to a kind 
of masochism that belies readings of his character as feminized; in fact, his purification through 
suffering defines a more elevated form of masculinity in which “passivity achieves the effects of 
agency, moving others through his stasis” and permitting him to withstand the vicissitudes of 
time and fate.11 If his passivity defines the masculine agency driving the poem, however, most of 
the rest of the characters, including the narrator, are obliged at least in part to occupy the 
feminine position of being moved by Troilus’s pain.  
 The power of this pain is emphasized in the way Pandarus and, through him, Criseyde 
are affected by it. Though the general structure of the communication between the three 
characters—Pandarus discovers Troilus’s troubles by accident, discovers the love Troilus has 
been keeping secret, and creates a new version of this scene for Criseyde’s benefit to soften her 
resistance to the idea of love—is Boccaccio’s, Chaucer expands the relationships between the 
three of them and heightens the emphasis on emotionality and identification with another 
through his use of vocabulary and exclamations. Where Boccaccio’s Pandaro, coming across his 
weeping friend in bed, says simply, “Che é questo, . . . amico caro? Hatti giá cosí into il tempo 
amaro?” (What is this, dear friend? Has the bitter time thus already overcome you?, Il Filostrato 
2.1),12 Pandarus exclaims with (perhaps humorously exaggerated) distress, “Allas . . . who 
causeth al this fare? / O mercy, God! What unhap may this meene? (I.551–52) and speculates as 
to various possible causes for Troilus’s distress, specifically, we are told, to make Troilus angry 
                                                          
11 Crocker and Pugh, “Masochism, Masculinity, and the Pleasures of Troilus,” in Pugh and Marzec, ed., Men and 
Masculinities, 82–96, at 83.  
 
12 Quotations and translations from Il Filostrato will come from Giovanni Boccaccio, Il Filostrato, ed. Vincenzo 
Pernicone and trans. Robert P. apRoberts and Anna Bruni Seldis (New York & London: Garland Publishing, 1986), 
and will be cited parenthetically by part and stanza number.  
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and thus jar him from his sadness. While Pandaro reacts with increased sympathy to Troilus’s 
distress—“Di Pandar crebbe allor la pietate” (Pandarus’s pity then increased, 2.4), Chaucer’s 
Pandarus “neigh malt for wo and routhe” (I.582). The highly emotive vocabulary may serve to 
give some humor to the scene, but it also draws attention to the affective power of Troilus’s 
suffering, which spurs Pandarus into a long discourse, not found in Boccaccio, about how best to 
remedy this pain. “I graunte wel,” he says, “that thow endures wo / As sharp as doth he Ticius in 
helle,” (I.785–86), but speculates that, without an interpretive framework for his suffering and 
eventual death, the lady he loves will simply attribute his pain to cowardice—that is, if the pain 
cannot be truly expressed, it must still be explained.13 
 Having obtained the identity of Troilus’s beloved and Troilus’s consent to further his 
suit on his behalf, Pandarus begins his own great authorial project: engineering the affair 
between Troilus and Criseyde. The connection between his maneuvering and the composition of 
a text is deliberately drawn by the narrator in describing Pandarus’s plans: 
  For everi wight that hath an hous to founde 
  Ne renneth naught the werk to begynne 
  With rakel hond, but he wol bide a stounde, 
  And sende his hertes line out fro withinne  
  Aldirfirst his purpos for to wynne. 
  Al this Pandare in his herte thoughte, 
  And caste his werk ful wisely or he wroughte. (I.1065–71) 
 
The allusion here to Geoffrey of Vinsauf’s widely read thirteenth-century poetic manual Poetria 
Nova clearly connects the work of the poet with Pandarus’s work of fomenting a romantic liaison 
with, perhaps, some significant differences. Winthrop Wetherbee points out that the “intrinseca 
linea cordis” of Poetria Nova—Chaucer’s “hertes line”—is an interior function, its interiority 
                                                          
13 Cf. Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (New York: Routledge, 2014): “There is a connection between 
the over-representation of pain and its unrepresentability. So, for example, I may not be able to describe 
‘adequately’ the feelings of pain, and yet I may evoke my pain, again and again, as something that I have” (22). 
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reiterated by the subject “Interior homo” two lines later, making the transmission of the inner 
intellectual design by the physical hand “a secondary process . . . translated into its outward 
imitation,” as opposed to Pandarus’s process, in which he sends “his hertes line out from 
withinne / Aldirfirst.” Wetherbee interprets this to mean that “Pandarus has little or no inner life” 
and “his imagination is wholly oriented toward the material world,”14 making Pandarus a 
craftsman rather than an artist. I would suggest, however, that Chaucer’s change here makes 
Pandarus’s process of composition specifically oriented around spreading what might be termed 
an affective contagion. At least some medieval theories of emotion situated the heart as the 
source of feelings: they “were understood to occur through the movements of the vital spirit and 
natural heat, produced in the heart and travelling through the arteries.”15 Given the emphasis on 
emotional expression and interpretation Chaucer has added to this first scene of Pandarus’s, the 
heart’s role in both emotion and authorship animates his reference to Geoffrey of Vinsauf. To 
“send his hertes line out fro withinne . . . his purpose for to wynne” implies that Pandarus’s plan 
specifically involves impressing upon others an emotional state that was impressed upon him by 
his encounter with Troilus’s lovesickness: an attitude of fellow-suffering and pity.  
 The gendered implications of conflating emotional manipulation, compassionate 
identification with another’s pain, and authorship in this way emerge in the opening of Book II, 
which features an apparently inappropriate reference to the classical story of Procne and 
Philomela. As Pandarus lies asleep, a swallow sings outside his window: 
  The swalowe Proigne, with sorowful lay, 
  Whan morwen com, gan make hire waymentynge 
                                                          
14 Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1984), 78 and 79. See also Geoffrey of 
Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, ed. Edmond Faral, Les Arts poétiques du XIIe et du XIIIe siècle (Paris: Honoré Champion, 
1924), 198; and Poetria Nova, rev. ed., trans. Margaret F. Nims with an introduction by Martin Camargo (Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 2010), 20. 
 
15 Corinne Saunders, “Affective Reading: Chaucer, Women, and Romance,” The Chaucer Review 51.1 (2016): 11–
30, at 13. 
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  Whi she forshapen was, and ever lay 
  Pandare abedde, half in a slomberynge,  
  Til she so neigh hym made hire cheterynge 
  How Tereus gan forth hire suster take, 
  That with the noyse of hire he gan awake[.] (II.64–70). 
 
Upon waking, Pandarus remembers his intention to visit Criseyde and begin softening her 
attitude toward Troilus. The transition from a story of rape, murder, and cannibalism to a story of 
seduction casts Pandarus in an unappealing light, and critics unsurprisingly find in this allusion 
an ominous foreshadowing of how Troilus and Criseyde’s love will end. Jennifer Garrison 
reminds us that the story of Procne and Philomela ends with the destruction of an entire royal 
family and argues that the reference to their story here is meant to recall not only the rape of 
Philomela by Tereus, but the ways in which uncontrolled masculine desire has negative political 
consequences.16 Jane Chance, meanwhile, contends that this allusion references a kind of 
ravishment that, unlike the divine ravishment of Dante in Purgatorio 9 when he similarly hears a 
swallow’s song in his sleep, “is neither spiritual nor interior in nature, but destructive, carnal, and 
manipulative,” a reference that echoes throughout Helen’s abduction by Paris, Diomede’s 
seduction of Paris and, on a gender-bending note, the assertive role Criseyde plays in her sexual 
relationship with Troilus.17  
 The unsettling gender politics of the allusion are difficult to deny, but the episode 
serves another function besides casting a shadow of foreboding over Troilus and Criseyde’s love: 
it draws attention to the role of sorrow for another in motivating both artistic production and 
action within a plot. That it is Procne, rather than Philomela, who sings of Philomela’s rape 
                                                          
16 Garrison, “Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and the Danger of Masculine Interiority.” 
 
17 Chance, Mythographic Chaucer: The Fabulation of Sexual Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1995), 123–24. See also Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets, who also compares the description of the swallow’s 
song in Troilus and Criseyde with Purgatorio 9, arguing that the comparison demonstrates that “Pandarus by 
contrast is concerned with a simpler kind of ravishment,” his departure for Criseyde’s house marked by “leering 
innuendo” (155). 
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echoes the transferal of Troilus’s emotions to Pandarus, whose own emotional state for the rest 
of the poem is entirely entangled in the love affair of his niece and his friend. The contrast 
between the idyllic month of May described in lines II.50–56 (“In May, that moder is of monthes 
glad / That fresshe floures, blew and white and red, / Ben quike agayne . . .) and the “sorowful 
lay” and “waymenting” of Procne highlights the powerful negative emotions motivating her song 
on behalf of her sister.  
 The word also recalls the repeated use of “sorwe” in Book I to describe the emotional 
states of the writer, Troilus, and Pandarus, and how that feeling influences their actions. In the 
second stanza of the poem alone, the narrator calls on Tisiphone, “sorwynge evere in peyne,” as 
the “sorwful instrument” telling a “sorwful tale” with a “sory chere” (I.9–14). Troilus’s falling in 
love causes him to lament his own “sorwe,” and when Pandarus hears, he claims “So ful of 
sorwe am I, soth for to seyne / That certainly namore harde grace / May sitte on me” (I.712–14). 
The reference to Procne and Philomela, then, underlies the apparently cheerful interactions 
between Pandarus and Criseyde when he greets her at the beginning of Book II, reminding 
audiences of a motivation beyond simply prurience on Pandarus’s part: empathy with Troilus.  
 The appearance of female suffering and female singing about that suffering also 
anticipates the ways in which compassion is increasingly figured as associated with femininity, 
particularly in the person of Criseyde. As I mentioned earlier, the relationship between Troilus 
and Criseyde is frequently depicted as her having “routhe” for him. The first time she sees him 
after Pandarus tells her that Troilus is in love with her and is in danger of dying if she doesn’t 
love him back, he has just been in battle. Though he has been victorious, his horse has been 
wounded and is bleeding, his helmet and shield are broken to pieces and shot with arrows, and he 
casts down his eyes in shame at the attention he receives from the townspeople. Criseyde is 
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literally impressed by his appearance, which she lets “so softe in hire herte synke” (II.650), and 
her own falling in love begins thus: 
   For of hire owen thought she wex al reed, 
   Remembryng hire right thus, “Lo, this is he 
   Which that myn uncle swerith he moot be deed, 
   But I on hym have mercy and pitee.” (II.651–55). 
 
Casting the female beloved as a merciful (or merciless) feudal lord is conventional in 
descriptions of courtly erotic relations, but in a text that has so heavily featured pity and 
compassion as the reaction that everyone from the narrator to the audience to Pandarus has or is 
expected to have to Troilus, the collapsing of the distinction between female erotic pity, the 
sympathy of friendship, and the compassion of reader and writer for characters, elides the gap 
between the pagan world of the poem and the medieval Christian world of its creation and casts 
the production of the text as driven at least in part by a feminized mode of interacting with its 
hero. 
That is to say, the attitude of compassion in general is categorized as feminine in other 
works of Chaucer’s and more broadly in medieval literature and culture, connecting heterosexual 
courtly love relations with contemplative religious attitudes and readerly engagements with texts. 
C. S. Lewis refers to pathos as Chaucer’s “special excellence,”18 and pity and pathos have 
animated several recent discussions of The Legend of Good Women and The Canterbury Tales, 
connecting them with the political maneuvering necessary in the court of Richard II, 
developments in devotional practices, and the performativity of emotions in producing fictional 
texts.19 The feminine coding of compassion, however, raises challenges for the author seeking to 
                                                          
18 Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study in the Medieval Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1958), 161. 
 
19 See Misty Schieberle, Feminized Counsel and the Literature of Advice in England, 1380–1500 (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2014), chap. 2, on Alceste as a feminine model for male counsellors and poets seeking to mitigate the 
effects of lords’ unrestrained passions; Richard Frank Worth, “The Canterbury Tales III: Pathos,” in The Cambridge 
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produce an emotionally engaging text that will also be able to vie (however humbly) with the 
works of the classical auctores. One obstacle is the suspicion of pity and sentimental sympathy 
that is characteristic of our own time20 but was also part of the Christian tradition inherited by 
Chaucer, particularly when it came to emotional engagement with the characters of pagan 
classical literature.21 The erotic associations bound up in affective attachments to Christ and the 
saints also proved problematic for medieval men seeking to maintain orthodox positions of 
heterosexual masculinity while also loving and submitting to God.22 And perhaps most 
challenging of all for a writer, alignment with the pagan characters in his text in a feminized 
mode of emotional engagement with erotic pain threatens the ability of a text to rise above the 
level of a courtly “making” and achieve the status of lasting authority. 
 These tensions erupt in the text in a variety of ways. Perhaps the most obvious is the 
way in which Criseyde occasionally breaks the model of Troilus-centered compassion around 
                                                          
Companion to Chaucer, ed. Piero Boitani and Jill Mann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 178–94, 
on the role of humanizing depictions of Christ, meditational practices encouraging imaginative participation with 
Christ’s experiences and suffering, and devotion to the Virgin Mary and St. Francis in the religious milieu 
influencing several of the Canterbury Tales; and Anne Schuurman, “Pity and Poetics in Chaucer’s Legend of Good 
Women,” PMLA 130.5 (2015): 1302–17, on ways in which “the art of feeling pity maps onto the art of writing 
poetry because both involve performed sincerity that is not insincere for being performed” (1307). 
 
20 Perhaps John Jervis offers a helpful summation of modern critiques of pity, sympathy, and pathos-based aesthetics 
when he says, “Sentimentalism, it is alleged, purports to involve wider concerns, particularly concerns for the 
suffering of others, but . . . it is really about the pleasures of emotional self-indulgence” (Sympathetic Sentiments: 
Affect, Emotion and Spectacle in the Modern World [London: Bloomsbury, 2015], 87). 
 
21 See introduction, 16, for critiques by Aelred of Rievaulx, Peter of Blois, and St. Augustine of emotional 
attachment to fictional characters. 
 
22 See Sarah McNamer on the way fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Middle English Passion lyrics demonstrate the 
conflicting imperatives of “kynde” heterosexual desires and compassionate identification with Christ: in these lyrics, 
“[Christ] is begging for eroticized pity . . . yet granting this emotional response is precisely what is forbidden to the 
male reader on another lexical level (be not unkynde ; be not unnatural in your erotic desires; do not feel eroticized, 
feminized compassion for a man)” (Affective Meditation and the Invention of Medieval Compassion [Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010], 20). See also Robert Mills, “‘Whatever you do is a delight to me!’: 
Masculinity, Masochism, and Queer Play in Representations of Male Martyrdom,” Exemplaria 13.1 (2001), 1–37, 
on the erotic elements involved in compassionate identification with the suffering of martyrs and the pressure they 
put on medieval concepts of masculinity: “In effect, martyrdom is more generally a genre in which un-manning 
literally makes the man” (37). 
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which the main plot is largely built, either by claiming a measure of compassion for herself or by 
“taking pity” on someone other than Troilus, giving rise to numerous scholarly debates as to 
whether, how, and how much the text sympathizes with her, especially in the last two books, 
which might seem to offer a degradation of her character.23 One way to examine this is to return 
to the use of pity-related vocabulary in the second half of the text. Key moments include the 
atypical uses of “routhe” in which the narrator disavows the ability of any book to offer a true 
accounting of just when Criseyde transferred her affections to Diomede and says “she so sory 
was for hire untrouthe, / Iwis, I wolde excuse hire yet for routhe” (V.1098–99), or when Criseyde 
tells Diomede, “If that I sholde of any Grek han routhe, / It sholde be yourselven, by my 
trouthe!” (V.1000–1001). Although other passages in the text direct pity toward Criseyde, the 
connection between “sorwe” and “routhe” drawn here, as well as the idea that Criseyde’s 
response toward Diomede could be considered “routhe,” trouble the specific relationship 
between pity and love that readers have been asked to align themselves with throughout the text: 
Criseyde’s “sorwe” here is not lovesickness, but guilt and her status as a byword for female 
infidelity, and the idea that these forms of suffering are also worthy of the storyteller’s ‘routhe’ 
draws attention briefly away from Troilus’s pain to consider that the focus on Troilus’s pain to 
the exclusion of Criseyde’s has in fact had negative consequences on the literary tradition, 
producing a one-sided and exaggerated legacy more interested in placing blame than in historical 
accuracy. Meanwhile, the description of Criseyde’s potential affection toward Diomede as 
                                                          
23 For arguments that the last two books provide different perspectives on Criseyde’s character rather than a negative 
development of it, cf. Marjorie Curry Woods, who argues that in the second half of Troilus and Criseyde, “Chaucer 
approaches his characters from the other side, revising the first half of the story and denying the possibility of simple 
responses” (“Chaucer the Rhetorician: Criseyde and Her Family,” The Chaucer Review 20.1 [1985]: 28–39, at 36–
37), and Andreea Boboc, who suggests that the various descriptions of Criseyde throughout the poem, rather than 
shifting from praise of Criseyde to blame, demonstrate how her appearance is shaped by her experience and others’ 
perceptions, and the ways in which a traditional descriptio “prevents the audience from recognizing what is 
valuable, unique, or even genuine about feminine experience” (“Criseyde's Descriptions and the Ethics of Feminine 
Experience,” 83). 
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“routhe” (and the earlier portrait of Criseyde including a detail that “Ne nevere mo ne lakked hire 
pite,” V.824) suggests that the same contagious compassion that contributed to Criseyde’s initial 
consent to Troilus’s love is also responsible for her infidelity and a factor in her “slydynge . . . 
corage” (V.825). 
 This notion of ‘slydynge corage’ intimates yet another point of tension in the use of 
feminized erotic compassion in writing: that is, that a writing based on embodied suffering and a 
feminine position of identifying with that suffering rather than the textual tradition of auctores is 
unstable and vulnerable to loss. This vulnerability of writing is clearly foregrounded in Troilus 
and Criseyde: in the proem to Book II, the narrator’s apology for discussing love “unfelyngly” 
and comparison between himself and a blind man trying to judge colors are immediately 
followed by a description of language’s vulnerability to time: 
  Ye know ek that in forme of speche is chaunge 
  Withinne a thousand yeer, and words tho 
  That hadden pris, now wonder nyce and straunge 
  Us thinken hem, and yet thei spake hem so (II.22–25). 
 
On the one hand, this serves as a manner of excuse for actions that readers may find 
objectionable: times were different, people acted differently. On the other hand, it points to the 
vulnerability of a newly arisen vernacular tradition attempting to vie with classical authorities 
that have clearly passed the test of time, and to the challenges of approaching the Matter of Troy 
from such an intimately emotional angle. Jennifer Summit, in her study of the ways in which the 
“woman writer” emerged in English literary tradition as a figure of loss and opposition to 
authoritative models key in defining the identity of “English literature,” reads this passage as 
establishing masculinity’s stability with respect to a (feminine) mutability of language—a 
stability that fails with Troilus’s failure in love. She argues that this attempt to safeguard 
language’s utility by situating it in men’s erotic linguistic production “renders Troilus’s eventual 
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failure in love symptomatic of both men’s loss of prerogative over language and the broader 
linguistic and historical mutability against which this early passage attempts to guard.”24 
Criseyde’s ‘slydyge corage’ threatens not only her relationship with Troilus, then, but also the 
linguistic reliability and intelligibility of a narrative that has been largely constructed around the 
“hertes line” connecting reader, writer, and characters in a spiral of sympathy centered around 
Troilus.  
 But Criseyde is not the only site of rupture; as critics have often noted, the narrator’s 
empathetic engagement with his characters is inconsistent, and the end of the poem brings an 
apparent distance—not the elevated distance of one rejecting his subject matter entirely, but “the 
precarious position of someone who is still caught between the contradictions he perceives and 
enacts.”25 He and Pandarus, moreover, do not provide the only models of authorship and 
compassion in the poem; among many other writer figures, Troilus and Criseyde features 
Antigone and Cassandra, the former an addition not found in Il Filostrato and the latter 
thoroughly revised from Boccaccio’s version. Both offer models of literary production and 
interpretation that reject the compassionate identification with suffering I have outlined here, 
simultaneously exploring the potential of other ways of emotional engagement with material and 
questioning the association between the feminine and erotic pity. 
 
                                                          
24 Summit, Lost Property: The Woman Writer and English Literary History, 1380–1589 (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2000), 51. See also Brooke Heidenreich Findley, Poet Heroines in Medieval French Narrative: 
Gender and Fictions of Literary Creation (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), introduction, for a relevant 
discussion of associations of female writers with bodily presence, sexuality, gender instability, and a lost lyric past 
in medieval French literature; and Elaine Tuttle Hansen, Chaucer and the Fictions of Gender (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1992), for an argument that this instability of language connects the narrator with Criseyde: 
“Both the narrator and Criseyde, it seems, live with, recognize, and come to symbolize what we now call the 
indeterminacy of language, the untrustworthiness and inadequacy of words” (142), but they are treated very 
differently by critics throughout the ages. 
 
25 Richard Waswo, “The Narrator of Troilus and Criseyde,” ELH 50.1 (1983): 1–25, at 21. 
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Antigone and the Rejection of Pain 
 
 While the main thread of the narrative focuses its attention on erotic pity—particularly 
for Troilus—the question of compassion both within and without the textual world of Troilus 
and Criseyde extends outward, considering multiple perspectives. At the margins of the story, 
Chaucer inserts another potential example of an author within the text in the figure of Antigone. 
Unlike Pandarus, the narrator, Procne, and Criseyde, Antigone, through her artistic production, 
demonstrates little sorrow or empathy for either a lover or anyone else; rather, the affective force 
of her commentary is centered around emulation rather than compassion, seeming to provide a 
way to escape pain rather than share it. The suggestion of a female authorship outside the 
traditional gender dynamics of courtly love offers the tantalizing possibility of a way to avoid the 
pitfalls of emotional entanglement while maintaining the power to move audiences rhetorically. 
Yet the apparent power provided by this position proves illusory, and Antigone ultimately 
vanishes from the text without explanation. Antigone’s insertion in the text, then, provides an 
example of alternative feminine literary tradition that is ultimately unable to withstand the dual 
pressures of a romantic plot centered on erotic suffering and a historical plot that ends in tragic 
but necessary destruction. 
 Many of the changes made to the Troy legend in Troilus and Criseyde are characteristic 
of what Harold C. Zimmerman refers to as a treatment of history “that tries to suppress the 
political and historical, attempting instead to interpret events and characters in terms of their 
most immediate, personal setting,”26 although the tension between this personal story and the 
downfall of Troy surfaces at various points in the poem. One figure who illustrates this intrusion 
of the historical and literary background of Troy into the personal romantic narrative is 
                                                          
26 Zimmerman, “Kingship, Fatherhood, and the Abdication of History in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde,” 
Neophilologus 98 (2014): 129–44, at 129. 
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Antigone, one of three nieces that Chaucer gives Criseyde. Boccaccio’s Criseida does not live 
alone: she has “quella famiglia / ch’al suo onor convenia di tenere” (1.15; the household that it 
was suitable for her dignity to maintain), and we know that “in questa / casa son donne ed alter 
genti meco (2.143; there are ladies and other people with me [Criseida] in this house). And yet, 
Boccaccio’s narrator mentions specifically that she has no children, and the only members of her 
family who are named individually are Calcas and Pandaro. 
 By contrast, Chaucer’s Criseyde appears to inhabit a deliberately constructed private 
feminine sphere, living and interacting with three nieces in a household explicitly described as 
containing other women: 
   Adown the steyre anonright tho she wente 
   Into the gardyn with hire neces thre, 
   And up and down ther made many a wente— 
   Flexippe, she, Tharbe, and Antigone— 
   To pleyen it joye was to see; 
   And other of hire wommen, a gret route, 
   Hire folowede in the gardyn al aboute. (II.812–18) 
 
The impression is one of an idyllic locus amoenus, the woes of the war forgotten in the women’s 
“pleye.” This episode, in which Antigone sings the song which has brought her to scholarly 
attention, is Flexippe’s only appearance in Troilus and Criseyde, but Antigone and Tharbe return 
when Pandarus arranges for Criseyde to visit an ailing Troilus at Deiphebus’s house—“Come ek 
Criseyde, al innocent of this, / Antigone, hire suster Tarbe also” (II.1562–63), and Antigone 
makes a final appearance at the gathering at Pandarus’s house at which Troilus and Criseyde 
have their first sexual encounter; we are told that Criseyde traveled “with hire faire nece 
Antigone, / And other of hire wommen nyne or ten” (III.597–98). In contrast, then, to Criseyde’s 
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loneliness at the beginning and ending of the text, when she is separated and then reunited with 
her father, her time in Troy seems full of (specifically female) company.27 
 Critics have offered various answers to the question of why Chaucer revised his depiction 
of Criseyde’s family and how these changes affect our understanding of Criseyde and the story. 
Barbara Nolan, for example, reads the cozy domestic scene of Criseyde with her nieces in the 
garden as a gesture toward a theme of false Trojan security, the prioritizing of personal 
relationships and safety in the face of the city’s destruction (and the ultimate lack of safety 
confronting all pagans in a medieval Christian worldview).28 Marjorie Curry Wood, meanwhile, 
suggests that Antigone’s characterization (like Pandarus’s) serves to highlight Criseyde’s virtues 
through contrast between her and her family in the first half of Troilus and Criseyde before 
rhetorically presenting the case against Criseyde in Books IV and V.29 I would suggest, however, 
that Antigone also presents another kind of contrast: by adding an example of a female-authored 
and female-performed lyric set-piece to Boccaccio’s original, Chaucer is able to present a 
contrasting model of pain and literary creation to those offered by Troilus, Pandarus, and the 
narrator. Using Antigone’s song as an example of literary production that rejects a compassion-
based understanding of love and writing and offers instead an emulative affective power, 
Chaucer gives the objectified female beloved an apparently active subject position and 
                                                          
27 For a discussion the apparent contradiction posed here, see Neil Cartlidge, who suggests that Chaucer evokes 
concepts of friendship here that would have been relevant to women, particularly widows: “The friends she lacks . . . 
are precisely those whose help she would have required in order to make an advantageous second marriage; as a 
result, she is, as it were, temporarily exiled from the marriage-market” (“Criseyde's Absent Friends,” 242). 
Criseyde’s nieces, as subordinate to her in the household, could certainly not have served in this capacity. 
 
28 Nolan, Chaucer and the Tradition of the Roman Antique (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992): 
“[Antigone’s] song, like the garden’s comparably artificial order, gives promise of sikerness. It celebrates, above all, 
the absolute protection the song’s speaker claims to have found in true love” (240). 
 
29 Cf. Wood, “Chaucer the Rhetorician: “It is by distinguishing Criseyde from her family, by contrasting her 
behavior with theirs, that Chaucer is able to characterize Criseyde in the first half of the book as of noble birth, yet 
vulnerable, surrounded by ‘an urbane and serene household,’ yet alone” (31). 
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experiments with the notion that a lack of ‘pity’ can provide a more stable position for a writer 
before rejecting this stability as illusory and short-lived. 
 Any interpretation of Antigone as a character is necessarily informed by the classical 
associations attending the name “Antigone” and her most significant action in Troilus and 
Criseyde: the seven-stanza song she sings to Criseyde and her sisters in Book II. Characterized as 
a “Troian song” (II.825), this composition, rather than being a direct translation of another’s 
poem by Chaucrt (like the first Canticus Troili), is a collection of motifs from Guillaume de 
Machaut’s lyric poetry, including “Paradis d’amour” and “Mireoir amoureux.”30 (In this respect, 
it aligns with French narrative traditions of assigning lyric performance by way of inserted 
quotations or original poems, rather than more text-based modes of authorship, to women.)31 Its 
speaker addresses herself to the god of love, thanking him for the joy she has found with her 
lover and the virtue she has found in loving while also dismissing those who criticize love as 
“vice” or “thralldom”: such a critic must be “envious, or right nyce, / Or is unmyghty, for his 
shrewednesse, / To loven” (II.857–59). This song, and her explanation of it to Criseyde, 
constitute Antigone’s only direct speech in the text, and both are obviously crucial to 
                                                          
30 On the sources for this song, see G. L. Kittredge, “Antigone’s Song of Love,” Modern Language Notes 25 (1910): 
58; Sister Mary Charlotte Borthwick, F. C. S. P., “Antigone’s Song as ‘Mirour’ in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde,” 
Modern Language Queries 22 (1961): 227–35, at 228–29; and James I. Wimsatt, “Guillaume de Machaut and 
Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde,” Medium Aevum 45 (1976): 277–93, esp. 288–91. 
 
31 See Findley, Poet Heroines in Medieval French Narrative, 13–14, on the self-conscious feminine gendering and 
archaizing of lyric inserts and the notion of poetic performance as associated with cross-gendered performance; see 
also Sarah Kay, Parrots and Nightingales: Troubadour Quotations and the Development of European Poetry 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), esp. introduction and chaps. 5–6, on the distinction between 
lyric inserts in narrative, which serve to “reflect or voice emotion; songs are also sung to jollify social occasions or 
to accompany social activities (such as women’s work),” and lyric quotations of troubadour song, which “home in 
on the moral, reflective, or other sententious aspects of troubadour poetry, inscribing it less in the field of affect than 
of knowledge” (15). Although Antigone’s song resembles the first category more than the second, I argue that 
Chaucer works throughout Troilus and Criseyde to collapse, at least partially, the fields of affect and knowledge by 
treating Antigone’s song in similar ways to Troilus’s more academically inclined poetic expressions or indeed 
Chaucer’s attempt to balance emotion and knowledge in the composition of Troilus and Criseyde. 
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understanding Antigone’s role in the poem. Before initiating an examination of them, however, it 
may be helpful to consider the ways in which Antigone’s name affects our reading of her by 
associating her both with the suffering of the Matter of Thebes and the arrogance of the Ovidian 
and mythographic Antigones. 
 Scholars offer two prevailing hypotheses for why Criseyde’s most prominent niece in 
Troilus and Criseyde is called Antigone. The first is that she is named after the daughter of 
Oedipus and Jocasta, situating her in a network of allusions to Statius’s Thebaid in the text and 
thematically tying the fate of Troy to the fate of Thebes;32 and second, that she is named after the 
daughter of Laomedon (or Priam) who, in Ovid’s Metamorphoses and the work of the Vatican 
Mythographers, is turned into a crane for her arrogance.33 Both Statius and Ovid are significant 
influences in Troilus and Criseyde, however, and both invest the name “Antigone” with relevant 
connotations. The binocular view that results from this doubling of lenses—the loyalty, 
innocence, and vulnerability of the Statian Antigone and the arrogance of the Ovidian 
Antigone—suggests that the relationship between literary creation and openness to the pain and 
suffering of others is both affected by the social position of the writer and by a writer’s 
presumption in vying with authoritative models. 
 Antigone appears only briefly in the Metamorphoses, but the image resonates both with 
her depiction in Troilus and Criseyde and Chaucer’s project of joining the ranks of the poetae: 
                                                          
32 For ‘Theban’ readings of Chaucer’s Antigone, see Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets, esp. 118–20; and Catherine 
Sanok, “Criseyde, Cassandre, and the Thebaid: Women and the Theban Subtext of Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde,” 
Studies in the Age of Chaucer 20 (1998): 41–71. 
 
33 For a reading of Antigone that sees the Mythographers as the salient influence, see Chance, Mythographic 
Chaucer, 127–28. Dominique Battles, in her study of Theban material in the Middle Ages, considers both Statian 
and mythographic origins for Antigone, as well as the Roman de Thèbes, and concludes, “Chaucer’s Antigone 
frustrates our attempts to place her within familiar historical contexts, least of all Thebes” (The Medieval Tradition 
of Thebes: History and Narrative in the OF Roman de Thèbes, Boccaccio, Chaucer, and Lydgate [New York: 
Routledge, 2004), 125. 
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   pinxit et Antigonen ausam contendere quondam 
   cum magni consorte Iouis, quam regia Iuno 
   in uolucrem uertit; nec profuit Ilion illi 
   Laomedonue pater, sumptis quin candida pennis 
   ipsa sibi plaudat crepitante ciconia rostro. (Metamorphoses VI.93–97) 
 
   [Antigone she pictured too, who once 
   Challenged the royal consort of great Jove. 
   And Juno changed her to a bird, and Troy 
   Availed her nothing nor Laomedon, 
   Her father—no! with snowy feathers clothed, 
   In self-applause she claps her stork’s loud bill.]34 
 
Coming as it does from the weaving contest between Arachne and the goddess Pallas, the scene 
seems ripe with significance for a writer challenging himself to compose an authoritative work 
on a classical subject. Warning against arrogance in artistic creation, this episode also features a 
competitive model of art between female creators in which neither displays empathy or 
compassion for the other—the mood Pallas attempts to instill in Arachne here is fear. Also of 
interest for understanding Antigone’s portrayal is the description of stork-Antigone as “candida.” 
“Candida,” in addition to having personality-related connotations with respect to purity, honesty, 
and cheerfulness, is literally translated as “white,” particularly a dazzling or shining white. 
Chaucer’s Antigone, meanwhile, is called “Antigone the shene” (II.824)—“shene” meaning 
“bright, shining, luminous”35 and “Antigone the white.” Conventional expressions of beauty, 
these epithets, combined with the Ovidian Antigone’s Trojan origins as the daughter of 
Laomedon, hint at a connection between Criseyde’s niece and the girl turned into a bird for her 
presumption. This same Antigone’s story is found with few changes in the work of the First and 
                                                          
34 Citations of Metamorphoses will come from P. Ovidius Naso, Metamorphoses, ed. R. J. Tarrant (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), and will be cited parenthetically in the text by book and line number. English translations 
will come from Metamorphoses, trans. A. D. Melville (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). 
 
35 MED, sv. “shēne,” definition 2, accessed Feb 8 2018. 
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Second Vatican Mythographers, while the twelfth-century Digby Mythographer makes her the 
daughter of Priam and describes her as sleeping with Jupiter, bringing her closer chronologically 
to the time at which Troilus and Criseyde takes place and emphasizing her sexual misbehavior as 
well as her arrogance.36  
 Balancing these negative connotations of artistic overreach and lasciviousness, however, 
are the tragic overtones of the name “Antigone” in the Matter of Thebes, which is also 
referenced multiple times in Chaucer’s depiction of Troy. Most clearly related to Antigone and 
the private familiar sphere of Criseyde is the famous episode in which Pandarus (having just 
been awoken by Procne’s song) interrupts his niece and two other unnamed ladies listening to a 
girl read “the geste / Of the siege of Thebes” (II.83–84).37 As Dominique Battles notes, this is in 
keeping with a general tendency in Troilus and Criseyde to associate Thebes with Troy in 
specifically private concerns and spaces, “well away from the arenas of political decision-
making”—rather than apply knowledge of the fate of Thebes to their current situation, characters 
consistently use Theban history and figures in intimate emotional discussions.38 Yet it is this 
broader linking of the two cities’ dooms that invests Antigone’s name with poignancy; a figure 
of innocence and youth in the Thebaid, Statius’s Antigone is also associated with the private 
sphere,39 with a youth and innocence that are not permitted to endure the rupture of her family 
                                                          
36 See Ronald E. Pepin, The Vatican Mythographers (New York: Fordham University Press, 2008), 77, 86, and 135, 
and Chance, Mythographic Chaucer, 127–28. 
 
37 Scholars have generally concluded that we are to understand Criseyde reading a vernacular rendering such as Le 
Roman de Thèbes rather than Statius’s Thebaid; see Battles, The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 120, for a concise 
summary of the evidence pointing toward this conclusion. Conversely, Sanok argues that the Thebaid might be the 
intended reference and that such an interpretation opens up new meaning in Troilus and Criseyde (“Women and the 
Theban Subtext,” esp. 49). 
 
38 Battles, The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 121. 
 
39 In her first appearance in the poem, she is described thus: “turre procul sola nondum concessa uideri / Antigone 
populis teneras defenditur atra / veste genas” (Thebaid VII.243–45, Library of Latin Texts, Series A, based on 
Publius Papinius Statius, Thebais, ed. Alfred Klotz and Thomas C. Klinnert [Leipzig: Teubner, 1973]. “In a remote 
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and country in civil war.40 Living under the aegis of Criseyde, herself vulnerable to the actions of 
her father, Pandarus, Troilus, and the men of Greece and Troy more generally, Chaucer’s 
Antigone might be said to illustrate what Catherine Sanok describes as “the theme of women's 
vulnerability to martial violence that is so powerfully explored by Statius”41 and by Chaucer in 
his use of Theban material to connect several female characters.  
 It is, perhaps, this vulnerability to pain that influences Antigone’s attitude toward love in 
her song and explanation of it, and its effect on Criseyde. Criseyde’s state of mind before going 
to the garden to rest with Antigone and her other nieces is explored in some detail; having been 
told of Troilus’s love by Pandarus and seen Troilus from her window, she debates with herself as 
to whether to concede to Troilus and Pandarus’s wishes and enter into a relationship with 
Troilus. As the narrator tells us, “Now was hire herte warm, now was it cold” (II.698). Although 
she admits Troilus’s many virtues, she fears giving up her current freedom for the pains she 
anticipates accompanying love, as well as the negative forces of rumor. Antigone’s song, 
seemingly a point-by-point rebuttal of her misgivings,42 appears a comforting and empowering 
response to her inner debate: 
    “O Love, to whom I have and shal 
   Ben humble subgit, trewe in my entente, 
   As I best kan, to yow, lord, yeve ich al 
   For everemo myn hertes lust to rente; 
   For nevere yet thi grace no wight sente 
                                                          
and lonely tower Antigonê, too young for public view, defended her delicate cheeks with a black veil,” trans. Jane 
Wilson Joyce in Thebaid: A Song of Thebes [Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2008].) 
 
40 Cf. Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets, 118–19. 
 
41 Sanok, “Women and the Theban Subtext,” 44. 
 
42 Cf. Borthwick, “Antigone’s Song,” 232–34, for a breakdown of the ways in which Antigone’s song responds to 
Criseyde’s concerns; and Kara Doyle, “Criseyde Reading, Reading Criseyde,” in Vitto and Marzec, eds., New 
Perspectives on Criseyde, 75–110, for a reading of Criseyde’s actions before, during, and after hearing Antigone’s 
song as a model of women’s psychological responses to encountering portrayals of women in literature. 
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   So blissful cause as me, my lif to lede 
   In alle joie and seurte out of drede.” (II.827–33). 
 
As Kara Doyle notes, this sort of willing subjection to a personified Love seems in keeping with 
the language of courtly male protagonists in the erotic literary tradition and thus, despite its 
ostensible humility, offers its speaker a more powerful position than that of the passive object of 
a lover’s desires: instead, its speaker “places herself in the subject position by adopting the 
vocabulary and concerns of male lyric song-makers, inverting the usual fin’amors gender 
roles.”43 Willing submission to love allows the speaker to avoid the kind of traumatic erotic 
revenge that Cupid takes on Troilus when he sees Criseyde; this allows her to use happiness, 
rather than suffering, as a source of artistic inspiration. 
The apparent humility also masks the opportunities the situation offers for the speaker to 
claim authority as a writer. The speaker’s protestations of her own virtues, her self-description as 
“humble” and “trewe in myn entente” (a declaration not only of her fidelity in love but her 
worthy intentions as a poet), are matched by Antigone’s assertion that the writer of the song she 
sings is “the goodliest mayde / of gret estat in al the town of Troye, / and let hire life in moste 
honour and joye” (II.890–92). Criseyde’s response, “Forsothe, so it semeth by hire song” 
highlights the purported authenticity of the song, at least as far as Criseyde is concerned, by 
emphasizing the close association between the perfect happiness described in the song and the 
virtues of its supposed composer. This is perhaps another reason for the song’s influence on her: 
rather than identifying with the pain of the loving subject, she can identify with the powerful 
position of the joyful beloved who can enjoy virtue, love, and the ability to express her feelings 
in poetry without the fear of pain—that is, rather than encourage compassion or empathy, the 
song suggests that emulation is the proper response to the emotions expressed. The tendency 
                                                          
43 Doyle, “Criseyde Reading,” 83. 
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toward encouraging positive identification is heightened by the idea that the writer is apparently 
a woman like Criseyde who is beautiful, has expressed uncertainties about love (“Al dredde I 
first to love hym to bigynne, / Now woot I wel, ther is no peril inne,” II.874–75), and values 
respectability. In short, Criseyde “is not only assured that it is another woman who is the makar 
of a lyric . . . but also that the superlatively aristocratic auctor wrote out of personal, honorable 
and joyful experience.”44 
It is not the “mayde” who occupies the narrative space here, however, but Antigone. The 
displacement of the original composition from Antigone onto this unnamed maiden might serve 
to confirm the idea that this Antigone maintains the innocence of her Theban forebear and the 
erotic interests of the mythographic Antigone—she doesn’t understand love but is enthusiastic 
about it. This displacement, however, also serves to highlight Antigone’s role in reproducing and 
explicating the song; that is, it gives her the role of a commentator or translator in her own right. 
Transforming the song from a temporally limited oral performance to a text whose themes can be 
discussed and whose authorship is relevant to its validity, the introduction of the ‘mayde’ moves 
Antigone’s performance and discussion of her song from the realm of spontaneous emotional 
expression to the realm of textual analysis. 
To demonstrate the parallels between Antigone’s song and the more ‘text-based’ exegesis 
of the narrator, one might, as other critics have done, compare Antigone’s song with the Canticus 
Troili in Book I, whose authenticity the narrator verifies: 
  And of his song naught only the sentence, 
  As writ myn auctor called Lollius, 
  But plainly, save our tongues difference, 
  I dar wel seyn, in all, that Troilus  
  Seyde in his song, loo, every word right thus 
                                                          
44 Clare Regan Kinney, “‘Who Made This Song?’: The Engendering of Lyric Counterplots in Troilus and Criseyde,” 
Studies in Philology 89.3 (1992): 272–92, at 277. 
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  As I shal seyn; and whoso list it here,  
  Loo, this next vers he may it fynden here. (I.393–99) 
 
This is a complicated moment that Clare Regan Kinney describes as “a remarkably duplicitous 
invocation of auctoritee”;45 the fictitious Lollius is invoked to mask the influence both of 
Boccaccio, the ultimate source of the narrative, and Petrarch, the primary source of the Canticus. 
Moreover, the insistence that every word that Troilus said has been transmitted, regardless of 
language differences or Troilus’s attempts to keep his feelings for Criseyde private, draws 
attention to Chaucer’s manipulations of ideas of writerly authority. The narrating “I” and the 
classical authority of “Lollius” both affirm the reliability of the text of Troilus’s song, if not its 
significance. 
 By contrast, Chaucer gives no indication as to whether Antigone’s account of her song’s 
composition is true. All affirmation of the respectability of the song’s composer, the truth of its 
lyrics, and the validity of its attitude toward love comes from Antigone herself, with no comment 
from anyone except Criseyde, who asks 
    “Lord, is ther swych blisse among  
Thise loveres, as they konne faire endite?” 
“Ye wis,” quod fresshe Antigone the white, 
    “For alle the folk that han or ben on lyve 
    Ne konne wel the blisse of love discryve.” (II.885–89) 
 
Antigone’s statement simultaneously affirms the accuracy of the song and, by her statement that 
the happiness of love is, in fact, indescribable, adopts the humble pose of the narrating voice in 
its concession to linguistic inadequacy to convey emotion. Chaucer-as-narrator makes use of the 
inexpressibility topos at several points to discuss Troilus’s happiness: “Who myghte tellen half 
the joie or feste / Which that the soule of Troilus tho felte” when he hears of Pandarus’s efforts 
on his behalf with Criseyde, he asks, and later, Troilus and Criseyde’s first sexual encounter is 
                                                          
45 Kinney, “The Engendering of Lyric Counterplots,” 277. 
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described as too delightful to describe: “Of hire delit, or joies oon the leeste / Were impossible to 
my wit to seye” (III.344–45 and 1310–11). Antigone thus seems to substitute for the narrator in 
her handling of her source material. 
 Antigone and the maiden’s authority is further clarified by the way both stress the virtues 
of love in general and the “mayde” in particular, thereby perhaps aligning the song with reading 
practices aimed at women in conduct manuals and saints’ lives. Besides Antigone’s claim that 
her author lives in “honor and joie,” the depiction of love in the song itself is at least initially tied 
to virtue, as the speaker tells us (and Criseyde), “This is the righte lif that I am inne, / To flemen 
alle manere vice and synne” (II.851–52). Certainly this fits with courtly ideals of ennobling love, 
but its assurances and psychological effects on Criseyde imply that the text offers an exemplum 
for Criseyde to imitate. This represents a different authorial pose and suggested affective 
identification than the compassion-based model offered by the Troilus-centered narrative; rather 
than feel another’s pain (particularly a man’s), a woman should identify herself with a virtuous 
woman for the purposes of self-improvement and, by doing so, elevate her own position either 
spiritually or socially.46  
 The influence of such exemplum-based literature on Chaucer is visible in the genre and 
presentation of Legend of Good Women, for example,47 but a more convenient summary of the 
goal of encouraging identification with an example may be offered by Le Livre du Chevalier de 
                                                          
46 See Hwanhee Park, “Characters of Authority: Women, Exemplary Texts, and Emulation in Late Medieval 
England,” PhD diss (Purdue University, 2014), on ways in which conduct manuals and saints’ lives present virtuous 
women as both authoritative and imitable, which “allows women to imitate the characters of the authoritative 
examples and thus present themselves as sharing the same characters with the saints—the audience can . . . consider 
the women emulator as authoritative” (7). 
 
47 Cf. Glenn Burger, “‘Pite renneth soone in gentil herte’: Ugly Feelings and Gendered Conduct in Chaucer’s 
Legend of Good Women,” Chaucer Review 52.1 (2017):  66–84, on ways in which the Legend of Good Women 
provides a troubling contrast to the legible and satisfying conduct literature tradition, disrupting the clear categories 
of pitying courtly beloved and advice-giving wife. 
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la Tour Landry, composed in the early 1370s. While a knight is strolling on an idyllic spring day 
in his garden, he remembers the pitfalls that can confront women (particularly from desiring and 
deceptive men), and he decides to compose a book of advice for his daughters: “je me pensay 
que je feroye un livret où je escrire feroye les bonnes meurs des bonnes dames et leurs bienz faiz, 
à la fin de y prendre bon example et belle contenance et bonne manière.”48 Such texts, broaching 
the question of women’s ability to be educated, offer a positive response; indeed, as Glenn 
Burger argues, they “approach a woman’s nature as something capable of developing and 
improving in ways comparable to a man’s.”49  
But the agency offered by this tradition is more than the power to participate in a positive 
relationship with women of the past and improve morally; it also offers a measure of safety. As 
noted above, part of the motivation for the composition of Le Livre du Chevalier de la Tour 
Landry is the knight’s remembrance of how his companions used to offer false promises to 
women, which would bring them shame: “Car maintes foiz vouloient partout desduit avoir, et 
ainsi ne faisoient que decevoir les bonnes dames et demoiselles . . . dont il en advint mainte 
honte et maint villain diffame sanz cause et sanz raison.”50 This deception by men is one of 
Criseyde’s fears, as well, which adds to the appeal of the authority offered by Antigone, both in 
her song and in her citation of the “mayde”’s authority. Her praises of love as bringing her joy 
and freedom from fear—a convenient contrast to the “dredfull joye” Criseyde sees in others and 
                                                          
48 Le Livre du Chevalier de la Tour Landry pour l’enseignement de ses filles, ed. M. Anatole de Montaiglon (Paris: 
P. Jannet, 1854), 3: I thought that I would make a little book where I would write the good ways of good ladies and 
their good deeds, so that they might take good example and good composure and good manners from it (translation 
mine). 
 
49 Burger, “Ugly Feelings and Gendered Conduct,” 73. 
 
50 Montaiglon, ed., Le Livre du Chevalier, 3: For many times they wanted to have sport everywhere, and so they did 
nothing but deceive good women and maidens . . . from which came about many a shame and many a wicked 
defamation without cause or reason. 
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does not wish to emulate (II.776)—suggest that the position she has taken is one worth imitating 
both in that it provides joy and authority and in that it prevents suffering. In short, rather than 
linger on erotic pain, the speaker of this song initially seems to deny it—a rejection both of 
Criseyde’s fear of love and the vulnerable position that Criseyde and her nieces occupy in the 
besieged Troy. 
And yet, a darker vision of love, and of the speaker, emerges in the fifth and sixth stanzas 
of the song as she seeks to counter Love’s detractors, hinting that the protection offered is 
limited. Anyone who disparages love must be envious or foolish, the song claims, “though he 
feele in it destresse” (II.856); this distress surfaces again when Antigone argues that, rather than 
ask “every wrecche” whether love is blissful, one must ask an authority, just as one must “axen 
fendes is it foul in helle” (II.890 and 896). This is the first indication in the song that pain might 
be associated with love; in fact, earlier mentions of “drede,” “strif,” and “sorwe” are all 
negations, giving the impression that the song is a “female celebration of mutual bliss and 
security in love, expressed by way of unambiguous praise of Love’s power.”51 The phrasing of 
this first intrusion of suffering into the vision of love—a parenthetical reference to “destresse” 
followed by a series of insults and a contradictory assertion that this suffering lover “benten 
nevere [Love’s] bowe!” (II.861) adds a jarring note of harsh defensiveness to what has 
heretofore been a song of unmixed happiness.  
The attitude of Antigone’s speaker here might be compared with the “cruele” or 
“routheless” behavior Pandarus associates with Criseyde’s possible unwillingness to pity 
Troilus’s pain, but the lover’s pain here is nowhere to be found: instead, in a posture that 
resembles Troilus’s callous attitude toward suffering lovers in the beginning of Book I, 
                                                          
51 Kinney, “The Engendering of Lyric Counterplots,” 285. 
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Antigone’s speaker refuses pity both for those who refuse to love and those who suffer in love—
indeed for anyone outside the sphere of her, her beloved, and Love. In a verse remarkable for the 
varied attitudes toward pain and feeling it evinces, the speaker asks, 
  “What is the sonne wers, of kynde right, 
  Though that a man, for fieblesse of his yen 
  May nought endure on it to see for bright? 
  Or love the wers, though wrecches on it crien? 
  No wele is worth, that may no sore dryen. 
  And forthi, who that hath an hed of verre, 
  Fro cast of stones war him in the werre!” (II.862–68).  
 
The fault for suffering is again located with the “wrecche” rather than with love, but by 
comparing the relationship between lover and love to a man staring into the sun, she undermines 
her praise of love by suggesting a deceptive aspect of love—the image of the blinding injury of 
the sun foreshadows the numerous times in Troilus and Criseyde in which derivatives of “blynd” 
such as “blende” or “blente” are used to mean “deceive”52—and distances the speaker from the 
physical pain of the “wrecches,” for whose crying the speaker displays no sympathy. (This seems 
particularly pointed given Criseyde’s lament in her soliloquy that “we wrecched wommen 
nothing konne” in love [II.782]). 
 In apparent contradiction to her praise of the happy life of love described in the beginning 
of the song, the speaker now claims that “No wele is worth, that may no sorwe dryen”—that is, 
one does suffer in love, but it’s worth it, and thus those who complain are ignorant. Far from 
usurping the subject position of the suffering male lover, then, the speaker absolutely rejects it; 
rather than mimicking Troilus’s masochistic acceptance of pain in the first Canticus, the speaker 
has more in common with the arrogant disdain of the pre-love Troilus. And herein, perhaps, lies 
the weakness in this authorial position, suggested by Antigone’s name: the happy but pitiless 
                                                          
52 See, e.g., II.1496, II.1743, III.207, IV.5, IV.648, IV.1399, IV.1462, V.526, and V.1195. 
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striving of one connotation of the name “Antigone” is at odds with and cannot overcome the 
vulnerabilities the name’s other connotations. 
And such connotations contain resonances well beyond Chaucer’s Troy. Sianne Ngai, in 
examining the gendered ways in which imitation of one woman by another is read as envy or 
desire to become the other, offers a more hostile reading of female-female emulation in films like 
Single White Female and All About Eve: “we can easily imagine . . . situations in which one 
emulates in order to overtake or eclipse the other, even ‘dispossess’ her by claiming exclusive 
recognition for the attributes that define her.”53 Though Ngai is obviously addressing more 
modern formulations of conceptions of envy and emulation, the concept would have been 
familiar to medieval antifeminist writers like Andreas Capellanus who characterized invidia as a 
feminine trait, causing women to disparage other women in order to raise their own status.54 
Elements of this hostile dispossession of other female figures can be seen or referred to in 
Chaucer’s Antigone—in Arachne’s vying with Pallas, the Ovidian and mythographic Antigone’s 
rivalry with Juno, and the Chaucerian Antigone’s displacement of the anonymous “mayde.” For 
Chaucer, however, this is a doomed enterprise that does not result in success for the emulating 
female artist: at least for Arachne and the Ovidian Antigone, this rivalry is only ever one-sided. 
Gods cannot be beaten. Neither, it seems, can the pain associated with love. It can be disavowed 
and disdained, but the apparent authority granted by denying its power is illusory. 
As an alternative to compassion as a model for relating to one’s subject matter, then, 
emulation, particularly from a feminine subject position, has two drawbacks, both of which are 
                                                          
53 Ngai, Ugly Feelings (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005), 142. 
 
54 See Andreas Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love, trans. John Jay Parry (New York: Columbia University Pres, 
1960), esp. 202; see also Aileen A. Feng, “Desiring Subjects: Mimetic Desire and Female Invidia in Gaspara 
Stampa’s Rime,” in Rethinking Gaspara Stampa in the Canon of Renaissance Poetry, ed. Unn Falkeid and Aileen A. 
Feng (London: Routledge, 2015), 75–91, for an examination of the ways in which this tradition of female invidia 
influences the work and discussion of later female vernacular writers.  
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signaled in Antigone’s name: the arrogance of the Ovidian Antigone is poor defense against the 
vulnerability to fortune of the Theban Antigone. The correspondences between Antigone, the 
narrator, and Troilus suggest comparisons, offering the tempting possibility of a less traumatic 
method of writing than identification with suffering (and one less prone to the complications 
caused by conflicting sympathies or a desire to be objective), but ultimately the creative tradition 
in which Antigone participates does not pose a solution to these challenges. The false nature of 
this power can perhaps be seen in Antigone’s last appearance in the text. As discussed earlier, 
Criseyde arrives at her uncle’s house in Book III with a whole party of women, Antigone among 
them. When Criseyde is compelled to stay the night due to the stormy weather,  
  Tho Pandarus, hire em, right as hym oughte, 
  With wommen swich as were hire most aboute, 
  Ful glade unto hire bedddes syde hire brought, 
  And took his leve, and gan ful lowe loute, 
  And seyde, “Here at this closet dore withoute, 
  Right overthwart, youre wommen liggen alle, 
  That whom yow list of hem ye may here calle.” (III.680–86) 
 
This appearance of propriety, arranging it so that Criseyde sleeps surrounded by the women of 
her household (including, presumably, Antigone), offers the possibility that Criseyde’s changed 
circumstances from her Boccaccian counterpart—the female companionship and intellectual 
atmosphere of her household—might change the narrative and prevent the “sorwe” that afflicts 
both Troilus and Criseyde at the end of the poem. But Pandarus has planned well; Troilus comes 
out of his hiding place, the subsequent sexual encounter between Troilus and Criseyde initiates 
their affair in earnest, and Antigone drops out of the text altogether. The woman-to-woman 
model of literary transmission and emulation, having failed to secure the bonds between women 
or overcome the forces of a male love the ‘mayde’ arrogantly thought to have under control, 
gives way again to a narrative centered on male pain.  
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Cassandre and the Composition of History 
 Unlike Antigone, Troilus’s sister Cassandra does appear in Il Filostrato, in roughly the 
same point in the plot as in Troilus and Criseyde: in it, Criseida has moved to the Greek camp 
and failed to return to Troy at the appointed time, and Troilus, fearful and lovesick, dreams of a 
boar appearing to steal Criseida’s heart (literally in Il Filostrato, restraining himself to embracing 
and kissing in Troilus and Criseyde). Into this unhappy situation, Cassandra/Cassandre enters to 
interpret. But where Boccaccio’s Cassandra seems to be, as one critic has argued, “little more 
than a shrewish voice of courtly intrigue,”55 Chaucer’s Cassandre interprets Troilus’s dream and 
in the process provides a lengthy history of Calydon and Thebes. While scholars typically agree 
that Chaucer’s version represents a radical revision of Boccaccio’s original, disagreement exists 
about what Chaucer has actually done in his representation of Cassandra. I argue here that 
Chaucer’s Cassandre, like Antigone and the narrator, participates in the questions of authorship, 
gender, and compassion that have animated much of the emotional discourse in the poem: 
removed from the feminine context in which Boccaccio locates her, Cassandra is also removed 
from both the spheres of compassion and negative or aggressive emotions. While this allows her 
an authoritative position within the typically masculine sphere of historiography, her emotional 
distance deprives her poetry of the power to move, persuade, or educate her audience. 
 Where Chaucer represents Criseyde as belonging to a feminine social sphere consisting 
of nieces, friends, ladies in waiting, and even Helen, Boccaccio assigns this sort of feminine 
space to the royal court: the ailing Troilo is visited by not only Cassandra but Polyxena, Helen, 
Hecuba, Andromache, and many other ladies. While the group initially seems to be characterized 
by compassion—at least for Troilo—Cassandra soon reveals a harsh, even mean-spirited streak: 
                                                          
55 Valerie A. Ross, “Believing Cassandra: Intertextual Politics and the Interpretation of Dreams in Troilus and 
Criseyde,” Chaucer Review 31.4 (1997): 339–56, at 344.  
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having learned (not by prophetic gift but by overhearing her brother Diephebo) about Troilo’s 
mourning for Criseida, 
   quasi schernendolo che sí smarrito  
   si dimostrava, ed era nel cospetto, 
   disse: “Fratel, per te mal fu sentito, 
   sí com’io m’accorgo, il maladetto  
   amor, per cui disfatti esser dobbiamo, 
   come veder, se noi volem, possiamo. (Il Filostrato VII.86) 
 
[as if mocking one who showed himself and appeared so distressed, said, 
‘Brother, as I perceive, you have felt harm from accursed love by which 
we must be undone, as we can see if we wish to.] 
 
Although Troilo is more distressed by the prospect that his secret is out than by the mocking tone 
with which she addresses him, this is not an appealing portrait of Cassandra. Though she is 
accurate in the connection she draws between the love of Troilus and Criseida and the 
“maladetto amor” of Paris and Helen that does in fact threaten the city, her mocking attitude 
toward Troilo seems unpleasant and out of place in the scene of comfort. Moreover, her 
disparagement of Criseida as “la figlia d’un prete scellerato / e mal vissuto e di picciolo affare” 
(VII.87, the daughter of a wicked priest, of ill life and of small importance) is petty in light of the 
greater concerns of the city and merits Troilo’s rebuke of her as “donna baderla, / che dai di 
morso a ciascuna persona” (7.100, a silly woman who takes a bite at every person). Cassandra is 
finally expelled from the scene and from interaction with her brother, and willingly: when Troilo 
rebukes her, she “volentieri stata / esser vorrebbe altrove quella volta, / e tra la donne si fu 
mescolata / sanz’ alto dire” (7.102, gladly would have wished to be elsewhere that moment, and 
she mingled among the other ladies without saying any more). 
 By contrast to Boccaccio’s Cassandra, and to Antigone earlier in the poem, Troilus and 
Criseyde’s Cassandre does not belong (either negatively or positively) to a social circle of 
women; instead, she is summoned alone to interpret Troilus’s dream. The authority of her 
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lengthy interpretation seems not to come from divine inspiration or any courtly or lyric tradition, 
but from Ovid and Statius. As David Anderson remarks, “Her prophetic powers . . . are of a 
bookish sort.”56 This seems to situate her in a writerly position analogous to Chaucer’s: both 
occupy a role of compiler in interpreting source texts, selecting what seems most relevant to their 
purposes, and arranging them to draw connections between the history and downfall of Thebes 
and the perilous situation of Troy.57 Where Antigone’s song was situated in an apparently oral 
and lyric female-authored tradition (the role of Machaut being obscured entirely), Cassandre’s 
place in the masculine classical textual tradition is foregrounded by the twelve-verse Latin 
argumentum of Statius’s Thebaid that appears in all but two manuscripts of Troilus and Criseyde 
after line V.1498,58 a summary with many correspondences with her English summary of the 
events of the Thebaid for Troilus.59 
 If Cassandre is an author of history or epic, however, the narrative she creates has struck 
some as an obscure and confusing response to her brother’s request to explain the boar in his 
dream.60 She begins with a statement of intent for her explanation: 
    She gan first smyle, and seyde, “O brother deere, 
                                                          
56 Anderson, “Theban History in Chaucer’s Troilus,” Studies in the Age of Chaucer 4 (1982): 104–133, at 122. 
 
57 Cf. Anderson, “Theban History,” 132–33, for the suggestion that there is an implicit warning for Chaucer’s 
society in the connections between Thebes, Troy, and London, which was occasionally referred to as “New Troy”; 
see also Ross, “Believing Cassandra,” for the argument that “Chaucer uses the figure of Cassandra as an emblem for 
his project of intertextual self-legitimation” (343) by way of transforming a source text, be it Troilus’s dream or 
Boccaccio’s Filostrato. 
 
58 The ubiquity of the summary in manuscripts of the poem is one factor leading most commentators to conclude 
that Chaucer and not a later glossator is responsible for its addition to Troilus and Criseyde, a conclusion forcefully 
stated by Francis P. Magoun, Jr. when he insists “There can scarcely be any question that Chaucer and not a scribe 
was responsible” for the Latin summary (“Chaucer’s Summary of Statius’s Thebaid II–XII,” Traditio 11 [1955]: 
409–420, at 412). 
 
59 Dominique Battles points out that while we might only get the summary of the Thebaid, Cassandre tells Troilus 
these events “by process, al by lengthe” (V.1491)—her composition process is thus more involved and complex than 
simply reciting a summary. Cf. The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 133. 
 
60 Cf. Sanok, “Women and the Theban Subtext,” 55; Battles, The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 139–40; Wetherbee, 
Chaucer and the Poets, 129–33 
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    If thow a soth of this desirest knowe, 
    Thow most a fewe of old stories here, 
    To purpos how that Fortune overthrowe 
    Hath lordes olde, thorugh which, withinne a throwe, 
    Thow wel this boor shalt knowe, and of what kynde 
    He comen is, as men in bokes fynde.” (V.1457–63). 
 
Already, this gives us the impression that she will do more than explain what the boar represents; 
instead, she will use it to support a thesis that explains this boar and Troilus’s dream as 
informing a larger scheme of history wherein Fortune causes the downfall of individuals and 
civilizations. This theme becomes rather stretched, though, when Cassandre attempts to connect 
the Ovidian story of how Meleager slew the Caledonian boar to Meleager’s descendent, Tideus, 
and his role in the Theban war, to Tideus’s son Diomede, who is represented by the boar and 
who has usurped Troilus’s place in Criseyde’s affections. Although the account is accurate—
“painfully accurate,” as one critic notes61—its applicability to Troilus’s situation is a bit 
confused. The situation of Calydon is generally not included in historical parallels drawn 
between Thebes and Troy; the pattern of death set by Meleager and Tideus’s deaths (as well as 
the Calydonian boar’s) seems to point toward Diomede’s downfall, not Troilus’s; and the 
connection between the “gestes olde” of various Theban figures and Diomede seems tenuous.62 
 More than the provenance of thematic confusion, however, her story has catalyzed other 
critical concerns, particularly those involving the relationship between historiography and human 
affect more generally. Winthrop Wetherbee reads it as bleak and offering no hope of redemption, 
“a prophecy of doom,” a confirmation of the fear “that all life ends in pointless destruction”63 
                                                          
61 Henry H. Peyton III, “The Roles of Calkas, Helen, and Cassandra in Chaucer’s Troilus,” Interpretations 7.1 
(1975): 8–12, at 11. 
 
62 Cf. Battle, The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 139–40. 
 
63 Wetherbee, Chaucer and the Poets, 133. 
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and thus a sign that Cassandre knows the events of the Thebaid but not the poetic significance; 
Catherine Sanok conversely points to the grim events that Cassandre omits in her narrative, 
particularly those involving Jocasta and the other Theban women, asserting that Cassandre’s 
interpretation of Troilus’s dream lacks the “depth of interest in the human cost of war, 
represented by the anguish of women, that distinguishes Statius's poem.”64 Dominique Battles 
suggests that the content of Cassandre’s speech demonstrates her situation as a sort of impromptu 
historian specifically shaping her material to suit the purposes of interpreting Troilus’s dream, 
embodying “the very process of adaptation and revision employed by medieval historians that 
gave ancient history new (and distorted) meanings.”65 While this certainly explains some 
changes, such as the occluding of Atalanta’s name and role in the hunt of the boar under the 
accurate but incomplete description of her as “A mayde, oon of this world the beste ypreysed” 
(V.1473), which reshapes the story of the Calydonian boar to be about the destructive power of 
uncontrolled male erotic desire, it doesn’t seem to explain some of the more jarring emotional 
notes in Cassandre’s depiction. The beginning and end of her appearance are both marked by 
such strange moments: her “smyle” at the beginning of her explanation and her abrupt 
conclusion that Diomede has Criseyde’s heart, and “Wep if thow wolt, or lef, for out of doute, / 
This Diomede is inne, and thow art oute” (V.1518–19). 
 The smile in particular is an odd detail, and it has been interpreted by critics variously as 
sympathetic, indicative of a philosophical indifference, proud, or diabolical.66 Perhaps what is 
                                                          
64 Sanok, “Women and the Theban Subtext,” 61. 
 
65 Battles, The Medieval Tradition of Thebes, 133–34. 
 
66 Cf. A. J. Minnis, Chaucer and Pagan Antiquity (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer 1982): “Condescending that smile may 
be,” but “It expresses affectionate recognition of her brother’s habitual impatience with ancient lore” (77); Nolan, 
Chaucer and the Tradition of the Roman Antique: “Her smile . . . reflects a philosophical attitude towards 
destruction and the workings of Fortune in the mortal world” (230); Peyton, “The Roles of Calkas, Helen, and 
Cassandra,”: “When she first hears of Troilus’ dream, she smiles, an act which demonstrates that she comprehends 
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most striking of all about it is the positive affect it suggests: as we have seen, Cassandra is 
variously mocking and ashamed in Il Filostrato, but she is never happy. Alastair Minnis 
speculates that some aspects of Cassandre’s characterization may derive from Guido delle 
Colonne’s Historia destructionis Troiae (1287),67 which describes Cassandra as a maiden who 
“was very skilled in the liberal arts, being well acquainted with them and having knowledge of 
future events.”68 While I agree that this helps explain her status as specifically educated in a 
classical historiographical tradition, Guido’s Cassandra is also never happy, perpetually being 
locked up by Priam for prophesying Troy’s misfortunes, issuing “wails of laments” and fleeing 
“as if driven mad”69 to the temple of Minerva after Troy is invaded. Similarly, Joseph of Exeter’s 
Ylias, which supplies details for Chaucer’s portraits of Diomede, Criseyde, and Troilus at V.799–
840, depicts a similarly unhappy and mistrusted Cassandra whose portrait shows her as 
unpleasant and perhaps bearing a grim air of doom.70 To some extent, this difference can be 
explained by the relative situations of these different Cassandras—Troy has not yet fallen in 
Chaucer’s version of the story—and the general focus on the private lives of the Trojans in 
Troilus and Criseyde rather than the macroscopic view of history. But on another level, this 
                                                          
the situation immediately and takes joy from the knowledge which she possesses” (11); he later refers to her 
“diabolical grin” (12). 
 
67 Minnis, Chaucer and Pagan Antiquity, 78. 
 
68 Guido de Columnis, Historia destructionis Troiae, ed. Nathaniel Edward Griffin (Cambridge, MA: The Medieval 
Academy of America, 1936), 45: “in liberalibus artibus plus pollebat, habens notitiam earundem et scientiam 
futurorum.” Translation mine. Later, Guido says that Cassandra “Multa nouit predicere de futuris, cum in astrorum 
scientia et aliis liberalibus disciplinis esset potenter et patenter edocta” 87 (Knew how to predict many things about 
the future, as she was thoroughly and clearly educated in knowledge of the stars and other liberal disciplines). 
 
69 Griffin, ed., Historia destructionis Troiae, 79 and 233. “Lamenta querimoniarum” and “quasi demens effecta.” 
 
70 Joseph of Exeter, Daretis Phrygi Ilias, IV.87–89, in Joseph Iscanus: Werke und Briefe, ed. Ludwig Gompf 
(Leiden: Brill, 1970), 141: “Non membris egressa modum, non ceca futuri, / Fulta gena tereti, suspecto crine 
cruorem / Mentitur flagratque acie Cassandra micanti” (Not excessive in her limbs, not blind to things to come, / her 
cheeks worn smooth, with hair that seems gory and flashing glance she blazes, my translation).  
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seems to point toward an emotional disconnect between Cassandre and her material, offering yet 
another perspective on authorial emotional engagement in the poem. 
 Unlike Antigone, whose bliss is facilitated by a determined denial of pain and 
displacement of suffering onto subjects excluded from sympathetic consideration, Cassandre 
does not seem to be affected by what she narrates. That is to say, although some critics have 
described her as sympathetic or compassionate, she manifests affection for her brother (calling 
him “brother deere”) but does not seem moved by his suffering. Neither is she moved, as 
Guido’s Cassandra is, by the thought of the destruction of Troy, though her figural connection of 
the disasters faced by Calydon, Thebes, and Troilus through the image of the boar indicates that 
this destruction is within the purview of her knowledge. And although she describes the negative 
feelings of other female figures—“Diane, which that wroth was and in ire” (V.1465), “Argyves 
wepynge and hire wo” (V.1509)—she herself seems to be absent either of the malicious disdain 
of the Boccaccian Cassandra or the proud innocence of Chaucer’s Antigone in her attitudes 
toward other women. Troilus may accuse her of being the sort of invidious woman who attacks 
other women when he says “As welt how myghtest lien on Alceste, / That was of creatures, but 
men lye, / That evere weren, kyndest and the beste!” (V.1527–29), but this accusation reads 
animosity toward Criseyde in Cassandre’s words that simply isn’t there.71  
 Instead, Cassandre seems simply detached from the emotional turmoil both of her 
material and her brother’s romantic woes, focusing more on the historical content of “bokes” 
than the affective states of the characters who populate them. As the mental state of Antigone’s 
                                                          
71 Ross reads this misinterpretation on Troilus’s part as Chaucer encouraging readers to question his credibility and 
his centrality as a hero: “Chaucer's departure from his source text in his reconstruction of this scene results in a 
narrative alliance between Chaucer and Cassandra that undermines not only Troilus's authority, but Boccaccio's as 
well” (“Believing Cassandra,” 343). 
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speaker might be profitably compared with Troilus before falling in love with Criseyde and when 
composing the Canticus Troili, Cassandre’s attitude here has been compared with Troilus’s after 
he has died as he makes his ascent to the eighth sphere:72 looking down at the site where he was 
slain,  
    And in himself he lough right at the wo 
    Of hem that wepten for his deth so faste, 
    And dampned al oure werk that foloweth so 
    The blynde lust, the which that may nat laste, 
    And sholden al our herte on heven caste[.] (V.1821–25) 
 
Both scenes have been taken to represent a philosophical state of mind in which earthly woes are 
cast aside as unimportant and transient in light of the truest form of love, that of God and the 
eternal.73 Both might also be read as a lack of compassion for the suffering of others, an attitude 
that Chaucer seems to wrestle with at the end: on the one hand, a healthy disdain for the pagan 
ignorance of the past—“Lo here, of payens corsed olde rites! / Lo here, what alle hire goddes 
may availle! / Lo here, thise wrecched worldes appetites!” (V.1849–51)—on the other, a stress 
on the mercy and kindness of Jesus and Mary that suggests the need among all humans for divine 
compassion: “So make us, Jesus, for thy mercy, digne, / For love of mayde and moder thyn 
benigne” (V.1868–69). 
 So what, then, are we to make of Cassandre’s curious exposition of the Thebaid and 
strangely unsympathetic attitude toward her brother? The first place to examine in answering the 
                                                          
72 Cf. Peyton, “The Roles of Calkas, Helen, and Cassandra”: “It is as though her diabolical grin were a strange and 
sardonic precursor of the disembodied laughter of Troilus when at the end of the poem he looks back on earth from 
his vantage point in the eighth sphere” (12). I would argue that the one scene is not a strange and sardonic version of 
the other, but a point of comparison when it comes to rhetorical effectiveness, and perhaps a demonstration of how a 
lack of compassion is read differently when it comes from a man than from a woman. 
 
73 See Minnis, Chaucer and the Pagans, who says of Cassandre’s abruptness, “possession of knowledge of the 
future would, doubtless, make one impatient with the vanity of human wishes” (77) and of Troilus’s mental state 
and realization of the transience of worldly affairs at the end of the poem, “This is the height of philosophical 
wisdom. Sadly, Troilus attains this degree of enlightenment only in death, when his intelligence is unhindered by his 
emotions” (104). 
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question might be her position with respect to the other “makers” in the poem. Rather than 
situate her own artistic production in emotion, either her own, as Troilus does, or that of others, 
as Pandarus, Criseyde and the narrator do, or even in the denial of negative emotions and an 
insistence on happiness as Antigone does, Cassandre’s “making” is motivated first by the 
rhetorical demands of the situation—her brother has asked her to interpret his dream—and 
second, her books. As a philosophical position tied to a greater narrative around history, one in 
which pride and excessive emotion have devastating consequences, this position of emotional 
distance allows her to move out of the smaller sphere of personal feeling around which much of 
the other literary creation in the poem has centered. But rhetorically, the speech fails—rather 
than listening to her words and philosophically accepting that Criseyde has left him, Troilus calls 
her a liar and sends her away with “cruel herte” (V.1534), forgetting his woe for a while in 
anger. It may be that Cassandra has unintentionally accomplished what Pandarus sought to do in 
Book I in distracting Troilus from his pain with anger—without more insight into her thoughts 
from the narrator, she remains as emotionally distant from the reader as she is from her material 
or Troilus—but she certainly has not rendered  her audience “receptive, well-disposed, and 
attentive,” as one rhetorical manual calls for.74 Where the letters, songs, and machinations of 
other artists in the poem are frequently able to manipulate or influence others’ emotions in order 
to advance the plot, Cassandra’s explanation, not even accepted by Troilus, appears fruitless. 
 Perhaps this is to be expected from a character whose traditional role is to be a prophetess 
that no one believes. But it represents a serious revision of Cassandra from most of Chaucer’s 
sources and offers a greater purchase on the question of compassion. The similarities between 
Cassandre’s positive emotional state as she relates her sorry material and Troilus’s as he 
                                                          
74 Caplan, trans., Rhetorica ad Herennium, I.iv.7, p. 13. 
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witnesses his own mourners suggest that Cassandre’s outlook is not necessarily negative and 
might indeed be desirable as a method of consolation—that is, a turn from the transient woes of 
his affair with Criseyde would not have been unwise for Troilus, had his mind not been 
“hindered by his emotions.”75 But as a position for an author with an audience situated on earth 
and not in the higher celestial spheres, a pose of affective disengagement, even when 
accompanied by such rhetorical desiderata as stating one’s cause up front and announcing that 
one will be speaking of important matters,76 is ineffective. Although the narrator claims to tell 
his story “unfelyngly” and frequently aligns himself with the classical textual tradition as 
Cassandre does, as we have seen, his emotional identification with the woes of Troilus provides 
an entry point to engage audiences in a way that Cassandre’s abrupt dismissal of pain does not. 
 Chaucer, then, in crafting a female writer in Cassandre, opens the space both for feminine 
agency detached from male erotic suffering and for a feminine poetics based on an authoritative 
masculine model. Ultimately, however, this space proves sterile: isolated from other women and 
her family in a way that even the unpleasant Boccaccian Cassandra is not, with no personal 
emotional drive to create (and no real suggestion of divine inspiration, either), Cassandra is 
learned and peaceful but unable to effect change. Thus, even as Chaucer attempts to distance 
himself emotionally from the trauma of Troilus and Criseyde’s separation and move toward a 
position of Christian compassion that focuses less on the ephemera of daily life and more on the 
broader arc of history leading toward salvation, Cassandre’s affectively jarring authorial position 
must be rejected as an alternative, at least partially. An auctor cannot be an auctor if no one 
reads him, or her. 
                                                          
75 Minnis, Chaucer and the Pagans, 104. 
 
76 Caplan, trans., Rhetorica ad Herennium, I.iv.7, p. 13. 
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Conclusion 
  In Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer never definitively resolves the authorial problem of a 
writer’s emotional entanglement with his subject matter, though several aspects of this problem, 
such as the writer’s becoming so affected by the suffering of a character that he has difficulty 
continuing his narrative or risks inaccuracy, are foregrounded as obstacles in the poem. But 
through the writerly poses occupied by a variety of characters both male and female, including 
Chaucer himself as the narrating “I” and the selector of what details the audience sees, Troilus 
and Criseyde presents the question as both necessary and, perhaps ultimately, unanswerable. The 
courtly erotic tradition within which Chaucer worked often posits compassion, or the lack of 
compassion, as a feminine trait that sparks inspiration not in the compassionate or merciless 
woman but in the man who suffers for her love. At the same time, meditative practices and 
discourse about the life and sufferings of Christ and the martyrs were in the process of making 
compassion a desirable quality in everyone, and the rising of vernacular literatures against the 
backdrop of classical auctores encouraged aspiring writers like Chaucer, albeit humbly, to 
identify themselves with the culture-makers of the ancient past.  
The potential of compassion, of identifying oneself with others either to feel their pain or 
emulate their virtues, to define both gendered positions and vernacular authorship, presented 
Chaucer both with the exciting possibilities and the risks of overstepping his bounds. By 
involving the characters of Troilus and Criseyde in the same process of composition, adaptation, 
interpretation, and identification with which he is so intimately involved, Chaucer creates a work 
in which female writers abound and a feminine pose of compassion is necessary, at least to some 
extent, to become an effective author, while still recognizing the constructedness of the 
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association between pity and femininity and the obstacles preventing writers, both male and 
female, from achieving the authoritative status to which he himself aspired.  
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CONCLUSION 
 Through studies of particular innovative writers in the development of medieval 
vernacular romance, I hope to have demonstrated in this dissertation the utility of literary 
character as a site for understanding these writers’ self-presentation as “authors.” Examining the 
various roles assumed by medieval writers—reader, translator, performer, compiler, and political 
advisor—the dissertation has identified places where the depiction of character can illustrate how 
a writer positions himself with respect to those roles. Changes made to a character between the 
original and the romance adaptation, recurring characters in multiple works by the same writer, 
and characters who produce poems, prophecies, and textual explanations within a larger literary 
work are all explored as means these writers use to assert themselves and their relationships to 
audiences and to textual authority.  
Chapter 1 examined Le Roman d’Enéas, an a twelfth-century adaptation of Virgil’s 
Aeneid, and how its writer revises characters associated with the Latin royal court. By 
recontextualizing Virgil’s extensive cast of characters into networks of interdependent clusters, 
its redactor both presents a theory of feudal subjectivity based on the productive channeling of 
emotions and positions himself as an authoritative interpreter of the Aeneid. Chapter 2 attempted 
to provide a new perspective on how Chrétien de Troyes became the “inventor” of French 
Arthurian romance in the twelfth century. Surveying medieval ideas of memory and 
contemporary serial narrative theory, the chapter argues that Chrétien creates a model of 
character that depends on his audience’s memories and requires them to read and reread his 
romances as a corpus. Producing characters that can change between texts and appear to act even 
when not being depicted in a plot, Chrétien is able to develop a complex interfictive world and 
thus establish himself as the author of a new literary tradition. 
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 Chapter 3 narrowed its focus to a single character, Merlin, in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
Vita Merlini, Laȝamon’s Brut, and the anonymous Of Arthour and of Merlin, arguing that Merlin 
proves a fruitful site for examining tensions of gender and national identity inherent in the act of 
transforming legend into written historical narrative. Chapter 4 concluded the dissertation with a 
study of the problem of authorship and emotion in Geoffrey Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. 
This chapter argued that, in his portrayals of Antigone and Cassandre as literary creators, 
Chaucer examines the problem of affective identification with and sympathy for literary 
characters, questioning the association of compassion and femininity and offering alternative 
models of authorship. Employing studies of medieval emotions and contemporary affect theory 
to investigate how compassion is portrayed in the text, I suggest that Chaucer presents a 
dominant idea of compassion that centers audience, writer, and other characters in a pose of pity 
for Troilus, but then troubles that notion by presenting Cassandre and Antigone as authors with 
alternate relationships to Troilus, love, and compassion.  
 Using contemporary theoretical models to examine these medieval texts accomplishes 
two purposes. The first is to build upon the recent body of scholarship demonstrating that 
contemporary scholarship, when carefully applied, is not necessarily anachronistic but can be 
used to trace lines of intellectual continuity between the Middle Ages and today and to bring 
fresh insights to oft-studied texts. The second is to illustrate the sophisticated and experimental 
nature of the works under discussion, which engage prior literary convention and theories of 
audience engagement in innovative ways. There existed no single dominant medieval theory 
about the arrangement and portrayal of characters in a long narrative work like a romance, and 
writers varied their methods, and their self-positioning with respect to characters, depending on 
their political and literary purposes. Moreover, romance as a genre is porous, flexible, and 
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demonstrative of medieval writers’ new conceptions of authority and legitimacy, and therefore a 
flexible methodology is required to understand how writers brought new ideas to bear in their 
crafting of literary characters.  
 This dissertation, perhaps most importantly, contributes to and intervenes in ongoing 
discussions of medieval authorship. These discussions have in recent years been enriched by 
historical studies of medieval intellectual culture, reception studies, and the application of 
contemporary gender and queer theory, but few have attempted to approach the problem of 
authorship through narratological concerns such as character, a critical lacuna I seek to fill here. I 
hope also to have demonstrated the utility of character for understanding texts. Despite 
dismissals of character in medieval texts on the grounds of anachronism and critical tendencies 
to focus discussions of character on modern novels, medieval writers developed sophisticated 
means of depicting character and created characters so memorable that critics today still argue 
over their motivations and sympathies. Finally, the dissertation has illustrated the value of 
characters beyond the romance hero and heroine for understanding medieval character depiction. 
Although minor in the development of the main plot, characters such as the Enéas’s Mesencius 
and Drances, Chrétien’s Gornemant de Gohort and Orgueilleux de la Lande, and Chaucer’s 
Antigone and Cassandre offer modern readers important insights into how these writers viewed 
character portrayal, plot construction, and their own role with respect to their works. Ideally, 
future studies of medieval characterization can build upon the methodologies modeled here in 
order to produce new insights about medieval plot and character construction and, in so doing, 
provide more narrative-based means of understanding how writers of medieval fiction conceived 
of their own work. 
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